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PREFACE
TO THE FIRST EDITION.

This volume owes its existence principally to the repeated requests of a number of our fair patrons and amateur supporters, whose inquiries and wishes for a practical manual on Floriculture, at last induced us to prepare a work on the subject. That now offered is given unaffectedly and simply as a plain and easy treatise on this increasingly interesting subject. It will at once be perceived that there are no pretensions to literary claims—the directions are given in the simplest manner—the arrangement made as lucidly as was in our power—and the whole is presented with the single wish of its being practically useful. How far our object has been attained, of course our readers must judge. Nothing has been intentionally concealed; and all that is asserted is the result of minute observation, close application, and an extended continuous experience from childhood. We pretend not to infallibility, and are not so sanguine as to declare our views the most perfect that can be attained. But we can so far say, that the practice here recommended has been found very successful.

Some, very probably, may be disappointed in not having the means of propagating as clearly delineated as those of culture; but to have entered into all the minutiae connected therewith, would have formed materials for two volumes larger than the present. We might have described that branch, as it has already been done in works published...
both on this continent and in Europe. In one of the former it is said, "You may now propagate many kinds (Exotic Plants) by suckers, cuttings and layers, which should be duly attended to, particularly such as are scarce and difficult to be obtained." And the directions given in one of the most extensive works in Europe on the propagation of an extensive genus, varied in character and constitution, run thus: "Cuttings of most kinds will strike root. From the strongest growing kinds, take off large cuttings at a joint, and plunge them in a pot of sand under a hand-glass in the bark bed. Of the smaller kinds, take younger kinds and put them under a bell-glass, also plunged in heat. The sooner the plants are potted off after they are rooted the better."

Such instructions to the inexperienced are imperfect and unavailing, which, we flatter ourselves, is not the character that will attach to the present work. We are well aware that there are persons who, to show their own superior abilities, may cavil and say that there is nothing new. To such critics it may be answered, if arranging, simplifying, digesting and rendering Floriculture attainable by the humblest capacity, with useful lists and tables on a plan quite novel, as we believe, offer nothing new, it may at least be called an improvement. However, we submit all to a generous public, to whom we are already under many obligations.

HIBBERT & BUIST.

PHILADELPHIA, April 18th, 1832.
INTRODUCTION.

We are again called upon to present to the Public the Third Edition of this popular Work on the Culture of Flowers—a taste that is now widely disseminating itself; in fact, a knowledge of which is requisite before a refined education is completed. We boldly and fearlessly say, that no country has made such rapid advancement in the art and science of Horticulture in so short a period, as these United States. Wherever the taste prevails, it diffuses a peace and harmony among its participants without either symbol or mystery. In this edition a feast of new material has been served up; entire lists have been canceled and replaced with those of newer and finer forms and habits; extraneous matter and plants of indifferent character are dropped, and every improvement in the art up to this present time introduced.

True, we have not dilated on the wonderful effects of electricity upon vegetation, nor have we been extravagant in the results of guano in the growth of plants. With regard to the former, the capability of its reduction to general practice has yet to be proven—and the latter has to be cautiously used, and even then its beneficial effects are not universal. However, it can in a liquid state be used to advantage on almost any plant, especially those of strong habits, such as the Rose, Geranium, Fuchsia, Heliotrope, Chrysanthemum, &c. To such, the following proportions will be very beneficial: 1 lb. of guano to 5 galls. of water; after standing 12 or more hours, can be used in the routine of watering once a week or even once in two weeks; but to plants that have more delicate and silky rootlets, such as Epacris, Erica, Azalea, &c., the liquid must be reduced one half.

Our descriptions of plants have been conveyed more with the view of giving an idea of their character to the
general reader, than an accurate botanical synopsis, which would have been known to the botanist alone. All that we have described and recommended have, with a few exceptions, passed under our own observation, and are such as are worthy of cultivation, either for beauty of flower, foliage or habit, together with those celebrated in arts and medicine. Many may, possibly, have passed unobserved, either from their being very generally known or difficult to obtain; but in no case has there been suppression from business prejudices. Where the words "our collections," occur, they are meant for those of the county generally.

All our observations have been guided by dint of practice; and, although others may differ, this is designedly and professedly given as the result of our own experience. The plan laid down is our own routine of culture; the soils are those which we adopt; but, at the same time, conceding that every art and profession is subject to improvement, and none more so than American horticulture. The table of soils was originally constructed at the expense of much investigation and labour, and has, also, in this edition, undergone considerable improvement. To every one that has but a single plant, it will be found invaluable. Although the publications in Europe on Gardening and Floriculture are profuse, yet many of their directions, when practised in the United States, prove almost a dead letter,—not so with their architectural and horticultural designs. The estates of the wealthy are susceptible of great improvement; they want more of the picturesque, and (to use the word of the veteran pioneer of horticulture) gardenesque effect, to relieve their premises from the monotonous erections and improvements which seem to govern all. On culture, a work adapted to the climate must (and no other can) be the guide in this country: on this account, a work like the present has been a desideratum to aid the very rapid advancement of the culture of flowers among the intelligent of our flourishing republic.

R. BUIST.

Philadelphia, July, 1845.
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THE AMERICAN FLOWER GARDEN DIRECTORY.

ON LAYING OUT A FLOWER GARDEN.

The Flower Garden is chiefly devoted to the cultivation of showy flowering plants, shrubs and trees, either natives of this country or those of a foreign clime: it is a refined appendage to a country seat, "suburban" villa, or city residence; every age has had its principles of taste, and every country its system of gardening. Our limits do not permit us to enter minutely into the details of any of these systems, but a few hints may not be out of place to those whose design is the laying out or improvement of the garden. The Italian style is characterized by broad terraces and parallele walks, having the delightful shade and agreeable fragrance of the orange and the myrtle. Terraces may be advantageously adopted to surmount steep declivities; and, if judiciously laid out, would convert a sterile bank into a beautiful promenade, or choice flower garden.

The French partially adopt the above system, interspersing it with parterres and figures of statuary work of every character and description. When such is well designed and neatly executed, it has a lively and interesting effect; but now the refined taste says these vagaries are too fantastic, and entirely out of place. A late writer says of Dutch gardening, that it "is rectangular formality:" they take great pride in trimming their trees of yew, holly, and other evergreens, into every variety of form, such as mops,
moons, halberds, chairs, &c. In such a system it is in-
dispensable to order that the compartments correspond in
formality, nothing being more offensive to the eye than
incongruous mixtures of character.

The beauty of English gardening consists in an artful
imitation of nature, and is consequently much dependent
on aspect and locality. It is a desideratum where wood
and water can be combined with the flower garden, and
the practical eye can dispose of an object to advantage by
interspersing shrubbery and walks, that the combined ob-
jects form an agreeable whole. They are not to be disposed
with a view to their appearance in a picture, but to the use
and enjoyment of them in real life.

We will now endeavour to give an explicit exposition of
a system adapted to our variable climate of extreme heat
and excessive cold. Where choice of aspects can be ob-
tained, preference should be given to a south-east or east;
but, if not, south or south-west, and, if possible, sheltered
by rising ground or full grown woods from the north-west
and north. But to lay down directions for a flower garden
is not a little difficult, seeing that there cannot be any given
area or any description of local circumstances applicable
to all situations. A good soil is the sure foundation on
which to rear the grand floral superstructure, and the most
genial is a sandy loam: I mean by sandy loam a soil which
contains from one-sixth to one-tenth of sand; and if on a
gravelly or sandy bottom, so much the better. Where the
general surface is gently undulating, it will greatly add to
the beauty of arrangement; if access to a spring can be ob-
tained, it will prove a desideratum in completing the whole:
it can be available for a fish-pond or an aquarium, or can be
converted into a swamp for the cultivation of many of our
most beautiful and interesting native plants, such as Hab-
naria, Lilium, Sarracenia, Dionea, &c., and on the margin
of which (if partially shaded) can be planted the beautiful
varieties of Azaleas, and the splendid flowering Rho-
dodendron, which, by the by, are almost entirely neglected
in all our floral decorations. With many, the arrangement
of a flower garden is rather a matter for the exercise of
fancy, than one calling for the application of refined taste:
true, it may be said there is no mathematical law to guide
the designer, so that if he avoid incongruity of arrange-
ment the end is accomplished. But, in commencing these operations, a design should be kept in view that will tend to expand, improve and beautify the situation; not, as we too frequently see it, the parterre and borders with narrow walks up to the very household entrance: such is decidedly bad taste, unless compelled for want of room. For perspicuity, admit that the area to be enclosed should be from one to three acres, a circumambient walk should be traced at some distance within the fence, by which the whole is enclosed; the inferior walks should partly circumscribe and intersect the general surface in an easy serpentine and sweeping manner, and at such distances as would allow an agreeable view of the flowers when walking for exercise. Walks may be in breadth from three to twenty feet, although from four to ten feet is generally adopted; and, to have these dry and permanent, those that are to be much used should have six to eight inches of the bottom soil dug out in a concave manner, and in the centre of the concave dig out a trench of about nine inches square to form a drain, which may be made with brick or filled with rough stone, and the concave may be filled with refuse of buildings or broken stone within three inches of the desired height, which should be covered with gravel, and then firmly rolled with a heavy roller. Where the gravel cannot be obtained sand may be used, mixed with a few small stones to bind it, but such needs very repeated rolling. Walks, such as described, when completely finished, will last for ages; but many will not be disposed to go to such expense: to those we say use tanner's bark, which is very cheap and accessible to all. The outer margin of the garden should be planted with the largest trees and shrubs: the interior arrangement may be in detached groups of shrubbery and parterres. In order that the whole should not partake of an uniform and graduated character, it should be broken and diversified by single trees planted in the turf, or arising in scattered groups from a base of shrubs. In some secluded spot rock-work or a fountain, or both, may be erected; the foundation of the former should consist of mounds of earth, which will answer the purpose of more solid erections, and will make the stones go farther: rocks of the same kind and colour should be placed together, and the greatest possible variety of character, size and form,
should be studied, the whole showing an evident and well-defined connection. These erections generally are stiff artificial disjointed masses, and often decorated with plants having no affinity to their arid location. The undertaking, when well completed, will present a field of varied and interesting study, and more than compensate for the labour and expense bestowed upon it. If it is desired that the flower garden should be a botanical study, there should be some botanical arrangement adopted.

The Linnean system is the most easily acquired. A small compartment laid out in beds might contain plants of all the twenty-four classes, and a few of all the hardy orders which do not exceed one hundred. Or, to have their natural characters more assimilated, the Jussnieuan system could be carried into effect by laying down a grass plat to any extent above one quarter of an acre, and cut therein small figures to contain the natural families, which of hardy plants we do not suppose would exceed one hundred and fifty. The difficulties of this arrangement are, that many of the characters are imperfectly known even to the most scientific. (Professor Lindley has given additional light on the subject by his last publication.) All the large divisions should be intersected by small alleys, or paths, about one and a half or two feet wide. When there is not a green-house attached to the flower garden, there should be at least a few sashes of framing or a forcing pit to bring forward early annuals, &c., for early blooming. These should be situate in some spot detached from the garden by a fence of Roses, trained to trellises, Chinese Arbour vitæ, Privet, or even Maclura makes excellent fences; and, when properly trimmed, are very ornamental: they require to be neatly and carefully clipped with shears every September. In the southern states Noisette and China Roses, with a profusion of Sweetbriar, would make the most beautiful of all fences, and could be very easily obtained: a fence three hundred feet long would only cost about one hundred and twenty dollars. Frames for forcing should be made of plank two inches thick, and well put together; the sash should be from five to seven feet long, and from three to four feet wide, and filled with six by eight glass. In the framing ground should be kept the various soils required for plants, and also various characters of manure
at all times ready for use, the whole in regular heaps, and kept free from weeds. Having given these brief outlines of a flower garden, we now proceed to give monthly directions for planting and keeping the same in order.

JANUARY.

If the covering of the beds of choice bulbs, herbaceous plants, or tender shrubs, has been neglected last month, let it be done forthwith. The season is now precarious and delays are dangerous. For particular directions, see December. Any bulbous roots that have been kept out of the ground should be planted immediately, according to directions in October. Some writers have recommended keeping some of the bulbs until this month, in order to have a continued succession. Experience will prove the inefficacy of the plan, and will satisfactorily show that the difference is almost imperceptible, while the flowers are very inferior and much degenerated; and in place of having "a long-continued succession of bloom," there appear, along with your finest specimens, very imperfect flowers, calculated to discourage the admirers of these "gaudy" decoratives of our flower gardens. Whereas, every art employed should be to the advancement and perfection of nature.

OF FRAMING, &c.

The plants and roots that are in frames, should be protected with straw mats and boards, and the frame surrounded with litter, or leaves, or, what is more advisable, banked with turf—the former being a harbour for mice and other vermin. For full directions, see December. Under this head the plants, such as Auriculas, Polyanthus, Daisies, Carnations, Pinks, Pentstemons, Campanula pyramidalis, Double rocket, Double stock, or Stockgillys, Double
Wall-flower, Anemone, Ranunculus, &c., as previously enumerated as frame plants, will require very little water, and be sure to give none while they are in a frozen state. If snow should cover them, the plants will keep in a fine state under it, so never remove snow from covering cold frames, even suppose it should lie for weeks.—nature will operate here herself. But when framing cannot be obtained, they will in this latitude keep tolerably, if gently covered with leaves or litter, using means to secure them from being blown over the garden.

OF PRUNING.

It is not advisable to carry on a general system of pruning in this month, in whatever state the weather may be. The severest frosts generally are yet to come, and too frequently what is done now in this operation has to be repeated in the spring, causing, at that time, work to a disadvantage; because, if pruning, when done just now, is accomplished judiciously, whatever more is requisite to be done in the spring on the same bush, will be injudicious. Hence, it is far preferable to delay it till the frost is nearly over, when all can be done to advantage. There are, undoubtedly, hardy trees and some shrubs, that may be pruned and thinned out at any time from the first of November to the first of March; such as Crataegus, Sorbus, Spirea and even Althea, in the middle states; (the Double white Althea is very tender and requires to be covered.) The tying together the loose branches of Juniper, Cedar and Arbour vitæ should be particularly attended to, as heavy snow frequently destroys the shape of those handsome shrubs by breaking down the branches, &c.—When the snow is heavy, the precaution of shaking it off should be resorted to. In many seasons, the beginning of this month is open and admits of the operation of digging in open quarters, which if not done, as advised last month, ought not to be delayed. The fruits of it will appear in the mellowed state of your soil in spring.

If there is any spare time, tallies, straight sticks or stakes, may be prepared for summer use. Tie them up in neat bundles, which will be of great service during the hurried
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period of the year. An opportunity of this kind should always be laid hold of; the beneficial results will in season be displayed.

FEBRUARY.

When the borders and various compartments were dug in the autumn, and compost, or a thin coating of well decomposed manure given, the advantage will now, in part, be experienced. If the weather is open about the end of the month, the pruning should be done with the utmost despatch, that all may be prepared for a general dressing next month, and let nothing be delayed which can now properly be accomplished, under the idea that there is time enough.

OF PRUNING, &c.

Generally, about the end of the month, the very severe frosts are over, and when none need be apprehended that would materially injure hardy shrubs, they may be freely pruned, and the points cut of such shoots as may have been damaged by the winter. Most of shrubs require nothing more than to be thinned of straggling, irregular and injured branches, or of suckers that rise round the root, observing, that they do not intermingle with each other. Never trim them up in a formal manner; regular shearing of shrubs, and topiary work, have been expelled as unworthy a taste, the least improved by reflections on beauty, simplicity and grandeur of nature.

In fact, the pruning of deciduous hardy shrubs, should be done in such a manner as not to be observable when the plants are covered with verdure. It may frequently be observed in flower gardens, that roses and shrubs of every description are indiscriminately cut with the shears, the Amórphas, Viburnums and Althéas sharing the same fate. Robinias, Colúteas, Cyticus, Rhús, Genistas, with seve-
ral of the *Viburnums*, and many others, bear their flowers on the wood of last year, and when thus sheared afford no gratification in flowering. And those shrubs that thus flower on the shoots of last year, are perhaps worse to keep in regular order than those to which the knife can be freely applied; but good management while young will ensure handsome free flowering plants.

Climbing shrubs, and others that are trained against outbuildings, walls, or such as are sheltered thereby, and not now in danger of suffering by frost, may be pruned and dressed. These should be neatly trimmed, and the branches moderately thinned out, tying in all the shoots straight and regular. Avoid, at all times, the crossing of any shoots.

There is not a shrub in the garden that agrees so well with close cutting, as the *Althèa*, and all its varieties. These can be made either bushes or trees, and kept at any desired height. Where the wood of last year is cut to about two or three inches from the wood of the former year, the young shoots of the coming season will produce the largest and finest flowers, and likewise more profusely. When they have attained the desired height, let them be kept in the most natural and handsome shape that the taste of the operator can suggest. They will bear cutting to any degree.

Honeysuckles of every description may, with all freedom, be trimmed, providing the frost is not very severe. These are very frequently allowed to become too crowded with wood, and then superficially sheared or cut. The flowers would be much finer, and the brush handsomer, if they were regularly thinned out, divesting them of all naked and superfluous shoots. Of those that remain, shorten the shoots of last year. Where any of the honeysuckle kind has become naked at the bottom, and flowering only at the top of the trellis, or extremities of the shoots, one half of the bush should be cut to within four inches of the ground. It will throw out plenty of fine young wood, which give room for, and train them straight, and to the full extent, during summer. These shoots will flower profusely the following season, and in like manner, when thought proper, the other half can be cut.

Roses of the hardy kinds (termed garden roses) that were not attended to in November, should, if the weather
OF PLANTING SHRUBS, &c.

permit, be dressed and pruned forthwith. In small gardens, where these are generally attached to the walls and fences, neatness should be a very particular object. If any of such bushes have got strong and irregular, the most proper method to bring them to order, will be to cut down each alternate shoot of the bush to within a few inches of the surface, thereby renovating it, and, in part, preserving the flowers. Those that are cut down will put out several luxuriant shoots, which must be regularly tacked in, spreading them in a fan shape. These, in another year, will flower well, when the others may go through the same operation. Thus, in two or three years, the bushes will have resumed a different, and more agreeable aspect. By the above treatment, these ornaments of the garden will always have a neat and healthful appearance, and the roses will be much finer. Where they are intended for the borders, they should never be allowed to get too high. In a border from four to six feet, they ought never to exceed four feet at the back of the border, and in front one foot, after being pruned; they can be kept down by the above method. It is not advisable to cut down rose bushes all at once, unless no regard is paid to flowering. The roses that are in grass plats, and interspersed through the garden, would have a superior appearance in every respect, if they were kept and trimmed like small trees. They may be of different sizes and heights, according to the distance they are from the walk. A single stem may arise from six inches to six feet, with a head in proportion to the height of the stem. Where it is necessary to have them above two feet, and likewise to carry a good head, inoculation must be resorted to, which, in the months of July and August, will be fully treated of. All under two feet (except the weak growing kinds) will do on their own stems, taking care not to allow shoots to arise from the bottom during the summer. For directions for pruning climbing roses, see March and April.

OF PLANTING SHRUBS, &c.

As soon as the frost is out of the ground, these should be planted if the soil is not too wet. Where soil is binding,
upon no consideration plant it while wet, rather defer it until the end of March.

Trees and shrubs, if they are well arranged, are the chief ornaments, give the most pleasure, and afford the greatest delight that we enjoy in our gardens. Although they give no sort of nourishment, nor produce any edible fruits, yet they are particularly grateful and conducive to our enjoyments. Our walks in summer would be oppressive, but for their agreeable shade; in the fall and winter, we would be left exposed to the chilling winds, but for the shelter they afford.

Likewise they produce a great variety of flowers, a varied foliage, and are standing ornaments that give no great trouble. In the character of screens they are particularly useful, whether to hide disagreeable objects, or as a guard against the weather; or, if they are planted in masses at a distance, they soon become agreeable objects, frequently very much improve the scenery of the place, become objects of utility as well as ornament, and, in such case, afford the highest satisfaction. When formed so as to exclude offices from the view of the house, or for sheltering the latter, or for connecting the house with the garden, orchard, or any similar purpose, shrubs are both useful and interesting.

Where many shrubs are to be planted, the disposing of them properly is a matter of considerable importance to the future welfare of the whole; and, whether deciduous or evergreens be mixed or grouped, that is, indiscriminately planted together, or the evergreens planted by themselves, as is frequently done, a regular and natural arrangement is indispensable for establishing ornament.

Arranging, no doubt, depends very much on fancy; still, there ought always to be plenty of evergreens planted, that the whole may be more cheerful in winter.

If shrubberies were made to a great extent, the scenery would be much more varied and characteristic by grouping judiciously than by indiscriminately planting.

However, in small flower gardens and shrubberies, the latter has to be adopted. In such places, tall growing kinds should never be introduced, unless merely as a screen from some disagreeable object, for they crowd and confuse the whole. The dwarf and more bushy sorts should be placed
nearest to the eye, in order that they may conceal the naked stems of the others. Generally when shrubs are planted, they are small; therefore, to have a good effect from the beginning, they should be planted closer than they are intended to stand. When they have grown a few years, and interfere with each other, they can be lifted, and such as have died, or become sickly, replaced, and the remainder can be planted in some other direction. Keep them always distinct, one from another, in order that they may be the better shown off. But if it is not desired that they should be thicker planted than it is intended to let them remain, the small growing kinds may be six or eight feet apart; the larger, or taller sorts, ten to twenty feet, according to the condition of the soil.

Thick masses of shrubbery, called thickets, are sometimes wanted. In these there should be plenty of evergreens. A mass of deciduous shrubs has no imposing effect during winter; and, as this is not the proper season for planting evergreens, (April, and the end of September, or first of October being best,) small stakes can be placed in the destined spot. Planting in rows, or in any plan of a formal character, should at all times be avoided.

In planting at this season, observe that the roots are not much exposed to the air, especially if the wind be high and sharp; but it is always better, if possible, to defer the business until good, mild weather. According to directions in November, the ground will be well prepared, and only requires a hole dug for the reception of the roots, which must be considerably larger, that the roots may not be in the least confined. Break the earth well at bottom, put in as much as will receive the plant from one to two inches (according to its size) lower than it has previously been in the Nursery. If any of the roots are bruised or broken, cut them off; then place the plant in the centre of the hole, breaking fine all the soil that is put in, at the same time shaking the stem a little, that the earth may mix with the roots; when full up, press all the soil down with the foot, that it may, in some degree, consolidate about the roots, and support the plant. Tall plants should have a good stake for support, and place a small bandage between the stake and stem of the shrub or tree, where the tie is made, to prevent the bark from suffering by friction. Observe,
always, before planting, if the soil is not suitable, to supply
that which is congenial to the nature of the intended plant.
When shrubs or trees are to be carried to any distance, the
roots should be carefully kept from air, by tying damp
moss, straw or mats about them, as circumstances will ad-
mit: the success, in part, depends on due attention being
paid, to prevent the roots drying before planting. Although
we have given the above directions for planting in this
month, it will frequently occur, that they can only be put
into practice during the next, as this month is often the
severest of the season.

OF HYACINTH AND OTHER BULBS.

Towards the end of the month, if the weather proves
favourable, the covering should be partially taken off from
the Hyacinths, Tulips and other bulbous roots. It some-
times occurs, that, by careless planting in the autumn, they
are thrown above ground by the frost, especially if the
ground is inclined to moisture, and they not being deep
enough planted: if such is the case, cover them with de-
cayed leaves, old tan, or soil, whichever is most convenient;
if not done, the sun and air will overpower the bulbs, and
although the fibres have hold of the ground, the flowers
will be miserably weak.

MARCH.

As soon as the frost is entirely gone, uncover all plants
or shrubs that have been protected, preserving carefully
such of the materials as will answer the same purpose next
season. Cut off all decayed shoots, or such as have been
hurt by the frost. The Lagerstrœmias will flower in
greater perfection, if they are pruned closely; that is, cut
the shoots of last year, to within two or three eyes of the
wood of the previous year, at the same time having regard
to the regular and natural shape of the bush. Cut off the
injured foliage of any of the evergreens that have suffered by the severity of the winter, but leave every green part which is essential to the support of these kind of plants. It is expected that all pruning of the shrubbery is finished; if not, get all expeditiously done according to directions given in the preceding months. All work that can be done in this month, should not be delayed, such as hoeing, digging, raking and clearing away all leaves and litter of every description that have been brought or blown into the garden during autumn or winter.

OF FRAMING.

Where it is desired to have the more showy annuals early in bloom, it is necessary to prepare a hot-bed frame, for the purpose of bringing them forward. It is time, about the first of the month, to collect and prepare manure for the desired hot-bed; and, as that operation, in many instances, is very imperfectly performed, a few observations on the subject may be useful.

Take three parts of fresh hot stable manure, with one part of fresh oak leaves. Have a sufficient quantity to make the intended bed or beds from three to four feet high. Shake and mix up both together in a compact conical heap in order to encourage fermentation. If the weather is cold and windy, cover it with straw or leaves and boards, which is necessary to produce the desired effect. If fermentation soon takes place, it will need to be thoroughly turned over in eight or ten days. If any of it has become dry and musty from excessive heat, as you proceed, water the affected parts, pile all up neatly, and leave it protected in part as before. In five or six days more, it will have to be turned again, repeating it until the first extreme heat has been over. In neglect of this, the heat, after making up the bed, will be vehement for a week or two, frequently destroying the vegetative purity of the soil, and proving destructive to the seeds.

Allowing the manure to come to a lively heat, having no unpleasant, rancid smell, proceed to mark off your intended bed, running it east and west as nearly as possible, measure your frame, and allow the site of the bed eight
inches each way larger than the frame: at the corners, place a stick or rod perpendicularly. The ground ought to be higher than that around it, to prevent water from getting into the bed, which, if low, must be filled up; or, if supposed that water may lodge there, a little brushwood might be put under the manure, which would keep it from being inundated. The manure must be built up square and level, shaking, mixing and beating it regularly with the back of the fork. When you have it to the desired height, (from two to three feet will be sufficient for annu- als,) leave the centre of the bed a little higher than the sides, thus allowing it more to subside. When finished, put on the frame and sash or sashes, keep them close until the heat arises, covering them at night with mats or shut- ters. As soon as you feel the heat increased, give air by tilting the sashes a few inches to let off the steam and stagnated air, observing to close in the afternoon, and cover at night. If the heat is violent, about half an inch of air might be left during the night. In about three days, if all has been properly attended to, the bed will be what is termed sweet. Then put in about six inches of fine gar- den soil; if heavy, mix a little sand with it. Spread it level, and, when the soil is heated through, sow in small drills from one-eighth to an inch deep, according to the size of the seeds; cover with very fine sifted soil. Some very small kinds do best when sown upon the surface. When sown, give gentle sprinklings of water until they come up, when it will be necessary to give air freely during the day to prevent them from being weak, or damp- ing off, which many of them will do if they have not air regularly admitted.
LIST OF CHOICE FLOWERING ANNUALS
ADAPTED FOR SOWING ON A HOT-BED.

Argeratum Mexicanum, blue flowered Argeratum.
Asclepias curassavica, swallow wort, orange and red flowered.
Aster Chinensis, China Aster, or Queen Margarets, in great variety. The late imported German Asters are of extraordinary beauty.
Anagallis Phillipsii, blue Pimpernel.
Balsamina hortensis, Balsam, commonly called Ladies Slipper.
Browallia alata, upright blue and white Browallia.
Cacalia coccinea, scarlet Cacalia, or Venus' Paint Brush.
_________ sonchifolia, orange Cacalia.
Clandrinia discolor, rosy purple, very pretty.
Celosia cristata, Coxcomb, two varieties, red and yellow.
Centaurea Americana, American Sultan.
_________ suaveolens, yellow sweet Sultan.
Clarkia elegans, elegant rose-coloured Clarkia.
_________ pulchella, showy purple Clarkia.
___________ alba, white flowered Clarkia.
Cleome grandiflora, large lilac flowering spider plant.
Clintonia elegans, elegant blue Clintonia.
Collinsia bicolor, two-coloured Collinsia.
_________ heterophylla, lilac and white.
Commelina cælestis, blue flowering Commelina.
Dianthus Chinensis, China pink, many fine double varieties.
Gomphrena globosa, red and white globe Amaranthus.
Hibiscus manihot, large yellow Hibiscus.
_________ Africanus major, buff with black centre.
Helichrysum bracteatum
Xeranthemum lucidum
Lophospermum erubescens,
___________ scandens,
} Yellow everlasting.
Rose-coloured flowers like the Digitalis, a fine climber for arbours.
Loasa lateritia, { Orange red, an interesting climbing plant blooming throughout the season.
Malope alba, white flowering Malope.
—grandiflora, large red flowering Malope.
Mathiola annua, all the varieties of ten week stocks should be industriously cultivated, and seed sown also in April and May for autumn blooming.

Maurandia Barclayana, blue flowering, —— semperflorens, pink flowering

Mesembryanthemum glaciale, Frozen plant.
—crystallinum, Ice plant.

Mimosa pudica, Sensitive plant,
Mimulus Wheelerii, Monkey flower, yellow and crimson,
—— Smithii, Smith’s yellow and red,
—— Variegatus, variegated pink and white,
—— cardinalis, scarlet,
—— roseus, rose-coloured,

Petunias of variety, a beautiful genus of plants of every variety of colour, from deep purple to pure white, blooming from June till frost; the seeds are small and require to be very lightly covered.
Portulaca splendens, splendid purple flowered Purslane.
—— Thellusonii, red flowered Purslane.
Salpiglossis picta, atropurpurea, &c., delight in a cool situation.

Schizanthus retusus, orange-coloured Schizanthus,
—— pinnatus, calico Schizanthus,
And a few other varieties,
Shortia Californica, yellow Shortia, very profuse flowering.
Tagetes, Mary-gold, the new varieties of the French are very pretty—they like rich soil and plenty of moisture.
Tropaeolum aduncum, Canary bird flower, a climber and a very scarce plant.
Tropaeolum atrosanguineum, crimson Nasturtium.
Thunbergia alata, buff with black centre.

----- alba, white flowered.
----- aurantiaca, fine orange.

Verbena candidissima, pure white.
----- Mestonii, bright scarlet.
----- Algerii, pale rose.
----- Blue Queen, blue with pale centre.
----- Wilsonii, very dark purple.
----- Julia, bright rose.

A lovely family of pretty and profuse flowering plants generally of a prostrcumbent habit.

Seeds may be obtained from the above, although they cannot be relied upon to produce the same colours.

Vinca rosea, Madagascar Periwinkle, alba, white flowered Periwinkle, thrive best in a warm, dry, situation, with rich soil.

Zinnia elegans, splendid Zinnia.
----- coccinea, scarlet.
----- alba, white.
----- pauciflora, yellow.

Very showy plants, and do best when they are well supplied with water.

Though the above will bloom much earlier by being sown on a hot-bed, yet where that convenience cannot be obtained, they will all succeed treated as hardy annuals.

After sowing, if the weather be clear, the sun acting on the glass, will produce a too rapid evaporation of the moisture of the soil, and may otherwise affect seeds but thinly covered, which must be guarded against by shading with mats for a few hours during bright sunshine. In giving water it ought always to be about milk warm, and passed through a fine rose, to prevent the stems being broken or bruised. Weeds must be drawn out as soon as they appear.

HARDY ANNUALS.

Many annual plants, though of short duration, are possessed of much beauty of hue and elegance of form: they are farther valuable from their adaptation in filling up va-
cant spots through the flower garden or parterre. They are, besides, of easy culture, many requiring nothing more than to have the seeds sown in the spot where they are to grow. The first sowing may take place about the end of the month, when the ground is prepared and the weather fine, but avoid it at all times when the ground will not pulverize properly. The neatest and most expeditious method is to take a rod about one foot long and one inch in diameter, rounding at the end, with which draw a circle from four to nine inches in diameter, and from one-eighth of an inch to an inch deep, according to the size of the seeds. Many very small seeds will grow best, if sown on the surface of fine mould. When sown, cover with fine mould, placing a small twig or tally, with the name in the centre of the circle to prevent mistakes, either in sowing, planting or hoeing. When they have grown from one to two inches—the first moist day should be taken to remove such as are too crowded, which can be generally transplanted to some other situation, taking care to shade them a few days, with flower pots, or some other substitute. A few kinds do best with removing, such as Balsams, China Asters, Mary-gold, 10 week stocks, Hibiscus, Zinnias, and several others, of a free growing, and strong-wooded nature. Annuals are such plants as grow from seed, flower and perfect their productions, and then die within one year. The following sorts are well deserving of culture:

Adonis miniata, Flos Adonis or Pheasant’s eye, red.
Amaranthus caudatus, Love lies Bleeding, red and yellow variety.
Amaranthus hypochondriacus, Prince’s Feather, red.
         tricolor, three-coloured Amaranthus should be sown on rather poor soil—on rich soil it has little beauty.
Brachycome iberidifolia, fine dark blue.
Brugmansia Waymeria, double flowered, large and showy.
Centaurea moschata, purple sweet Sultan.
         cretica, white sweet Sultan.
         suaveolens, yellow sweet Sultan.
Collinsia grandiflora, blue Collins’ flower.
Convolvulus, minor, dwarf blue Bindweed.
Calliopsis bicolor, formerly Coreopsis tinctoria or Fair Eye; a very gay plant, and flowers best when sown in October.

Drummondi, yellow calliopsis.

Collomia coccinea, scarlet flowered.

Delphinium ajacis, Rocket Larkspur, many varieties, all superb, and do best to be sown in rich ground in October.

consolida, branching Larkspur, various colours.

Euphorbia variegata, variegated Euphorbia.

Eschscholtzia crocea, Orange. (Now chryseis.)

Californica, yellow.

Erysimum Perowffskyhanum, bright orange.

Gilia tricolor, three-coloured Gilia; Bloom all summer.

Achillæfolia, large blue,

Heliophila Araboides, blue sun love, very pretty.

Hieracium meutabilis, changeable Hawkweed.

Helianthus Californicus, superb double dwarf sunflower.

Iberis amara, white Candytuft.

umbellata, purple Candytuft.

violacea, violet Candytuft.

odorata, white sweet-scented Candytuft.

splendens, large purple, sweet-scented Candytuft.

Ipomoea quamoclit, Cypress vine, the seed will grow freely, if soaked two or three hours in hot water.

Lathyrus odoratus, sweet Pea of many varieties.

Leptosiphon densiflorus, dense-flowered Leptosiphon.

Loasa lateritia, orange-coloured Loasa, a climbing plant.

Lupinus, many varieties; they require to be partially shaded from hot suns.

Malope grandiflora, scarlet Malope.

alba, white.

Mirabilis jalapa, marvel of Peru, many varieties. If the roots of this plant are lifted in October, and placed in a dry cellar, free from frost, and planted out next April, they will bloom much finer.

Nemophila insignis, or blue Grove Love, a pretty dwarf plant, requiring rich soil and a half shaded situation.

atomaria, white with black spots.
Enothera or tree Primrose; many varieties of the annual species produce their flowers in much greater perfection, if planted or sown in poor soil. To this ansiloba, sinuata, and tetraperta, are exceptions, as they flower the finest in a rich light loam.

Papaver Marseillii, double white poppy edged with red. gigantea, large Dutch poppy.

Phlox Drummondii, many colours, a superb article, and blooms from May till October. In dry situations it is apt to die off unless partially shaded.

Reseda odorata, Mignonette; to have it in perfection the whole season, there should be a sowing in May and July. It delights in a rich loamy soil.

Tournefortia heliotropoides, summer Heliotrope.

Viola tricolor, Pansy or Heart’s-ease, require very rich soil, and should be shaded from hot sun; if sown early in the season, they will flower profusely in the autumn.

For other varieties of Annuals, see list adapted for hot-bed sowing. We have omitted many not agreeing with our climate, or those very common for such, we refer our readers to the lists published annually, by respectable seedsmen.

BOX EDGINGS

May be planted any time this month, or beginning of next, which in most seasons will be preferable. We will give a few simple directions how to accomplish the work. In the first place, dig over the ground deeply where the edging is intended to be planted, breaking the soil fine, and keeping it to a proper height, namely about one inch higher than the side of the walk; but the taste of the operator will best decide, according to the situation. Rake the surface even, and tread it down with the feet, or beat it with the spade. Where it gives most, continue to add, keeping the surface at the desired height. If the edging is to be in a direct line, either on a level or inclined plane, you may be correctly and simply regulated by making the de-
sired level at each end of the line. Take three rods about four feet long each, having a piece of one foot to cross at one end, two of these pieces painted black, the other white. Have a black one at each end of the line on the level, take the white one for the centre, going along the line, and about every twenty feet, level a spot to the exact height, which will be seen by looking over the top of the rods from one end. Having found the level, drive in a peg to it, so that no mistake may occur; beat and level between them, leaving a smooth surface. This being done, strain the line, and with the spade proceed to cut out the trench perpendicularly on the side next the walk, six, eight, ten, or twelve inches deep, according to the length of the plants. Afterwards take the plants, and cut the tops even, with the knife or shears, at the same time shortening the roots. Then with the left hand next the line, plant forward, keeping the tops of the plants level, and from one to two inches above ground, keeping the plants close according to the required thickness. Put in the earth as you proceed, and tread it firm, then rake the surface even, and with the spade beat it smooth. If the weather sets in very dry, the box will be the better of a few waterings. Sometimes boxwood is planted without roots, but it seldom gives satisfaction; not growing equally.

GRASS AND OTHER EDGINGS.

Grass verges for walks and borders, although frequently used, are by no means desirable, except where variety is required; they are the most laborious to keep in order, and at best are inelegant, and the only object in their favour is, their being everywhere accessible. Iris humilis, Viola tricolor, thyme, Sea Pink, (Stattice Armeria,) Mignonette, Phlox subulata, and Phlox procumbens, all make tolerable edgings. In the southern states, Verbena Tweediana—V. alba, V. intermedia and other varieties, will make the most lovely edging for walks and borders that can be imagined, and will bloom profusely from May till November.
Biennial plants are such as are of two years' duration. Being sown this year they flower, seed, or fruit next year, and soon after decay: the seeds should be sown about the end of this month or beginning of next, either in the spot where they are to remain or a compartment by themselves, regularly marked, and to be transplanted in May or September. When they appear above ground thin them out distinctly, that, when they are to be removed, a little earth may adhere to them: and, if sown where they are to stand, leave only three or four plants in each patch. The following list are a few of the free-blooming and more elegant sorts:

Agrostemma coronaria, Rose Campion, blooms all summer.
Althea rosea, Hollyhock, and all its varieties, very showy in July and August. When any very desirable variety is procured, it can be multiplied by dividing the root.
Antirrhinum majus, Snap-dragon, and its varieties, require to be protected during winter with a few leaves or litter.
Cantua coronopifolia, flowers in August and September, beautiful scarlet, delights in dry gravelly soil.

*Ipomopsis elegans.*
Campanula media, dark blue Canterbury bell,
Campanula media, semi-pleno, half double Canterbury bell,
Campanula media, alba, white Canterbury bell,
Campanula thyrsoides.
Cheiranthus cheiri, Wall-flower, should be protected by leaves or boards during winter.
Digitalis purpurea, purple Fox glove.

\[\text{alba, white Fox glove.}\]
Dianthus barbatus, Sweet William pink.

\[\text{coccineus crimson pink.}\]
\[\text{fl. pl. double-flowered; the double sorts can be propagated by laying, same as carnations.}\]
Gerardia purpurea, purple Gerardia, \{ Natives of this country. \\
--- flava, yellow Gerardia, \\
--- quercifolia, spotted flowered Gerardia, \}

Hedysarum coronarium, red flowered French Honey-suckle.

Humea elegans, scarlet Humea, flowers in June and September.

Lunaria biennis, Honesty, various colours, not beautiful, but curious in seed.

Œnothera corymbosa, dwarf Evening Primrose.

Papaver nudicaule, naked-stemmed yellow Poppy.

Scabiosa atropurpurea, musk-scented Scabious.

Silene multiflora, many-flowered Catch-fly.

There might be many other beautiful biennial plants enumerated, which are justly considered worthy of attention; but most of them do not withstand the severity of our winters, although very much prized in England.

PERENNIALS.

In every flower garden there ought to be a good selection of these plants. They are lasting ornaments; and, when judiciously selected, will give yearly gratification. In making a choice, a view should be to have those that flower abundantly, are of free growth, beauty and continuation of bloom. It would go beyond our limits to give an extensive description of any, but a few remarks on some of the finest, with their names, are indispensable.

*Adonis vernalis*, is a fine border flower, and will grow in any common soil; flowers large, yellow rayed, having in the rays about twelve petals; leaves much divided, blooms in April and May.

*Anemone*, Wind-flower. Several fine species, with flowers from one to three inches in diameter, very celebrated in Europe, though succeeding poorly with us except in cool latitudes. *A. alpina*, large white. *A. palmata flòre-plèno*, yellow; *A. stellàta versicolor*, various coloured; *A. pavònìna flòre-plèno*, scarlet; *A. narcissì-flòra*, white. Any of these are very desirable.

*Antirrhinums*, Snap-dragon. All the varieties of *A.*
május are esteemed in the flower borders; the pure white, bright red, rich crimson, and variegated, are very showy. A few of the species, *A. mólle* and *A. siculum*, where there is variety required, deserve a situation. The flowers are all large, and similar to the snout of an animal.

*Anthrèicum liliâstrum*, St. Burnos Lily, is an excellent liliaceous plant, with orange-yellow flowers, blooming in June, July and August, and will grow in any common garden soil.

*Asclépias*. The finest of this genus are native plants, and are highly esteemed in Europe, but frequently rejected with us, because "they are wild plants." *A. tuberósa* has beautiful orange flowers, and delights in dry situations. *A. rùbra*, *A. nivea*, *A. purpuráscens*; and *A. incarnátâ*, are the finest of the family. It is best to plant *A. tuberósa* in October.

*Aconitums*, Wolfs'-bane, one hundred and twenty-eight distinct species, with several varieties. Many of them are of consequence and beauty; the flower-stems rise from one and a half to six feet upright, and strong, furnished with many palmate and digitate leaves, terminated by spikes of blue, yellow, or white flowers, similar to a hood; hence the name of Monk's Hood is often applied to them. They are scarce in collections; but, in a few years, we have no doubt but many of them will be plentiful. The finest species are *A. speciòsum*, *A. Sieboldii*, large dark blue, *A. pyrenaiacum*, branching blue, *A. napellus*, *A. venústum*, *A. pyramídále*, *A. lycóctonum*, *A. versicolor*, or *variegateum*, and *A. grandiflorum*. They flower from May to September, and will grow in any common garden soil. The roots of *A. napéllus* are like small turneps, and are poisonous. They like a little shade and rich soil.

*Caltha palústris flóre-pléno* is a good border plant, delights in moist situations, has large cordate, crenated leaves; flowers double yellow, blooming from April to June; and is a desirable plant.

*Bélïlis perènnis horténsis*, Daisy. We might almost say with another, "Every one knows the Daisy." It is named from being pretty, and is perfectly hardy, though generally kept under cover. They delight to have a shaded situation during summer, to protect them from the sun, which, as it were, scorches the roots. There are many double
varieties in the gardens, which flower early. The one called Crown, or Carnation Daisy, is twice the size of the common varieties, and has white and red petals alternately and very double. Loamy soil, inclined to moisture, is best adapted to their growth.

**Campanula.** This genus affords many very ornamental plants for the Flower garden and Shrubbery, and they flower superbly during the summer, agreeing better with our climate than with that of Europe. Many have two successions of flowers, *C. persicifolia alba plena*; *C. persicifolia caerulea plena*; *C. urticifolia*, white. Of this last there is also a double variety. *C. speciosa*; *C. glomerata*; *C. versicolor*, with several others, are worthy of a situation in every garden. Their roots are strong, fleshy and fibrous. They are easy of culture, and will retain their situation in the severest of our winters. *C. grandiflora* is now Wahlenbérgia grandiflora. It has superb large blue flowers, stems are slender, and should be supported as soon as they grow.

**Cheiranthus Chéiri vulgaris** is the common garden Wall-flower. There are about ten varieties of it, all admired for their various colours and agreeable odour. The common variety survives the mildest of our winters. The most esteemed variety is *haémanthus*, Double bloody. They should all be protected by a frame. *C. mutabilis* is a beautiful species; it has many shades of colour from lilac to dark purple. The flowers are on extending racemose spikes; blooming from April to June; it requires a light rich soil; is a half shrubby evergreen plant.

**Chelone.** This genus belongs entirely to this continent, and possesses many fine species. It is a matter of astonishment that they are not more cultivated and sought for in our collections. *C. glábra*; *C. obliqua*; *C. barbata*; *C. atropurpière*; *C. pulchéllia*; and *C. speciosa*; are all handsome, and flower from May to September; corolla large, ringent, ventricose; flowers in spikes or panicles.

**Chrysanthemums.** There are few of this genus of any consequence as herbaceous plants, except the varieties of *C. sinense*, of which there are about ninety, all desirable; but in small gardens, where there is a deficiency in room, the following are select in colour and quality: *Admiration*, yellow; *Celestial*, pale blush; *Coronet*, white; *Defiance*,
lemon yellow; Etna, dark-brown; Hero, rosy crimson; King, pale rose; Perfection, lilac; Queen, blush; Triumphant, buff and white; Venus, rose; Wm. Penn, large creamy white; Marshal Messena, yellow and red; Indica rubra, very dwarf early red; Wheelerii, large purple; sanguinea, a beautiful crimson. To grow these in perfection, they require rich light soil; and about the end of this month the roots should be lifted, divided and planted into fresh soil, either by giving them a new situation, or changing the earth they were in. Two or three stems together are quite sufficient. The flowers, by the above treatment, will be much larger, more double, and finer in colour: where they are wanted to grow low and bushy, top them in June, but not later than the first of July. Where the soil is rich, and the plant having only one stem, by topping it, makes a beautiful bush. They are in flower from the first of October until severe frost; thus beautifying our gardens at a season when they would be destitute of one single attraction. If the season be dry, to water them with liquid manure will add to their vigour. They are all natives of China, and greatly esteemed by the Chinese, who only allow a few blooms to come out on the top of each stem, thereby having the flowers much finer.

Within these three years, hundreds of varieties of this winter flower have been produced from seed in Europe; many of them very superb, and having more luxuriant foliage and greater diversity of colour.

Clematis, Virgin’s-bower. A few species are good herbaceous plants, of upright growth, and blue flowers, C. integrifolia; C. angustifolia; and C. erécta; they grow best in light soil.

Coreopsis, chiefly native plants, and free-flowering; colour principally yellow; flowers rayed. C. tenuifolia, C. verticillátà, C. discolor, and C. tripteris, are the finest of the genus, and will grow in any common garden soil.

Delphiniums. There are some showy border flowers of these, of strong growth. The leaves are much divided; the flowers in terminal spikes; colour blue, purple, pink, white and yellow, with various shades. D. grandiflorum, and its varieties, are the best of the genus. D. intermédiun, and its varieties, D. elátum, Bee Larkspur, from the ringent part of the flower being very like a bee, and
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D. montánun, are good varieties, and easily cultivated. When the plants become large, they ought to be divided, and planted in fresh soil. They are in bloom from May to September.

Diánthus. Some of the species of this genus are the most prominent of the flower garden, not only for their beauty, but also their fragrance, which is peculiarly grateful, especially in the well-known and celebrated Pink and Carnation, with the Sweet William, which was esteemed in the days of old “for its beauty to deck up the bosoms of the beautiful, and garlands and crowns for pleasure.” The finest species are D. barbátus and D. barbátus pléno, Sweet William; D. discolor; D. chinénsis; D. alpínum; D. supérbus; D. caryophyllus, from which have originated the Picotee and the Carnation; D. plumárius, from which originated the Double Pink. Several of these, although they will stand the severest cold, have to be protected in frames during winter, to have them in the perfection of beauty. For the character of a Pink and Carnation, see May.

Dictámnus. Two species of this genus, D. fraxínélia and D. álbus, have been cultivated and esteemed upwards of two hundred and forty years. A plant of the first of these species, when gently rubbed, emits an odour like that of lemon-peel; and when bruised emits a balsamic scent, which is strongest in the pedicles of the flowers. They have glands of a rusty colour, that exude a viscid juice, or resin, which exalas in vapour, and in a dark place may be seen to take fire. Its flowers are red, those of the other white, in loose terminal spikes; the flower has five petals, clawed and unequal, with glandular dots; in bloom from May to July; delights in sandy loam.

Dodecáthon. This is a native genus, and commonly called American cowslip. The generic term, a name of the Romans, signifying twelve gods or divinities, is applied with great absurdity to a plant, a native of a world the Romans never saw nor had any idea of; neither resembling in any particular, the poetical fancy of their writers. The most admired species is D. média; the flowers are in umbels, on a pedicle, from six to twelve inches high; the corolla is rotata reflexa, colour light purple, bottom of petals lake and yellow; blooming in May. The white variety is
very much esteemed, and surpasses the preceding. The ground is pure white, the bottom of the petals the same as the other. There is also a spotted variety found on the banks of the Missouri. They delight in brown loam, a half shady situation, inclining to moisture. The foliage soon decays after flowering.

*Digitális*, Fox-glove, about forty species of annuals and herbaceous plants. A few are cultivated in the flower borders, and are very showy. These are *D. leucocephea*, *D. ferruginea*, *D. ochroleuca*, large yellow; and *D. purpúráscescens*; and are good species. *D. purpúrea* and *D. álba* are very conspicuous biennials; the flowers are solitary, and in long spikes; the corolla of *D. purpúrea* is campionate, ventricose and ringent; the interior is spotted, and is considered the finest of the genus. Delights in poor soil, with a little shade.

*Dracocéphalum*, Dragon's Head, about twenty species, mostly ornamental. *D. virginícum* is a profuse blooming plant, with bluish pink flowers, and grows about four feet high. *D. argúmense* is a superb dwarf, with large dark blue flowers.

*Eupatóriums*. These generally are native plants, not worthy of notice here, except for two species. *E. caeles-tinum* has syngenesious flowers in flattened panicles, colour fine light blue, blooming from September to November, desirable for its beauty at that season. *E. aromáticum* may be cultivated for its spicy odour; flowers white, in loose terminal panicles; blooming from August to October. Either of them will grow in common soil.

*Funkia*, Japan Day Lily, three species, all beautiful. *F. caerúl éa*, with blue flowers. *F. japónica*, pure white, and *F. variegata*, with striped leaves and flowers. *F. lauri-folia*, early blue. This genus has been separated from *Hemerocállis*.

*Gentíañas*, a genus of very showy plants, and flower in great abundance. The flowers are tubular and inflated; colour generally blue. A few species are yellow, and some white; flowers in whorls, terminal or solitary. They grow best in a light rich soil. *G. lútea*, *G. purpúrea*, *G. sep-témfida*. *G. acaúlis* is a pretty dwarf growing species, the flower dark and light blue; interior of the corolla spotted; has a succession of flowers from April to June. These
are fine exotics, but may give place to our native species, such as G. Catesbœi; G. ochroleuca; G. incarnata; with several others, and G. crinata, which is a biennial, and finely fringed; colour light blue.

*Geum.* There are only four species that are worth cultivation, namely, G. quellyon, once G. coccineum; G. splendens, G. Wisea, and G. hybridum. G. urbanum is sometimes cultivated for its roots, which, when chewed, sweeten the breath. They are all of easy culture. G. quellyon and splendens flower from May to October, and are very desirable plants for the borders, and much esteemed in Europe.

*Hemerocallis.* Day Lily; three species, H. fulva, H. graminea, and H. Sieboldii, flower well, and are remarkable among the border flowers for their large yellow or copper-coloured corollas, some of them about six inches in diameter; bloom from May to July, and will grow in almost any soil. There is a plant known in our gardens as H. carulea, which is Funkia carulea, and has a campanulate corolla, with a cylindrical tube; flowers in spikes; leaves ovate, acuminate.

*Hibiscus.* There are several herbaceous species very showy and handsome, H. palustris; H. roseus; H. mili- taris; H. speciosus; H. grandiflorus; and H. pingens. They grow best in moist situations, and where these are not to be had, give them plenty of water, and plant in sandy soil enriched with decayed leaves. The flowers are about six inches in diameter, flowering up the stem, either solitary or in small bunches. H. speciosus is the most splendid, and deserves a situation in every garden. The roots in winter ought to be covered by litter, tan, or saw-dust; but a better method is to lift them, and put them in the cellar, covered with dry earth, and kept from the frost. All the above-mentioned species are improved by being protected during winter.

*Iris,* Flower-de-lis, has many fine species of various shades and colours, I. subiflora, I. nepalensis, I. Pallasii, I. pallida, I. cristata, I. arenaria, I. furcata, I. germânia, I. florentina, I. verna, and I. susiana. The last is the finest of the herbaceous species; the flowers are very large and curiously spotted with brown; it stands the severest of our winters unprotected. The roots of I. flo-
rentina is the orris root of the druggists. They are all of easy culture in any loamy soil inclining to moisture. The bulbous species will be treated of in September or October. Corolla six-petalled, three erect and three reclined alternately; proceeding from spathes or sheaths with flowers in succession.

Liatris is a genus of native plants, containing several fine species, L. squarrosa, large purple heads of beautiful flowers; L. elegans; L. paniculata. L. macrostachya, now L. spicata, is a fine large growing species. They have syngenesious purple flowers in long close spikes, differing from other spiked flowering genera by blooming first at the extremity. They grow best in strong heavy soil.

Lychnis. Three species are very desirable in the flower borders. L. chalcedonica has bright scarlet crowned flowers; the double scarlet variety is splendid; there is also a double white variety; L. fulgens and L. flòs-jòvis. They ought to be frequently lifted, and planted afresh, or they will dwindle to nothing. The best time is when they begin to grow. There is a plant known in our collections as Lychnis flòs-cucùli, ragged Robbin or French Pink, which is now Agrostémma flòs-cucùli; it is a fine and showy border plant with double red flowers, a double white variety of it has been recently introduced of the same character, with the additional quality of blooming the whole season. They delight in a light rich soil.

Lythrums. A few species flower well, and have small pink blossoms in great profusion, L. alàtum, L. virgàtum, L. diffusum, and L. lanceolàtum. They will grow in any common garden soil if not too much shaded; and flower from June to September.

Mimèllus, Monkey-flower. A few species may be cultivated. They will grow in any soil or situation. M. lítëus and M. rivulàris are the best. M. moschátus has a very strong musk scent, to many agreeable. The former two have large gaping flowers, of a golden yellow, and beautifully spotted with purple in the interior: they all grow in moist situations.

Monárdas, a fine native genus and showy. The foliage of several of the species is aromatic, and resembles mint. M. didyma has long scarlet ringlet flowers, in headed
whorls; \textit{M. kalmiana}, flowers very long, and a beautiful crimson, with fragrant leaves. \textit{M. Russelliana} has red and white flowers; curious and handsome. \textit{M. punctata} has yellow and red flowers; they grow in any common soil.

\textit{Mathiola} is the generic of the Stock-gilly. None of them will survive severe winters in this latitude; yet many of them are indispensable in the flower garden. \textit{M. simplicialis}, Brompton-stock and its varieties; with \textit{M. incana}, Queen-stock, and its varieties, require the protection of a good frame in winter, and about the end of this month, or beginning of next, plant them in good light rich soil to flower, which they will do all summer, if attended to with frequent supplies of water. \textit{M. annua} has about forty varieties, valuable for flowering the first year from seed, and are all annuals. They ought to be sown on a gentle hot-bed about the first of this month, and carefully pricked out so as they may be ready to transplant about the end of April or the first of May. Plant them in light rich soil, and they will flower profusely through the season; if it is very dry, they must be watered to keep them growing. The scarlet, white and purple varieties are the finest; but there are many intermediate sorts, all handsome. \textit{M. glabra} is the Wall-flower leaved stock, and requires the same treatment as the former two. There are about twenty varieties of this, all various in colour. In planting any of these into the open ground, choose cloudy weather, except they have been in pots; in such case, plant at any time in beds, or detached groups, through the borders, keeping each kind separate.

\textit{Enothéras.} The most of them are indigenous, and in Europe they afford a continual ornament to the flower garden from April to November, but in our gardens they are entirely neglected. By rejecting these and many others, our flower gardens are deprived both of much beauty and interest they might easily possess. The herbaceous sorts delight in light rich soil. \textit{Œ. odorata}, sweet-scented; \textit{Œ. macrocarpa}; \textit{Œ. média}; \textit{Œ. latiflóra}; \textit{Œ. Frazéri}; \textit{Œ. speciósæ}; \textit{Œ. missouriensis}, and \textit{Œ. pálidée}; are all fine native herbaceous plants, mostly with large yellow four-petalled corollas; in bloom from May to September.

\textit{Phlóx}, another American genus, and one of the most
handsome in cultivation. It consists of elegant border flowers, valuable for flowering early, and during the whole season, even till frost. While the majority of plants blooming late in the season are generally syngenesious, with yellow flowers, these delight us with their lively colours of purple, red, white and striped. A collection of them properly attended to, would of themselves constitute a beautiful flower garden. It will be difficult to state which are the finest, but the following are select varieties: P. bicolor, multiflora, Breckii, Carterii, Tournella, Van Houttii, Speciosa, Alcardii, longiflora, tæta, a superb white; omniflora, beautiful dwarf white; P. odorata; P. corymbosa; P. suaveolens; P. refléxa; P. stolonifera; P. divaricata; P. nivális; and P. subulàta. In the spring of 1831, an eminent British collector* exclaimed, on seeing a patch of P. subulàta in one of the pine barrens of New Jersey, “The beauty of that alone is worth coming to America to see, it is so splendid.” Most of the species delight in a rich light sandy loam. When the plants become large, they ought to be divided, and planted in fresh ground.

Primulas, Primrose. To this genus belong the celebrated Cowslip, Oxslip, Primrose, and the esteemed Aurícula. The double varieties of Primrose have originated from P. vulgàris. These are such as carry their flowers on separate pedicles, rising from the root on a small stem. The double varieties are desirable for their beauty, but require the protection of a frame during winter. They are in colour red, white, yellow, lilac, purple, and crimson. P. elátior is the Oxslip, from which all the Polyánthuses have been grown. They are in variety innumerable, and are those whose flowers are in umbels, on a scape or flower-stalk, rising from three to nine inches. The rules for judging of their merits are wholly artificial, agreed on from time to time by florists. The one that is the leading beauty this year, would, in few years, be far in the rear. The principal character is, that the corolla is not notched or fringed; the colours pure and distinct, not running into one another; the tube small; the eye round, and a little prominent. Being surrounded with white, and the ground purple, is a fine character. P. aurícula. From this the

* Mr. Drummond.
highly esteemed varieties have originated. The cultivated *auricula* has many admirers, both for its exquisite beauty and fragrance. For the criterion of a fine flower, see *April*. There are several other species worthy of a situation, such as *P. cortusoides*, *P. dentiflora*, *P. suaveolens*, *P. decora*, with *P. scótica* and *P. farinòsa*, both small neat species. A shady situation agrees best with them; and they require loamy soil, free from any kind of manure, except it be fully decomposed. The leaves of *P. veris* have been recommended for feeding silk worms.

*Potentillas* are similar to the strawberry in habit and appearance. *P. nepalénsis* or *formòsa*, has rose-coloured flowers; *P. atropurpúrea*; *P. Russelliána*, scarlet; *P. Hopwoodiána*, buff and scarlet; and *P. spléndens*, yellow, with superb leaves. These are the finest of the genus, and flower from May to September. It will be well to protect them with a few leaves or litter during the severity of winter; they delight in light soil.

*Saponária officinális*, and *S. o. pléna*, are fine free flowering dwarf plants; the colour is pink in both double and single varieties. The roots run under ground, and care should be taken to keep them within bounds: they flower from June to October. *S. cespitòsa* is a neat growing species, of a rose colour. They will grow in any soil.

*Silène*. Several of this genus are popular annuals, but the herbaceous species are very indifferent. *S. viscósu* and *S. viscósà flòre pléna* are frequently cultivated for their beauty; they will grow well if not too much shaded.

*Saxifraga*, above one hundred species. Many of them are beautiful plants for rock-work. They are regardless of cold, but will not generally withstand much moisture. A few of them are highly deserving a situation in any garden. *S. hirsutum* and *S. crassifòlia* are used in some countries for tanning. *S. granulàtâ multiplèx* has fine double white flowers, and is desirable. *S. umbròsa*, London-pride, makes a beautiful edging for a flower border; the flowers are small, but on close examination its colours are unrivalled. It is sometimes called “none so pretty.” *S. sarmentòsa* is kept in the green-house, but is perfectly hardy, and makes a fine plant in a shaded situation, and will grow where grass and other plants generally die. We have no doubt but it would make a good fancy edging. *S.*
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*Pulchella* and *S. pyramidalis* require protection; these are easily cultivated, and flower in spikes from May to July.

*Spiraeas.* A few species are showy plants, and continue flowering from May to September.  *S. ulmaria multiplex,* Meadow-sweet, has sweet-scented white flowers, in long dense spikes.  *S. filipendula multiplex,* Drop-wort, double white.  *S. lobata* is a native, and has fine rose-coloured flowers, and blooms in June and July; *S. japonica,* beautiful dwarf white; these are the finest of the herbaceous species, and will grow in any common garden soil.

*Státie,* Thrift.  A genus containing many fine herbaceous plants; only a few of them are common in collections.  The finest of them are scarce, and said to be "bad to cultivate."  *S. vulgaris,* once *Armèria vulgaris,* is a valuable plant for an edging, and does well in our climate, flowering in great profusion from May to July.  When done flowering, the stems should be cut off.  The foliage is an agreeable evergreen; the plant increases rapidly, and in a few years may be planted to a great extent.  *S. speciosa* has red flowers, crowded in spreading panicles.  *S. tartarica* has also very showy flowers, and is now given to the genus *Taxanthema.*  *S. latifolia* and *S. maritima* are the finest.  *T. latifolia* and *T. conspicua* deserve attention.  They should be lifted every alternate year, and sunk deeper into the soil, because they incline to grow out, and are sometimes during summer killed by the drought.  Hence they are said to be "bad to cultivate."

*Trollius europæus* and *T. asiaticus* are fine border plants, with large yellow semi-double flowers; the petals are much cupped, which causes the flowers to have a globular appearance.  They are easily grown in any loamy soil, and flower from May to July.  Few flowers have the curious globular character which these have.

*Veronica,* Speed-well.  This genus consists of about one hundred and twenty species of herbaceous plants, besides several varieties.  The flowers are in long close spikes, white, flesh-coloured, or blue; they are generally of the latter colour.  Above sixty species are equally fine, and being generally of the same character, the catalogue at the end of this work will contain the best selection that we can make.  Very few of them are in the collections of the country, although they are very showy, and flower
from May to August. They will grow in any soil, but will not flourish where they are much shaded. \( V. \) officinalis has been used in Germany and Sweden as a substitute for tea. Some prefer \( V. \) chamedrys for the same purpose.

*Valeriana*. Several species are showy border plants, with small flowers in large close flattened panicles. \( V. \) dioica is remarkable for having the stamens and pistils in separate flowers, situated on different plants; the flowers are of a blush colour. \( V. \) phì, a large growing species with white flowers, and \( V. \) rùbra, with its varieties which bloom all the season, are the finest of the genus. They are now given to Centranthus. They are all of easy culture in common garden earth, but preferring moist shady situations. In flower from May to September.

*Viola*, a genus consisting of upwards of eighty species, of low pretty plants, of great diversity of colour and foliage. Many of them are natives, and well worth a situation in our gardens. They mostly delight in sandy loam, and a little shade. A few of the species grown in moist situations. The most esteemed varieties for fragrance are, \( V. \) odoràta purpurea plêna, double purple, \( V. \) odoràta àlba plêna, double white, and the double Neapolitan. They flower very early, and make good edgings where they are kept in order; flowering profusely from April to June, and again in autumn.

*Yucca*, Adam's needle. This is a very showy and ornamental genus; their character forming a picturesque contrast in the flower garden; foliage long, narrow, lanceolate and stiff; with white campanulate flowers, about two inches in diameter, in conical spikes from two to four feet long, arising from the centre of the plant, containing frequently from two to four hundred florets. They are principally native plants. \( V. \) strìcta; \( V. \) supérba; \( V. \) aloi-fòlia; \( V. \) angustifòlia, \( V. \) gloriosa, \( V. \) recurvifòlia, and \( V. \) filamentòsa, are all fine species, and will grow in any common soil. When in flower, if protected from the sun by an awning, they will be of considerable duration. There are variegated varieties of strìcta and aloi-fòlia, which look very handsome in foliage, but are at present very rare, and it will be a number of years before they are plentiful.
There ought, at least, to be one specimen of each in every garden.

Having given the names and characters of a few herbaceous plants, all or most of them easily obtained, many of them extremely handsome, and such as agree best with transplanting at this season of the year; for several others, such as Peonias, or any other strong tuberous or bulbous sorts, see October. Where they are in pots, they can be planted at any time, the weather permitting, provided the ball of earth is not broken. But where they are only to be removed, the best time is in October or November, or just as vegetation commences in the spring. That herbaceous plants may look to the best advantage, and flower well, they must not be allowed to get into large stools; but as soon as they are above one foot in diameter, they should be divided.

Very frequently those who perform this operation, take the spade, and cut a piece off all round, which, to a degree, improves the look of the plant; but this is only half justice. It should be lifted entirely, fresh soil given, or removed a few feet, and planted a little deeper than it was before, as the plant tends apparently to grow out of the soil when allowed to stand long. If the weather becomes dry shortly after transplanting, give them a few waterings, until they have taken fresh roots, which will be within two weeks. Colour should be diversified through the garden as much as practicable, and the highest growing sorts planted farthest from the walk, so as all may appear in view. At all times avoid crowding plants together.

**BULBOUS ROOTS.**

About the middle of this month, let the covering of tan, saw-dust, or decayed leaves, be cleared from the beds of such as were directed to be covered in November; afterwards carefully stirring the surface among them with a kind of wooden spatula, or wedge, breaking the surface fine; then dress all the alleys smooth and neat with the hoe and rake, clearing away every particle of litter. When the leaves of Tulips are expanding, they frequently become entangled so much, that the force of growth breaks the foliage:
if there are any appearances of this at any time, they should be set right with the hand. In early seasons these roots will be far advanced, and perhaps one night of frost, unexpectedly, might materially injure them. When there is any suspicion of cold weather, hoops should be spanned across the beds, so that the necessary mats or canvas could in a few minutes be placed over them, to ward off danger. Protect the finest sorts from heavy drenching rains, and give them small neat rods for support, as they grow up. If the rods and tyings are painted green, the effect will be improved. These directions equally apply to Narcissus, Jonquils, Iris and all Holland Bulbs.

CARNATIONS, PINKS, PRIMROSES, &c.,

Which have been protected by frames through the winter, must have at all favourable opportunities plenty of air admitted to them by lifting the sashes, and in fine mild days and nights, the sashes may be taken entirely off. Divest them of all decayed leaves, and stir up the earth on the surface of the pots; those that are intended to be planted in the garden may be set to one side, while those that are to be kept in pots must be more strictly attended to. Of these the Pinks and Carnations should be repotted about the first of the month. Those that have been kept in four inch pots, should be put into pots of seven inches, and those that are in five inch pots may be put into eight inch. Give a gentle watering after repotting. Pinks do not require the pots so large, but the same treatment in every other respect. Where the extremities of the leaves are decayed, cut them off, with any other decayed leaves: the pots must be well drained with shivers or fine gravel. Give them plenty of air, otherwise they will be weak in growth.

Primroses and Daisies may be planted out in shady situations; the sun destroys them during summer if exposed.
AURICULAS.

These beautiful and highly interesting plants are, to a great degree, neglected in our collections. It cannot be from want of beauty or fragrance that they have not attracted our attention, for they are exquisite in both. We are rather inclined to think that those who have them do not give them the treatment they require yearly to perfect their bloom. They should now have the surface earth taken off about half an inch down, and fresh soil added, which will cause them to put on fresh fibres about the upper part of the roots, and greatly increase their growth. The frame in which they are placed should now face the east, as the sun will be too strong for them; and about the end of the month turn it to the north. The glass of the frame may be white-washed, which will partially shade them from the sun, that being their delight. Give them water sparingly until they begin to grow, and never water them over the foliage previous to flowering, as water injures that fine mealy-like substance found on many of the sorts, and which so greatly improves their beauty. Defend them, therefore, from rain and high winds. To have them flower strongly, only one flower stem should be allowed to grow. The first one that shows is generally the best. At all events leave the strongest, and cut off all the others, or only nip off the flower pips, which answers the same end. Never keep the sash off during night, in case it rain before morning.

RANUNCULUS AND ANEMONE.

The frames of Ranunculus and Anemone must have plenty of air, and give frequent sprinklings of water. The sashes or shutters should be taken entirely off every mild day, and in fine nights leave them exposed to the dew. Stir the earth among them, breaking it fine and making all neat and clean. They require liberal supplies of water after they begin to grow.
This is the most favourable month for planting all kinds of garden roses, which must be done as soon as the weather opens, and the ground in a proper state. The earlier they are planted the more perfect they will flower. Never delay planting when there is an opportunity; for if delayed until the leaves are expanded, the bloom will be much weakened, and the probability is, there will be no flowers, and the plants meet with a premature death. It has been said, "there is a particular advantage in planting some every ten days, even to the middle of May; for the flowering of them may be retarded in this way: and the bloom of these delightful shrubs continue for a much longer period." One moment's reflection will convince us, that nature, while in her own element, will not be retarded, suppose there was no danger of instantaneous death to the plants. The artificial means that might be judiciously adopted, with which we are acquainted, to keep back the blooming of hardy plants, is to lift them as soon in spring as is practicable, put them in boxes of earth, and then place them in the driest part of an ice-house, until the desired time of planting, which may be delayed as long as the required time of flowering. This will be found a true method of retarding the flowering of roses especially, and not going counter to the rules and principles of nature. There are many beautiful varieties of the garden rose in cultivation, the names of the finest of which we will give in the following catalogue:

African black, very dark crimson, compact and very double.
Agreeable violet, large purplish red, expanded and double fine.
Aurora, bright pink, compact and double.
Belle amabile, fine dark red, large and double.
Belle Hebe, large purplish red, cupped, double and fine.
Belle rouennaise, a very superb rose, with red centre and blush edge.
Baron de Stael, bright cherry colour, globular, large and double.
Belle Africaine, same as African black or African.
Broomley rose, fine red with blush edge, very compact and double.
Black Tuscany, dark crimson, changeable, expanded and double.
Belgic or Dutch Provins, red with very large flowers, cupped and extra double.
Cabbage Provins, or Centifolia of the French, fine rose, very large, globular, pendular, and extremely double.
Cinder rose, large blush, with pink centre, expanded and double.
Delicious, rosy colour, large compact and double.
Edinberger, violet purple, very compact and most perfectly double.
Flanders, vermilion colour, compact and double.
Fanny Parisot, pale blush, very compact and double.
Grandis royal, deep pink, large, expanded and double.
Globe white hip, beautiful white, globular, and most perfectly double.
Helen, light pink, very large cupped and fine.
Harrisoni,* bright yellow, cupped, small and semi-double.
Isabella, blush pink, very profuse, cupped and double.
Imperial blush, delicate blush, expanded, large and double.
Juliana, delicate pink, compact and double.
King of Rome, deep red, very large, compact and exquisitely double.
King of the reds, red, expanded and double.
King of Mexico, reddish purple, imbricated and very double.
Leonore, purplish red, very compact, imbricated, and double.
La Belle Augusta, shaded blush and white, expanded and double.
La folie de carse, red, robust habit, profuse flowering, imbricated and double.
Madam Hardy, pure white, large, globular and exquisitely double.
Moss rose,+ delicate rose, globular and perfectly double.

* This Rose with a "Florist's privilege," has been sold for the yellow sweetbrier. It is also called Hogg's Yellow Rose.
+ It has long been questioned, whether the Moss Rose was a distinct species, or merely a seminal variety of the Provins Rose. I
Moss blush, pale blush, globular and very double.
  white, old white pale flesh colour, expanded and double.
  white bath, or Clifton, white moss, fine white cupped and double.
  crimson or Damask, very bright rose, expanded and double, and very mossy.

  {This is not properly a moss rose, but has a curiously mossy calyx that envelops the bud—pink, globular and double.

  crested moss or crested Provins,

  Luxemburg, bright red, compact and double.
  Marbree, red, very faintly mottled.
  panache, frequently striped.
  poncteau, semi-double, spotted.
  perpetual white, blooming in clusters.
  unique de Provence, white.

Nonpareil, rosy red, compact and perfectly double.
Negritina, pink, very compact, imbricated and double.
Ombre superb, dark crimson, cupped and double.
Provins cabbage, see Cabbage Provins.
  red, see red Provins.
  white, see white Provins.

Prince de Joinville, bright rose, large, expanded and finely double.
Proserpine negro, dark red, globular, fine and double.
Prolific blush, changeable blush, expanded and double.
Queen of violets, violet colour, compact, cupped and very double.
Queen of Roses, beautiful rosy purple, imbricated and double.
Queen Caroline, fine changeable red, cupped and double.
Royal Portugal, fine pink, very compact, and exquisitely double.
Royal virgin, blush, expanded, large, and double.

perfectly agree with the latter opinion—for in June, 1836, I saw in my nursery a plant of the Moss rose with a large shoot that had sported back to the Provins Rose, and entirely destitute of moss on either shoots or buds. We have no faith in black and yellow Moss Roses; all we have seen for such, have proven false to their character.
Sweet Brier, single pink. 
____________ celestial, blush, fine double flowered.
Swiss Rose, large pink, expanded, and profusely double. 
Tuscany, see Black Tuscany.
Unique or white Provins, pure white, very large globular, and double, superb.
Unique striped, often is perfectly white, and merely a sport from the former.
Violatum, violet purple, expanded and double.
Vandal carmine, compact, imbricated, and double.

We mention these as fine; but among several thousand cultivated varieties of the garden rose, there must be many of equal, if not surpassing beauty; of Rosa spinosissima, there are about five hundred varieties; Rosa gallica, two hundred; R. centifolia, one hundred and fifty; R. damascena, above one hundred; R. álba, fifty; R. rubiginosa, thirty; and of various sorts above eleven hundred. In several individual collections of Europe, there are cultivated above fifteen hundred species, sub-species, and varieties.

When planted, they are too frequently crowded indiscriminately among other shrubs, which prevents them having the effect they would have if planted singly or grouped. They vary in size in different sorts from one to ten feet. When planted in the latter method, they should be assimilated in size of leaves and manner of growth, with the greatest variation of flower; or if planted in small patches, each distinct in colour, will have a very picturesque effect. Another desirable and fanciful method, is to plant them in figures, with edgings of wire, willow, or any other substitute, in imitation of basket work, which is called "baskets of roses;" the ground enclosed in the basket margin to be made convex, which will present a greater surface to the eye; the strong shoots to be layered, or kept down by pegs in the ground, having the points of the shoots only to appear above the soil, which should be covered with moss.

With this treatment, in a few years the whole surface of the basket will be covered with rose buds and leaves, of one or various sorts. If two or three of the larger growing sorts are taken, such as Moss or Provins, they may be trained so as to cover a surface of several square yards.
March.] CLIMBING ROSES.

A modern invention in the cultivation of the rose is, to grow them in shape of trees, by budding on strong growing kinds at different heights from the ground, according to taste, and the purposes intended. If budded on *Rosa Cà-nina*, or Dog Rose, they are much more valuable: it is a lasting and strong growing stock, and the worst of all stocks is the Boursalt rose, and it is too frequently resorted to, being easy of propagation. They will form in a few years handsome round heads, which will flower more freely than by layers, or trained on their own stalk. They are particularly desirable among low shrubs. When planted, they should be well supported by strong rods, to prevent the wind from destroying them. If any of the roots have been bruised in lifting, cut off the bruised part with the knife, and likewise shorten the young shoots; breaking the earth well about their roots when planting. The rose has been an esteemed shrub among all civilized nations. The flowers are double, semi-double, and single; the colours are pink, red, purple, white, yellow, and striped, with almost every shade and mixture; the odour universally grateful. This plant is cultivated in every garden, from the humblest cottager to the loftiest prince, and by commercial gardeners in Europe extensively, for distilling rose water, and making the essential oil of roses. They delight in a rich loamy soil, and require plenty of moisture while in a growing state. Those sorts which throw up numerous suckers should be lifted every three or four years, reduced, and then transplanted. When thus removing them, avoid as much as possible exposing their roots; and when newly planted, mulching is of considerable advantage; that is, putting half rotten stable-manure on the surface of the ground round their roots, which prevents evaporation, and keeps up a constant moisture. If this were done in general to our roses in dry seasons, it would greatly improve their flowering. For Chinese and other roses, see next month.

CLIMBING ROSES.

This is the best time to prune ever-blooming climbing roses, such as *Champney, Noisette*, &c. Many of these, when allowed to grow year after year without pruning, be-
come unsightly: they never bear flowers on the old wood, that is, wood of three or four years. Having a tendency to throw out young shoots from the bottom of the stem, the old wood should be cut out, thus encouraging the young wood, which the second year bears the most and finest flowers. In severe winters, the extremities of the shoots are frequently killed, and we have often seen all the wood black or brown, and apparently dead. When that is the case, it is best to leave it until they begin to grow, which will show what is dead or alive, when they can be pruned to better advantage.

DECIDUOUS ORNAMENTAL FLOWERING SHRUBS.

The earlier the planting of these shrubs is attended to in this month, the more will their growth and flowering be promoted, having all finished before the buds begin to expand. (For kinds recommended, see list, end of the volume.) They should never be planted too thick, but leave space for them to grow as they respectively require, and according as they are designed for open or close shrubberies, clumps, or thickets. Have all in readiness, that it may be done with as much expedition as possible, to prevent their roots from being dried by the sun and wind in time of planting. Make the holes intended for their reception round, capacious, and deep enough to hold their roots, without confining them in the least, and loosen well the bottom, putting new and fresh soil under their roots, breaking and pulverizing it during the operation, and frequently shaking the plant as you progress in filling up. When done, make all firm with the foot, leaving a circular cavity to hold the water they will require during dry weather. Give rods, and tie with bands all that need that support before they are left, lest they should be neglected. Cut off any of the bruised roots or irregular growths of the branches.

GRASS PLATS AND WALKS.

A most wonderful renovator of grass plats may be found in Guano—take at the rate of one pound to twelve square
yards, mix it with double the quantity of sand, and before rain in April or May, sow the mixture over the grass—in a few days its effects will be seen. Where grass lawns are poor, and of a pale yellow colour, about four hundred weight to the acre, mixed with sand or dry earth, will effectually restore them to a luxuriant verdure.

Rake and sweep off from these all litter, and worm-cast earth, and give an occasional rolling to settle the ground, and render the surface smooth, where the sythe is to be used. The grass will likewise grow better by rolling it where the frost has partially thrown it out, and add greatly to its beauty. Cut the edgings with an edging iron or spade, so that the whole will have a finished appearance. If any new turf is required to be laid down, this is a very good time to do it, before vegetation is strong; as the turf that is now laid will have taken root before the dry season commences. Where a great extent is to be done, sowing might be adopted; but it will not have the effect of turf under three years, and during that time must be carefully cut, after the first season, every three weeks, while growing, nor must it be too frequently walked upon. White clover and true perennial rye-grass are the seeds most proper for sowing. The ground must, in the first place, be all equally made up, and leveled with the spade and rake; not “cart loads of soil laid down and leveled,” which would finally become very uneven, and would need to be lifted and relaid next year. The best turf is that of a close growing pasture or common, free from all kinds of weeds or strong roots, and the grass short. To cut it expeditiously, be provided with a turfing-iron; but if that cannot be conveniently had, a spade may do very well. Strain a line tight, cutting the turf lengthwise, at equal distances, from twelve to eighteen inches. Next draw the line across, cutting from one and a half to two feet; then cut them up with the spade, about one and a half inch thick. In laying, join them close and alternately; when done, beat them firm with a level wooden beater, and roll with a heavy roller.

Grass walks, in the last century, were very popular; but time having put them to the test, they are found unfit for walking upon or using in any manner, almost for one-half of the year; therefore, not answering the purposes intended. They require great attention to keep them in order;
and if not always neat and clean, they are a disagreeable object in a garden; but when they are well dressed, their effect is very enlivening. Where they are desired, prepare the ground as above directed; making the walk a little higher than the adjoining borders, to prevent the earth from being washed on it by the rain. Allowing the walks to be six feet wide, make the centre five inches higher than the sides, or about seven-eighths of an inch to the foot whatever the breadth may be, which will form a gentle declivity to throw off the rain. When laid, beat and roll it well; cutting the edge neat and even. Water frequently if the weather sets in dry. To keep grass walks or plats in order, they should be mown once every three or four weeks from May to September, and the grass each time swept clean off. When the grass is allowed to get long before being cut, the roots become tender; and die when exposed to the sun; at last the grass is all in spots, and in another year requires to be relaid.

GRAVEL WALKS.

A practice once existed of turning these into heaps, or ridges during winter, to destroy weeds, &c. But this has almost been given up as unnecessary, unsightly, inconvenient, and not doing any material service.

Where the surface of these has become foul, irregular, or mossy, they had better be turned over four or five inches deep where the gravel will admit of it; but if not, hoe and rake them perfectly clean, give a new coat of gravel, and pick up any stones that you think too large; then give them a good rolling, applying it frequently after showers of rain. When they are well attended to just now, they will look well all the season; but if neglected, they take more labour, and are never in such good condition.

Fancy-edgings of Thyme, Thrift, Gentiana, Lavender, and Violets—(Daisies may be used if the situation is shaded.) The whole of these may be planted by the line with the dibber except Thyme, which lay as directed for Box. See this month, under that head. Any time in this or beginning of next month will answer to make edgings of these; and if dry weather occurs before they begin to
grow after planting, they must have frequent waterings until they have taken fresh root. Thyme requires to be dressed twice during the season to keep it in order.

**OF GRAFTING.**

There are four methods of grafting. It can be applied to all kinds of shrubbery, choosing a common species from the same genus that the sort belongs to, which is intended to be multiplied. The one we will describe is *whip* or *tongue grafting*, which is the preferable and most expeditious plan with all deciduous shrubs or trees. The stock upon which it is performed must be slender, from two-thirds of an inch to any diameter suitable to the thickness of the graft. Having headed the stock at a clear smooth part, slope it on one side with a sharp knife at a very acute angle, make a slit on the lower side of the slope about an inch downward, to receive the tongue or wedge of the graft or scion. Secondly, having the prepared scions cut into lengths of 3, 4 or 5 eyes, take one which matches the stock in size, and slope the bottom of it so as to fit the stock, that the rinds of both may correspond exactly, especially on one side and at bottom; make also a slit upward in the graft, like that in the slope of the stock, so as the one may be inserted in the other as evenly and completely as possible. Let the graft be carefully held in its due position, while a bandage is applied. Take strands of Russian mat, and bind them in a neat manner several times round the stock and graft. Lastly, cover the joint with well-worked clay, coat from half an inch below the bottom of the graft to an inch above the top of the stock, and to the thickness of half an inch all round, finish it in an oblong globular form, taking care to work it close, that no air may penetrate. If the clay is covered with moss, it will partially prevent it from cracking.

The grafts will have taken when they begin to grow freely: then the clay may be broken off, and the bandage loosened, and put on again, but not so tight as formerly; give the drafts a stake for support, tying them thereto to prevent accidents from the wind. Allow no shoots to arise from the stock.
The ambition of every amateur and gardener during this month is, to be at the head of every department and over every spot. The operator's activity, in this month, almost regulates the whole season. Every weed ought to be cut down as soon as it appears, and the proverbial saying will be realized, "A garden that is well kept is easily kept;" one hour of laborious industry now will save two in the heat of summer. A wet day need cause no loss of time: prepare rods, bands and tallies, to be in readiness when required. Many, in the height of bustle, never finish properly as they proceed, which is the worst of practices. Every operation ought to be completely and properly finished before another is taken in hand, which will ultimately prove the quickest and best method to work upon.

Let digging, hoeing and raking be done as expeditiously as strength will allow, that the time may be devoted, for a few weeks, to the beautifying of the garden and parterre, by sowing and planting.

ANNUALS.

Those that are tender and were sown last month, according to directions, will be ready to prick out into another glass frame. Keep them a few inches apart to let the air circulate. Give them frequent sprinklings with water, and shade them with a mat for a few days until they have taken fresh root; then give them plenty of air, and by the first of next month, expose them night and day, to harden the plants for the open ground. A few of the annual seeds of every description, and of every country and climate, may be sown any time after the middle of the month. If the season prove favourable, they will do well; but reserving a part to sow about the 15th of May, will guard against every extreme.
BIENNIALS AND PERENNIALS.

Any biennials that are intended to be removed, and not done last month, must not be delayed longer. The roots of many of them will be very strong, and, if possible, a cloudy day should be chosen for the operation. Give one or two copious waterings, and, if necessary, shade them from the sun till they begin to grow.

Perennials.—For a limited description of several genera and species, see last month. Where dividing the root or replanting is required, let it be done forthwith. If the weather is dry, they must be carefully watered and shaded for a few days.

ROSES.

The subject of garden roses was touched upon last month, as far as our limits would admit. We will now give short descriptions of the other varieties of Roses that are of more delicate character—and, for distinction and perspicuity, we will give them under the various divisions to which they belong.

HYBRID CHINESE ROSES.

All the varieties of this fine division of Roses owe their origin to the Chinese tea-scented, Noisette and Bourbon Roses impregnated with the French Provinces, and other garden Roses. The seeds of such fertilized flowers produce hybrid Chinese Roses. These have, in many instances, resulted from accident; but latterly, from the regular impregnating process. The superb varieties of this fine division give a combination of all that is grand and beautiful in roses. Their flowers are of the most elegant forms and richest colours; their foliage of great luxuriance, and their branches flexile and vigorous. They are of first rate importance for covering pillars and trellises, their shoots frequently growing from six to ten feet in one season: these
shoots may be thinned out year after year, but never shortened. They require very rich soil, and do best on their own bottom, except *elegans*, *Bizzare de le Chine*, *Wellington*, and other dwarf growing sorts, which do well as standards. If they only possessed the property of ever-blooming, they would be decidedly the finest division of the tribe; however, their general beauty and richness of colour greatly make up for the deficiency. Many of them are also delightfully fragrant. The following are select sorts:

Blanchefleur, white, a free grower.
Belle parabère, shaded crimson, a strong grower.
Bon Ginneure, bright red, *very early*.
Belle Marie, bright pink, a fine dwarf.
Bizzare de la Chine, brilliant crimson, superb form, profuse in flower, and perfectly double.
Bouquet blanc, white expanded, large and very double.
Brennus or *Brutus*, of some French collections, vivid red or nearly scarlet, and as a pillar rose is one of the finest objects I have ever witnessed; flowers extremely large, and of the most exquisite form, cupped, and perfectly double.
Catel, dark crimson, globular shape and very double.
Duke of Devonshire, rosy lilac faintly striped with white, imbricated and perfect in its shape.
Duc de Choiseul, pink, blush and rose, perfect form, and makes a fine standard rose.
Egerie, brilliant red, a free grower.
Fabvier, very large changeable pink and red.
Fulgens or *Malton*, unique in brilliancy, approaching bright scarlet, with large globular flowers, and of vigorous growth, and foliage finely tinted with red.
General Lamarque, very dark crimson, of luxuriant growth, and very distinct.
George the Fourth (Rivers's) most beautiful crimson, very large and exquisitely double, and of globular form. If in good rich soil, the shoots will grow eight feet in one season; foliage of a shining dark reddish green, and is unquestionably one of the finest of the family.
Georgiana, deep pink, cupped, large and finely double.
L'ingénue, shaded violet crimson.
Louis Philippe, very splendid dark rose, a strong grower, *superb*.
Lady Stuart, flesh colour, the form of the flowers before expansion is perfectly spherical, and of exceeding beauty.
Parny or *La tourterelle*, lilac or dove colour, cupped and very double, requires to grow to a large bush before its beauty of form and profusion of bloom can be seen.
Princess, delicate rose, globular and perfectly double, and makes an excellent standard of itself, not being very subject to make shoots from the root.
Pallagi, *Ne plus ultra*, or *Gloire des hybrides*, brilliant red, globular, showy, and perfectly double.
Prolifère, dark rosy crimson, changing to violet, very perfect form, *a dwarf*.
Triomphe de Laffay, rosy white, large and very beautiful.
Victor Hugo, changeable rosy violet.
Violet de Belgique, dark violet crimson, very profuse and perfect.
Watts' Celestial, *Celestial Wells' Cabbage China, Flora perfecta*, &c., (it is known under all these names,) delicate rose, petals finely cupped, flower rather flat, is a free grower, and very profuse of bloom.
Wellington, (Lee's,) rich purple crimson, flower beautifully formed; globular and very double. The first view of it is similar to *Bizzare de la Chine*; but it is very distinct in growth, and the colour fades much sooner than in the latter rose, and, indeed, is never so bright.
William the Fourth, blush red, extremely large, very perfect form, and is unquestionably a hybrid from the Cabbage Provins, and makes an excellent standard or tea rose.

**HYBRID ROSES THAT ARE STRIPED, SPOTTED OR MARBLED.**

Abbe Berlèse, beautiful crimson, spotted with violet, and of the most perfect form.
Camaïeu, delicate rose, with lilac stripes, large and double. Prince de Chimay, entirely new, crimson purple, beautifully marbled with rose, large and very perfect.

Sandeur, Sandeur Panachée, of the French, and King of Hybrids of the English, bright rose-colour, beautifully spotted and striped with white, very double, and of perfect form—luxuriant in growth, and the shoots must never be shortened—we have seen it several years in perfect bloom.

Village Maid, rose, striped with white, very compact and double, and makes a fine standard. *This rose is a French hybrid of their Cent-feuilles; but has been brought to notice under an English name, a system too much practised by the English growers, to keep from their brother-craft the original and genuine French name of the article; and we find that this system is occasionally attempted by our American brethren. Shame!*

**PERPETUAL ROSES.**

This division of Roses has been brought to notice but very recently in this country, and even in Europe was not known till about 1817, except in the red and white four season's roses, which have, no doubt, contributed a large portion of their "Sweet assistance;" for in many of them the powerful and agreeable fragrance of these two old roses is very evident. Unfortunately, there are two-thirds of these roses received both from France and England under the head of Perpetuals, which only bloom once in our arid and hot climate; of course they will not make a second or third blooming, unless they, at the same time, grow freely and make strong shoots; consequently, they require very rich and deep soil strongly manured, and repeated manurings given every year, also, very frequent waterings during the summer season with liquid manure: without such nourishment, the best of perpetual roses will only flower but once a year. It is a peculiar feature in this tribe of roses, that they are nearly all reluctant in rooting from layers, therefore, it will be difficult to procure them on their own bottoms. However, they grow admirably, grafted on,
or budded into, any of our strong-growing native roses; although the French Eglantine is most generally preferred. When grown in a luxuriant and well cultivated state, they require twice pruning. First, in November, when the beds are dressed, cut off every shoot of the preceding summer's growth about two-thirds, and if they are crowded, displace some of them entirely. If this autumnal pruning be properly attended to, they will, early in the following June, throw out a great number of luxuriant shoots, each having one or more flowers. When a little sacrifice must be made to have a fine autumnal bloom, therefore, leave only about half the number of shoots to bring forth flowers, the remainder shorten to less than half their lengths. Each shortened branch will soon put forth buds, and in July and August the plants will again be covered with flowers. Our fine growing fall months will greatly assist the plants without farther aid in bringing forth their third blooming, which will be in September and October; and Rose du Roi will even continue in mild seasons to bloom till November. It is necessary, at all times, as soon as the flower begins to fade, to cut it off, which greatly assists the vigour of the plants. Although in colour many of them approximate each other, yet the following sorts will prove sufficiently distinct:

Antinous, light crimson, beautifully formed, and perfectly double.
Belle Fabvier, dark rose, very large and double.
Billiard, rose-colour, very neat form, exceedingly sweet, and perfectly double.
D'Angers, delicate rose, large size, compact and double.
D'Esquermes, bright rose, globular shape and double.
Du Roi, or Lee's crimson perpetual, bright red, cupped shape, perfectly double, and exquisitely scented: in warm dry weather, this rose is apt to become much lighter in colour. It is still admitted by cultivators that this rose is yet the king of perpetuals.
Grande et Belle, or Monstreuse rose, very large, cupped and perfectly double.
Jean Hachette, (of the English,) delicate pink, extremely large, cupped and extra double.
Pulcherie, dark purple, compact and double—pretty.
Palmyra, rosy pink.
Queen of Perpetuals, or *Palotte picotée*, pale blush, cupped and perfectly double.
Scotch Perpetual, pale blush, a profuse and constant bloomer.
Stanwell, perpetual blush, expanded and very double; it has much the habit of a Scotch Rose: when budded it is a constant and free bloomer.
Four season's pale rose, cupped and double.
White four seasons, nearly white, expanded and double; but rarely blooms oftener than once in the season.
Perpetual white moss, white, blooms in large clusters, and when in bud, is very handsome; but the flower of itself is miserably indifferent, and, moreover, it is not a true perpetual. It is one of those floricultural *misnomers* expressing what the public would wish it to be, and not what it actually is.

**GRAFTING ROSES.**

The operation of grafting, from the pithy nature of the stems of the rose, is more troublesome and seldom succeeds so well as budding, though when the buds inserted the previous summer fail, it is worth while to have recourse to grafting, which may succeed, and thus make up for the failure. The cleft grafting is much practised, especially on the continent of Europe, and is the most successful method. It is necessary that the scion, (or young shoot that is intended to be multiplied,) should be cut from the bush before vegetation commences, and placed in some shaded situation till the time of operation, which will be after the buds begin to swell on the stock, when the head of the stock may be cut horizontally to its desired height, and a slit made in its crown downward one and a half or two inches. The scion should be cut into lengths of two and a half or three inches, and then cutting its lower end into a wedge-like shape, inserting it into the slit of the stock, keeping the back of the stock and scion in contact, which must be held firmly and bound with ligatures of soft bast-mat or worsted, and, in order to render it waterproof, cover it with a paste made of pitch and bees-wax,
or clay mixed with old slacked lime; if the latter is used, it will sometimes crack, which must be carefully filled up. In August or September the ligatures may be cut on one side, allowing the clay or wax to be displaced with the natural growth of the plant. Should the graft fail, you have still the resource of budding in August on the young shoots that will grow from the stock. It must be observed that grafting leaves a worse wound to heal over than budding, unless the stock and scion be nearly of the same size. Every bud which appears below the graft should be carefully rubbed off, except one or two nearest the crown, to encourage the sap upward to the grafts, and as soon as the latter begin to throw out leaves, the shoots from the stock should be shortened, and in one or two weeks more entirely taken off, if the scion has fairly grown. For whip grafting, see page 59.

L’ISLE DE BOURBON ROSES.

This group of Roses is one of the finest in the whole family of the "Queen of Flowers." They are generally perfectly hardy, of luxuriant growth, and will grow almost in any soil. They are profuse in blooming, and many of them delightful in fragrance, from June to October. They are flowering ornaments of the garden either as standards, climbers, or bushes; their foliage is large, exuberant and agreeable, and when the plants are established and well nurtured, they produce their flowers in immense clusters. There are now many varieties; the talent and ingenuity of the French in rose culture and reproduction, will soon give the floral world a farther supply of some fine varieties, and many finer names. I can cheerfully recommend the following sorts, which require pruning similar to hybrid Roses:

Acidalie, rose white, large and perfect.
Bouquet de Flore, bright rose, large flower and a profuse bloomer.
Augustine Lelieur, bright rose, beautifully globular, and perfectly double.
General Dubourg, pale rose, globular, large and very double.

Hermosa, bright rose, most perfect cupped form, a profuse bloomer, and highly esteemed. During the summer months it loses much of its colour; but in autumn it is truly charming.

Le Phœnix, bright red, very perfect and fragrant.

Madame Desprez, dark rose, globular, and perfectly double, blooms in large clusters, and approaches more the Noisette tribe than any other of the Bourbon Roses.

Marechal De Villars, bright purple, compact and perfectly double: it is a most beautiful variety.

Paul Joseph, brilliant crimson, very double and perfect, though not so large a flower as many others.

Proserpine, purplish crimson, perfectly double.

Philippar, bright rose, compact and perfectly double, of very luxuriant habit, and, when well established, a great bloomer.

Queen of the Bourbons, beautiful waxy blush, perfect in form, profuse of flower—exquisite.

There might be several others added to the above, though we consider these the best and most distinct in colour and character.

ROSA INDICA OR (BENGAL OF THE FRENCH) CHINESE EVER-BLOOMING ROSES.

Perhaps no Rose has been so universally distributed and industriously cultivated as Rosa indica, (common Chinese or daily Rose,) and Rosa Semperflorens, (crimson or sanguinea Rose.) It has been a favourite from the cottage to the mansion, and is truly a floral pioneer. They will almost withstand every vicissitude of treatment; but will not well survive the winters in the open air, north of this latitude, and even here they require some simple protection with straw, mats, litter, or other dry material during winter.

The extensive demand for roses has induced many large importations, and some superb additions within these few years; and many of those thought fine in the first edition of this work, are now entirely discarded, giving place to
others of surpassing beauty. They require a very rich loamy soil, well pulverized, and from fifteen to twenty inches in depth.

The best season of the year for pruning them is about the first of this month. In doing so it is not advisable to shorten any of the young shoots, except in cutting off the injured parts, that being the wood most productive of bloom; but where there is old stunted wood, it should be cut out as close to the surface of the ground as the other parts of the bush will permit, with any other of the oldest wood that is too crowded. Dig every season in among their roots a good supply of well decomposed manure, and stir and hoe them frequently during the summer.

If I were to describe all I have seen of the China or Bengal Rose, half of this volume would not contain them, and three-fourths of them would not be worth a sight or even a name; nevertheless, some of them are beautifully distinct and worthy of the utmost care. Such are

Agrippina, or Cramoisi Superieur, brilliant crimson, cup form, large and finely double.
Arsenie delicate rose, of large size, perfectly double, a strong grower, and profuse bloomer.
Boisnard, sulphury white, very perfect form.
Bengal Triomphant, La Superbe, Grande et Belle. This, like many fine roses, has its several names, but the former is the name under which I first knew it. It is a strong grower, with very large well-formed flowers of a rich purple crimson, which are extremely double, and always open well.
Beau carmine, dark crimson of a very distinct habit and colour, is an excellent bloomer and finely formed.
Belle de Monza, changeable from pink to crimson, a very compact and large flower, a rapid grower, and a general favourite of long standing.
Belle Isidore is also a changeable rose; it will open a light pink colour, and before evening will be a rich crimson, is a regular and very double large rose, of strong growth and easy culture, and when known will be generally cultivated.
Cels, or Bengal’Cels, flesh colour, of the most perfect form, extremely double and always opens perfect,
is a very profuse bloomer, and of a strong growing habit; it has much the appearance of a superb tea rose.

Comble de Gloir, rich reddish crimson, a free bloomer, and possesses considerable fragrance.

Duchess of Kent, delicate pink, a perfect flower of a globular form, and free bloom.

Gros Charles, shaded rose, extremely large and fine.

Hortensia, flesh colour, very double, and an excellent rose.

Indica or common daily, dark blush or rose colour—it is the prototype of the family, and is a free growing and profuse blooming plant, and can withstand every variety of treatment. The flower is about three inches in diameter; and in our descriptions, where the word large is used, it signifies that the flower is larger than the present variety, and very large means still larger, say four inches; extremely large, between four and five inches. We have even seen roses in favourable soils and cloudy weather six inches in diameter, and would not be alarmed to see a Hybrid Rose twenty-one inches in circumference.

Icterose, creamy white, large and perfectly double.

Indica alba, white daily or sarmeteuse of some, pure white, perfectly double, free growing, and profuse in flowering; it is much more tender than the former, but does tolerably well when protected during winter. In the southern states it is a great and growing favourite. Thousands of this rose have been grown and sold in Philadelphia within these five years.

Indica minor var, Lawrenzia flore pleno, delicate rose, a perfect rose in perfect miniature.

Jacksonia,* hundred leaved daily, or crimson daily, bright red, large and most perfectly double, of luxuriant growth, and more prickly (spines) than any other rose of the sort we have seen.

L'Etna, bright light crimson, very double, globular, and very distinct, is of a strong growing habit.

Lady Warrender, pure white, large cup form, very double and a great bloomer.

* In compliment to Ex-President Jackson.
La Cæmens, rosy shaded crimson, very perfect form.
Louis Philippe, dark crimson, very compact, globular, and extremely double.
Madam Hersant, bright rose, very large, showy and double.
Marjolin, large, dark crimson, a very strong grower—fine.
Mrs. Bosanquet, beautiful creamy blush, very large, perfectly formed—quite distinct.
Prince Eugène, very bright red, perfectly double cup form, and a profuse bloomer.
Queen of France, shaded red, very large and perfectly double.
Roi de Cramoisisis or Eugene Beauharnais, bright crimson, fine cup form—fragrant.
Vesuvius, very dark crimson, perfectly double and quite sweet scented—a rare variety.
Queen of Lombardy, Reine de Lombardie, brilliant cherry red, cupped, perfectly double, a strong grower, and will be a great favourite—superb.
Semperflorens, Crimson Chinese or Sanguinea, the type of all the scarlet and crimson varieties of this division; it is perfectly double, of a rich crimson colour, and is everywhere cultivated, and will not be easily displaced from the window of the cottage, or the veranda of the palace.
Websteria,* rich blush with pink centre, very compact and perfectly double, plant of free growth and profuse in bloom.

**Rosa odorata or Tea Rose.**

The original Rosa odorata or tea rose, has been and will be a lasting favourite. It is supposed to have been imported from China so late as 1810, and is the leading parent of all the fine varieties we now possess. As this very popular and interesting group of Roses require more care in their culture than any yet described, I will endeavour to give the most explicit directions I am able, so as to ensure, at least, a great chance of success. They delight to grow in a rich soil with a dry bottom, and in rather an

* Named in compliment to the Hon. D. Webster.
elevated situation, and a southern aspect. Select a spot of the dimensions requisite for a quantity of plants to be planted, and dig therefrom soil to the depth of at least eighteen inches; six inches of the bottom may be filled with pieces of bricks, stone, or lime—rubbish of any sort; on this, place a layer of compost, (at least fifteen inches thick, to allow for its settling,) half turf, or good garden mould, and half well rotted manure, with about an eighth of sand, all completely mixed together. A few weeks after the bed is thus prepared—say about the first of May, the roses may be planted about two feet apart. In this latitude, during the severity of winter, they should be protected by a temporary frame: if covered with glass, so much the better; but boards will serve where glass frames are not at hand. With this treatment they will never receive the least injury from our severest winters, and they will bloom in the greatest perfection the whole season. The only pruning they require is, merely to remove any old shoots to give room for those of younger growth, and to occasionally shorten any of extra length. However, where there are only solitary plants, they will do very well covered with branches of cedar, or a box or barrel perforated in several places to allow the moisture to evaporate. Those that are grafted or budded, will not generally stand the winters of our eastern or middle states, and should be lifted and put in a back shed, or tied close to the ground and covered with earth. About the first of the month they can be raised up and pruned of any dead or superfluous wood, when they will bloom nearly as perfect as those that have received finer treatment. In the southern states they enjoy the great luxury of this rose in its utmost perfection; there they grow in "wild luxuriance," displaying their varied beauties, and perfuming the air with their delightful fragrance. Every flower garden in mild latitudes, should have a full and perfect collection of such "pleasing flowers." Among the many distinct varieties known to be worth culture, are

Antherose, pale pinkish white, large and compact.
Aikinton, flesh colour, very double, large and perfect.
Barbot, deep pink inclining to creamy blush, very large.
Boutrand, large double pink.
April.

ROSA ODORATA OR TEA ROSE.

Bougere, rosy lilac, extremely large, a strong grower, cup shaped.

Belle Marguerite, Countess of Albermarle, of the English, (and even a spurious rose of the latter name has been introduced to our collections)—pale rose, changing to dark pink in the centre, large and extremely double.

Bon Silene, cherry red, shaded with blush, very large, beautifully cupped petals, and perfectly double; is of strong growth and finely scented; is a new and very scarce rose; even in France it is but in a few collections.

Bourbon, white with greenish white centre, a very double rose, free in growing and profuse in flowering, and is generally known.

Caroline, bright rosy pink, very large, beautifully formed—pendulous and highly esteemed.

Clara Sylvain, pure white, most perfectly double, a strong grower, and abundant in bloom, very sweet and highly esteemed.

Devoniensis, yellowish white, with pink centre, very large, always perfect, finely cupped—delightfully fragrant—If I were confined to cultivate only twelve roses, this magnificent variety would be one of the number.

Duc de Orleans, bright rose, large, globular, and finely double.

Elisa Sauvage, canary yellow, fading to creamy white, very large and double.

Flavescens, lutea or yellow tea, pale straw colour, cupped petals, very large, and though only semi-double, has not a rival of its colour; it was introduced to England from China by Mr. Parkes in 1821; is a strong grower, but more tender than any other tea rose of its habit.

Floralie, beautiful blush, bloomy in clusters, very fragrant, and as yet quite rare.

Goubault, rosy blush with yellow centre, very large.

Hippolyte, yellowish white, large and double, a strong grower and profuse bloomer.

Hyméneé, white, with cream centre, globular, large, and very double.

Jaune panache, pale straw, with rose shades.
La Sylphide, rosy buff changing to creamy white, very perfect and always beautiful.
Lilicine, lilac, very distinct, compact, and perfectly double.
Lyonnais, very large, pale pink inclining to deep blush.
Madame Desprez, or Bengal Madame Desprez, pure white, cupped, large and finely double, is a beautiful rose, and is rarely excelled in delicacy of fragrance.
Mansais, buff, very large, finely double, and highly fragrant.
Mirabile, changeable, white, yellow or pink, fully double, and very distinct.
Moire, rose and blush, beautifully cup formed, very perfect, and proves to be a fine grower.
Odorata, or common tea Rose, fine blush, very large cupped petals, delightfully scented, and everywhere admired, and is the foundation of this sweet-scented family.
Princess Marie, flesh colour, a most superb rose of first rate merit, perfectly double, and finely scented; when well grown, will have flowers about five inches in diameter.
Safrano, when the bud first opens it is of a fine saffron colour, very pretty.
Strombio, creamy white, perfectly double, large and globular.
Triomphe du Luxembourg, yellow flesh or copper colour, extremely large and perfectly double; is a rampant grower, has a most splendid bud.
Victorie modesta, blush, cupped, very large and double.

**NOISETTE ROSES.**

It is a remarkable fact, that the original of this famous group of Roses originated in Charleston, South Carolina, with Mr. Noisette, about 1815, who sent it to his brother, the well-known nurseryman, at Paris (France). It was supposed to be produced between the white musk, cluster and the common China rose, and created a very great excitement among the Parisian florists and amateurs; but since its introduction to France, thousands of seedlings
have been raised from it, and so many of these are evidently hybrids, of the tea-scented and other roses, that some of the roses called "Noisettes," have almost lost every character of the division. They are generally hardy plants, requiring rich soil and a routine of treatment similar to the "Isle de Bourbon Roses." They will amply repay for extra attention to their culture. The great profusion and perpetual succession of flowers from June till November, of immense clusters, frequently from fifty to one hundred in each, make them truly ornamental objects, and are well calculated for covering fences, pillars, or trellis-work. Although they are hardy, they will be benefited by a light covering of mats or litter: south of this, nothing of the kind is required. It must be kept in mind, that pillar roses can scarcely have too much manure when planting, and they also require a regular annual dressing of some enriching material. We consider the annexed list indispensable to a flower garden. The flower of a Noisette Rose varies from one to three inches in diameter in the following descriptions; we take two inches as our standard:

Alba, white, a beautiful dwarf with small flowers; but in the greatest profusion, and the whole bush is frequently like one Bouquet.

Aimée vibert, unique or Rosa nevia, snowy white, very compact and perfectly double, and, if well treated, is one of the finest white dwarf Noisette Roses, and is a profuse autumnal bloomer.

Belle de Esquermes, dark rose, very compact and double; a strong grower and fine pillar rose.

Bengal Lee, Noisette Lee, Blush perpetual China, celestis, grandiflora, monstrosa, and Triomphe des Noisettes, are all one and the same rose, blush or creamy white, very double, of strong growth, and flowers in large clusters; it is a good old rose and fortunate in new names.

Conque de Venus, creamy white, with darker centre, very compact and double; blooms in large clusters, and is delightfully scented, a regular good article.

Champneyana or Champney's pink cluster, light pink—a
rampant grower, profuse bloomer, and universally cultivated,

Charles the Tenth, rosy purple, very double, and in dry weather blooms well, but in moist weather, its buds do not open; is an excellent rose in a southern latitude.

Cœurjaune and Cœur suffre are alike yellowish white, a hardy rose of strong growth, and profusion of flowers.

Cloth of Gold, or chromatella—deep sulphur yellow, very large flower, cupped and fine—fragrant.

Cora L. Barton, fine rosy pink, very large flower, a profuse bloomer, fragrant.

Euphosine, rosy buff, inclining to yellow, very fragrant—a very profuse blooming variety of medium growth.

Fellenberg, bright crimson, double, a strong grower, profuse in bloom, and a decided, distinct, and excellent rose.

Jaune Desprez, or French yellow Noisette, rosy buff, large and perfectly double, flowers in large clusters; is a strong grower and delightfully fragrant, very hardy and well calculated for a pillar rose.

Julia, rosy lilac, of strong growth, profuse in bloom—very perfect and double.

Julienne le Sourd, dark rose, a most profuse bloomer, perfectly double, and a fine dwarf.

Lamarque, greenish white, extremely large, profuse in bloom, perfectly double—and agreeably scented—closely approaches the tea rose in its size and fragrance; it makes a splendid pillar rose, frequently growing ten feet in one season.

La Biche, pale flesh, large and double, a fine pillar rose, and very distinct and fragrant.

Lady Byron, pink, very compact, and perfectly double, and is a good pillar rose.

Lutea or Smithii, pale yellow, large double flowers, but does not open well in moist weather; it is a superb article when perfect, and is quite a dwarf, having very little of the Noisette character, but delightfully scented.

Luxembourg, fine rosy purple, very perfect, a free grower and fragrant.
Orloff, bright pink, large and showy, though not very double—a profuse bloomer when well established—is a very strong grower, and excellent for covering arbours or trellises.

Pompone, rosy pink, a very strong grower, with dense foliage, sweet scented.

Solfatare, sulphur yellow, large and perfectly double, a strong grower, very fragrant, when well established blooming profusely.

Superb, delicate pink, an old rose, perfectly double, blooms in large clusters; is of strong habit, and flowers profusely. This, with Noisette Lee, are our two best old Noisette Roses.

**MUSK-SCENTED ROSES, (ROSA MOSCHATA.)**

The white musk-scented cluster rose is one of the oldest inhabitants of the rose garden, and is known all over the earth, where the rose has been cultivated, or its name been heard. It is supposed that it is the famed rose of the Persian poets. Although there are several varieties under this head, very few of them, indeed, have that peculiar fragrance which the genuine old species possesses. They require similar treatment to the Bourbon and Noisette Roses, and, in fact, fanciers have been, if possible, too minute, to separate this group from the Noisette Roses, merely because they are, in some degree, musk-scented.

Old musk cluster, yellowish white, expanded and semi-double, blooms in immense clusters and finely scented.

Frazerii, *Blush musk and Pink musk*, all the same rose, blush pink, semi-double, much puffed in Europe, being the only one of colour in the group.

Herbemonte, pure white, very large flower in fine clusters. Princesse de Nassau, creamy white, perfectly double, very fragrant, and blooms in large clusters.

Ranunculus, musk cluster, pure white, very double; flowers in very large clusters.

Susanna, small yellowish white, very fragrant.
CLIMBING ROSES THAT BLOOM ONLY ONCE IN THE SEASON.

Under this head we will have to place several roses from very different countries, but all agreeing in habit and flowering disposition. Our readers will now be fully impressed with the knowledge that all roses of luxuriant growth require copious nourishment. Such is the case with many of those we are now about to describe; but others of them will grow and bloom most beautifully perfect even on the poorest of soil, and are very capable of covering rock-work, a sterile bank, or naked wall, or any disagreeable object, where it is not convenient to excavate for the purpose of introducing nutritious soils; and several of them are of such a hardy nature, that they will withstand the utmost severity of our northern states; others are more delicate, and can only bear the mild winters of a southern climate, where they richly display both flowers and foliage, and even retain their foliage during winter, and are evergreens for screening disagreeable objects or covering arbours. The best of the united groups are

(r) * Ayrshire tea scented, or Rosa Ruga, delicate blush, flowers very compact and perfectly double; it is a free grower and an excellent pillar rose, with a delightful fragrance. There are several others of the Ayrshire Rose, under very tempting names, such as Double Crimson, Mottled, Eclipse, Ayrshire Queen, Elegans, &c. These may do for those who wish a multiplicity of names; but will not take with our floral public, who wish every plant to have some merit as well as a name to recommend it.

Boursalt, pink or reddish pink, semi-double, profuse flowering, and is our earliest rose—is a free grower, and of the most hardy nature; in fact, all the Boursalts are equally hardy, and withstand the severest cold. Boursalt, white, Rose de Lisle, Boursalt Florida, Calypso, Pompone Florida, and Bengal Florida, &c., for it

* Those marked thus (r) will do admirably for rock-work.
is known by all these names, and I have imported it four times, under different names; it is a blush white, and frequently exceedingly large and handsome, and is a pillar rose; its very double delicate flowers have a fine effect.

Boursalt elegans, Purple Boursalt, Purple Noisette, &c., flowers of a vivid purple crimson, with an occasional stripe of white, nearly double, and an early and profuse bloomer; is an excellent rose for an arbour.

Boursalt Inermis, very large, bright pink, a little fragrant, grows and blooms freely.

Banksia alba, white, with pink centre, very small, but perfectly double, has an agreeable violet perfume, and is a profuse bloomer, but is entirely too delicate to withstand our winters. This and the following are natives of China:

Banksia lutea, yellow inclining to buff, in every other character similar to the former. They are elegant evergreens in the gardens of our southern states, and are very highly esteemed; frequently known under the name of White Evergreen Multiflora, and Yellow Evergreen Multiflora.

Bourbon, bright rosy red, nearly double, and flowers profusely, and is a good pillar rose; and although the parent of the celebrated L'Isle de Bourbon Roses, it only blooms in May or June.

Bengalensis scandens, or Reuse de blanc, rose white, large double flower, and of free growth.

(r) Felicite de perpetua, Noisette florabunda, Abelard sempervirens, Noisette compacta, Mademoiselle Euphrasie, and perhaps many other high-sounding names; it is a beautiful cream white, with perfect shaped flowers, and makes a lovely rock-work or pillar rose; but is rather delicate for our severe winters.

Grevillia, or seven sisters, is a very curious rose, flourished the first time with us in June, 1830. It is of the Multiflora variety, and is a native of China; growth free and luxuriant; leaves large and deeply nerved; flowers in large clusters, almost every eye of the wood of last year producing one cluster, having on
it from eight to twenty roses, according to the state of the plant, each rose expanding differently in colour or shade. Many suppose that they expand all of the same colour, and change afterward. This is not the case. We have seen them white, pink, red, purple, and various other shades when the bloom expanded; and on two clusters we have observed twenty-two distinct shades of colour. In fact, it is a complete nondescript, having roses single, semi-double, and double, large and small, and every colour between white and purple, forming, in every garden where it is planted, a wonder of the vegetable world.

(r) Lepoldine de Orleans, beautiful blush, very compact and profuse in bloom, and is a very celebrated rose. Multiflora, beautiful pink, very compact and double; it is rather tender for this latitude. Celebrated as being the first climbing rose that was planted in or about Philadelphia, and was so much admired, that twenty dollars were frequently given for a single plant.

Multiflora alba, similar to the former, but lighter in colour, though not a pure white.

Graulhie, pure white, cup form in large clusters, very double, a strong grower and free bloomer.

Multiflora Laure de Voust, changeable pale blush, pink or white, very compact, of the most perfect form, and a profuse bloomer, of rampant growth, and more hardy than the two preceding; it is one of the most beautiful and elegant of climbing roses, with rather large flowers and luxuriant foliage.

(r) Princess Maria and Princess Louise are unquestionably the same, a beautiful pale rose of exquisite form and beautifully cupped petals.

Prairie Rose, a few elegant sorts have been grown from this single flowered native rose; all are of rapid growth and partaking of the parent in blooming later than roses generally that flower only once in the season; they are admirably adapted for covering arbours, rock-work, or out-buildings of any kind, being of the most hardy nature and standing the severest of our winters even in the most northern states.
Beauty of Prairies, or Queen of Prairies, dark rose, cup form, very large, and frequently striped with white; it is highly esteemed and a strong grower.

Prairie Baltimore Belle, nearly white, very perfect form, quite double, blooming in clusters.

Prairie Superba, blush, a very profuse bloomer in rich clusters, perfectly double.

Prairie Purpurea, rosy purple, imbricated, very double, said to bloom again in the autumn.

Russelliana, Cottage Rose, and Scarlet Grevillia: this is a distinct article in growth from any other of this group; it is perfectly hardy, and does not climb so freely; still it makes a lovely pillar rose with large clusters of bright crimson shaded flowers.

(r) Sempervirens pleno alba, pure white, flowers perfectly double and profuse; the strong shoots of last year will produce a large cluster of flowers almost from every eye; this Rose is termed evergreen in Europe, but with us is perfectly deciduous; although in our southern states it retains its foliage during winter.

Triomphe de Bollwiller, is certainly a most superb blush white rose, globular and double, and blooms in fine clusters, having an agreeable and rather delightful fragrance, and is a magnificent pillar plant.

**ROSA MICROPHYLLA, (OR SMALL-LEAVED ROSE.)**

This pretty little Rose was originally from China, and since it has been introduced, several additions have been made by cultivation; although we have not yet seen any to excel the original Rosa microphylla. They delight in light rich dry soils, and form very fine bushes for grass plats or small lawns, and generally flower the whole summer, producing their blooms from short young shoots produced from the wood of two or three years' growth. The plants should all have a little protection the first winter after planting, and in pruning the shoots should only be thinned out, or any dead piece cut off: we have had several roses under very enticing names added to this group, such as *striped microphylla, crimson microphylla, scarlet*
microphylla, all deceptive; and even the first plant that came out as double white, proved to be entirely single; but there is now a genuine double white, though not properly a microphylla. The following few are all we have seen worth cultivating:

Microphylla. This rose is unique in every character. The foliage is very small and neat, and the calyx thick and bristly. The flowers are produced at the extremity of the young shoots in twos or threes, according to the strength of the plant; they are large and double; the exterior petals large and full; those of the interior are very short and thick-set; the colour in the centre is dark, shading lighter toward the exterior; the spines are in pairs on each side of the compound leaves. It is perfectly hardy, and greatly esteemed, and not so subject to be attacked by insects as other roses.

Microphylla rubra, dark red, having every character of the preceding. They are frequently called "The Burr Rose," from the appearance of the bud.

Microphylla violácé, reddish violet; in habit very similar to the former, but much darker in colour, and is a true microphylla.

Maria Leonida, white, centre tinged with pink; is very sweet scented—blooms all the season—but has more the habit of a Macartney than Microphylla Rose.

Microphylla odorata alba, yellowish white, perfectly double, and finely scented; is a strong grower and a good deal of the Macartney Rose habit.

We have now concluded our few descriptions of the beautiful family of Roses; informing our readers, if they should think it brief, we can assure them it is candid, and, as far as we know, in every respect impartial. No doubt we could have given many beautiful details of "things" we never saw and probably never will; and we also promise that a few of our descriptions will, in some situations and peculiar seasons, "come short," or perhaps "overshoot the mark;" for it is well known to the cultivator, that double roses will occasionally come single, and red roses become blush, and blush roses frequently bloom entirely white, and
vice versa. We have also seen a moss bush have roses and shoots entirely without their "mossy coat." We have also avoided a few of high standing in character; but not being entirely known to us in their intrinsic worth, a description of them would have been too hazardous, knowing that much exaggeration exists.

The Roses and all their allies, described in this month, should be planted from the first to the middle of the month; and we would again enforce upon our rose amateurs the actual necessity of giving soil of enriching qualities to all their roses; they will be amply repaid for their trouble: nearly all the failures of roses giving a grateful and even universal satisfaction, can be traced to bad and shallow soils, more especially in our city gardens, where cheapness of workmanship is the best recommendation; consequently, there are a few inches of tolerable-looking clay thrown over brick-bats and lime rubbish, and, when finished, is considered a "fine job," because it is done cheap; the result is, that often the very next season the whole has to be gone over and done in a permanent manner; not less than sixteen or eighteen inches of the best dark loam should be in every garden, and that well incorporated with manure at least one year old, and also have a portion of sand or fine rotten rock thoroughly mixed with it; and then, and not till then, the proprietor may expect satisfaction.

CLIMBING PLANTS.

As shade is much required in this country, and plants suitable for covering arbours, &c., eagerly sought for, we will make a few remarks on those which are preferred for their beauty, growth, hardiness, &c.

Aristolochia sipho Birthwort or Dutchman's pipe, is a very curious blooming plant, with extraordinary large foliage, and makes an excellent arbour twiner, affording a dense and cooling shade.

Clématis viticella pulchella, or double virgin's bower, is an esteemed climbing plant, of rapid growth, with large flowers in great profusion from June to September. There are several varieties of the above, two of
them single, and it is said that there is likewise a double red.

_Clematis caerulea, C. caerulea grandiflora_, and _C. azurca grandiflora_. This beautiful and entirely new climber is already distinguished by three distinct names, and has been several times figured, each time with more or less flattery. I must confess the first representation I saw of it truly enchanted me; the brilliancy of its blue surpassing every flower I had ever beheld; and named _C. azurca grandiflora_. The flowers are frequently four or five inches in diameter, of a fine, bluish violet colour, blooming freely and perfectly hardy, the most magnificent of the family.

_Clematis Sieboldii_, or bicolor. This is another of Dr. Van Siebold's Japan additions, and is nearly related to _C. florida_. The leaves and branches, however, are rather more downy, and the petals suffused with violet spots; the anthers are also of a violet colour, which has given it the name of bicolor; it is of graceful habit, and the size and beauty of its blossoms render it an attractive inhabitant of the flower garden.

_C. flammula_, sweet-scented virgin's bower, is of very rapid growth. Established plants will grow from twenty to forty feet in one season, producing at the axils of the young shoots, large panicles of small white flowers of exquisite fragrance; the leaves are compound pinnate; in bloom from July to November, but in August, September and October, the flowers are in great profusion, perfuming the whole garden. This is one of the best climbing hardy plants, and ought to have a situation in every garden.

_C. Virginiana_ is of rapid growth, and well adapted for arbours; flowers small white in axillary panicles, dioecious, leaves ternate, segments cordate, acute, coarsely toothed and lobed, in bloom from June to August. A native, and a little fragrant.

_C. crispa_, or Bell Clematis, is a native plant of free growth—flowers of a pink colour, in clusters, bell-shaped, the points of the petals folding backwards—a little
There is also a variety having purple flowers.

*C. floridâ plenâ* is a fine free flowering plant; though generally considered a shrub, is more herbaceous than shrubby; the flowers are large double white; in growth will not exceed ten feet in one season.

**Glycine frutescens**, a beautiful native climbing shrub, known in our gardens under that name, but is properly *Wistèria frutescens*. It has large pendulous branches of blue leguminose (pea-like) flowers, blooming from May to August; pinnated leaves with nine ovate downy leaflets; grows freely.

**Glycine chinénsis** is given to *Wistèria*, and is the finest climbing shrub of the phaseolius tribe. The flowers are light blue, in long nodding many-flowered racemose spikes, blooming from May to August, profusely; leaves pinnated, with eleven ovate lanceolate silky leaflets, and is of a very rapid growth. It is perfectly hardy, withstanding the severity of our winters without protection.

**Bignònìa crucigéra** is an evergreen which is very desirable in many situations, being likewise of luxuriant growth. It will cover in a few years an area of fifty feet; flowers of an orange scarlet colour, blooming from May to August.

**B. grandiflòra**, now given to *Tecòma*, has large orange-coloured flowers, blooming from June to August, and grows very fast. It is perfectly hardy, and a most magnificent plant.

**B. râdicans** is likewise given to *Tecòma*, and is a native plant. When in flower it is highly ornamental, but it requires great attention to keep it in regular order, being of a strong rough nature; in bloom from June to August.

**Periplâca græca**, silk vine, is a climber of extraordinary growth. Well established plants grow thirty or forty feet in one season; flowers in clusters from May to July, of a brownish-yellow colour, and hairy inside; leaves smooth, ovate, lanceolate, wood slender, twining and elastic.

**Hedéra Helìx**, Irish Ivy, is a valuable evergreen for covering naked walls, or any other unsightly object. The
CLIMBING PLANTS.

April.

Foliage is of a lively green, leaves from three to five angled. There are several varieties of it, all valuable for growing in confined shady situations where no other plant will thrive.

_Ampelopsis hederacea._ This plant is commonly employed for covering walls, for which the rapidity of its growth and the largeness of the leaves render it extremely appropriate. There are several species of the genus, all resembling the _Vine_ in habit and in flower.

_Jasminum officinale_, garden Jasmine. This delightful climbing shrub has been in common use all over Europe for covering arbours from time immemorial; its white, delicate, and lovely fragrant flowers render it a great acquisition: unfortunately, with us, it is rather delicate for our winters, unless well protected by a south wall or other building, and even then, when in a young state, must be protected: but, in the south, this plant and also the yellow _Jasminum revolutum_ grow luxuriantly and bloom profusely, and even _J. grandiflorum_ is a hardy shrub in South Carolina and Georgia.

_Lonicera_, or more properly _Caprifolium_. _The Honeysuckle_. This genus of flowering odoriferous climbing shrubs are principally natives of this country: they are all equally beautiful; but where there is not space in our city gardens to cultivate the whole family, it is indispensable to have _C. flexuosum_, the Chinese sweet scented or evergreen; it blooms in May and September, and is a very rapid grower; _C. Belgica_ is also a charming species; it blooms the whole summer, and is very odorous. Our native _C. sempervirens_, or Coral Honeysuckle, is not easily surpassed; its profuse and brilliant scarlet flowers render it the most attractive object in all our country gardens. _C. Japonicum_ is also an excellent Chinese species, with delicate orange-coloured flowers of agreeable sweetness; but will not bear our winters north of the southern part of Virginia.

_Passiflora_, or Passion vine. There are several hardy species for this latitude; but the only very beautiful one is _P. incarnata_, which, although it dies to the
ground every winter, yet will, during the summer, put forth shoots from twenty to forty feet long, all covered with a profusion of beautiful purple flowers.

There are several other climbing plants, both curious and ornamental; but our limits will not admit of farther detail.

**DECIDUOUS SHRUBS.**

Finish planting all deciduous shrubs in the early part of the month. These plants are generally delayed too long; the leaves in many instances are beginning to expand, thereby giving a check to the ascending sap, which we may safely assert causes the death of one-third of the plants, when perhaps the operator or some individual more distantly concerned is blamed.

These shrubs, if properly removed and planted at the exact starting of vegetation, pressing the earth close to their roots when planting, (previously taking care that the small fibres have not become dry, by exposure,) there will not one out of fifty fail by these simple attentions. Those that are late planted should have frequent waterings, and, if large, firmly supported, that the wind may have no effect in disturbing the young and tender fibrous roots.

**OF PLANTING EVERGREEN SHRUBS.**

Now is the season to plant all kinds of evergreen trees and shrubs. In most seasons, the middle of the month is the most proper time, the weather then being mild and moist; or if a late season, defer it to the end of the month. When planted earlier, they will remain dormant until this time, and their tender fibrous roots in that case frequently perish from their liability to injury from frost or frosty winds, being more susceptible of such injury than fibres of deciduous plants. They now begin to vegetate, which is the grand criterion for transplanting any plant. The buds begin to swell, the roots to push, and if they can be
quickly lifted and replanted, they will hardly receive a check. At all events, care must be taken that they are not long out of the ground and exposed to the air, which greatly assists the success in planting. It may be observed that evergreens in general succeed the better the smaller they are, although we have seen plants, trees and evergreens successfully lifted upward of thirteen feet high, and fifteen in diameter, and carried several miles.* By the second year there was no appearance that such operation had taken place. In preparing a hole for the reception of these plants, make it larger than the roots, breaking the bottom thereof fine, and putting in some fresh soil. Place the plant upright in the centre, putting in the earth and breaking it fine, and give the plant a few gentle shakes. When the roots are more than half covered, put in a pot or pailful of water, allowing it to subside, then cover all the roots, give a second or third pailful, and when subsided, the earth will be close to all the roots. Cover with more earth, pressing all firm with the foot. Put more soil loosely on, which will give it a finished appearance, and prevent it from becoming dry, and not require mulching, which has an unsightly appearance. All that the wind will have any hurtful effect upon must be firmly supported, especially large plants. If the weather sets in dry and hot, they should be watered as often as necessity shall direct.

Those that are established, it will be necessary to go over them (if not already done) to cut off all wood killed in winter, and also to thin them if too thick and crowded.

When the above is done, let every part of the shrubbery be dressed off as directed in March. Shrubs of all kinds will now begin to look gay and lively, which may be very much heightened or depreciated, according to the state in which the ground and contiguous walks are kept. Always keep in view that weeds are no objects of beauty.

CARE OF CHOICE BULBS.

Hyacinths of the earliest sorts will begin to expand and show their colours; of which we can boast of a few as fine

* See Mr. M'Nab's rich pamphlet treatise on removing evergreens, &c.
sorts in the vicinity of Philadelphia, as in any garden of Europe; but even these very superior sorts, when in bloom, are too frequently neglected, being allowed to stand without rods, stakes, or any means of support, likewise equally exposed to drenching rains and scorching suns; and the finest collections may be seen after heavy rains prostrate on the ground, whereas a few hours' trouble would give them the requisite support, thereby preserving their beauty much longer, and giving more gratification. As soon as the stems advance to any height, they should be supported by wires, rods, &c., and tied slightly thereto with threads of matting, or any other substitute; repeat the tying as they advance, avoid tying among the florets, because they grow by extension, and are liable to be broken off by so doing. The sun deteriorates the colours very much, especially the red, blue, and yellow sorts; whereas, if they were simply protected from the sun by an awning of thin canvas, the colours would be preserved and the beauty protracted. If there are stakes drove into the ground on each side of the beds, about three feet high, with others in the centre about eight feet, having laths or hoops from the side to the centre, formed similar to the roof of a house, so that people may walk or sit under it, the canvas or awning being thin to admit of the light freely, the effect in the time of sunshine, from the brilliancy of the colours, is peculiarly gratifying. Where an awning is thus erected, it requires to be kept on only from nine to three o'clock in sunshine days, and during nights or time of rain, allowing the awning on the most northern side to come close to the ground, when necessary, to shelter them from cold cutting winds.

The properties of a good Hyacinth are, namely—the stem strong and erect, the florets or bells occupying one-half of the stem, each floret suspended by a short strong footstalk, longest at the bottom; the uppermost floret quite erect, so that the whole may form a pyramid. Each floret well filled with petals rising toward the centre, that it may appear to the eye a little convex. Regarding colour, fancy does not agree, and the most scrupulous cultivators differ materially. However, the more pure and bright the finer, or a white with a pink centre, or the centre of the petals with a paler or deeper colour appearing striped, which is considered to have a good effect.
Tulips in every respect should have the same care and protection, never neglecting to have the beds with a smooth clean surface, and the stems neatly tied up, although they are not in so much danger as Hyacinths.

The characters of a good Tulip are—the stem strong, elastic, and erect, about two feet high, the flower large and composed of six petals, proceeding a little horizontally at first, and then turning upward, forming a flat-bottomed cup, rather widest at the top; the three exterior petals should be larger than the three interior ones, and broader at their base; the edges of the petals entire, free from notch or ruggedness; the top of each well rounded; the colour of the flower at the bottom of the cup ought to be pure, white, or yellow, and the rich-coloured stripés, which are the principal ornament, should be pure, bold, regular, and distinct on the margin, and terminate in fine points elegantly penciled. The centre of each petal should have one bold stripe, or blotch, of rich colouring. The ground colours that are most esteemed are white, the purer the finer; or, on the other hand, the dark grounds, and of course the darker the better; but these vary in estimation according to the prevailing taste of amateurs.

ANEMONES AND RANUNCULUS.

Moist weather and frequent showers are highly essential to the perfecting of these flowers, and if these should fail at this season of the year, artificial means must be used to supply the deficiency. Take a watering-pot without the rose, and run the water (river or rain water is best) gently between the rows, taking care not to make holes in the ground. When they have got a good watering at root, take the syringe and give them a gentle sprinkling in fine evenings, observing not to use force for fear of breaking the flower stems. In dry weather the result of a deficiency of water would be, that the stems and flowers of the strongest roots will be weak and make no progress, and many of them will not bloom; the foliage of a sickly, yellow appearance, from which they would not recover; and the roots, when taken up, are of little use for farther transplanting.

A good plan in dry seasons is to cover the ground be-
tween the rows with cow manure, which will prevent the moisture from evaporating, and the rain or water passing through it greatly enriches the soil and strengthens the roots.

CHARACTER OF A FINE RANUNCULUS.

"It is indispensable for a good ranunculus to have a stem about eight or twelve inches high, strong enough to support the flower, and quite upright. The form of the flower should be hemispherical, not less than two inches in diameter, consisting of numerous petals, gradually diminishing in size to the centre, lying over each other, so as neither to be too close nor too much separated, but having more of a perpendicular than a horizontal direction, in order to display the colours with better effect. The petals should be broad, with entire well-rounded edges, their colours dark, clear, rich, or brilliant, either of one colour or variously diversified, on a ground of cinerous white, primrose, yellow, or flame colour, or diversified with elegant stripes, spots, or motlings."

AURICULAS.

Having under this head last month given ample directions for the treatment of these plants previous to flowering, we refer to that head to avoid repetition.

CHARACTER OF A FINE AURICULA.

The pips should be large, flat, and round, with ground colour equal on every side of the eye, which should be quite circular, as well as the edge. The tube a bright lemon yellow perfectly round, well filled with the anthers or thrum, the eye round and large, the body colour black or violet, the meal fine, the colour, in green-edged flowers, should be a whole one, not a shaded green. The stem strong, and sufficiently long to bear the truss above the foliage—the truss to consist of not less than five full-blown pips; only one stem allowed.
CARNATIONS, PINKS, &c.

If any of these were omitted to be shifted last month, or planted out according to directions therein given, let it be done forthwith. Where they are still protected with frames, give them plenty of air, keeping the sashes entirely off during the day, keep the pots perfectly free from weeds, and give the foliage frequent sprinklings with water.

Polyanthus and Primroses will be exhibiting their beautiful flowers. They require the same treatment, and delight in moisture and a shaded situation. Do not sprinkle them while in flower, and keep them clear of weeds or decayed leaves, never exposing them to the sun. They are very hardy, and, where required, may be planted in very shady situations, for they will suffer more from the influence of the sun's rays than from frost. Those plants in pots in general that have been protected in frames, and are destined for the borders, should now as soon as possible be planted in their destined situations, having nothing to fear from chilling winds or frosts after the middle of this month, except in uncommon seasons. Those that are to be kept in pots, if not repotted, do it immediately, and give regular supplies of water.

CHARACTER OF A POLYANTHUS.

The pips large, flat, and round, with small indentures between each division of the limb, dividing the pip into heart-like segments edged with bright yellow; the edge and the eye ought to be of the same colour, the truss to consist of not less than five full-blown pips, supported on a strong stem, standing well above the foliage.

POLYANTHUS TUBEROSA FLORE PLENO.

This very popular bulb, generally known as Tuberoze, has been cultivated in England upwards of two centuries, whence we no doubt have received it, and now can return those of our production to supply their demand. The
flowers are many and highly odoriferous, and of the purest white, and on a flower stem from three to five feet high. To have them in the greatest perfection, they should be planted in a lively hot-bed, about the first of this month, in six inch pots filled with light rich earth, giving very little water until they begin to grow, when they ought to be liberally supplied with plenty of air, and about the end of next month they may be planted in the borders, providing a spot for them that is or has been well worked, and enriched with well decomposed manure. Secure their flower stems to proper rods. Previous to planting the roots, all the off-sets should be taken off and planted separately; keep the crown of the bulb level with the surface of the pot, and when they are replanted in the open ground, put them two inches deeper.

But when the convenience of a hot-bed cannot be obtained, they will succeed very well if planted about the end of this month or first of next in the garden, in a bed of earth prepared for their reception. Let it be dug deep, and make the soil light and rich, by giving it a good supply of manure two years old, well broken and incorporated with the earth, adding a little sand where the soil is heavy. The black earth from the woods produced from decayed leaves is equally as good without sand. Having the ground in proper order, draw drills about four inches deep and eighteen inches apart; plant the bulbs (after divesting them of their off-sets) nine inches apart in the row, covering the crown of the bulb about an inch and a half. When done, carefully rake and finish off the beds. When they shoot up their flower stems, give them neat rods for their support. Plant the off-sets in closer rows to produce flowering roots for next year, because they seldom flower the second time.

ON THE CULTURE OF THE HEARTSEASE OR PANSY, (VIOLA TRICOLOUR.)

The simplicity and striking beauty of this lovely little flower have attracted notice from the earliest floral times, but it is only within these few years that it has come into high estimation as a florist's flower. Indeed, when the figures
and descriptive characters of these "little gems" came first from England to this country, we were almost induced to believe they were exaggerated "pictures of fancy," till we actually cultivated within these last two years in our own parterre upwards of two inches in diameter.

They delight in a situation partially shaded from the hot rays of the sun, either fully exposed to the morning rays till ten o'clock, or the afternoon sun from three o'clock; a soil composed of four parts good loam and one part thoroughly rotted manure, or three parts loam and one part decayed leaves, not less than one foot deep: the soil must not be more elevated than the surrounding surface, as they like a good supply of moisture. If they are to be cultivated from seeds they should be thinly sown about the first of the month, or about the end of August or first of September, and very lightly covered with fine soil, giving them very frequent waterings in dry weather. Those sown now will bloom in July, and very profusely in the autumn; but those sown in the latter period will not bloom till early the following spring. When any very esteemed variety is raised, it should be propagated, which is very easily done, either by layers or cuttings, and sometimes by division of the root, but the two former methods are preferable. The best time for laying is about the first of September: an inch or two of the soil may be removed all round the plant, the shoots laid down in the hollow, and covered over with light rich compost. The shoots will root more freely if they get a gentle twist when laying them down. The best period for propagating by cuttings is about the middle of this month or September. Cuttings should be chosen from young shoots about two or three inches long; for when shoots are woody or hollow they will either not strike at all or produce unhealthy plants. A shaded but airy situation is preferable, and if the soil is of a light sandy nature, the better success will attend the operation: the cuttings should be firmly inserted from one to two inches deep in the ground, and covered with a glass, or where that convenience is not at hand, they may be shaded during the day with oiled paper, or any similar substitutes. In preparing the cuttings, care ought to be taken to cut close to a joint, a rule which should be strictly attended to in making cuttings of every description. When they have fairly rooted and
taken a growth, they can be removed in cloudy, moist weather, to their proper allotments. Seeds ought to be carefully collected from the finer sorts, and sown as soon thereafter as convenience will allow, as they deteriorate by long keeping. Many hundreds of named varieties are carefully cultivated in England. A select list sent contains only three hundred and seventy-four names. To attempt a general or even brief description of them in this work would be considered by many of our friends prolix and unnecessary; but the following criteria of a fine Pansy has just passed a select committee of the Pennsylvania Horticultural Society:

"The chief object to be desired is symmetry of the flower. The petals should be large, broad and flat, lying upon each other so as to form a circle, and prevent any thing like angles or intersections of this circular outline. The petals should be as nearly of a size as possible, the two top ones being the largest, but so covered with the two side ones as not to appear disproportioned. The top petals should not wave or bend back. The bottom petal should be broad and two-lobed, flat, and not curving inward; above an inch in breadth is a good size; the colours should be clear, brilliant, and not changing. The eye should not be too large, and it is accounted finest when the penciling is so arranged as to form a dark angular spot.

"The flower stalk should be long and stiff, rather than slender."

GLADIOLUS OR SWORD LILY.

It is now a well ascertained fact that the whole of this beautiful family will succeed well with a treatment similar to the tube rose, requiring to be two or three weeks earlier planted: indeed, *G. communis* and its varieties are perfectly hardy; but the splendid *G. psittacinus*, with large yellow, red, and green flowers; *G. cardinalis*, scarlet and white; *G. blandus*, rose and white; *G. florabundus*, shaded rose, *G. formosissimus*, magnificent scarlet, and several others are worthy of the greatest care and attention; their large spikes of showy flowers will well compensate for an extra degree of care in preparation of soil, &c.
AMARYLLIS FORMOSISSIMA, OR JACOBEA LILY.

About the end of this or beginning of next month is the most proper time for planting out these bulbs. This flower is of the most beautiful and rich crimson velvet colour. The bulb generally produces two stems, the one after the other, about the end of May or first of June. The stem is from nine inches to one foot high, surmounted by a single flower, composed of six petals, three hanging down, three erect and recurved; the stamens droop on the centre of the under petals. The flower thus appears nodding on one side of the stem, and has a most graceful and charming appearance. If planted in a bed, prepare the ground as before directed for Tuberoses. Keep the rows one foot asunder, and the bulbs six inches apart in the rows, covering them two inches over their crowns. This plant is now called Sprekelia formosissima, and we think properly, too, for its character and habit differ from Amaryllis.

We have not the smallest doubt, that in a few years, not only this superb South American bulb will adorn our flower gardens, but many of the rich bulbs of Brazil and South America generally will yearly exhibit to us the beauty of their colours, and the beautiful construction of their flowers and foliage, of which we are now generally deprived, perhaps because we have not the conveniency of a proper hot-house for their protection during winter. But it will be found, in many instances, that these bulbs will do perfectly well to be kept dry in a warm room from October to May, when the heat of our summer is sufficient for the perfection of their flowers, and many species will ripen their seeds. The bulb that is known as Amaryllis Belladonna, now called Belladonna purpurascens, is hardy.

TIGER FLOWER.

Tigridia, a genus of Mexican bulbs belonging to Monadelphia Triandria, producing the most beautiful flowers of the natural order of Irideae. T. pavonia is of the brightest scarlet, tinged and spotted with pure yellow. T. conchiflora, colour rich yellow, tinged and spotted with
bright crimson; flower larger than the former. The colours are very rich, and purely contrasted. The corolla is about four inches in diameter, composed of six petals; the outer are reflexed, the flower, though splendid in beauty, exists only one day; but, to compensate for that, a plant will produce flowers for several weeks; and where a bed of them can be collected, they will, bloom in profusion from July to September. They like a light, rich, free soil, from twelve to eighteen inches deep. Lift the bulbs in October, and preserve them as directed in that month for Tuberose. Be sure that they be kept dry and secure from frost. A bed of these should be in every garden. A writer says, "it is the most beautiful flower that is cultivated." Plant them about the end of this or first of next month; if in beds, keep them six inches apart in the row, and one foot apart from row to row.

WALKS.

The walks in general should be put in the neatest order during this month. Little requires to be added to the observations of last month, but if these have not been executed, fail not to have it done the first opportunity, choosing dry weather for the operation of turning the old, or adding new gravel to them, leveling, raking, and rolling neatly as you proceed. Always after rain give the whole of the gravel walks a good rolling. This being frequently done during the early part of the season, will be a saving of much labour and time through the summer. The walks having a firm surface, the growth of weeds will be retarded, and the heavy rains will not be so apt to injure them. Where there are any pretensions to keeping these in order, they ought to be picked of weeds and litter once a week, and gone over with the roller at least once every two weeks during the season.

Sweep and divest the grass walks or plats of all wormcasts, litter, &c., cutting the edgings neatly. Mow the grass every two or three weeks from this time to October, sweeping off the grass clean each time, and give frequent rollings to keep the surface smooth. If any require to be laid with turf, delay it no longer. For direction, see last month. The
above observations on walks in general, will apply through the season; therefore, we will not repeat this subject until October.

EVERGREEN HEDGES.

We have previously observed, under the head Evergreens, that this is the best season for their replanting. We cannot pass over the observations of this month, without having reference to evergreen hedges, so much neglected among us, and yet so important to the diversity of aspect, and especially to soften a little the gloomy appearance of our winters. There are three indigenous shrubs, and at least one exotic, that are well adapted for the purpose, viz., *Pinus canadensis*, Hemlock-spruce; *Thuja occidentalis*, American arborvitae; *Thuja orientalis*, Chinese arborvitae; and *Juniperis virginiana*, Red-cedar. Where there is to be a hedge of any of these planted, select plants about two feet high; lift them carefully, preserving the roots as much as possible. Dig a trench from one and a half to two feet wide, and from one to one foot and a half deep. This will admit the soil to be well broken about the roots, which must be done in planting. Keep the plants in the centre of the trench, mixing the shortest and the tallest, that it may be of one height, putting the earth close about their roots as you proceed, and make it firm with the foot; fill up, and water as directed for evergreens in this month. If the season is very dry, give it frequent copious waterings. None of them should be topped for a few seasons, except such as are much above the others in height, keeping the sides regular and even by clipping or shearing once a year, either in this month or at the end of August. It is better to keep the top (when they have got to the desired height) pointed, than broad. The latter method retains a heavy weight of snow, which frequently breaks down, or otherwise deforms, that which has cost much labour to put into shape.
BOX EDGINGS.

Where these have not been laid, this month is the proper time. Do not delay the planting of such any later. For ample directions, see March, under this head. Clipping of these should be done about the middle of this month. There will then be no danger of frosts to brown the leaves, and the young foliage will not be expanded. To keep these edgings in order, they must be cut once a year, and never be allowed to get above four inches high and two inches wide. What we consider the neatest edging is three inches high, two inches wide at the bottom, tapering to a thin edge at the top. It is very unsightly to see large bushy edgings, especially to narrow walks.

The use of edgings is to keep the soil from the gravel, and the larger they are allowed to grow, the more ineffectual they become; growing more open below as they advance in height. The operation may be done very expeditiously by clipping the tops level, going longitudinally along with shears for the purpose, called "box shears." Strain a line along the centre of the edgings, cutting perpendicularly from the line to the bottom on each side, leaving only the breadth of the line at top. Edgings cut in this manner, every spring, will always look well, and the trouble, comparatively, is a mere trifle.

GENERAL CARE OF PLANTS COMING INTO FLOWER.

Every part of the flower ground should be put into neat order, giving such plants about the borders as are shooting up their flower stems, and are tender, and in danger of being hurt or broken by the wind, proper sticks or rods for their support. In doing this, endeavour to conceal the rods, &c., as much as possible, by dressing the stems and leaves in a natural-looking manner over them. Let the stakes be in proportion to the height and growth of the plants. It looks very unsightly to see strong stakes to short and weak growing plants. The tyings likewise should be proportionate.

Examine all the beds and patches of seedling flowers
now coming up, and let them be refreshed with water as it may be necessary, and pick out the weeds as they appear.

We cannot leave this department at this season of the year, without enforcing the benefit and beauty that will result from keeping the weeds down during this and the next month. Therefore strictly observe that there are none running to seed in any part of the garden; in fact, they ought not to be allowed to rear their heads one day in sight.

________________

MAY.

As the season for planting out the Dahlia is now approaching, we will endeavour to give our readers the whole subject of their management, so as to ensure a good bloom of this the most fashionable and popular ornamental plant of the present day. As very many are entirely unacquainted with the nature and even the habits of the plant, a brief synopsis of its history will assist in giving a key to its culture. The plant was first discovered by Humboldt, in Mexico, growing in sandy plains, three thousand feet above the level of the sea. The date is not precisely known, but supposed to be about 1785–6. Indisputable authority, however, speaks of its being introduced into England in 1789; but was lost and again introduced in 1803, from Madrid, by Lady Holland; from which period till 1830, it had but little notice in cultivation. Indeed it seems to have been reserved for the intelligent growers of the last few years to bring it into general notice; and if we take a retrospective view of the rapid progress of Dahlia culture within these last five years, we will be led to exclaim, “Where will all this terminate?” but time alone can solve the question; at present it is impossible to come to any satisfactory conclusions. Only a few years ago, and who would have conceived the idea of having tipped, striped, and spotted Dahlias of almost every hue and colour; and although historical writers on the genus alluded to the improbability of a blue flower ever being produced, yet it is not unreasonable to imagine that ere long we will have
flowers beautifully and distinctly striped with black and white, and even combining the gaudy colours of the tulip, or the choicest hues of the carnation; perhaps the criteria of character may change to those of huge globular forms or balls—nay, even the odour of the Rose or the Jasmine may be imparted, and what then? Only let amateurs and cultivators persevere with the spirit they have done during the last few years, and we think all we have advanced will be realized.

Propagation. This operation may be performed in various ways, either by division of the root, by cutting of the young shoots, or by grafting. For general planting, division of the root will be sufficient; about the first of the month the old root, entire, should be planted in some warm and sheltered spot of the garden, covering it with sand, vegetable mould, or any light soil; in about two weeks the eyes or young shoots will have sprouted: then it will be properly seen how they can be most carefully divided; the root should be carefully cut into as many pieces as there are eyes or sprouts, leaving only one tuber to each, when they can be planted into the situation appropriated for their blooming.

Propagation by Cuttings. Prepare a hot-bed in March, as therein described, and place a frame and lights of the required size upon it, scatter over the surface of the bed four or five inches of sand, old bark, or any light soil; after four or five days, the fresh steam will have subsided, when the roots may be laid thereon, covering them (but not over the crowns) with light sandy soil; but where large pots can be obtained, I prefer planting them in the pots; by this means the plants are kept distinct, and can be taken out at any time and examined. They should be frequently sprinkled with water that is partially warm; and if, after they are thus placed in the bed, a rank and dense steam should arise, the lights should be slightly raised both night and day, till it subsides; and if the nights are cold, cover the lights with mats or shutters. This gentle bottom heat will speedily induce the eyes to grow, and when the shoots have attained the height of three or four inches, they should be cut off close to the base, which makes the best plant. After the cuttings are taken off, pot them singly into very small pots filled with light sandy loam, containing
a good portion of black earth from the woods, and placed in another moderate hot-bed and give a gentle supply of water. Particular care must be paid to shading them from the violent rays of the sun, for if they are once exposed, they seldom recover: in this state they should continue till they have formed their roots, which, in a temperature of from sixty to seventy degrees, will be in from two to three weeks. Where a great stock of any particular sort is wanted, the cuttings should be taken off just below a joint, leaving two or three eyes at the base of the shoot, which will again speedily produce new shoots, that can be again removed in a similar manner.

When the plants are rooted, they may then be considered established, and all that is necessary is, to shift them into larger pots as they require; and gradually inure them to a lower temperature, till they can endure the open air, which will not be before the middle of May.

Propagation by Grafting. Where only a few plants are wanted, this is a very successful method, as an operation can be conducted in the office or parlour window. The cutting intended for the graft should have about three joints; when obtained, select a good tuber without eyes from any common sort, and with a sharp knife cut a slice from the upper part of the root downward about two inches in length, and about half an inch in depth, and then cut it off horizontally, leaving a ledge whereon to rest the graft; next cut the graft sloping to fit, and cut it so that an eye or joint may be at the bottom of it to rest on the aforesaid ledge. After the graft has been firmly tied, a piece of clay should be put round it, pot the root in fine soil, in a pot that will bury the graft half way in the mould, and cover it with a glass, (a large tumbler will do,) and in two weeks it will have taken root, the glass may then be removed, and the plant gradually inured to the open air.

Soil. As far as my observations enable me to judge, the soil best adapted for the Dahlia is a sandy loam, not retentive of moisture, and not too rich, as they will grow to leaves and branches, producing few flowers, and even then imperfect: not too poor, as in such they will be very indifferent, meagre in size and general appearance. Where soils are rich and heavy, a portion of sand or gravel should be mixed in the soil where they are planted: but if poor,
incorporate with the sand well decomposed manure; and when the plants are planted, a stick in proportion to the plant should be put with it, and at least eighteen inches in the ground, and not less than two inches in diameter, to which they must be carefully tied as they grow, never allowing more than one stem to each plant; and the side branches should be cut off from one to three feet from the ground, according to the height of the plant. Oakley's Surprise, the most favourite crimson Dahlia, tipped with white, comes invariably true to its character in sandy soil, whereas, in rich heavy soil, it is frequently only crimson. The worst of all soils for the Dahlia, is a rich loam retentive of moisture; in such they grow to wood and foliage, producing few and very imperfect flowers.

The best disposition or arrangement in planting the Dahlia, I think, is in groups; each group should be composed of a different section of colour: this affords a close comparison, and gives greater diversity of landscape, than combining the colours; the tallest growing sorts should be carefully planted in the centre or at the back of each group. The roots should be planted from three to four feet from each other every way. But where they are planted in rows along walks or avenues, two or three feet will be a sufficient distance from plant to plant. Individual plants look extremely well if they are of a dwarf habit. To have a continued succession of bloom, there should be two plantings; the first about the fifteenth of the month, and the latest about the end of June; it is the June planting that generally produces the finest flowers; this fact (though lately discovered) is now well understood by some cultivators, and is easily accounted for. When plants are forced and planted early, they are in a flowering state much earlier, to be sure, but they are overtaken with, perhaps, a hot, dry summer, which "blights" the buds, and are more subject to the disease called "curl;" the young leaves, as they expand, are perforated with numerous holes; the margins become brownish, as if burnt; they then become curled, placid, and the whole plant unhealthy and dwarfish. The principal stem ceases to grow, and numerous suckers and stems arise from below, forming a dense bush. The flowers of such plant, as might be expected, are small and irregular; and however excellent the variety may be, they
yield nothing but disappointment to the anxiously expectant cultivator. This disease is caused by an insect, *Cymix Chloroterus*, or green bug. It inhabits the extremities of the Dahlia, and grows and feeds on the under surface of the young leaves, and in its destruction is aided by our frequently hot and arid months of July and August. Hence, the reason that the late planting gives most satisfaction, they are in these months in a rapid growing state, and if attacked outgrow the effects, and push at once into bloom in the more moist and cooling month of September. The only remedy that is known for the above evil is, to look over the plants cautiously in the morning when the first attacks are perceptible, and pick off the insect; it has to be approached with caution, as it instinctively throws itself down among the leaves if disturbed; and if it escapes, it again climbs up, and commences its depredations. It is admitted that there are exceeding one thousand distinct named varieties now in cultivation, and it may be desirable to some that a select list of the choicest named sorts now in cultivation should be given: but such is the almost endless multiplicity of kinds, and such the numerous additions every year made, that in a few years those I may mention now as being fine, will then most probably be considered wholly useless. However, for immediate profit and benefit, I recommend the following:

**PURE WHITE.**

Antagonist,  
Cheltenham Queen,  
Lady Langston,  
White Defiance,  
Lewisham Rival,  
Miss Percival,  
Pride of Sussex,  
Virgin Queen.

**WHITE OR BLUSH, SHADED OR EDGED WITH PINK OR RED.**

Beauty of Sussex,  
Exquisite,  
Emma Noke,  
Lady Antrobus,  
Mrs. Rushton,  
Phenomenon,  
Countess of Pembroke,  
Beauty of Wakefield,  
Favourite,  
Lady St. Maur,  
Diana,  
Queen of the Isles.
LILAC.

Formosa,          Hon. Miss Abbot,
Lady Harland,     Lady Middleton,
Mrs. Jones,       Mrs. Shelley,
Princess Royal,   Queen of Beauties.

ROSE OR PINK.

Hero of Tippecanoe,        Hope,
Kingscote Rival,           Queen, (Widnall's),
Rose Unique,               Beauty of Kent.

PURE YELLOW.

Apollo,                 Argo,
Ophir,                  Prince of Wales,
Yellow Victory,          Winterton Rival.

YELLOW OR BUFF, STRIPED OR TIPPED WITH RED.

Bloomsbury, buff,        Unique,
Desdemona,               Harlequin,
Princess Royal, (Hudson,) Pontiac.

ORANGE.

Aurantia,               Orange Superb.

RED OR ROSY RED.

Perfection, (McKenzie’s,) Prince Albert,
Sir W. Middleton,        Duchess of Richmond.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SCARLET</th>
<th>Fire King, Tournament,</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bloomsbury, (Lee’s),</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eclipse,</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vivid.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ROSY CRIMSON</th>
<th>Hero of the West, Sir Fred. Johnson, Henry Clay, (Schmitz.)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Caleb Cope,</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marechal Soult,</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thomas Clarkson,</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CRIMSON</th>
<th>Ne plus ultra, Thomas C. Percival, Rival Sussex.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bedford Surprise,</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roderick,</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Springfield Rival,</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PURPLE</th>
<th>Sultan, Violet Perfection.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>General Houston,</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pickwick,</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Admiral Stopford,</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conqueror,</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hero of Stonehenge,</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standard of Perfection,</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CRIMSON PERMANENTLY TIPPED WITH WHITE.</th>
<th>Evêque de Tournay.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Oakley’s Surprise,</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>STRIPED.</th>
<th>Formosa.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Striata formosissima,</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The above are the choicest in cultivation at the present time, and for farther description in regard to colour, height and price, we beg to refer our readers to the periodical catalogues of our respectable nurserymen that are issued every spring, and contain many other sorts of eminence; and not a few equally desirable with the above, though the descriptions of some that are annually received from England are more tempting than the article: whether there are some sorts that do produce more perfect and beautiful flowers in their humid climate than they do when transferred to ours, we cannot practically decide, but presume that it is the fact, for we are confident, and every season does more fully confirm it, that the seedlings grown in this country from seed sowed here do grow better, and flower finer, than the generality of those imported; and, to prevent us adopting inferior sorts, and giving them dashing names, we subjoin the following rules for judging:

**CHARACTER OF A FINE DAHLIA.**

"The best judges distinguish Dahlias by the three criteria of form, colour and size."

"1. Form.—The front view of the blossom should be perfectly circular, without notches or inequalities, caused by the petals being pointed, and not as they should be, rounded, smooth at the edges, and slightly concave, but not so much as to show any of the back. One of the most perfect flowers, in this respect, is the Springfield Rival. When the petals are pointed, notched, fringed, piped, quilled, concave, convex, or flat, the perfectness of the circle is broken, and one indispensable beauty in the eye of the florist is deficient.

"When the eye or disc is shown in the full-blown flower, it is also a striking defect.

"The side view of a first rate flower should be that of a perfect hemisphere.

"There is, perhaps, no example of this perfection of form without some slight deficiency. The Countess of Liverpool is one of the nearest to a perfect flower in this respect.

"2. Colour.—This is looked upon by florists as an infe-
rior consideration to form, though it is usually the first to attract the notice of common observers.

"In flowers of one colour, or selfs, the colour ought to be bright and distinct, without any breaking or blotching. When there are stripes, mottlings, shadings, or edgings, these should be clear and uniformly marked, the colours distinct without clouding or running.

"3. Size.—Although large flowers with superior form and clear distinct colours are esteemed superior to small flowers with the same properties, yet size alone is looked upon by florists as nothing when form and colour are defective.”

Particular care should be taken with seeds, especially such as are saved from fine sorts. If they are sown about the first of April, on a gentle hot-bed, or in a green-house in plots, filled with light rich earth, covering the seeds about three-eighths of an inch, and when they have made leaves, pot them off singly into small pots, till time for planting out, or where a quantity is grown, three plants may be put into one pot, and thus planted, and when they bloom the bad can be pulled up, leaving those of good character to stand for farther trial: none should be kept but such as come up to the above rules; and if they do not do so the first year, there is little hope of their being more perfect the second.

**ANNUALS, HARDY AND TENDER.**

By the first of the month finish sowing all hardy Annuals and Biennials; and about the middle of the month all those that are tropical. The weather being now warm, they will vegetate in a few days or weeks. Attend to thinning of those that are too thick, giving gentle waterings to such as are weak in dry weather. Those that have been protected in frames should be fully exposed therein night and day; take the first opportunity of damp cloudy days to have them transplanted into the borders or beds, lifting them out of the frame with as much earth as will adhere to their roots.
CARE OF HYACINTHS, TULIPS, &c.

For the treatment of these, while in bloom, see last month. The best time to take them out of the ground, is about five weeks after they are done flowering, or when the stem appears what may be termed half decayed. The best method to dry them is to place the roots in rows, with bulb to bulb, the stems lying north and south, or east and west. Give the bulbs a very thin covering of earth, merely to exclude the sun, so that they may not dry too rapidly, being thereby liable to become soft. When they have thoroughly dried in this situation, which will be in eight or ten days in dry weather, (and if it rains cover them with boards,) take them to an airy dry loft or shade, clearing off the fibres or stems, and in a few weeks put them in close drawers, or cover them with sand perfectly dry, until the time of planting, for which see October.

It is not advisable to allow any of the bulbs of either Hyacinths or Tulips to seed, as it retards their ripening and weakens the root, except where there are a few desired for new varieties. The small off-sets must be carefully kept in dry sand, or immediately planted.

ANEMONES AND Ranunculus.

These, while in bloom, should be carefully shaded from the sun by hoops and thin canvas, or an erect temporary awning; and as soon as they are done flowering, they must be fully exposed and the waterings given up.

TUBEROSES AND AMARYLLIS,

That are not planted, should now be done. For full directions, see last month. In many seasons, any time before the twelfth is quite soon enough; but nothing ought to be delayed when the season will permit it to be done. It is necessary to have them properly labeled.
AURICULAS, POLYANTHUS, AND PRIMROSES,

Will now be done flowering, but still must be carefully kept in a cool, shady situation, and all decayed leaves cut off as soon as they appear. Examine them carefully and frequently, in case slugs of any description be preying upon them. A dusting of hot lime will kill them, or they may be otherwise destroyed. Some have recommended to repot and slip those plants when done flowering, "or they will contract a destructive disease;" which disease is a loss of verdure, and is induced by too much heat and drought, and a few other causes from inattention; but if attended to as above, until September, when they should be fresh-potted, they will have time to be sufficiently established before winter, which is the most judicious time to take off slips, for two reasons, namely, they do not want so much nursing through the most precarious season of the year (summer) for these plants, and they begin to grow, and will root afresh sooner.

DOUBLE WALL-FLOWERS.

As these are very seldom grown from seed, and are semi-biennials, art has to be used to preserve or renew them. About the end of this month, take shoots of this year about three inches long, cutting them carefully off, and smoothing the cut end with a sharp knife; from this cut the lower leaves off about one inch and a half, and then put it in the ground; choose a very shady spot, mixing the soil with a little sand and earth, or decayed leaves. Sprinkle them three times a day until they have taken root, which will be in a few weeks. Keep the cuttings about four inches apart.

GENERAL OBSERVATIONS.

We do not consider that it is essential every month to repeat the necessity of tying up plants, cutting down weeds, raking, &c., with many other similar observations.
We have already been full on these subjects, and expect these to be remembered through the season. Particular care, however, is required to *carnations*, *pinks*, or any plants that have heavy heads and slender stems. If carnations are desired to flower strongly, cut off all the buds except three, leaving the uppermost and any other two of the largest. All climbing plants should have timely support, and tied securely every week while they are growing.

**JUNE AND JULY.**

**HOLLAND BULBS.**

The lifting of these will be general in June. For directions, see *May*. It is not advisable to take up *Jonquils*, *Fritillaria*, *Crocus*, and *Iris*, oftener than every alternate year. *Jonquils* may stand three years. *Anémones* and *Ranunculus* should be carefully lifted after their leaves begin to fade. Do not expose them to the sun, but cover slightly with earth or sand until they are perfectly dry, when they may be sifted out of the earth, and put into drawers carefully labeled. Some recommend to soak these roots in soap-suds, to destroy a worm with which they are frequently attacked. We know not how far this may be carried, nor the good or bad effects, never having practised it.

**AUTUMN FLOWERING BULBS.**

These are *Amaryllis lutea*, now called *Sternbérgeria lutea*; *A. Belladonna*, now *Belladonna purpurascens*; *Crocus sativus*, *C. Pallástii*, *C. serotinus*, and *C. nudiflorus*, and all the species of *Cólchicum*, with species of several other genera not introduced into the country. They should all be lifted as soon as the foliage is decayed, and kept only a few weeks out of the ground, and then again replanted.
in fresh soil. The economy of the genus *Colchicum* in regard to its bulbs, flowers, and seeds, is altogether singular, and may be termed an anomaly of nature. In producing the new bulbs or off-sets, in a very curious manner the old one perishes. The flowers, which arise with long slender tubes from the root, die off in October, without leaving any external appearance of seeds. These lie buried all the winter within the bulb; in spring they throw up a fruit stalk, and are ripe about the first of June. How beautiful and admirable is this provision! The plant blooming so late in the year, would not have time to mature its seeds before winter; and is, therefore, so contrived that it may be performed out of the reach of the usual effects of frost, and they are brought above the surface when perfected, and at a proper season for sowing.

CARNATIONS AND PINKS.

In order to make the former flower well, if the weather is dry, give them frequent waterings at the root, and tie them up neatly to their rods. The criterion of a fine Carnation is—The stem strong and straight, from thirty to forty inches high, the corolla three inches in diameter, consisting of large, round, well formed petals, but not so many as to crowd it, nor so few as to make it appear thin or empty; the outside petals should rise above the calyx about half an inch, and then turn off in a horizontal direction, to support the interior petals, they forming nearly a hemispherical corolla. The interior petals should decrease in size toward the centre, all regularly disposed on every side; they should have a small degree of concavity at the lamina or broad end, the edges perfectly entire. The calyx above one inch in length, with strong broad points in a close and circular body. The colours must be perfectly distinct, disposed in regular long stripes, broadest at the edge of the lamina, and gradually becoming narrower as they approach the unguis or base of the petal, there terminating in a fine point. Those that contain two colours upon a white ground are esteemed the finest.

The criterion of a double pink.—The stem about twelve inches, the calyx smaller, but similar to a carnation; the
flower two inches and a half in diameter; petals rose edges; colour white and pure purple, or rich crimson; the nearer it approaches to black the more is it esteemed; proportions equal as in carnation. Those that are very tasteful with these flowers are attentive to the manner of their opening. Where the calyx is deficient in regular expansion, to display the petals; that is, where there is a tendency to burst open on one side more than on the other, the opposite side in two or three different indentations should be slit a little at several times with the point of a small sharp knife, taking care not to cut the petals, and about the centre of the calyx tie a thread three or four times round to prevent any further irregularity. Some florists and connoisseurs place cards on them. This is done when the calyx is small. Take a piece of thin pasteboard, about the size of a dollar, cut a small aperture in its centre to admit the bud to pass through. When on, tie it tight to the rod, to prevent the wind from blowing it about; and when the flower is expanded, draw up the card to about the middle of the calyx, and spread the petals one over the other regularly upon it. When these plants are in flower, their beauty may be prolonged by giving them a little shade from the mid-day sun by an awning of any simple description. Where they are in pots, they can be removed to a cool shady situation (but not directly under trees).

OF LAYING CARNATIONS AND PINKS.

This is a necessary and yearly operation to keep a supply of plants, and likewise to have them always in perfection. As the process of laying, though simple, may not be known to all who are desirous of cultivating these plants, we will give an outline of the mode of operation. Provide first a quantity of small hooked twigs, (pieces of Asparagus stems are very suitable,) about three inches long, for pegging the layers down in the earth. Select the outward, strongest and lowest shoots that are round the plant; trim off a few of the under leaves, and shorten the top ones even with the knife, and then applying it at a joint about the middle of the under side of the shoot, cut about half through in a slanting direction, making an up-
ward slit toward the next joint, near an inch in extent; and loosening the earth, make a small oblong cavity one or two inches deep, putting a little fresh light earth therein. Lay the stem part where the slit is made into the earth, keeping the cut part open, and the head of the layer upright one or two inches out of the earth; and in that position peg down the layer with one of the hooked twigs, and cover the inserted part to the depth of one inch with some of the fresh earth, pressing it gently down. In this manner proceed to lay all the proper shoots of each plant. Keep the earth a little full around the plant, to retain longer the water that may be applied. Give immediately a moderate watering, with a rose watering-pot, and in dry weather give light waterings every evening. Choose a cloudy day for the above operation. In about two months they will be well rooted.

OF BUDDING OR INOCULATION OF ROSES.

According to what we have previously hinted in regard to having roses as standards, where such are desired, the month of July or August is a proper time for the operation of budding. The kinds to be taken for stocks should be of a strong free growth: such as Maiden's blush, Dutch tree, R. villosa, R. canina, and frequently the French Eg-
lantine are taken. Be provided with a proper budding knife, which has a sharp, thin blade, adapted to prepare the bud, with a tapering ivory haft, made thin at the end, for raising the bark of the stock. For tyings, use bass strings from Russia mats, which should be soaked in water to make them more pliable. The height of the stock or stem at which the bud is to be inserted, is to be determined by the intended destination of the tree (as it may be properly called). Choose a smooth part of the stem, from one to three years old. Having marked the place, prune away all the lateral shoots about and underneath it. With the knife directed horizontally, make an incision about half an inch long in the bark of the stock, cutting to the wood, but not deeper; then applying the point of the knife to the middle of this line, make a perpendicular incision under the first, extending from it between one and two inches.
Having a healthy shoot of the growth of this year provided of the kind that is desired, begin at the lower end of this shoot, cut away all the leaves, leaving the footstalk of each. Being fixed on a promising bud, insert the knife about half an inch above the eye, slanting it downward, and about half through the shoot. Draw it out about an inch below the eye, so as to bring away the bud unimpaired with the bark, and part of the wood adhering to it; the wood now must be carefully detached from the bark. To do this, insert the point of the knife between the bark and wood at one end, and, holding the bark tenderly, strip off the woody part, which will readily part from the bark, if the shoot from which the piece is taken has been properly imbued with sap.* Look at the inner rind of the separated bark, to see if that be entire: if there be a hole in it, the eye of the bud has been pulled away with the wood, rendering the bud useless, which throw away; if there be no hole, return to the stock, and with the haft of the knife gently raise the bark on each side of the perpendicular incision, opening the lips wide enough to admit the prepared slip with the eye. If the slip is longer than the upright incision in the stock, reduce the largest end. Stock and bud being ready, keep the latter in its natural position; introduce it between the bark and wood of the stock, pushing it gently downward until it reaches the bottom of the perpendicular incision. Let the eye of the bud project through the centre of the lips; lay the slip with the bud as smooth as possible, and press down the raised bark of the stock. The bud being deposited, bind that part of the stock moderately tight with bass, beginning a little below the incision, proceeding upward so as to keep the eye uncovered, finishing above the incision. In a month after the operation, examine whether the bud has united with the stock. If it has succeeded, the bud will be full and fresh; if not, it will be brown and contracted. When it has taken, untie the bandage, that the bud may swell, and in a few days afterwards cut the head of the stock off about

* We once budded three eyes of the white moss rose, after they had, by mistake, been carried in the pocket of a coat three days. The shoot was soaked six hours in water, and two of the buds grew. From this we infer that shoots, if properly wrapped up, may be carried very great distances, and grow successfully.
six inches above the inoculation, and prevent all shoots from growing by pinching them off. This will forward the bud, which will push and ripen wood this season; but it must be carefully tied as it grows to the remaining head of the stock. Some do not head down the stock until the following spring, thereby not encouraging the bud to grow, which, if winter sets in early, is the safest method.

OF WATERING.

If the season be dry, look over the lately planted shrubs, and give them frequent copious waterings; and a few of the finest annuals that are wanted to flower perfectly should be attended to. We do confess that we used to be advocates for giving plenty of water to the Dahlia, but the severe drought of 1838 put our science to the test, and the result was, that of about one hundred plants of our most choice kinds, which we regularly watered three times a week, for nine weeks, during which period we had not a drop of rain, the plants grew luxuriantly, but many of them never produced a perfect bloom; and those that had no attention whatever paid to them, except a little manure or litter laid on the surface over the roots, flowered almost as well as in our more moist seasons. Hence we infer that an occasional watering may be of service, but continued and repeated artificial waterings are injurious.

AUGUST.

EVERGREEN HEDGES.

These always make two growths in the season, and the best time to perform the operation of clipping or dressing them is before the plants begin their second growth. Choose, if possible, dull and cloudy days, as in such weather they will not be so liable to get brown or bruised by
shearing. The general practice in forming these is to have the sides even and the top level, forming a right angle on each side. However neat in appearance this may be considered, it certainly is stiff and formal. We never approve of clipping where it can be avoided, and, when adopted, nature ought to be imitated. Therefore, have all hedges and edgings tapering toward the top.

CARNATIONS AND PINKS,

If laid about the end of June, and have been properly attended, will, by the end of this month, be well rotted and fit for transplanting. Clear away the earth lightly, and cut them clean off from the parent plant, nearer the stool than the original slit. Raise them neatly out of the earth, with as many of the root-fibres as possible; cut off the naked part of the stem close to the fibrous roots, and trim away the strangling leaves. Plant the finest sorts in four-inch pots, and those more common, three plants in five-inch pots, in the form of a triangle, which can be separated in spring to plant in the garden. Any of the principal stools should be (if in the ground) lifted and put into seven-inch pots to be preserved; the others may be allowed to stand through the winter, covering them with a few dry leaves. Keep them in the shade a few weeks, when they may be fully exposed. Give gentle and frequent sprinklings of water until they have taken fresh root; or, if in want of pots, mark out a bed that can be covered with a frame, preparing the soil therein properly. Plant them from four to six inches apart. Shade them from the sun until they begin to grow, giving sprinklings of water over the foliage every evening.

BULBOUS ROOTS.

Look over the bulbs that are out of the ground, and examine those that require planting. Of _Fritillaria_ there are about twenty species, but few of them generally cultivated, except _F. imperialis_, Crown Imperial, and _F. persica_. Of the former there are many very splendid varieties, such as...
Crown upon crown, Lutea Maxima, Striped leaved, Double flowered, &c. These will require planting, and ought not to be lifted oftener than every third year. They require a deep, rich, loamy soil, and, if in beds, plant them from five to seven inches deep, and one foot apart. They will grow under the shade of trees, or in any situation where the soil is adapted for them. No imbricated or scaly bulb ought to be retained long out of the ground. When any of these are lifted, and the young bulbs taken off, they should be planted at once. See particularly, on bulbous roots in general, next month.

SOWING SEEDS OF BULBOUS ROOTS.

Where any seeds of these are saved, with the intention of sowing, let it be done this month. Procure boxes about seven inches deep, and, in size, proportioned to the quantity to be sown. Put five inches of light sandy soil in the box, level it smoothly, and sow the seeds separately and thickly; cover with half an inch of light sandy loam, with a portion of earth from the woods. Keep the box or boxes in a sheltered situation, giving frequent sprinklings of water, to keep the earth damp, which must be protected with a frame, or covered with leaves during winter. The plants will appear in the spring, and must be watered and kept in the shade: when the leaves decay in June, put one inch more soil upon them, and the second year they can be planted with the small off-sets in the garden, and treated as other bulbs. They must be carefully marked every year. Tulips require several years of trial before their qualities are known; and a poor soil is best suited to produce their characters after the first bloom.
SEPTEMBER.

OF DAHLIAS.

See that all these plants are supported with proper stakes, rods, &c., that the wind may have no effect in breaking down or otherwise destroying the flower stems. Strictly observe their respective heights and colours, that they may be duly disposed and interspersed next year, if not done so this. Attend particularly to the merits of those grown from seed.

GENERAL CARE OF PLANTS IN POTS.

All the flowers that are in pots, and intended to be kept in frames during winter should have a top-dressing and a general preparation for their winter quarters, by tying up, &c. The carnation and pink layers that were lifted and potted last month, must be brought from the shade as soon as they begin to grow, and those that are not lifted, have them done forthwith, that they may be rooted afresh before the frost sets in. All Wall-flowers and Stocks should be lifted about the end of this month, and planted in five to seven inch pots, and treated as directed for carnation layers last month, until they begin to grow, when they must be fully exposed.

PREPARE BEDS AND BORDERS FOR BULBOUS ROOTS.

Bulbous roots of every character delight in deep free soil; consequently, wherever they are desired to be planted, due attention must be paid to put the soil in proper order, to have them in perfection. Where there is a quantity intended to be planted, to have them in beds is the general and preferable method. These ought to be dug from eighteen inches to two feet deep, at the bottom of which place three or four inches of decayed manure.
the soil is poor it should be enriched with well decomposed manure, and earth from the woods, incorporating both well with the soil, breaking it all fine. This being done, allow it to stand until the middle of next month, which see for farther directions.

GENERAL OBSERVATIONS.

Tie up carefully all the Chrysánthemums, Tuberoses, &c. Clear away the stems or haulm of any decayed annuals or herbaceous plants, that nothing unsightly may appear. Propagate the Pansy by layers, &c. See page 94.

SOWING AND SAVING SEEDS.

About the end of this month or beginning of next is an advisable period to sow seed of Delphinium Ajácis flóre pléno, or Double Rocket Larkspur. This plant does not flower in perfection unless sown in autumn, and grown a little above ground before winter; when a few leaves can be lightly thrown among them, but not to cover them entirely, or a few branches thickly laid on will answer as well. There are several other annuals that bloom more early and much finer by being sown about this period: such as Gilia, Coreópsis, Centauréa, Clárkia, Collinsia, &c. Be attentive in collecting and saving all kinds of seeds, and have them correctly named, with the year in which they were grown.

The finer kinds of Pansy seeds that may have been collected during the season, should now be sown in a rich, free, loamy soil, and in a situation where they can be covered during winter with a temporary frame of boards: although they are perfectly hardy, yet they will bloom earlier and more superb in the spring by having a slight protection.
OF PLANTING VARIOUS BULBOUS AND TUBEROUS ROOTS.

From the first of October to the middle of November is the best period for a general planting of bulbs, corns, and tubers, which, if the ground has been prepared, as formerly directed, will now be in readiness. We will give the names and descriptions of a few of the leading sorts.

Anemone hortensis. The cultivation of this tuber has been attended with less satisfaction than any other floral plant that has been introduced into this country. The general failure may, in part, be attributed to the very inferior roots annually sent from Holland, which rarely arrive in good order, and those that do grow, are very discouraging, never making a tuber sufficient for another year's planting. Several hundred varieties are cultivated in England with great care and complete success. They are planted in a deep rich soil, using a considerable portion of cow manure and decomposed leaves, covering the crowns of the roots about two inches. The tubes are flat, but the eye from whence the flower-stem arises is apparent on one of the sides, which must be laid uppermost. During the severity of winter, they should be protected by a frame, and have a sprinkling of very dry leaves strewn among them.

Crocus. There are upwards of one hundred varieties of this vernal flower in cultivation, attended with universal success. They delight in rich soils, and may either be planted in beds or rows, at least two inches deep, and six inches from row to row—they seldom require removal; every three or four years will be sufficient. They can be purchased at from seventy-five cents to two dollars per hundred, according to quality. When they are done blooming, the foliage should not be removed till perfectly decayed.

Fritillaria, or Crown Imperial. See last month.
Hyacinths. The ground that was prepared for these last month, should all be divided into beds four feet wide, leaving between each alleys of twenty inches. Skim off four or five inches of the surface of the former into the latter, level the bed smoothly with the rake, and mark it off in rows eight inches apart. Plant the roots in the row eight inches asunder. Thus they will be in squares, and by planting the different colours, alternately, the bed will be beautifully diversified. Cover each bulb with sand, when it can be procured. Put about four inches of earth over the crowns, which will make the beds from two to three inches higher than the alleys. The beds, before and after planting, should be gently rounded from the middle to each side, to let the rain pass off. Finish all by raking evenly, straighten the edgings with the line, and clear out the alleys or pathways.

We have grown Hyacinths in great perfection—when, in addition to the above, we covered them with two to three inches of cow manure. The Dutch florists name nearly two thousand varieties of this flower, and have large fields devoted to their culture. When the double varieties were first brought into notice, they sold at from one to two thousand guilders a root, (about from four to eight hundred dollars.) The finer kinds can be purchased at from two to four dollars per dozen.

Iris, or Fleur de luce. The English and Parisian irises are coming into repute as showy garden flowers. They will grow in any well prepared soil, and require to be planted in the same manner as the tulip.

Jonquils. Double and single. Plant these in the same soil as Tulips, six inches apart, and cover three inches deep. They do not flower so well the first year as in the second and third, therefore should only be lifted every third year.

Lilium. The family of Lilies are all splendid, very interesting, and easy of culture, requiring merely a good deep loamy soil—no wise inclined to moisture. They are all hardy, except L. japonicum and L. longiflorum, which we lift in November, and again plant them about the first of March, keeping them through the winter in dry sand, in a cellar free from frost. The hardy kinds, deserving most attention, are L. Candidum, (the double variety of it
is not worth growing,) L. Chalcedonicum, and its varieties, L. Tigrinum, L. Concolor and L. Martagon; these, with the species indigenous to this country, are all very beautiful. They should be planted from three to five inches deep, according to the size of the bulb, and need not be taken up oftener than once in every three or four years. None of the species can be transplanted after they have grown, without injuring their flowering.

*Narcissus* require treatment similar to the Lily, except the soil, which must be richer, and even then they do not bloom so finely in a few years as they do when first imported; but they are cheap, and can annually be procured.

*Paeonias* are all magnificent in flower, and, for display, are not surpassed by any spring blooming plant; and we do cheerfully urge our readers to cultivate the choice sorts, which can scarcely be said to have a rival. Such are—

P. Moután Bánksii, common double blush tree *Paeonia*.

P. Moután papaveriacea, single white tree *Paeonia*, with purple centre.

P. Moután rosea, large rose, semi-double tree *Paeonia*.

P. Moután odorata, sweet-scented, rose-coloured tree *Paeonia*.

P. Moután albida pleno, double white tree *Paeonia*.

P. edulis allifióra, single white herbaceous *Paeonia*.

P. edulis whîtêjî, superb double white herbaceous *Paeonia*.

P. edulis Hîimei, very large double rose herbaceous *Paeonia*.

P. edulis frâgrans, double red, sweet-scented herbaceous *Paeonia*.

P. edulis Réevesiana, Chinese double crimson herbaceous *Paeonia*.

P. officinâlis rûbra, common double herbaceous *Paeonia*.

P. officinâlis atropurpûrea, very dark crimson herbaceous *Paeonia*.

P. officinâlis âbilicans, changeable white rose, or blush herbaceous *Paeonia*.

There are several other splendid double varieties in some rare collections of Europe, which have not yet made their
appearance in general culture. There are also a few very choice single kinds that are desirable for growing to raise new sorts from; for it is from the single species that the Chinese have been so successful in procuring the magnificent double varieties, which are so anxiously and perseveringly sought for. The seeds mature well in this country, and should be sown as soon as ripe; they will vegetate the following spring, and in three years may be expected to bloom. The Paeony will grow in any rich loamy soil, which should be at least fifteen inches deep. An eastern situation or aspect is best adapted for them in this latitude; but in the more southern states, they will display their flowers better on a northern aspect, or where they will be shaded from the sun, but not under the dripping of trees. The most suitable time for planting them is in September, October, or November. Spring-planted roots never succeed well the first year. Paeony moutan and its varieties are all of a shrubby nature, and will grow into large bushes, producing from fifty to one hundred blooms of not less than fifteen inches in circumference; they can be propagated by division of the root, or by layers.

Tulips. As this flower will soon be a decided favourite over this mighty country, we will give a minute description of the soil most genial to it, at the same time remarking that it will grow in almost any soil or situation, though less perfect. Many of the kinds are of the most splendid colours and strong in growth, frequently growing over three feet in height, with cups sufficiently large to satisfy the greatest Bacchus. All writers agree that Tulip beds should be “four feet wide;” though I think three and a half will be found more convenient, and, in length, according to the number of roots to be planted. The soil should consist of good fresh loam, mixed with a small portion of well rotted stable manure, at least two years old. The whole should be incorporated together four months previous to using. The common soil should be taken out sixteen inches deep, and filled with the above compost. Raise the beds not less than three inches above the paths at the outside, and about six or eight inches in the middle; this convexity will assist in throwing off the water in times of heavy and continued rains. The bed thus formed, plant the bulbs in rows, lengthwise on the bed, about six inches
from bulb to bulb, and seven inches from row to row. The bed may be marked out by straining a line very tight, lengthwise on the bed, and beating it with the back of the spade, leaving a lined groove along the ground. Then, with a lath four feet long, let the bed be marked across at six inches distance, so as to leave distinct impressions at each crossing of the ground lines; for these will form the spots where the bulbs are to be planted, by means of a dibber, made larger than the largest bulb, and flattened at the end. The holes are to be made four inches deep, and about half an inch of sharp sand ought to be dropped in each. The centre line ought to be planted with the tallest kinds, and the outside of the bed with the lowest. In severe frosts they should be protected by boards or branches.

Tulips have ever been held in the highest estimation. As early as 1637 history records one hundred and twenty Tulips being sold at public auction for no less a sum than nine thousand guilders, equal to thirty-six hundred dollars; and, in England, at the present day, a good collection is valued at five thousand dollars. Florists generally divide them into three classes, viz.: first, Bybloemens, such as have a white ground, variegated with purple, as Bienfait or Washington, &c.; secondly, Bizarres, having a yellow ground, variegated with scarlet, purple, rose, or velvet, as Trafalgar, Duc de Savoie, &c.; and, thirdly, Roses with white ground, variegated with rose, scarlet, or crimson, as La Tendresse, Rose mignonne, &c.

The superb kinds are often very expensive; even fifty pounds sterling is frequently given for a single bulb; and we doubt much if these high-priced kinds are finer than Washington, Milo, or Trafalgar, which, with many others, can be procured for less than one dollar each.

PLANTING AND TRANSPLANTING.

This is a very proper period to plant the beautiful and early flowering Pyrus japónica, now called Cydonia japonica. The blossoms are of a rich scarlet colour. It is the earliest flowering shrub of the garden, and deciduous, though said by some to be "an evergreen." The plant is bushy, and well adapted for single plants in grass plats, or
forming low ornamental hedges. There is likewise C. j. álba, a fine blush variety of the same habit, and both are of the hardiest nature.

_Double Primroses, Polyanthus, Daisies, &c._ Any of these that were planted in shaded situations in spring, and have been preserved through the summer, should have for their farther protection a bed well sheltered from the northwest, in which they should be planted four inches apart. Give them a few sprinklings of water in the morning, and have a temporary frame of rough boards put together to place over them during the severity of winter. The frame may be covered with the same in place of glass, which must be kept over them while they are in a frozen state.

Any other plants that are in the ground, which are intended to be protected with frames through the winter, ought to be immediately lifted and potted, and treated as directed for all new-potted plants.

**GRASS AND GRAVEL WALKS.**

The former should be trimly cut and well rolled this month, that they may appear neat all winter. Never allow decayed leaves to lie any time upon them, as they are apt to rot out the grass. The latter should be divested of every weed, and receive a firm rolling. Clear them at all times of leaves and other litter. These, if on a declivity, and have not a firm substantial bottom, will be subject to be cut up with every heavy rain. A break should be put in every twenty, forty, or eighty feet to throw off the water. A strong plank will answer perfectly well, but in such situations we would prefer grass walks.

**PLANTING EVERGREENS.**

This month is the best period in autumn to plant these shrubs; and where there is a great extent to be planted, it would be advisable to do a part of it now; but we give the preference to April, which see for directions.
GENERAL OBSERVATIONS.

When the plantings of bulbs, &c., are finished, every part of the garden should have a thorough cleaning. All annual flowers will have passed the season of their beauty; therefore, remove the decayed flower stems or haulm, and trim off the borders. Dig all vacant ground, especially that intended to be planted with shrubs in the ensuing spring, which ought to be dug from one to two feet deep.

NOVEMBER.

DAHLIAS.

It is not advisable to delay lifting the roots of the Dahlia after the first of the month, as frequently severe frosts set in about this period, and would totally destroy them. Choose a dry day for the purpose, and with a spade carefully lift every root, divesting it of any earth that may adhere thereto, but not to shake it off, as thereby the neck of the tubers would be bruised, and probably entirely destroy the vitality of the plant for the coming season. With us, the frost generally destroys the foliage and stems of the plants from about the middle of October to the beginning of the present month. The stems should then be cut to within a few inches of the ground: when the roots should be lifted directly thereafter, and the labels properly secured to them with metallic wire. Many opinions are given for the best method of securing them during winter from the effects of frost, which is their certain destruction. In this country, a dry close cellar, that will retain a temperature of not less than thirty-five degrees, and not over forty-five, will be the most proper place: if the tubers are small, they should be covered with dry sand or earth. The method we have adopted with our finest kinds, which has resulted in complete success, is to lay dry boards on the
cellar-floor, and place the roots closely thereon, covering them to the stem with dry sand, laying mats over all: in this manner they preserve till spring in the most perfect order. They can also be kept in a cool green-house; but must be protected from drippings of water falling upon them.

**TUBEROSES, TIGRIDIAS AND AMARYLLIS.**

These tubers and bulbs, as soon as the frost has partly injured the foliage, should be taken up, and dried thoroughly in the sun, taking care, at all times, to keep them clear from frost. When they are dry, divest them of their foliage and fibres, and pack them in boxes with dry sand or moss. Store these away for the winter, either in a room or a dry cellar, where they will, at all times, be exempt from frost, the least touch of which would destroy them. We have kept them completely secure in the cellar.

**ERYTHRINAS.**

Where there any plants of *E. herbacea*, *E. laurifolia*, and *E. cris-tagallia*, which are intended to be lifted, they should be carefully done and preserved in half dry earth, and kept beside the *Dáhlias*. They are magnificent ornaments in the flower garden.

**PRIMROSES, POLYANTHUS AND DAISIES,**

That were planted in a sheltered spot, as directed last month, should have a frame placed over them, and their covering in readiness for the approach of winter; giving the plants a light covering of leaves, which will preserve their foliage from the effects of frost.
CHOICE CARNATIONS, PINKS, PANSIES AND AURICULAS,

That are in pots, should be placed in the frame intended for their abode during winter. If the pots are plunged to the rims in dry leaves or saw-dust, it will greatly protect their roots from the severe effects of frost. Where glass is used for these frames, they should have besides a covering of boards or straw mats; those that are in beds may be covered as above directed for Primroses, &c.

They ought not to be uncovered while in a frozen state. It is not altogether the intensity of cold that destroys these plants so much as the alternate thawing and freezing.

All half hardy plants, such as Wall-flower German stocks, Sweet-bay, tender roses, with several others, should be protected as above directed for Carnations. Earth or tan should be put round the outside of these frames, which will be a partial shelter from the changing state of the atmosphere. Oak leaves answer the purpose very well, but they are a harbour for all kinds of vermin, especially rats and mice, which would destroy every thing. It may be useful to say a few words on the nature of tan or tanner's bark. Many suppose that the smallest quantity will produce heat. If three or four cart loads of it are put into one heap, and protected from the rain, it will ferment; and when the first fermentation is abated, by mixing it with leaves, a substantial hot-bed may be made, or put it by itself into a pit; and, when there is no pit, boards may be substituted to keep it together: either of these methods will produce a lasting heat. But in small quantities, and exposed to rain, &c., no heat will be produced, but rather the contrary. It is excellent, when dry, in keeping out frost from any plants; being a body not easily penetrated, similar to dry sand, saw-dust, or dry leaves. Frequently the same opinion is held in regard to stable manure, small portions of which will never produce heat.
OF PROTECTING PLANTS IN THE GARDEN.

During this or next month, according to the state of the season, protect all the plants that are in the ground, which are not completely hardy. The coverings may be straw, Russia mats, canvas, boxes or barrels. The two latter must be perforated in the top, to let the damp air pass off, or the plant would become musty and decay. Those covered with straw or mats should have small stakes placed round the plants, and covering tied thereto, and remain so until the month of March or first of April. Herbaceous plants that are tender, may be covered with three or four inches of tan, saw-dust, or half decayed leaves, which will tend greatly to preserve their roots. These coverings must be carefully removed on the first opening of spring. The shrubs that are otherwise covered would be greatly benefited by having their roots protected in a similar manner, as directed for herbaceous plants.

PROTECTION OF SEEDLING BULBS.

If any seeds of Hyacinths, Tulips, or Fritillàra, were sown in pots or boxes, let them be removed to a dry, sheltered situation, and plunged level with the ground; or fill the spaces between them with dry leaves or tanner's bark, and cover the whole with new-fallen leaves, laying over all a few boards to prevent the wind blowing them off. These form better coverings than straw or haulm, which is liable to become musty, and communicate the effect to the roots. The above covering is not required until the approach of severe frost.

OF PLANTING DECIDUOUS TREES AND SHRUBS.

It is not recommendable to make a general planting of these at this period of the year; the success entirely depending on the nature of the season and the state of the soil. If any are planted, let them be those of the hardiest nature, and in light and absorbent soil, not subject to be
stagnated or over-flooded during winter. When this and
next month are mild, autumn plantings are very frequently
as sure as those of the spring. But the precarious state
of the season is not to be depended upon, therefore avoid
large plantings of any kind, and more especially of deli-
cate roses, the roots of which are apt to rot off, except they
have been previously grown in pots. Nothing can be more
injurious to a plant, at this season particularly, than to bed
its roots in mortar, by which the tender fibres either perish
or are cramped ever afterward. The soil at the time of
planting should be so friable as not to adhere to the spade,
which is a good rule in planting at any season, or in any
soil.

GENERAL OBSERVATIONS.

Carry out of the garden all decayed leaves and litter of
every description, cutting down any weeds that remain.
Collect all the stakes and rods that have been supporting
plants, tie them up in bundles for the use of next year, and
put them under cover. Look over every part of the gar-
den, and see that nothing has been omitted in the way of
covering or other protection. The sashes that are to be
used on the frames should be perfectly whole, every inter-
stice in the glass puttiéd, and all ready for use when occa-
sion may require. Attend to all plants in pots, and give
them gentle waterings as they stand in need; but never
during the time the soil is frozen about the roots.

DECEMBER.

GENERAL OBSERVATIONS.

Having in the preceding months under this head given
details for the protection of plants of a delicate nature, and
the forwarding of necessary work, only a few remarks re-
main to be added. If there is any part therein described omitted, have it done forthwith: every day increases the danger of severe weather. If there are doubts of any plants or shrubs not standing without some light covering, it is best to err on the side of safety. Valuable plants on walls, and in danger of being destroyed, it is advisable to be at the expense of having a frame made to surround them, and cover the same with oil-cloth. The frame thus covered, should be taken off in mild weather, and replaced again when necessary, causing very little trouble; and, if properly taken care of, will last many years. Coverings of any construction, and of the same material, would answer for any part of the garden, and are the best in our opinion that could be adopted.
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HOT-HOUSE.

ON THE CONSTRUCTION OF A HOT-HOUSE.

There have been many plans devised and visionary projects offered to the public as the best for a well-regulated hot-house. As we intend forming one for practical purposes, we shall adopt a convenient size, have flues for the conveyance of heat, and coal or wood for fuel.

Site and Aspect.—The house should stand on a situation naturally dry, and, if possible, sheltered from the north-west, and clear from all shade on the south, east, and west, so that the sun may at all times act effectually upon the house. The standard principle, as to aspect, is to set the front directly to the south. Any deviation from that point should incline to the east.

Dimensions.—The length may be from ten feet upward; but, if beyond forty feet, the number of fires and flues are multiplied. The medium width is from twelve to sixteen feet. Our directions will apply to the two extreme points, viz.: forty feet by sixteen, and in height, at back, from twelve to eighteen feet; the height in front six feet, including about three feet in brick basement, to support the front glass, which will be two and a half feet, allowing six inches for frame-work.

Furnace and Flues.—It is of great importance to have these erected in such a manner as will effectually heat the
house. The greatest difficulty is to have the furnace to draw well. As workmen are not generally conversant on the subject, nor yet understand the effect or distribution of heat in these departments, we will give minute details on their construction. The furnace should be outside of the house, either at back or end; the former is preferable, circumstances not always allowing it on the other plan. Dig out the furnace-hole, or what is termed stock-hole, about five feet deep. Let the door of the furnace be in the back wall of the house, thereby having all the heated building inside, that no heat may be lost. The brick-work round the furnace should be nine inches thick, laying the inside with fire-brick. Around the outside leave a vacuum two or three inches wide, to allow the heat to arise from around the furnace into the interior of the house, thereby saving the whole heat of the fuel. The furnace will require to be two and a half feet long, ten inches wide, and one foot high, before the spring of the arch and clear of the bars; leave one foot for an ash-pit, then lay the bars. They should be sixteen inches long, one inch broad on the upper side, two inches deep, and two-eights broad on the lower side, and, with the door and frame, should be cast iron. Half an inch between each bar will be sufficient. The flue should rise from the furnace by a steep declivity of from twenty inches to two feet, and pass the door of the house, (without a dip,) when it must be elevated above the level of the floor of the house along the front, and at the opposite end of the house must dip to pass the door. The dip must not be lower than the bottom of the flue at the neck of the furnace, and should be of a concave form, (avoiding acute angles.) Lead it along the back to enter the wall over the furnace. When thus taken round the house, the heat will be expanded before it enters the chimney. The inside of the flues should be from six to ten inches wide, and eight inches deep; plaster the bottom of it, but no other part, as plaster is partially a non-conductor. The above description is for burning anthracite coal; but where wood is to be the fuel, the furnace must be one-half larger. We have been particular in the description of furnace bars, as those generally used are miserable substitutes. Circumstances may cause the furnace to be placed at the end or front of the house. In either case the stock
hole will not require to be so deep; or where there is only one door in the house, a stock-hole three and a half feet deep will be enough, which should be built like a cellar, to keep out any under water. In all instances pass the first flue to the front of the house, over which have a close table, covered with two inches of sand, and, by keeping it moist, will afford a very congenial heat to young and valuable plants. Likewise over the furnace have a frame in the same manner, which will be found useful for propagating. Any part of the furnace or flue that is under the floor of the house, should have a vacuity on both sides to let the heat pass upward.

Furnaces and flues on the above construction are the most simple in arrangement, and the easiest to manage at all times. But where capital, taste, and practical science can be united, a more elegant disposition of heating convenience can be adopted: an excavation should be made for the flue to pass along under the pathway, which pathway may be a casting of iron, or wooden slats, fancifully put together, and at least six inches above the flue. In building the furnace, place thereon a boiler of cast-iron or copper, about two feet deep, two feet long, and four inches wide, with a zinc or copper lid: having it prepared to receive two pipes, one near the bottom and the other about four inches from the top: these pipes may be from four to six inches in diameter, and are to be taken along under the table in front of the house, in a level position, and, at the end of the house, joined together by a perpendicular pipe, or joint which should have an end about one foot higher than the highest part of the upper pipe. When all is properly fixed, fill the boiler with rain or river water, if possible: the air in the pipes will pass out at the perpendicular end, and, when all are full, put a perforated cover on the end of the pipe. As soon as the water becomes heated, it will arise from the bottom of the boiler, and pass along the upper pipe, and return cool by the under one. Or, in place of the pipe returning again by the front, it can pass all round the house, only there must be a piece of perpendicular pipe to allow the air to get out—the consumption of water will not be over half a gallon in twenty-four hours. If the pipes require to be higher than the boiler, the boiler cover must be hermetically sealed, and the filling operation
conducted by the upright tube or pipe, which must always be full of water. This we consider the most economical method of heating by hot water, and it is by far the most simple—simple indeed in every part, though volumes have been written on the subject.

Park Pit.—We consider such an erection in the centre of a hot-house a nuisance, and prefer a stage, which may be constructed according to taste. It should be made of the best Carolina pine, leaving a passage all round, to cause a free circulation of air. The back and end paths may be about two feet wide, and the front three feet. The angle of the stage should be parallel with the glass, having the steps from six inches to one foot apart.

Where there are some large plants, they may stand on the floor behind the stage, or on tressels, according to their height.

Angle of the glazed Roof.—The pitch of the roof is usually varied to agree with the design of the house, and the size of the plants to be grown therein. Where pleasure and ornament are the principal objects, the angle should be about 33° from the level line; but a few degrees of inclination either way is of minor importance.

Materials for glazing Sashes.—Caroline pine is the best material for the wood-work, as it is not so subject to decay from moisture and heat as the other kinds of pine wood. The frames or sashes can be of any convenient length, not exceeding ten feet, and about three and a half or four feet wide, and made from plank two inches thick, divided so as they can be glazed with glass six inches wide.

Of Glazing.—The pieces of glass should not exceed six inches by eight, though six by six is preferable; the lappings about one quarter of an inch. The frames ought to have two coats of paint previous to glazing, and the glass bedded in putty. Some prefer the lappings to be puttied also. It is our opinion that in a hot-house these should not be puttied, but, in the green-house, the closer they can be made the better.

Of Shutters.—These should be made of three-quarters of an inch white pine, and bound on both ends and sides, having a cross piece in the middle of the same. They ought to be painted at least once in three years.
HOT-HOUSE.

JANUARY.

At all times be very careful of the temperature of this department, and more especially at this season of the year, as a few minutes' neglect might materially injure many of the delicate plants. The thermometer ought to range between 55° and 65°. In fine sunshine days admit a little air by having some of the top sashes let down one, two, or three inches, according to the weather, and let it always be done from eleven to one o'clock; but by no means in such a manner as to cause a draught in the interior of the house, which would be very prejudicial. Therefore, be always cautious during cold weather, in administering that necessary element to vegetation, which is so conducive to health.

OF FIRING AND FUEL.

The hot-house ought never to be left entirely to inexperienced persons, because they are not aware of what might be the result of inattention even for an hour. Attention to the following observations will obviate every difficulty: About this season of the year frost generally sets in very severe in the middle states. Suppose the day may have all the clemency of spring, the night may be directly the reverse. Every precaution is necessary to guard against extremes. The shutters are put on every night at sunset, and, in severe weather, as soon as the sun goes off the glass. If the shutters are omitted till late in severe frost, it will so reduce the heat of the house, that you cannot overcome it by fire until near midnight; and, when done, the fire or fires have been made more powerful than they ought to be, proving ungenial to the plants that are near the flues. The air, as above directed, having been taken off the house at one o'clock, as soon as the mercury begins to fall in the thermometer, kindle the fire, and, sup-
posing it is anthracite coal, in twenty minutes, with a good drawing furnace, the heat will operate in the house. If a coal fire, kindled about four o' clock, it will require an addition about six, and then may be made up again about nine or ten, which will suffice until morning. The quantity must be regulated by the weather. If the fuel is wood, it must be attended to three or four times during the evening; and, when the mornings are intensely cold, a fire may be requisite. When there are bad drawing furnaces, the fires must be made much earlier, perhaps by two or three o'clock, which will be easily observed by the time the fire takes effect upon the air of the house. The temperature ought never to be under fifty degrees of Fahrenheit.

OF WATERING THE PLANTS.

To do this judiciously, is so necessary to vegetation, and so requisite to understand, and yet the knowledge so difficult to convey to others, (being entirely acquired by practice,) that if the power were in man to impart to his fellow-men, he would possess the power of perfecting a gardener by diction. However, the hints on this important point of floriculture will be as clear and expressive as can at present be elicited. All plants in this work that are aquatic shall be specified as such; and those that are arid shall be duly mentioned. All others will come in the medium.

All the plants must be looked over every day, and those watered that appear to be getting dry on the top. It must be strictly observed not to give water to any but such as strictly require it, and let it be given moderately at this season. There is not so much liability to err, at present, in giving too little, as in administering too much. Vegetation among the stove or hot-house plants will soon begin to show, and the soil will become sour if it is impregnated with stagnant moisture. Small plants should always be watered with a pot having what is termed a rose upon it. The surface of the rose, that is, where it is perforated with small apertures, ought to be level, or a little concave, which would convey the water more to a centre, and make neater
work, by preventing any water from being unnecessarily spilt in the house. The size of the pot will be regulated by the person to suit the conveniences of the place. Water, when applied either to the roots or foliage of the plants, should be about the medium temperature of the house. Where there are no cisterns, a tank or barrel might be in the house, in which the water could stand for one night or more, as is most suitable. When water is given without being thus aired, it chills the roots, prevents a luxuriant growth, injures the fresh and healthful appearance of the foliage, and too frequently gives to all the plants a sickly hue.

OF INSECTS, THEIR DESTRUCTION, &c.

In this department insects begin to increase by hundreds, and too frequently their ravages are very obvious before their progress is arrested. We will treat of those which are most common, under their respective heads, with their nature and cure, as far as has come under our observation.

*Aphis rosae*, of the natural order of Hemiptera, or what is commonly known by Green Fly, Green Lice, &c., infect plants in general, and are particularly destructive in the hot-house to *Hibiscus rosa-sinensis*, *Asclépias*, *Crásula coccinea*, *Lantana*, &c., and many other plants of a free-growing nature. They attack the young and tender shoots at the point, leaving a dark filthy appearance on the foliage. Many remedies for their destruction have been offered to the public by various writers, each equally secure in his own opinion. Extensive practice alone can show the most easy and effectual cure. Fumigating with tobacco is decidedly the most efficacious, and in the power of any to perform. Take a small circular furnace, made of sheet iron, diameter at top twelve inches, and at bottom eight; depth one foot, having a grating in it to reach within three inches of the bottom, which will leave space for the air to pass, and where the ashes will fall and be kept in safety, having a handle like a pail to carry it with. This, or any thing similar, being ready, put in it a few embers of charcoal, ignited to redness; take it into the
centre of the house, and put therein a quantity of moist tobacco. If it attempts to blaze or flame, sprinkle a little water thereon; and, as it consumes, continue to add tobacco until the house is entirely full of smoke, observing always to do it in still, cloudy weather, or in the evening. If it is windy, the smoke is carried off without having half the effect, and requires more tobacco. The house must be closely shut up. There are several plants whose foliage is of a soft downy nature, such as *Helitrópiums, Callacárpus, Sálvias*, and many of the *Lantáñas, Vincas*, with several others that cannot stand strong fumigation without danger. These should be put down in the house, or under the stage. These fumigations will have to be repeated frequently, the time for which will easily be perceived; and, when required, ought not to be delayed. Several species and varieties of the same genus, *Aphis*, can be destroyed in the like manner.

*Acaris tellurius*, or red spider, is caused by a dry atmosphere, and its havoc generally is obvious before it is arrested. With its proboscis it wounds the fine capillary vessels of the leaves. If they progress in their destructive work, the leaves will prematurely decay. On this appearance, turn up the leaf, and you will see them running about with incredible swiftness. Their body is of a blood colour, and their feet light red. When very numerous, they work thick webs on the under side of the leaf, and frequently all over it, forming a mass of half died plants, decayed leaves, and thousands of spiders. The most effectual remedy is a thorough syringing with water, and profusely under the foliage. This being done every evening, will subdue and eventually banish them. Had the house been syringed two or three times per week, these intruders would not have appeared. It is said by some writers, that watering only reduces them to a temporary state of inaction, and will not destroy them. Laying aside the many prescribed nostrums, we assert that the pure element is the most effectual cure, as well as the most easy to be obtained.*

*Thrips*, order *Hemiptera*, are insects so minute as

*Fumes of sulphur is instant death to them; but it has to be used with great caution and experience.*
scarcely to be perceptible to the naked eye. They generally lurk close to the veins of the leaves of plants, and frequently attack esculent. When viewed through a glass, they are seen, when touched, to skip with great agility. The larva is of a high brown or reddish colour. The thrip has four wings, and walks with its body turned upward. It frequently attacks the extremities of tender shoots or young leaves, which become shriveled, brown, and will rub to dust easily between the thumb and finger. When any leaves or shoots are perceived to be so, if you do not observe the green fly, expect the thrips. They may be destroyed by a fumigation of tobacco, in the same manner as the green fly. By the simple and expeditious method of fumigation, these insects and several others may be destroyed effectually at any time they appear.

_Coccus hesperidus_, or mealy bug, has appeared in the hot-houses about Philadelphia within these few years, and, if not instantly destroyed, increases rapidly. It is of a white dusty colour; when broken, of a brownish red, generally covered with down, under which it deposits its eggs; and they, in a few months, come forth in great numbers. The coccus generally is of a dormant nature, but in warm weather they may be seen moving rapidly up the stems of the plants. Fumigating has no observable effect on these insects; therefore, as soon as they appear, recourse must be had to other means. The liquid made from the following receipt is death to any of the _Coccus_ tribe: Take two pounds of strong soap, one pound of flour of sulphur, one pound of leaf tobacco, one and a half ounce of nux vomica, with a tablespoonful of turpentine, which boil in four gallons of river water to three; then set aside to cool. When boiling, stir it well with a stick, continuing to do so until it is reduced as above. In this liquor immerse the whole plant, drawing it to and fro gently, that the liquor may penetrate everywhere. This done, lay the plant on its side, until it begins to dry, then syringe well with clean water, and put it in its respective station. Where a collection of plants is free from any insects of the kind, every plant that is introduced ought to be minutely scrutinized, that the unclean may be kept from the clean: the above insect will feed almost on any plant, but indulges on _Crás-
sulas, any of the bristly Cactus, Gardenias, and in fact whatever is in the way.

*Coccus* ———, or brown scaly insect, is frequently found on many plants, but we never could perceive that it does any other material injury than soiling them. We have always observed, that it is found in winter to abound in those situations which are most excluded from air; therefore is of less importance than the other species, which eat and corrode the leaves of tender plants. A washing with strong soap-suds will destroy them, or the above liquid will do it more effectually. Tie a piece of sponge on the end of a small stick, and scrub every leaf, stem and crevice. Fumigating destroys the larvae of this species.

*Coccus* ———, or small white scaly insect, which generally infests Cycus, Nerium, Oleas, and Acacias, &c., may be destroyed by washing as above with a sponge, and a strong decoction of tobacco, using the liquid about the warmth of 100°. Being thus heated, it irritates the insect, when, by easing itself from its bed, the fluid passes under it, and causes immediate death. If it is not thus irritated, it adheres so closely to the foliage, that it will keep you at defiance. The under, or dark side of the leaves is its residence; and we have observed a plant in a house where there was only light on one side, with the dark side literally covered, while the light side was clean. So much for having houses with plenty of light. The effects of this insect are of a corroding nature, extracting all the juice from the leaf; and where they have got to the extremity, the foliage is completely yellow, and of a decayed appearance.

*Coccus* ———, or turtle insect. We have never observed this insect arrive to any extent. It is the largest of any known among us, and very like a turtle in miniature. On lifting it from the wood, to which it generally adheres, there appear to be hundreds of eggs under it, but fumigating completely destroys the larvae. In our opinion, this turtle insect is no other than the old female of the brown scaly insect, which swells to a large size before depositing its eggs. We have frequently observed the insect dead in this enlarged state, and question if this be not the last stage of its transmigration. The male insect is winged, and very active in its movements.
Where bulbous roots, such as Hyacinths, Jonquils, Ixias, Lachenallas, &c., are required to be early in flower, they may, during this month, be put in the front of the hot-house and watered freely till they bloom, when they may be taken to the green-house or parlour.

Azaleas, Rhododendron Roses, and some other plants, do admirably to force, and where there is a large stock, a few should be brought into early bloom with the heat of this department.

OF CLEANSING PLANTS, HOUSE, &c.

This subject ought to be kept constantly in view. However correctly every thing else may be executed, without that adorning beauty, cleanliness, all will appear only half done. Therefore let all the dead leaves be picked off every day, the dust and other litter swept out of the house, and, when necessary, the house washed, which will be at least once a week. That the foliage of the plants may always appear fresh, syringe them every morning, when there is the appearance of sun. At present, this will in a great measure keep down the insects, and will prove a bane to the red spider.

Tie up neatly with stakes and threads of Russia mat all the straggling growing plants; let the stakes be proportionate to the plants, and never longer, except they are climbing sorts. Do not tie the branches in bundles, but singly and neatly, imitating nature as much as possible. If any of the plants are affected with the Coccus insect, let them be cleansed according to the plan already mentioned, taking particular care also in washing the stakes to which they had been previously tied, and burning all the old tyings, which contain the larvae of the insect in many instances, especially of Coccus hesperidus. It is premised, when any of these things are done, that they will be well done, and not half doing, and always doing. Cleanliness, in every respect, promotes a pure air, which is congenial to vegetation, and will, with other attentions, always ensure a healthful and vigorous appearance in the house.
FEBRUARY.

In the early part of this month the weather generally is very cold and changeable in the middle states, and strict attention, with the greatest caution, will require to be paid to the management of the hot-house. Most of the tropical plants commence an active state of vegetation; and, if checked by temperature or otherwise, they will not recover until midsummer. The thermometer may be kept two or three degrees higher with fire heat than last month: the sun will be more powerful, and this will, in a great degree, increase the vigour of the plants. Air may be admitted when the thermometer rises to 75° or 80°, not allowing it to rise higher than the latter. In giving air, let it be done by the top sashes. It is improper to give it in any way to cause a current, for the external air is yet very cold, although the sun is more powerful. An inch or two on a few of the sashes, as has been previously observed, will be effectual in keeping the temperature low enough.

With regard to firing, what was said last month may suffice for this. Always recollect that it is more preferable to keep out the cold than to put it out. It will frequently happen in the time of intense frost, that the weather is dull. In such cases fire in a small degree is requisite all day.

Heavy snows ought never to be allowed to remain on the shutters while they are on the house. If the snow lies on the sashes one day, the internal heat will dissolve some of it; night coming on, will freeze it to the wood-work, when it will become a solid mass, and frequently cannot be separated without much damage. If allowed to remain on for two days, the plants are very much weakened and the foliage discoloured. Therefore, let the snow be cleared off instantly, that no inconvenience may take place.

It will be observed that plants absorb more water this month than last. The quantity given will require to be increased, according to the increase of vegetation and the advancement of the season; but never give it until the soil begins to dry, and then in such proportion as will reach the bottom of the pot. The best time to water is after the
sun has got on the house in the morning, observing all the directions given in January.

OF INSECTS, &c.

Perhaps sufficient observations were given under this head last month; but the importance of keeping these disagreeable visitors out of the house constrains us to make a few more remarks. Man cannot be too frequently guarded against his foes, more especially when they are summoning all their forces, and no profession has more than that of the Horticulturist. Let a strict examination be made about the end of the month for the red spider; they will be in operation some weeks before their depredations are observed on the foliage. The under side of the leaf is their resort in the first instance, and on such plants as have been already mentioned.

Observe daily the young shoots, in case the green fly becomes numerous. They give the foliage a very disagreeable appearance, and it is too often intolerable, before their career is arrested. It also takes a stronger fumigation, which has frequently to be repeated the following day to the same degree, much to the injury of many of the plants, and adding to the disagreeableness of the continued vapour in the house.

OF REPOTTING PLANTS.

About the end of the month some of the plants of Curcúma, Amómum, Kémpféria, Alpina, Phryniun, Cánna, Zingiber, Hedychiun, and others that are on the dry shelf, will be offering to grow. Let them be taken out of their pots, some of their weakest shoots or tubers taken off, and the strong ones repotted: give gentle waterings until they grow freely, then give an abundance. (Soil No. 17.)

Dionaea mucípula, or Venus fly-trap, grows best in the hot-house, and will, about the end of the month, stand in need of being repotted. This plant is very seldom grown in any degree of perfection, having been always considered
HOT-HOUSE—OF REPOTTING PLANTS. [Feb.

a delicate plant in collections. Take it out of the pot just before beginning to grow afresh, and divested of all the soil, leaving only a few of the young roots, (it is a bulb, and will receive no injury by so doing,) put it in new soil; when potted, place the pot in a saucer with one inch of water in it, giving a fresh supply every other day; this being repeated every year, it will grow, flower and seed in perfection. (Soil No. 5.)

Gesnerias, if in small pots, give larger as they advance in growth. This genus requires to have plenty of pot-room to make them flower well. *G. bulbosa*, *G. Zebrina* and *G. Sellowii* ought to have a situation in every hot-house. They are remarkable for their many brilliant crimson flowers, and continue in flower for a length of time. When the bulbs begin to push, shake them out of the earth, and repot them into smaller pots; and, as soon as the roots reach the side of the earth, which will be in about one month, put them in larger pots, and continue to do so until flowering, which will be about the first of June, observing always to keep the ball of earth entire. *G. Douglasii*, *G. rutilla*, *G. acaulis*, and some others, are all well worth attention. (Soil No. 11.)

Gloriosas must be repotted in the beginning of this month; *G. superba* is the most beautiful and curious. The crown of the roots ought to be planted one and a half inch deep, taking care not to break them. Do not water much until they begin to grow. The earth must not have much water. As the plants grow, they will require a more liberal supply; yet it is necessary, at all times, to be moderate in giving it. If well treated, the superb flowers will appear in June or July. (Soil No. 12.)

Gloxinias are beautiful herbaceous plants, with large showy flowers, requiring soil and treatment similar to (Gesneria). *G. speciosa*, dark blue, *G. speciosa-pallida*, pale lilac; *G. candida*, pure white, and *G. grandiflora*, very large light blue, are the finest, although several of the other species are very interesting, especially *G. hirsuta*. 
OF CLEANSING PLANTS, HOUSE, &c.

With regard to cleaning the plants. Sprinkling or syringing is at all times, to a greater or less degree, necessary. The plants will, in this compartment, be in their first stage of growth, and, if dust or foulness be permitted to lodge on their foliage, the pores will be obstructed, the plants will become unhealthy, and the growth of insects increased.

Let all moss, litter, decayed leaves or weeds, be cleared out of the house, the earth in the pots stirred up with a round pointed stick, and fresh earth given where required, that the air may operate therein freely.

The house ought always to be sprinkled before being swept, to prevent the dust rising.

Attend to the bulbous roots as directed last month, such as Hyacinths, Narcissus, &c.

MARCH.

If this department has been regularly attended to, the plants will be in a fresh healthy state. Where there is any sickly appearance, heat has been deficient, or insects of a destructive character are preying upon the plants. Too much water at the root frequently causes the foliage to become yellow. Regular syringing must be continued in the morning, and it is highly necessary that the water that is used should be of the same temperature as the house; and at all times, whatever water is given to the roots, the same must be observed. For airing, see last month, observing, as the season advances, to increase the quantity.

Continue to fumigate when any of the Green-fly appears, (see January for directions,) and where there are any of the plants infected with the white scaly insect, clean them as there directed. If overlooked for a few months, they will be increased tenfold. Very frequently, where there are only a few, they are neglected until the plant is overrun.
with them, and then it may be said, it is impossible to dislodge them entirely. Clear off all decayed leaves from the plants which will have made fresh shoots, and the decayed leaves very much disfigure the whole collection. We would not have repeated this observation if it was not an essential point, and one which is so frequently neglected.

OF REPOTTING PLANTS.

Many of the young plants that are growing freely, and where they may be desired to grow to a large size, should be frequently repotted to encourage their growth. Gesnèria, Gloxinia, and others previously mentioned, must have larger pots, as they require it. Flowering bulbs of Amaryllis may be brought into the heat to make them bloom early; before they begin to grow, divest them of the old soil and put them into fresh: this is particularly necessary, when the bulbs are already in large pots. By thus renewing the soil, the pots can be used much smaller: they require plenty of drainage in the pot, and agree best with (soil No. 12).

Where plants of the dwarf Musas are intended to be grown for fruiting, they must have particular attention in repotting as they grow; about the first of the month will be a propertime to begin: copious waterings are daily required when they are in a growing state. Their soil is No. 12, with one portion more manure. For farther detail, see May.

APRIL.

Where the hot-house has been properly conducted, the plants generally will have a vigorous and healthful aspect. An error frequently arises in the conducting of these departments, by inexperienced operators being ambitious of outstripping their competitors. They keep the house in a very high temperature, and admit little or no air. Where
such a mode has been pursued, the plants will have got over their first growth, and the foliage looks yellow and decaying; thus throwing the plants into a state of inactivity, when nature herself commences her most active movements. The temperature should not be under 55° in the night, nor much above 75° during the day, without admitting a little air by the top lights. It will not do yet to give air by the front sashes, the wind being cool, and a current in the house would be hurtful. The sun is not so powerful but the heat can be kept down by the air given from above.

Hot-house or tropical plants will not materially suffer with 100° of sun-heat, provided they are not very near the glass; but such an extreme would be injurious to practice.

REPOTTING.

Where there is a general assortment of the Cactæ tribe, and kept in this department, now is the proper period to give them a general repotting. Of all the tropical floral productions, there is not a family more curious, grotesque, interesting, and beautiful than this; and, what still more enhances their real value, they are in this country of the easiest culture; it is with pleasure that we recommend a few of the grand and the novel, which are faithfully described in the general list given next month. The bottom of every pot must be covered with an inch of pot-shreds, or rough gravel for drainage.

MAY.

Very few directions for this department remain to be given; except for shifting plants, and a few observations on those that are most desirable for the hot-house; which we will do in this month, considering May and June the best months of the year for that operation.
The days and nights will be very mild by this time, and the sashes in every favourable day should be opened, both in front and top, so that the plants may be inured to the open air, which they will be exposed to by the end of the month. Leave in the beginning of the month the top sashes a little open every mild night, and gradually, as the heat increases, leave the front sashes and doors open. Continue to syringe them at least every alternate night, and, if possible, every night; and give them all, according to their respective wants, liberal supplies of water every day. Absorption among hot-house plants is as great during this month as in any period of the year.

OF REPOTTING PLANTS, &c.

It is our candid opinion that this and next month are the best periods for shifting or repotting all or most of hot-house plants; the end of August being the time always adopted around Philadelphia for that operation, (and then they are done indiscriminately). We will assign a few reasons for our practice.

First, that it is not congenial to the nature of these plants to have their roots surrounded with fresh soil when they are becoming inactive; secondly, that there is not a sufficiency of heat naturally to quicken them to an active state when they are encouraged; and, thirdly, being thus in new soil while dormant, they have a yellow and sickly aspect until they begin to grow; and the foliage, thus deprived of its natural vigour, will not appear so healthful again: whereas, if they are shifted or repotted in this or next month, at which season they are between two stages of growth, they immediately, on receiving fresh assistance, and by the increasing heat of the summer, make new growths, are perfectly ripened before the approach of winter, and never lose that vernal appearance they have attained. These are our reasons, acquired from a close practice and observation, and are not influenced by the doings of others which are so much aside. No practical operator especially, nor, in fact, any individual, ought to be governed by custom in regard to the treatment of plants, without having an idea as to why and wherefore, founded
on the principles of nature, and governed by her unerring results.

As many are desirous of having a knowledge of plants before they order them, and likewise which are the finest flowerers and their general character, especially those who are at a great distance, and seldom have the privilege of seeing what is most desirable, our descriptions will be limited, but still will convey some accurate idea of the article described.

Acacias. Several of these are desirable in the hot-house for the grandeur of their foliage, beauty of flower, and a few of them as specimens of valuable medicinal plants. *A. Houstoni*, now *Annesleia Houstoni*, is one of the most magnificent of the *Mimosa* tribe, blooming from August to November in large terminal spikes, of a crimson colour, stamens very long and beautiful, leaves bipinnated in pairs. *A. grandiflora*, likewise given to *Annesleia*, and similar to the former in colour, has very large compound bipinnate leaves, with from twenty to forty pairs. *A. Catèchu*, flowers yellow, wood spiny, leaves bipinnated, about ten pairs. The inner wood of this tree is of a brown colour, from which the *Catèchu* used in medicine is prepared. It is disputed whether *A. vera* or *A. arábica* produces the gum Arabic. We are inclined to think it is the latter, which grows principally on the Atlas mountains. The gum exudes spontaneously from the bark of the tree in a soft half fluid state. There are many others of this genus belonging to the hot-house, but being shy in flowering, are not generally esteemed. Most of the flowers have the appearance of yellow balls of down, and are hermaphrodite. The pots should all be well drained. (Soil No. 1.)

*Eschynanthus*, about four species, among which *E. grandiflorus* and *E. parasiticus* are very deserving of culture; they have thick fleshy foliage, are of slender growth, producing orange-coloured tubular flowers in clusters, and require treatment similar to the wax-plant. (Soil No. 2.)

*Ardisias*, about eighteen species. Plants highly esteemed for the beauty of their foliage, flowers, and berries. The most popular in our collections is *A. crenulata*. It has rose-coloured star-like flowers, in terminal panicles,

* These numbers refer to the table of soils at the end of the work.
and produces beautiful small red berries, which continue until other berries are produced the following year, and frequently there may be seen on one plant the berries of three successive years, thus being a very ornamental plant and very desirable. It is vulgarly called the dwarf ever-bearing cherry. It will keep in a good green-house, but not grow freely. *A. solanacea* has large oblong leaves, narrowed at each end, and bears purple berries; *A. elegans* has entire, oblong, shining leaves; *A. umbellata*, once *A. littorâlis*, is also a fine plant for an abundance of flower and beauty of foliage. The flowers are pink, in large decompound panicles.

*Arêca*, Cabbage-tree, ten species. They are a kind of palms, with large pinnated leaves, or properly fronds. In their indigenous state they are from six to forty feet high, but in the hot-house they seldom exceed twenty feet. *A. cätzehu* is used in medicine. *A. olerâcea* is cultivated extensively in the West Indies, and the tender part of the top is eaten by the natives. *A. montanâ* is most frequent in collections. There is no particular beauty in the flowers. They are all easily grown, if plenty of heat be given. (Soil No. 12.)

*Aristolóchias*, Birth-wort. There are several of these belonging to the hot-house, but none of them deserving particular observation, except *A. labiôsa* and *A. brasiliénsis*. The leaves are reniform, roundish, cordate, and amplexicaule; the flower or corolla is of a curious construction, being incurved, and at the base swelled or saccate, with a large lip, and all beautifully spotted; colour greenish brown. They are climbing plants, and require a strong heat. (Soil No. 9.)

*Astrapæas*, three species. *A. Wallichii* is a celebrated plant in Europe, and is frequently met with in our collections. It has a profusion of scarlet umbellated flowers, with an involucre; has twenty-five stamens united into a tube, bearing the corolla with five petals; leaves roundish, cordate, acuminate, very large, with persistent, ovate wavy stipules. The plant is of easy culture, and grows freely, wood very strong. (Soil No. 12.)

*Bambinâsas*, Bamboo-cane, two species. Plants of very strong growth, and are used in the East Indies, where they are indigenous, for every purpose in the construction of
huts, for furniture both domestic and rural, for fences, boats, boxes, paper, &c. It is frequently used as pipes to convey water. The species thus useful is *B. arundinacea*, which grows to a great height. We do not mention it as interesting in beauty, but as a valuable plant for the many useful purposes to which it is applied. It requires to be kept wet. (Soil No. 15.)

*Banisterias*, a genus of about fourteen climbing evergreen plants. Three of them are esteemed, *B. fulgens*, yellow flowers in racemose spikes, leaves subovate and downy beneath. *B. chrisophylla* has beautiful foliage, as if covered with a shining gold-coloured dust; leaves large, oblong, acute. *B. splendens*, flowers in spikes of a yellow colour; foliage large and silvery-like; the pots should be well drained. (Soil No. 9.)

*Barringtonias*, two species. *B. speciosa* has produced a great excitement among cultivators, and is one of the handsomest plants produced within the tropics. The leaves are large, oblong, acute, shining, with fleshy nerves, tinged with red; the flowers are large, full of stamens with four petals; opens in the evening and fades at sunrise; colour purple and white; grows freely in strong heat. (Soil No. 9.)

*Beaumontias* are strong growing climbing plants, with large foliage. *B. grandiflora* is said to have beautiful large white flowers approaching the Oleander. (Soil No. 12.)

*Bletias*, a genus of about eight species, all beautiful flowering plants. *B. Tankervilliae* is most superb, a small plant, now (Jan.) in bloom, has upward of fifty full-blown flowers, besides many buds—they are brown, white, and purple, and about two inches in diameter. When out of flower, and the roots become dormant, place the pots in a shady situation; allow the soil to become dry, until the roots begin to grow: as soon as this is observed, repot the plants and expose them fully to the sun, giving plenty of water while growing. *B. Shéppherdii* is a fine pink, and requires similar treatment. (Soil No. 13.)

*Bröwineas*, five species of splendid plants, but scarce in collections. *B. coccinea* has scarlet flowers in pendulous bunches, corolla semi-double, foliage bipinnate, in three pairs. *B. rósa*, mountain rose of Trinidad. *B. grandi-
céps is the finest of the genus, leaves bipinnated; leaflets cordate, acuminate, downy, and pendulous; flowers rose-colour, in large close heads. Drain the pots well. (Soil No. 12.)

Brunfelsias, very fine, free flowering plants, with white, yellowish, or purple flowers. B. grandiflóra blooms freely, and is finely scented—a plant before me, now (28th of Jan.) only one foot high, has six full expanded flowers upon it, each fully two inches in diameter. (Soil No. 9.)

Buonapártea júncea, a very curious low growing plant, with long narrow, recurved, round leaves; with spikes of small blue flowers. There does appear to be three distinct varieties in cultivation, but are rarely attainable. (Soil No. 12.)

Búddleia madagascariensis blooms profusely during winter in spikes of orange-coloured flowers, of a kind of honey fragrance—the plant is strong growing, and of the easiest culture. (Soil No. 11.)

Calathéa zebrína, frequently known as maránta zebrína; it is a plant unique in appearance, having large elongated ovate leaves, beautifully striped with green and dark purple, and called the Zebra plant. It has light blue flowers in ovate spikes, about the size of large pine cones. It is an herbaceous plant; but in the warmest part of the hot-house retains its splendid foliage; requires a very liberal supply of water, and ought to be in every collection. (Soil No. 11.)

Cúnnas, about thirty species, several of them deserving cultivation both for flower and foliage: they are principally natives of the West Indies, and might all be easily obtained. The finest are C. gigántea, has large leaves and orange flowers; C. limbáta, flowers scarlet and yellow; C. discolor, has large cordate, acuminate leaves of a crimson colour, the flowers are scarlet; C. iridíflóra, has large crimson nodding flowers, very different from any of the others, and the finest of the genus. They all, while in a growing state, require a liberal supply of water; and being herbaceous plants, watering ought to be given up about the first of November, and renewed in February, thus giving them a cessation which they require to flower freely; but when water is constantly given, which is the general plan in our
collections, they continue to push weak shoots and few flowers. (Soil No. 12.)

Cáctus. This extensive genus is interesting, and varied in character and habit; it is now divided into seven distinct genera, according to their natural appearance and disposition. We will describe a few of each genus, none of which going under the name of Cáctus, we will give them the six following, premising that the time is not far distant when this family will be successfully cultivated in every parlour window, and the whole tribe will be sought for with more avidity than any other class of plants that have ever been brought to notice, not even excepting the Rose. They require a dry heat, and will grow either in town or country, and are completely adapted for the denizen amateur, and will afford more beauty and interesting display than can be imagined until witnessed.

Mamillárias, about seventy species, and are those which are covered with roundish bearded tubercles, and with small red and white flowers. *M. coccínea, M. simplex, M. pusílla, M. cónica, M. stelláta,* and *M. acanthóphlegma,* are good species, and will do well with water once a week during summer. (Soil No. 15.)

Melocáctus, seven species, and are those that are roundish with deep and many angles, with spines in clusters on the top of the angle. *M. commúnis* is the Turk’s cap, named from having an ovate conate crown upon the top, from which proceed the small red flowers. *M. macránthus* has large spines; *M. pyramídális* is a conical growing species. These require the same treatment as the last. (Soil No. 15.)

Echinocáctus, a great number of species; are those that have many deep angles, and have a remarkable swelling, with each parcel of spines; *E. gibbósus, E. crispátus, E. recúrvus, P. rodánthia,* and *E. scopa,* are curious in appearance, with small white and purple flowers. These three genera in most collections are not well known specifically, but it is easy to discriminate with which genus they are connected. (Soil No. 15.)

Céreus. This is the most magnificent genus with regard to the magnitude and beauty of the flowers, but not so closely allied in character. It takes in all those of a trailing or erect growing habit, having spines in clusters,
solitary, or spineless. *C. senilis* is the celebrated monkey cactus. *C. peruvianus* and *C. heptagonus* grow very erect, and to the height of thirty or forty feet in Peru and Mexico, where they plant them close together as fences, and they are in a few years impenetrable. *C. flagelliformis* is a well-known creeping flowering species, has ten angles; will keep in a good green-house, and produce in May and June a great number of blooms. The petals are of a fine pink and red colour; the tube of the flower is long, and will stand a few days in perfection, when others come out successively for the space of two months, and during their continuance make a brilliant appearance. *C. grandiflorus* is the celebrated "Night-blooming Cereus." The flowers are very large, beautiful and sweet-scented. They begin to open about sun-down, and are fully expanded about eleven o'clock. The corolla, or rather calyx, is from seven to ten inches in diameter, the outside of which is a brown, and the inside a fine straw yellow colour; the petals are of the purest white, with the stamens surrounding the stile in the centre of the flower, which add to its lustre, and make it appear like a bright star. Its scent is agreeable, and perfumes the air to a considerable distance; but these beauties are of momentary duration. By sunrise they fade, and hang down quite decayed, and never open again.* One of these ought to be in every collection, and, if trained up a naked wall, will not occupy much room, and grow and flower profusely. *C. mällisoni* and *C. scottii* are nearly alike, and have beautiful scarlet flowers: it has been gratuitously (to say the least of it) called "The Scarlet Night-blooming Cereus." *C. speciosissimus* has most beautiful large flowers, about six inches in diameter; the outside petals are a bright scarlet, those of the inside a fine light purple. One flower lasts a few days, and a large plant will produce every year from ten to fifty flowers, and blooming from May to August. It has flowered in some of our collections, and is highly esteemed. *C. triangulāris* has the largest flower of the *Cactee* family; the bloom is of a cream colour, and about one foot in dia-

* They may be preserved if cut off when in perfection, and put in spirits of wine, in a glass vase, made air tight. A plant flowered in our collection, in May, 1830, at 12 o'clock at noon—the only instance of the kind we ever heard of.
meter. In its indigenous state it produces a fine fruit called "Strawberry Pear," and is much esteemed in the West Indies as being slightly acid, and, at the same time, sweet, pleasant and cooling.

*Epiphyllums* are those species of the Cactæ family which have flat shoots, or leaves without spines; from the edges of those leaves the flowers are produced. They are extensively cultivated for their profusion of bloom, and are frequently grafted on *Cereus triangulāris* and *Perėskia*, which greatly promotes their growth, and prevents them from so easily damping off by over watering. The original species are *E. speciōsum*, pink; *E. phylanthoides* or *Hookeri*, white; *E. alātum*, white; *E. truncātum*, scarlet; flowers tubular, from two to three inches in diameter. The plant is of a very dwarf growth, and much branched; when in bloom, it is quite a picture, and rendered more beautiful when grafted. There is also a variety of it called *E. truncātum Altenstēini*, the flower of which is rather larger, and is more rosy coloured. *E. Russelliānum* is quite a new species, but has not yet bloomed in our collections; it is represented as being a beautiful large crimson, and of the *truncāta* habits. *E. Ackermania* has a magnificent large crimson flower. Besides these, there are many superb hybrid varieties, vying with any of the originals. Among them are the following: *E. Hibbertii*, *E. Hoūdi*, *E. Boydii*, *E. De váuxii*, *E. quillardittii*, *E. Feastii*, *E. Vándesii*, *E. Mayfly*, *E. elegantissima*, and *E. Naiperii*, and no doubt many other varieties and sub-varieties will be continually making their appearance. All the *Epiphyllum* tribe require a very rich, open soil, not of too sandy a nature, as they thereby grow to wood, and bloom but sparingly—give plenty of drainage. (Soil No. 18.)

*Opuntias*, upwards of fifty species, and are those whose branches are in thick joints, flat, oblong, or ovate; spines solitary or in clusters. Some of the plants are very desirable for their singular appearance, and some of them, particularly *O. cochinillifera*, are valuable for feeding the Cochineal insect. *O. microdāsyp*, *O. feróx*, *O. lacte-spina*, *O. sericeā*, and some others, are beautiful plants, and will grow in any kind of soil, but No. 2 will suit them best.

*Perėskias*. About four species, and those that are of a shrubby nature, producing leaves; *P. aculeāta* bears a fruit
called "Barbadoes-gooseberry." The flowers are very small and simple, spines about half an inch long, leaves fleshy and elliptical. (Soil No. 2.)

The whole of the plants in the family of Cactææ require very little water in winter, and delight in a dry, warm situation. They do not agree with very frequent repotting; once a year to young plants, and in two or three to those that are established, with the exception of the large, free flowering species, which should be repotted once in two years, and never be allowed to shrink for want of moisture.

The operation of grafting is very simple, merely requiring an incision to be made, and fitting in it a fresh cutting of another kind, holding the cutting stationary in the incision half a minute, till the juices of the two adhere together, when it may be said the union is effected, and, in a few weeks, the new branches will grow freely. We have seen the Mammillaria tribe growing neatly upon the triangularis, and other species of the cereus.

Carissa, a genus of pretty little plants, particularly C. spinârum, which bears a profusion of white flowers like a jasmine. (Soil No. 4.)

Ceropègia elegàns is the only species of any merit: it is a thin growing, climbing plant, producing a great profusion of very curious flowers of a greenish colour, spotted with brown; the interior and tips of the corolla are set with hairs—it is of very easy culture. (Soil No. 7.)

Caryôta. A genus of palms. C. ùrens is an admired species, produces flowers in long pendulous spikes, which are succeeded by strings of succulent globular berries. In its native state it produces a sweet liquor in large quantities, and no stronger than water. (Soil No. 12.)

Caryophyllus aromáticus is the clove tree of commerce. The whole plant is aromatic, and closely allied to Myrtus; the flowers are in loose panicles, the leaves oblong, acuminate, entire. It is a fine evergreen. Pots must be well drained. (Soil No. 9.)

Cérberas. About twelve species of strong growing trees, full of poisonous juice. C. thevètia is an elegant plant, with acuminate leaves, and large, nodding, yellow, solitary fragrant flowers, proceeding from the axil; C. ahoùaì produces a nut which is deadly poison. C. odàllam, once C.
mánghas, has large star-like flowers, white, shaded with red. They are principally East India plants, and require great heat. (Soil No. 17.)

Clerodendrum. This genus contains some very beautiful and fragrant plants; C. frágrans flóre pléno has a very beautiful head of double white sweet-scented flowers, and does tolerably well as a green-house plant; C. squamátum has very showy scarlet flowers. C. speciosissimun, the plant so glaringly figured in some of the English periodicals, is the same as C. squamátum, a plant which has been grown in this vicinity fifteen or twenty years. (Soil No. 2.)

Coffea Arábica. It produces the celebrated coffee, and is a plant universally known in our collections, and of easy culture. The leaves are opposite, oblong, wavy and shining, the flowers white, of a grateful odour, but of a short duration. (Soil No. 17.)

Combretums. Nine species of beautiful flowering climbing plants, standing in very high estimation. The leaves of the principal part of them are ovate, acute, flowers small, but on large branches, the flowers all coming out on one side of the branch. They have a magnificent effect. C. élegans, red; C. formósum, red and yellow; C. pulchéllum, scarlet; C. comósum, have crimson flowers in tufts; C. purpuréum is the most splendid of the genus. It was first cultivated in 1818, and so much admired that the whole of the species, as soon as introduced, was extravagantly bought up; and none of them has retained their character, except C. purpuréum, which is now called Poivrea coccínea. The flowers are bright scarlet, in large branches, blooming profusely from April to September, and flower best in a pot. When planted in the ground, it grows too much to wood, carrying a few flowers. This plant ought to be in every hot-house. (Soil No. 13.)

Córyphas, (Large fan Palm,) five species of the most noble and magnificent of palms. C. ambraculífera, the fronds or leaves are palmate. In Ceylon, where the tree is indigenous, they are frequently found fifteen feet wide and twenty feet long. Knox says they will cover from fifteen to twenty men, and, when dried, will fold up in the shape of a rod, and can be easily carried about, and serve to protect them from the scorching sun. C. talíera, now
Taliera bengalænsis, being stronger, is of great utility for covering houses. They do not grow to such immense extent in artificial cultivation, but require large houses to grow them. (Soil No. 12.)

Crinums, about one hundred species, chiefly stove bulbs, many of them beautiful. Those that are of great celebrity are C. erubescens, pink; C. scàbrum, crimson and white; C. amàbile, purple and white; the neck of the bulb of the latter is long, is easily distinguished by its purplish colour, and is unquestionably the finest of the genus. Several specimens of it are in our collections. Their flowers are in umbels, on a stalk about three feet high; corolla funnel-shaped; petals recurved; nearly fifty flowers on each stem, and a good plant will produce three stems in one year. They require large pots to make them flower well, and, when growing, should be liberally supplied with water. (Soil No. 12.)

Crétons. About twenty-eight species, few of them deserving cultivation; but the genus is celebrated for its beautiful C. pictus, leaves oblong-lanceolate, variegated, with yellow, and stained with red, flowers small green, or axillary spikes. C. variegàtus, variety latifólia, is finer than the original variegàtus; the nerves in the leaves are yellow, and the leaves lanceolate, entire, and smooth. To make them grow freely, give them the warmest part of the hot-house, and drain the pots well. (Soil No. 13.)

Cycas, four species, generally called Sago palm, as an English name. The plant from which Sago is extracted belongs to another genus, (see Sàgus.) C. revoluta is a well known palm, and will keep perfectly well in the green-house. We have seen a beautiful specimen of it which is kept every winter in the cellar; but those that are kept so cool in winter only grow every alternate year, while those that are kept in the hot-house grow every year, which shows that heat is their element. C. circinàdis is a large growing species; the fronds are much longer, but not so close and thick. C. glauca is a fine species; the foliage is slightly glaucous. They require plenty of pot room, are much infested with the small white scaly insect, and ought to be frequently examined and carefully washed as prescribed in January. (Soil No. 12.)

Cypripédium insigne is a very beautiful nepal species
of this curious Ladies' slipper plant. The flowers have a waxy appearance, and very much in shape of an Indian shoe; the colours are green and purple: it likes a moist, half shaded situation. (Soil No. 16.)

Cyrtoceras reflexa, or Hoya coriacea, a new dwarf wax-plant of magnificent appearance, either for foliage or bloom, which it produces in great profusion from the axils of almost every leaf; it is a native of Manilla; it grows freely in Soil No. 13.

Dracenas, Dragon-tree, about twelve species of Asiatic plants, varied in character. D. Férrea is plentiful in our collections, and will keep in the green-house; but the foliage is not so well retained as when kept in the hot-house: the leaves are lancelolate, acute, of a dark crimson colour. D. terminális, striped leafed; D. fràgrans, when in bloom, will scent the air for a considerable distance, leaves green and lancelolate. D. margináta is rare, yet it is to be seen in a few of our collections. D. stricta is now Charlwoodia* stricta, flowers blush, and in loose panicles. D. Dráco is admired, and the most conspicuous of the genus. (Soil No. 11.)

Eránthemums, about ten species. E. pulchélhum and E. bicolor are the finest of the genus; the former is in our collections. Plenty of heat is indispensable to make it flower in perfection; therefore it should have the warmest part of the house, and it will produce flowers of a fine blue colour from December to April. The flowers of the latter are white and dark purple, with a few brown spots in the white; blooms from April to August. Drain the pots well, and give the plants little sun during summer. (Soil No. 11.)

Eugènias, about thirty species, esteemed for their handsome evergreen foliage. This genus once contained a few celebrated species, which have been divided. (See Jam-bósa.) The Allspice tree, known as Myrtus Píménta, is now E. Pímenta; the leaves are ovate, lancelolate, and, when broken, have an agreeable scent. There are several varieties, all of the same spicy fragrance. The plant is in very few of our collections. E. fràgrans is sweet-scented;

* In honour of Mr. Charlwood, an extensive seedsman of London, who has made several botanical excursions on this continent.
the flowers are on axillary peduncles; leaves ovate, obtuse. (Soil No. 11.)

*Euphorbia*, (spurge,) a genus of plants disseminated over every quarter of the globe; a few are beautiful, many grotesque, and several the most worthless weeds on the earth. There are about two hundred species, and from all of them, when probed, a thick milky fluid exudes. Those of the tropics are the most curious, and very similar in appearance to *Cactus*, but easily detected by the above perforation. There is a magnificent species in our collections, which was lately introduced from Mexico—(see *Poinsettia.*) *E. splendens* flowers freely from December to May, and is of easy culture. *E. fulgens*, same as *jaquiniiflora*, is a plant of a slender willow-looking habit, but produces a profusion of flowers from the axil of each leaf, which renders it very showy. The flowers of the whole genus are apetalous, and the beauty of those described is in a brilliant scarlet bracteal, which is very persistent. They must have plenty of pot-room. (Soil No. 9.)

*Erythrina*, (Coral tree,) a genus containing about thirty species of leguminose, scarlet-flowering plants. Several species are greatly esteemed for their beauty and profusion of flowers, which, in well-established plants, are produced in long spikes. *E. coralloidendrum* blooms magnificently in the West Indies, but in our collections has never flowered. Perhaps if it were kept dry during its dormant season, which is from November to January, and when growing greatly encouraged, it might produce flowers. *E. speciosa* is a splendid flowerer, leaves large, ternated, and prickly beneath; stem prickly. *E. pubescens* is valued for its large peculiar brown pubescent leaves. *E. princéps* is quite a new species, and is represented as being the finest of all the *Erythrina*, and exhibits its rich crimson flowers in great profusion; to make them grow well and bloom freely, they require plenty of pot-room; indeed, while in a growing state, they should be repotted every month. In regard to *E. herbácea*, which is a native of the Carolinas, and frequently treated as a hot-house plant, it is our opinion that it would be more perfectly grown if planted about the first of the month in the garden; and, when growing, if well supplied with water, it would flower from July to September. About the first of November lift the roots
and preserve them in half dry earth. *E. laurifolia* and *E. cristagalli* are likewise often treated as hot-house plants, and in such situations they cast prematurely their first flowers by the confined state of the air. They will keep in perfect preservation during winter in a dry cellar, half covered with earth, or entirely covered with half dry earth; consequently, the best and easiest method of treatment is, to plant them in the garden about the first of May, and, when growing, if the ground becomes dry, give them frequent waterings. They will flower profusely, three or four times in the course of the summer.

We freely recommend the last species to all our patrons, confident that it will give ample satisfaction, both in profusion of flower and beauty of colour. The soil they are to be planted into should be rich and well pulverized; or, if they are kept in pots, they must be enlarged three or four times, when they are in a growing state, to make them flower perfectly; otherwise they will be diminutive. (Soil No. 13.)

*Ficus*, Fig-tree, a genus containing about fifty hot-house species, besides several that belong to the green-house: greatly admired for the beauty of their foliage. A few of them are deciduous, and all of the easiest culture. We have seen plants of *F. elástica* hung in the back of the hot-house, without the smallest particle of earth, their only support being sprinklings of water every day. *F. brássii* and *F. macrophylla* are the finest-looking species that have come under our observation; the leaves of both are very large and shading, occupying considerable space. In small collections *F. indica* and *F. nitida* are desirable; *F. repêns* is a climbing plant. (Soil No. 13.)

*Franciscsea*, a new genus of plants from South America, containing about four species of profuse blooming plants. *F. Hopeana* and *F. latifolia* are generally known; the latter possesses all the combined fragrance of the jasmine and jonquil; the flowers are one inch in diameter, of a rich purple fading to pure white, and blooms the whole winter. (Soil No. 9.)

*Gardêrias*, a genus containing about seventeen species, several of them very popular in our collections, going under the name of *Cape Jasmine*, which do well in the greenhouse, (see May.) The species requiring this department,
and deserving attention, are *G. campanulèta*, of a soft woody nature, with ovate, acuminate leaves; flowers of a straw colour, and solitary; *G. amèna*, the flowers are white, tinged with crimson, terminal and solitary, but seldom bloom; *G. costàta*, admired for its beautiful ribbed foliage; *G. lùcida* has a handsome, ovate, acuminate, shining foliage, flowers white and solitary; they require to have the pots well drained. (Soil No. 13.)

*Geissoméria longiflòra*. This is a new genus, and closely allied to *Ruèllia*. The species alluded to, is a free flowerer, blooming from January to May, in close spikes of a scarlet colour; leaves opposite, ovate, elongate, and shining; the plants must be well drained, and in summer kept from the direct influence of the sun. (Soil No. 2.)

*Heliconia braziliènsis*. This very splendid plant is nearly related to *Strelitzia*, and in splendour surpasses it. The brilliant scarlet sheath that envelops the flowers, contrasts most admirably with its rich green leaves. Give plenty of drainage to the pots, and, when the plants are growing, give a liberal supply of water. (Soil No. 17.)

*Helitropiums*, about twelve species, of little merit, except *H. peruvianum*, *H. corymbósum*, and *H. grandiflòrum*; these are all very agreeably scented, especially the former, which is a universal favourite. (Soil No. 3.)

*Heritièra littòralis*, looking-glass plant. This plant is unisexual, has beautiful large, ovate, veiny leaves; the flowers are small, red, with male and female on the same plant, but different flowers. It requires a strong heat and plenty of pot-room. How the English name becomes applicable to it, we are not acquainted.

*Hibiscus*. This genus affords many fine species and varieties of plants for the hot-house, besides others for every department of the garden. The most popular in our collections of the hot-house, is *H. ròsa sinénsis*, with its varieties, which are magnificent, and flower profusely from February to September. The single or original species is also beautiful; the varieties are *H. ròsa sinénsis rìbro plènus*, double red; *H. r. s. cárneà plènus*, double salmon; *H. r. s. variegàtus*, double striped; striped on the back of the outside petals; *H. r. s. flàva-plènus*, or carnea, double buff; *H. r. s. lùtea plènus*, double yellow, or rather sulphur. The plants grow freely, and produce their flowers
three or four inches in diameter, from the young wood; the leaves are ovate, acuminate, smooth, entire at the base, and coarsely teethed at the end. All the varieties are of the same character, and highly deserving of a situation in every collection. There is said to be a double white variety, which we doubt. *H. mutabilis flōre plēnō* is a splendid plant, of strong growth, and will, when well established, flower abundantly, if the wood of last year is cut to within a few eyes of the wood of the previous year; the flowers are produced on the young wood, and come out a pale colour, and change to bright red, and about the size of a garden Provins rose; leaves downy, cordate, angular, five-lobed, acuminate, and slightly indented. *H. lillii-flōrus* is a new highly esteemed species; the flowers are various in colour, being pink, blush, red, and purple. The leaves vary in character, but are generally cordate, crenate, acuminate; the petioles are brown, and the whole slightly hirsute; is deciduous, and requires to be kept in the warmest part of the house. (Soil No. 9.)

*Hoyas*, wax-plant, seven species. All of them are climbing succulents, requiring plenty of heat and little water. *H. carnōsa* is the finest flowering species of the genus, and known in our collections as the wax-plant; the leaves are green and fleshy; the flowers are mellifluous, five-parted, and in pendulous bunches, slightly bearded, and have every appearance of a composition of the finest wax; of a blush colour. *H. crassifōlia* has the best-looking foliage, and the flowers are white. The former will keep in the green-house, but will not flower so profusely. (Soil No. 2.)

*Ipomēas*, a genus of tropical climbing plants, nearly allied to *Convolvulus*, but of greater beauty. *I. Jālapa* is the true jalap of the druggists, but not worthy of any other remark. *I. Horsfāllia* has brilliant rosy crimson flowers, which it is almost entirely covered with from December to May. *I. rugōsa* has a profusion of large rosy lilac flowers. *I. multīfōra*, blush and lilac. *I. Learit* produces a profusion of large blue flowers; they are all very showy and beautiful ornaments for either the hot-house or the flower garden. (Soil No. 13.)

*Ismēne amāncaea*, or *Pancrātium amāncaea*. This profuse yellow flowering bulb is richly deserving of cultiva-
tion, and should be kept in the house all summer, repotting it as often as the roots touch the interior side of the pot, giving it plenty of water when in a growing state; but when dormant, it must be kept dry till it offers to grow: when well treated, it will bloom repeatedly during summer. (Soil No. 12.)

Ixóras, a genus of fine flowering plants, and does extremely well in our collections in comparison to the state they are grown in England. The genus specifically is much confused among us, either from error originating with those who packed them for this country, or after they have arrived. *I. purpírea*, leaves oblong, ovate, blunt; flowers crimson; it is now called *I. obováta*. *I. crocática*, leaves oval, lanceolate, narrowing toward the stem, smooth underside of the leaf; the nerves are very perceptible; flowers saffron-coloured, and very profuse. *I. rósea*, leaves large, regular, oblong, a little acute, very distant on the wood, central nerve strong; flowers rose-coloured in large corymbs, branching finely; *I. bándhúca*, leaves very close to the stem, ovate, acuminate; nerves straight, middle nerve stronger than any other of the genus; flowers scarlet. *I. blánda*, leaves small, lanceolate, ovate; flowers blush, cymes branching in three. *I. dichótimá*, leaves largest of the genus, ovate, acuminate, undulate footstalk three-eighths of an inch long; whereas, none of the leaves of the other species have footstalks of any length; it is now called *I. undulátá*; flowers are white. *I. grandiflóra*, leaves ovate, elongate, sessile; flowers scarlet, in crowded round corymbs; is called *I. coccínea* in the Botanical Magazine, by which it is known in our collections, and we think is the same as *I. strictá*. *I. flúmmea* and *I. specíósa*. *I. fúlgens*, same as *I. longífolia* and *I. lanceolátá*; foliage glossy; flowers scarlet. *I. Pavéttá*, the flowers are white and sweet-scented, the leaves of all the species are opposite; there are a few other species that we are not thoroughly acquainted with, but have been thus explicit to prevent error as far as possible in this beautiful genus. They are all evergreen, low growing shrubs; the plants grow best in Jersey black sandy earth, but flower most abundantly with Soil No. 10.

Jambosas, about twelve species, which have been principally taken from *Eugénia*, and contains its finest plants,
and is a splendid genus of evergreen shrubs. *E. Jambos* is now *Jambos vulgaris*, which flowers and fruits freely in our hot-houses. The fruit is about an inch in diameter, eatable, and smelling like a rose, hence called “Rose Apple.” The petals of all the species are simple, and may rather be considered the calyx; the beauty of the flowers is in the many erect spreading stamens, either straw, white, rose, or green colour. *J. malaccensis*, Malay Apple, is greatly esteemed for the delightful fragrance of its fruit. We frequently see *J. purpurascens*, which is a native of the West Indies, going under *J. m.*., which is an Asiatic species, with white flowers and entire oblong leaves; whereas, the leaves of *J. p.* are small, ovate, acuminate; the young shoots and leaves are purple. *J. macrophylla*, white, and *J. amplexicaulis*, green, have very large oblong, lanceolate leaves, and are of a strong, woody habit. They are all easy of culture. (Soil No. 11.)

*Jasminum*, Jasmine, is a favourite genus of shrubs, for the exquisite fragrance of its flowers, of which none are more delightful than *J. sambac* or Arabian Jasmine. There are two other varieties of it, *J. s. multiplex*, perfectly double; and *J. s. trifoliatum*, double Tuscan Jasmine. The latter requires a great heat to make it grow and flower freely. There is also a semi-double variety in cultivation. *J. hirsutum* has cordate downy leaves; flowers many, in terminal sessile umbels. *J. paniculatum*, white, flowering in terminal panicles from March to November; leaves smooth, oval, obtusely acuminate; plant scarce. *J. simplicifolium* is in our collections under the name of *J. lucidum*; plant spreading; leaves oblong and shining. *J. multiflorum* is a profusely flowering and beautiful species. There are several others, all with white flowers, and generally easy of culture. (Soil No. 11.)

*Jatropha*, Physic-nut, is a genus of six strong growing shrubs, natives of the West Indies. *J. multifida* and *J. panduriformia* have the handsomest foliage, and both have scarlet flowers: the appearance of the foliage of this genus is the only object: the flowers are small, in coarse disfigured panicles, and several of the species have not been known to flower in artificial cultivation. The seeds of *J. curcas* are often received from the West Indies; the leaves are cordate, angular and smooth. *J. manihot*, now Ma-
nihot cannabina, is the Cassada root, the juice of which, when expressed, is a strong poison. They are all easy of culture: want of strong heat in winter will make them cast their leaves, but does them no other injury. (Soil No. 17.)

**Justicia.** A few species of this genus are fine showy hot-house plants. *J. coccinea* has large terminal spikes of scarlet flowers, blooming from December to March, and is a very desirable plant, of easy culture, and should be in every collection; it is apt to grow spindley, if not kept near the glass. *I. picta*, with its varieties, *I. lúcida* and *I. calyctricha*, are fine shrubby species. *I. specíósa* is a beautiful profuse purple flowering plant. (Soil No. 11.)

**Kærmpfèria**, an Asiatic genus of tuberose rooted plants; none of them in our collections, except *K. rotunda*; the flowers come up a few inches above the pot, without the leaves, in April and May, and frequently sooner; they are purple and light blue, partially streaked and spotted; leaves large, oblong, purplish-coloured beneath. The roots, when dormant, ought to be kept in the pot without watering, otherwise they will not flower freely. No bulbs nor strong tuberose rooted plants will flower in perfection if kept moist when they are not growing. (Soil No. 17.)

**Lantàna**, a genus of twenty species, all free-flowering shrubs; the flowers are small, in round heads blooming from the axils, in yellow, orange, pink, white and changeable colours; principally of a rough straggling growth, and are not esteemed. However, *L. selbói*, light purple; *L. mutábilis*, yellow, orange and pink; *L. bicolor*, white and pink, and *L. fucátá* (or *Douglásii* of some), lilac and white. These are very handsome growing plants, and will even keep in a good green-house; but in such case will only bloom in summer. They will not bear a strong fumigation; therefore, when the hot-house is under that operation, they must be set down in the pathway, or other low part in the house. (Soil No. 9.)

**Latànias.** This genus contains three species of handsome palms. *L. barbónica* is one of the finest of the *Palme*, not growing to great magnitude; the leaves or fronds are plaited flabelliform, leaflets smooth at the edge, footstalk spiny, and the plant spreading. *L. rùbra*, fronds same as the former, but leaflets more divided and serrulate; footstalk unarmed: foliage reddish. *L. glaucophylla.*
same as *L. rūbra*, only the foliage glaucous. They are all valuable plants, and are obtained by seed from the East Indies. They require plenty of pot room. (Soil No. 12.)

*Laurus*. This genus, though of no beauty in flower, is generally admired in collections for its fine evergreen foliage, and aromatic or spicy flavour, and several trees are important in medicine. The most esteemed are given to a genus named *Cinnamomum*, as has been observed in the green-house, (see March.) *L. Chloróxylon* is the Cogwood of Jamaica. *L. pérsēa* is now *Pérsēa gratissima*, Alligator-pear, a fruit about the size of a large pear, and greatly esteemed in the West Indies; the plant is generally known in our collections. *C. vérum* is the true Cinnamon of commerce.

The part taken is the inside of the bark when the tree is from five to eighteen years old. The leaves are three-nerved, ovate, oblong; nerves vanishing toward the point, bright green above, pale beneath, with whitish veins. This plant ought to be kept in the warmest part of the hot-house. *C. cássia* is frequently given under the former name, but, when compared, may be easily detected by the leaves being more lanceolate and a little pubescent. They both make handsome plants, but require great heat. Drain the pots well of the delicate sorts. (Soil No. 13.)

*Magnifera*, Mango tree. There are two species. *M. índica* is in our collections, and bears a fruit which is so highly esteemed in the East Indies, as to be considered preferable to any other except very fine pine apples. The leaves are lanceolate, and from six to eight inches long, and two or more broad. The flowers are produced in loose bunches at the end of the branches, but of no beauty, and have to be artificially impregnated, or it will scarcely produce fruit. The shell is kidney-shaped, and of a leathery crustaceous substance. They contain one seed, and in their indigenous state are more juicy than an apple. Drain the pots well, as the roots are apt to get sodden from moisture. The other species goes under the name of *oppositifolia*, but we question if it is not only a variety, for it has every character of the one just described. (Soil No. 11.)

*Malpíghiá*, (Barbadoes-cherry,) about eighteen species, all beautiful evergreen trees or shrubs. They are easily
distinguished by having bristles on the underside of the leaves. These bristles are fixed by the centre, so that either end of it will sting. We are not aware of any other plant being defended in this manner. *M. ârense* has oblong, ovate leaves, with decumbent stiff bristles; flowers pink. *M. aquisfolia* has lanceolate, stiff, spiny leaves, and we think the most beautiful foliage of the genus. *M. fuscata* has elliptical shining leaves, with lilac flowers. *M. glabra*, leaves ovate, entire, smooth; flowers purple. They all have five rounded clawed petals. The last species is cultivated in the West Indies for its fruit. The pots must be well drained. (Soil No. 17.)

*Merica*, a genus of hot-house plants, closely allied to *Iris*, between which there is no distinction in the leaves. The flowers of *M. cerulea* are beautifully spotted with light and dark blue, the scape many-flowered. *M. Sabini* has flowers similar, but not so dark in colour. *M. Northiâna* has splendid white and brown spotted flowers, spathe two-flowered. These plants, when growing, require a liberal supply of water, and should be greatly encouraged by frequent potting, to flower well. (Soil No. 12.)

*Melastoma* was once an extensive genus, on which the natural order *Melastomaceae* is founded; but is now much divided into other genera contained in the natural tribe *Miconæ*. There are about thirteen species remaining in the genus. They now display great unity of character, and many of them may be considered very ornamental. The finest are *M. heteromalla*, bluish purple, and an abundant bloomer; *M. malabathrica*, rose-coloured; *M. sanguinea*, lilac; *M. splendidens*, large violet; and *M. âaspera*, rose. There is a plant in several of our collections known as *M. purpurea* and *M. tetragôna*, which is *Ossea purpurgascens*; leaves ovate, lanceolate, acuminate, five-nerved, pilose; the footstalk and nerves underside of the leaf covered with brown hairs; stem four-sided; flowers purple. All the species are easy of culture. *M. nepalensis* is a green-house plant. (Soil No. 1.)

*Mandevilla Suaveolens*, or *Chili Jasmine*: this beautiful climber is a native of South America; the flowers are in clusters and nearly bell-shaped, white, and of exquisite fragrance; the bloom is produced on the extremity of the shoots. After the flowering season the plants should be
pruned back to within a few eyes of the preceding year’s wood. (Soil No. 13.)

Musa, (Plantain tree,) contains eight species, and is greatly esteemed in the East and West Indies for the luscious sweet flavour of its fruit, which can be converted into every delicacy in the domestic cookery of the country. *M. paradisiaca* is the true plantain tree, has a soft herbaceous stalk, fifteen or twenty feet high, with leaves from five to seven feet long, and about two feet wide. *M. sapiéntum* is the true banana tree; habit and character same as the former, except it has a spotted stem, and the male flowers are deciduous. The pulp of the fruit is softer, and the taste more luscious. *M. rosácea, M. coccínea, and M. chinénsis*, are more esteemed in artificial cultivation for their flowers, and for being smaller in growth. *M. Cavendishii* produces immense clusters of ripe and well-flavoured fruit, plants only four feet and a half high; will yearly produce about eighty pounds. *M. dácea* is another dwarf species, and in 1838 ripened a cluster of fruit in the Royal Botanic Gardens of Edinburgh, which weighed fifty pounds. These dwarf Bananas are now being cultivated in Europe expressly for their fruit, which is very delicious when perfectly ripened. They are Chinese plants, and will soon be introduced into the West India Islands, where they will entirely supplant the large varieties.

*Myrtus Piménta*, or, more properly, *Piménta Vulgáris*, is the Jamaica pepper or allspice; there is no beauty in the flowers—the leaves are highly aromatic, and it is a handsome evergreen. (Soil No. 9.)

*Népénthes*, (Pitcher-plant.) There are two species of this plant. *N. distillatória* is an esteemed and valuable plant in European collections, and we are not aware of there being any in this country, except in Philadelphia. The leaves are lanceolate and sessile; from their extremity there is a spiral, attached to which are long inflated appendages that are generally half full of water, which appears to be confined within them by a lid with which the appendages are surmounted; hence the name of pitcher plant. We have never observed the lids close again when once open. Writers have called it an herbaceous plant, but it is properly a climbing shrub. The pot in which it grows should be covered with moss, and the roots liberally sup-
plied with water every day. It delights to be in a moist state. The flowers are small, and in long spikes. The plant is of easy culture, and even rapid in growth: a plant with us, only nineteen months old, is now five feet high. (Soil No. 5.)

Pančrátis is a genus of hot-house bulbs, and now only contains five species. They are all free-flowering. Several of them are handsome and fragrant. P. maritīmum and P. vērécúndum are the finest; the flowers are white, in large umbels; petals long, recurved, and undulate. P. littorālis, P. speciōsum, and P. cārīsēum, are now given to the genus Hymenocallis, and are fine flowering species. Care must be taken not to give them water while dormant. The soil ought at that time to be in a half dry state. They are in flower from May to August. (Soil No. 12.)

Pandānus, Screw Pine. There are about twenty species in this genus, several of them very interesting, but none so greatly admired as P. odorātīssimus. The leaves in established plants are from four to six feet long, on the back and edges spiny; are spreading, imbricated, and embracing the stem, and placed in three spiral rows upon it. The top soon becomes heavy when the plant throws out prongs one, two, or three feet up the stem in an oblique descending direction, which take root in the ground, and thus become perfectly supported. It is cultivated in Japan for its delightful fragrance, and it is said, “of all the perfumes, it is by far the richest and most powerful.” P. utilīs, red spined. We question this species, and are inclined to believe that it is the former, only when the plants are newly raised from seed, the spines and leaves are red, changing to green as they become advanced in age. The plants are easy of culture, and will grow almost in any soil. (Soil No. 12.)

Passiflōra, “Passion-Flower, so named on account of its being supposed to represent in the appendages of its flower the Passion of Jesus Christ.” There are about fifty species, all climbing plants, that belong to the hot-house. Many are of no ordinary beauty; a few species are odoriferous; others bear edible fruits, though not rich in flavour. P. alāta is in our collections, and greatly admired; the flowers are red, blue, and white, beautifully contrasted, and flower profusely in pots. P. racemōsa, red flower. P. cērūleō-
racemosa, purple. P. quadrangularis has beautiful red and white flowers. The plant is in several collections, but has seldom flowered; it requires to be planted in the ground to make it flower freely, and it will also produce fruit. P. picturata is a scarce and beautiful various-coloured species. P. kermesina, bright rosy crimson, and, beyond all question, the most profuse flowering species now in cultivation, and will do well in a good green-house. P. Loudonii, bright crimson; P. edulis is cultivated for its fruit. There are many other fine species, but these are the most esteemed sorts; and, when well established, will flower profusely from May to August. They are desirable in every collection, and will take only a small space to hold them, by training the vines up the rafters of the hot-house. (Soil No. 13.)

Phoenix, Date-palm, about eight species, principally Asiatic plants. The foliage is not so attractive as many others of the palm family, but it is rendered interesting by producing a well-known fruit called Date. P. dactylifera will do very well in a common green-house. In Arabia, Upper Egypt, and Barbary, it is much used in domestic economy. P. paludosa has the most beautiful foliage, and the best habit. The flowers are diecious. (Soil No. 12.)

Plumbago rosea is a pretty free-blooming plant, with continued profusion of red flowers; it requires plenty of heat and a good drainage. (Soil No. 11.)

Plumerias, above twenty species. Plants of a slow growth, robust nature, and are deciduous. The foliage is greatly admired. The plants are shy to flower, but are brilliant in colour. P. acuminata has lanceolate, acute leaves, flowers corymbose and terminal. P. tricolor has oblong, acute, veiny leaves; corolla red, yellow and white. This and P. rubra are the finest of the genus. They ought not to get any water while not in a growing state. (Soil No. 11.)

Poinsettia* pulcherrima. When well cultivated, this

* Named by Professor Graham, of Edinburgh, in compliment to the Hon. J. R. Poinsett, (late secretary of war,) who introduced the plant in 1828 to this country from Mexico, while he was Minister Plenipotentiary to that Republic. He also, at the same time, introduced a rich and valuable collection of Cactae. 15*
is truly the most magnificent of all the tropical plants we
have ever seen; from December to April it is crowned with
flowers, surrounding which, are bright scarlet whorls of
bracteeæ, frequently measuring twenty-two inches in dia-
meter. To grow it to such perfection, we treat it as fol-
lows: in April we cut the young wood down to within two
inches of the wood of the preceding year, and reduce the
ball of earth, putting it into a smaller pot. About the end
of May we plant it in the open ground, in light rich soil,
giving it one or two waterings after planting. During
summer it will grow three or four feet; about the end of
September, it is carefully lifted and potted into a large-
sized pot, and put into the hot-house, carefully shading it
for a few days—when it requires no more attention except
a regular supply of water, and to be kept in a temperature
of from 55° to 75°. There is also a pale yellow bracteeæd
variety; but we are not aware of its being for sale in this
country. When the plant is grown in pots during sum-
mer, it must be repotted every month to encourage its
rapid growth. (Soil No. 18.)

*Polyspôra axillâris*, once called *Camélâlia axillâris*,
though in appearance it has no characteristic of a *Camélâlia*,
and has been frequently killed in the green-house by being
too cold for its nature; leaves oblong, obovate, toward the
extremity serrulate. The leaves on the young wood are
entire. Flowers white; petals a little notched. It is
worthy of a situation in every collection. (Soil No. 11.)

*Pterospérmum*, five species of plants that have very
curiously constructed flowers, of a white colour, and fra-
grant; the foliage is of a brown rusty nature, and, before
expansion, silvery-like. *P. suberifsôlium* is in several of
our collections, and esteemed. *P. semisagittâtum* has
fringed bracteeæ; leaves oblong, acuminate, entire, sagittate
on one side. (Soil No. 11.)

*Rhâpis*, a genus of palms that will grow very freely with
heat and room at the roots. *R. flabellôfîrmiis* is an erect
growing palm, with a spreading head. It is a native of
China. (Soil No. 12.)

*Rondeléléia spectîosa* is a new and rare plant, in every re-
spect equal, if not superior, to *Ixôra cóccînea*; its large
corymba of orange-red flowers have a very striking appear-
ance, and it is easily cultivated in soil No. 1. It should have frequent repottings when growing.

Ruellia. There are a few species, very pretty free-flow-ering plants, of easy culture. *R. formosa*, flowers long, of a fine scarlet colour; plant half shrubby. *R. fulgida* has bright scarlet flowers on axillary long stalked fascicles. *R. persicifolia*, with unequal leaves and light blue flowers, is now called *R. anisophylla*. (Soil No. 10.)

Russelia júncea, a slender plant of an upright habit, producing, when well-grown, a profusion of scarlet tubular flowers, about one inch long each; it is of the easiest culture in soil No. 19.

Ságus, Sago-palm. We are of opinion that the true palm from which the sago of the shops is produced, has not been introduced into our collections. It is very rare in the most extensive collections of Europe, but it is not so fine a plant as the one we have under the Sago, which is placed in the natural order of Cycádæ; and Ságus is in that of Palme. The finest of this genus is *S. vinifera* and *S. Rúmphii*. They grow to a great height; even in artificial cultivation they may be seen from ten to twenty-five feet. We have not introduced them here for their beauty, but to prevent error. (Soil No. 12.)

Solándra, a genus of four species, remarkable for the extraordinary size of their flowers, and are considered beautiful. *S. grandiflóra* and *S. viridiflóra* are the best two. The plants will bloom well if they are restricted in pot room, and are only introduced as being worthy of cul-tivation. If they are repotted once in two or three years, it is sufficient, except where the plants are small and want encouragment. (Soil No. 13.)

Strehitzia, a splendid genus of noble-looking plants, all of which do perfectly well in the green-house, except *S. augústa*, the flowers of which are pure white; the leaves are very large, being nearly six feet long and eighteen inches wide, and assume the appearance of the Banana tree: it requires great space for its roots. (Soil No. 12.)

Stephanotus florabundus, a new and splendid evergreen climber, with dark green thick leaves like a luxuriant wax-plant, producing large bunches of pure white fragrant flowers; of easy culture in soil No. 13.

Swietenia, (Mahogany tree,) the wood of which is cele-
brated in cabinet-work. *S. mahógoni*, common. This tree varies much in general appearance, according to soil and situation. The leaves are pinnated in four pairs; leaflets ovate, lanceolate; flowers small, white, in axillary panicles. *S. furbrisígo*, leaves pinnated, in four pairs; leaflets elliptical; flowers white, in terminal panicles. The wood of the last is the most durable of any in the East Indies. They are fine plants, and require heat and pot room to produce flowers. (Soil No. 15.)

Tabernæmontāna, a genus of little beauty, except for one or two species. A plant known in some collections as *Nerium coronārium*, is now, and properly, *T. coronāria*. The variety *flòre plèno* is the one most deserving of culture, and will flower profusely from May to August; the flowers are double white, fragrant and divaricating. The plant will lose its foliage if not kept in a strong heat; therefore place it in the warmest part of the hot-house. *T. densiflóra* is a fine species, but very rare. Drain all the plants well, and keep them in the shade during summer.

*Tečoma*, a genus of plants closely allied to *Bignònia*, and are free-flowering; several of them much esteemed. *T. móllis*, *T. digitāta*, and *T. splèndida*, are the most beautiful of those that belong to the hot-house. They have large orange-coloured, tubular, inflated, ringent flowers, in loose panicles. There is a plant known in our collections as *Bignònia stáns*, which is now *T. stáns*; has pinnated leaves, with oblong, lanceolate, serrated leaflets; flowers in simple terminal, raceme, and of a yellow colour, and sometimes known by Ash-leaved *Bignònia*. It will always have a sickly aspect, if not well encouraged in light rich soil. Drain the pots well, as much moisture disfigures the foliage. (Soil No. 10.)

*Thrinax parviflóra* is a fine dwarf palm of the West Indies, with palmated fronds, plaited with stiff, lanceolate segments. The plant is of easy cultivation, and will grow in any soil. (Soil No. 12.)

*Thunbérγia*, a genus containing six climbing plants of a half shrubby nature. Some of them have a fragrant odour. *T. coccinéa*, red; *T. grandiflóra*, blue; *T. frágrans*, white sweet scented; *T. aláta* has pretty buff and purple flowers, which are in great profusion. The latter makes a very pretty annual in the flower garden, with its
beautiful white variety, forming an elegant contrast. If sown in May, they will bloom from July until killed by frost. (Soil No. 13.)

Tradescántia discolor. Purple-leaved spider wort. This is an herbaceous plant, and is only cultivated for its beautiful purple foliage. It has curious small white flowers. (Soil No. 10.)

Urania speciosa, a gigantic-looking plant closely connected to Musa, from which it differs in habit by the large leaves being more erect: to grow it luxuriantly, give it plenty of heat, water, and pot room. (Soil No. 12.)

Zámia, a genus of plants in the natural order of Cycadex. Several species of them are admired. Z. média, Z. furfuracea, Z. tenuis, Z. integrifólia, are the most showy that belong to the hot-house. The whole genus is frequently kept in this department. They are all plants of a slow growth, and the beauty is entirely in the pinnated fronds, with from ten to forty pairs of leaflets. The pots must be well drained. (Soil No. 11.)

Those genera of plants which we have enumerated under the head of repotting in this or next month, are composed of the finest hot-house plants that have come under our observation. There are perhaps a few of them that are not to be found in the United States, or even on our continent; but the great object, in a choice collection of plants, is to have the finest from all parts of the known world. There are many plants whose nature does not require much support from soil, which is frequently observed in those that are mentioned. And there are many hundreds of plants desirable for beauty, ornament, and curiosity, which would take volumes to specify and describe. In fact, every year brings many new things, and frequently both new and splendid, either in flower, fruit, or foliage.

We have previously observed, that plants ought not to be flooded with water when newly potted, as it saturates the soil before the roots have taken hold of it; and that the best draining for pots is small gravel or pot-shreds broken fine. We wish it to be understood that, when plants are repotted, any irregular branch or shoot should be lopped off that cannot be tied to advantage. And repotting may take place either before or after the plants are exposed to the open air, according to convenience.
OF BRINGING OUT THE HOT-HOUSE PLANTS.

Where the hot-house is very crowded with plants, the best method to have them exposed without danger is, to take out those of the hardiest nature first, that have no tender shoots upon them, thereby thinning the house gradually. This may be done from the sixteenth to the twentieth of the month, which will admit of a free circulation of air among those that remain. All may be exposed from the twenty-fourth to the twenty-eighth of the month. This is a general rule, though in some seasons there may be exceptions. Having previously given all the air possible to the house, that no sudden transition take place, which would make the foliage brown and otherwise materially injure the plants, choose calm days for the removing of them.

There are few plants while in pots that agree with the full sun upon them; or, if the plants receive the sun, the pots and roots ought not. The best situation for them is on the north side of a fence, wall, house, or other building, where they are excluded from the mid-day sun, and they should stand on boards or gravel, with the tallest at the back, firmly tied to a rail or some other security, to prevent them from being overturned by high winds. Make a fanciful bed, and cover it with sand or coal ashes, for the reception of the smaller plants, and setting them thinly and regularly thereon, is preferable to crowding them with the taller sorts. And it may be desired to have some of the plants plunged in the garden through the flower borders. Of those that are so treated, the pots must be plunged to the brim, and regularly turned round every two weeks, to prevent the roots from running into the earth. If the roots were allowed to do so, it might for the present strengthen the plant, but ultimately would prove injurious.

Where a sufficiency of shade cannot be obtained, it would be advisable to go to the expense of a very thin awning, that would not exclude the light, but merely the powerful rays of the sun, attending to roll it up every evening. Plants will keep in beautiful order by the above method, which amply repays for the trouble or expense.
Avoid putting plants under trees; comparatively few thrive in such situations.

When they are thus exposed to the open air, it will be very little trouble to give them a gentle syringing every evening when there is no rain, and continue your usual examinations for insects: when they appear, resort to the prescribed remedies. *Green-fly* will not affect them, but the thrips may. Give regular supplies of water every evening, and again in the morning to all that require it, carefully examining those that are in small pots.

**SUCCULENTS, OR THE CACTÆA TRIBE.**

The *Céreus Mammallària*, and *Opúntia*. Divisions of this family are, in their indigenous state, exposed on rocks, hilly lands, and arid situations, being at all times fully exposed to the sun: still, with us, we find that they thrive best with a partial shade, though we have frequently seen them doing well when fully exposed to the influence of the sun; but where they are to be kept out of doors all the season, be careful in choosing for them an airy situation, and never allow the pots to become saturated with moisture.

The habits of the *Epiphyllum* tribe are entirely different; they are generally parasites, growing on the branches and about the roots of decayed trees; consequently, they are often much shaded, and they evidently show it, for they still delight to be shaded from the direct rays of a noon-day sun. If they are kept in the house through the summer months, take some whiting, and make a thin white-wash, and put it on the inside of the glass, which will be found an agreeable and effectual shade; but where time and means are at hand, a thin awning, of gauze or muslin, is preferable, provided it is regularly rolled up when the sun is not powerful.
JUNE AND JULY.

As the plants of the hot-house are all exposed to the open air, the directions will include both months. If the repotting is over, as recommended last month, all the attention they will require until the end of August is, the administering of water at the roots, and by the syringe overhead. It will be impossible to say how great are their wants, these depending entirely upon the nature of the plant, the situation, and the season; but never neglect to look over them every evening, and after dry nights they will need a fresh supply in the morning, observing to give to none except they are becoming a little dry. Make weekly examinations for insects of any description, and when they appear, have them instantly destroyed.

Always after heavy rains look over the pots, in case water should be standing in them, which would injure the roots. Where any is found, turn the pot on its side, and, in a few hours, examine the draining which is defective; small pots in continued rains should be turned likewise.

Tie up all plants and shoots to prevent them from being destroyed by the wind, and be attentive to pick all weeds from the pots. Turn round all the plants occasionally, to prevent them from being drawn to one side by the sun or light.
AUGUST.

The plants of the hot-house that were repotted in May and June, according to the directions therein given, will, at present, be in an excellent state of health, provided they have got, at all times, the requisite supplies of watering. And as we already have been very explicit on that subject, more remarks now would be merely repetition.

REPTOTTING.

If any of the repottings were neglected during May or June, let it be done about the first of this month. Let young plants that are growing freely, where the roots have filled the pots, and the plants required to grow, have pots one size larger. In turning out the ball of earth, keep it entire, not disturbing any of the roots.

OF PAINTING, REPAIRING AND CLEANSING THE HOUSE.

The necessary repairs of the hot-house are too often put off to the last day or week; and then with hurry are superficially attended to. Previous to the first of September, have all the wood-work painted, (which ought to have one coat every two years,) and the glass all neatly repaired. Have the flues and furnace examined; plaster over all rents and make good every deficiency. Give the flue a thick coat of lime white-wash. Have the walls, shelves and staging properly painted. If there is a tan-bed, have that renewed; take out what is most decayed, using two-thirds new tan, which must be dried at least three days in the sun before it is housed, and carefully protect it from rains.
SEPTEMBER.

DRESSING THE PLANTS.

Having last month put the house in complete order, all that remains necessary to be attended to, is the state of the plants and pots, which should be regularly examined, and of those where the roots fill the soil, a little may be taken off the top, supplying its place with fresh earth, thereby giving what is called a top-dressing. Give each that requires it a sufficient rod, tying the plant neatly thereto; minutely scrutinize each for insects, and where they are detected, have them eradicated.

Finally, wash all contracted foulness from off the pots, at the same time pick off any decayed leaves; thus all will be in perfect order to take into the house. If any plants have been kept in the hot-house during summer, they must likewise go through the same operation.

OF TAKING IN THE PLANTS.

From the 16th to the 24th, according to the season, is the proper time to take in the hot-house plants. It is preferable to have them what might be deemed a few days too early, than have them in the slightest degree affected by cold.

Commence by housing the largest first, and those that stand farthest in the house, observing to place the most tender sorts nearest the heat or warmest part of the house. For observations on them, see May. In regard to arrangement, that must be according to the taste of the operator. We may observe, that in a small collection it is better to have them in a regular than in a picturesque form. A dry shelf is indispensable in this department for placing on it all herbaceous plants, such as Canna Hedychium, Zingiber, Kwempférie, &c., the watering of which from this time should be gradually suspended, that they may have their required cessation to make them flower well. This shelf
may be in any situation; one in darkness, where other plants will not grow, will answer perfectly well. If there is a bark bed, do not until the end of December, plunge any of the pots therein. If any plants of the *Poinsettia* are in the ground, have them carefully lifted and shaded from the sun.

**GENERAL OBSERVATIONS.**

The plants being now all under protection, they must have as much air as possible admitted to them every day, by opening the doors, front and top sashes, closing only at night. The syringings must be continued, and care taken that plants of a deciduous or herbaceous nature are not over-watered. The tuberous species might be kept almost dry. Some practical men of sound science repot these plants in this month into fresh soil, and allow them to stand till January almost without water. We have never adopted this method with any description of plants, but do not doubt of its success with that genus.

See that the ropes and pulleys of the sashes are in good order, and fit to stand all winter.

**OCTOBER.**

Very few directions remain to be given to the department of the hot-house. The supplies of water for this and the two succeeding months are, according to the state and nature of tropical plants, more limited than at any other period of the year. This is the first month of what may be called their dormant state. Observe the herbaceous plants, that they are set aside as soon as their foliage decays, in case of being too liberally supplied with water. Airing is highly essential about this period, that the plants may be gradually hardened; but guard against injuring them. The temperature should never be under fifty degrees: when the days are cool and the wind chilling, airing is not
necessary; and, when air is admitted, always close up early in the afternoon, while the atmosphere is warm, to supersede the necessity of fire as long as possible. If, at any time, you have recourse to it in this month, use it with great caution.

Examine all the shutters and fastenings, and see that they are in good substantial order, and, where deficient, repair them instantly, that they may be in readiness. Remove all leaves, and give syringings in the morning of sunshine days, twice a week. Clear off, sweep out, and wash clean, that every part may be in the neatest order.

The succulent tribe will not require water more than once a week, or once in two weeks. If any of them have ripened seeds during summer, wash such carefully from the pulp, and lay them past till the first of January, when they may be sown on the surface of sandy soil, and gently pressed down. Water them very carefully as they require; cover the pot with a piece or pane of glass, which will greatly assist their vegetating. In a few weeks they will make their appearance; and, when they are one-quarter of an inch high, plant them out into other pots and fresh soil. In a few months they will make wonderful progress in growth, and, in the following year, will require to be potted singly, and treated as recommended for established plants.

---

**NOVEMBER.**

The essential points to be attended to in the hot-house during this month are, *fire, air, and water.* The former must be applied according to the weather, observing not to allow the temperature to be under fifty degrees, and it ought not to continue long at that degree; fifty-two degrees being preferable. The shutters should be on every night when there is any appearance of frost, and taken off early in the morning. Admit air in small portions every day that the sun has any effect and the atmosphere mild, observing that the temperature of the house be above sixty
degrees previous to admission. Shut all close early in the afternoon, or when any sudden changes occur.

OF A CISTERN AND WATER.

In watering, it is important to have the water of the same temperature in this department as the roots of the plants. To have this, there are two kinds of cisterns or tanks that might be adopted; one may be sunk in the house under ground, either closely plastered, or lined with lead, and neatly covered up, having a small perpendicular pump therein, or placed so that the water could be lifted by hand. The other might, where convenience will admit, be placed over the furnace, either in the back shed, or inside of the house, and the water could be drawn off this by a stop-cock. These can be supplied, in part, with rain water, by having spouts round the house to lead into the cisterns, supplying any deficiency from the pump. Thus water of a congenial temperature may be always at hand, which is of great importance to the healthful constitution of the plants. The water must now be given in moderate portions, examining the plants every day. Be careful in watering bulbs, as the smallest supply is sufficient for them at present. Succulents will require a little every two weeks, except they are over the flues, when they may have some every week.

Constantly clear off all decayed leaves, and carry them out of the house, which sweep and wash clean, and keep all in the neatest order.

DECEMBER.

The uncertainty of the weather in this month requires the operator to be constantly on guard, to ward off danger, either from frost, snow, or cutting winds. The temperature observed last month must be continued, but not exceeded, which would cause premature vegetation, of which the result and effects have already been observed. Always
kindle the fires in time, to prevent the heat from being lower than what has been mentioned, lest a severe frost should take place, as then a considerable lapse ensues before the fire has any effect; and if the wind blows high, the result might be injurious, unless the house be very close.

OF SHUTTERS.

The benefit of these in severe weather is of material service, for the preservation of an even temperature in the house during the night, when changes are not observed; but they ought never to remain on through the day, when the fire can be properly attended to. If the front and the lowest sash of the roof are covered with these, it is generally sufficient. They should be made of three-quarter inch boards, closely grooved together, having a cross bar in the centre, and one at each end and each side, which will make them substantial. If they are frequently painted with care, they will last many years. Snow ought not to be allowed to lay on these while they are on the glass, for reasons that we have assigned. See January and February.

Some adopt double panes of glass to supersede the use of shutters, which they think are attended with considerable labour, (at the most only fifteen minutes a day, while in use.) The sash frame is made a little deeper, so as to allow half an inch between the panes of glass. The one is glazed from the out and the other from the inside. It appears to answer the purpose tolerably well, but the glass must be both fine and even on the surface, lest a lens should be produced, which would scourge the plants. We are almost confident that we have seen this effect in some instances. There must be a small hole about an eighth of an inch in both ends of each row of glass, to allow a current to dry up the moisture that may arise. Double sashes during the severe months are frequently used; but shutters are preferable to either.
OF PLACING BULBS, &c., IN THE HOT-HOUSE.

If any *Hyacinths* or other Dutch roots are wanted to flower early, a few of them may be put in the hot-house near the front glass, which will greatly tend to forward their time of flowering. By having some brought in every two weeks, a continued succession of bloom will be kept up.

GENERAL OBSERVATIONS.

If there is a tan-bed in the house, and it was renewed in September, the pots should now be half plunged therein. The violent heat will partly be over, and the plants are not so liable to suffer at root in this as last month. It will in part prevent the plants from being affected by sudden changes of temperature. Be attentive in keeping all insects completely under. This is the period that these are most neglected, but by attending to the modes of their destruction, as already given, no species of them will either be hurtful or unsightly. Syringe the plants about twice a week, and always remember that decayed leaves or litter of any description, do not beautify healthy plants, neither do they form a part of a well kept hot-house.

ORCHIDEOUS EPIPHYTES OR AIR PLANTS.

Before we close the hot-house subject, it may be interesting to some of our readers to know the nature and character of a few of the most desirable of those tropical parasites, that have within these few years caused so much excitement in Europe. In several instances, houses upward of two hundred feet long have been erected for their exclusive culture, and unless they do thus have an apartment adapted to their nature, no success will attend their cultivation. They grow only in a very humid atmosphere, kept at a temperature of from 70° to 100°, and also in a partially shaded situation: it is only under such treatment that we have had any prosperity in blooming these pecu-
liarly beautiful and interesting plants. Annexed are the names of a few that are of the easiest culture and most profuse of flower:

Orchideous epiphytes generally grow upon trees, in the recesses of damp tropical forests, establishing themselves in the forks of the branches, and even upon rocks, stones, or decayed trees. Shade, therefore, is essential to their welfare; consequently, never permit them to be exposed to violent sunshine. They require but little water at the roots, provided the atmosphere they grow in is very humid. The best soil for them is a sandy, turfy peat, containing a large portion of fibrous matter; mix with this pieces of pot-shreds or cork, and be careful not to place the plant deep in the pot; they will also grow on blocks or sticks of wood. Although we use and prefer small boxes (about six inches square) made of cork, in which they grow finely and bloom profusely. With some of the strong-growing kinds, we use, in addition to the above soil, a little leaf-mould, using always plenty of drainage. The house we cultivate them in has an eastern aspect. Shade can easily be given to them by having creepers trained up the rafters of the house, or an occasional large plant, placed in such a situation as will afford most shade during mid-day; and it must be observed, that, although the plants are fond of moisture, they never thrive, except the water has a free passage from their roots.
ON THE CONSTRUCTION OF A GREEN-HOUSE.

In many respects, the construction of the Green-house will be the same as the Hot-house, but might be made much more an ornamental object, and could be erected contiguous to the mansion-house, with large folding doors to open at pleasure, and be connected with the drawing-room or parlour. The extent may vary according to the collection to be cultivated.

It was formerly the practice to build these houses with glass only in front, and even to introduce between the windows strong piers of brick or stone; but this is now abolished, and has given way to a more light and ornamental style, by which cheerfulness and the desired utility are better consulted. There should be conveniences for the admission of air in the highest part of the house, that a free current may be obtained whenever desired, which is an essential point.
GREEN-HOUSE.

JANUARY.

This compartment requires particular attention, in order to preserve the plants in good health, and carry them through this precarious season of the year. A little air must be admitted at all convenient times. An hour or two at mid-day will be of the utmost importance in drying up damp and clearing off stagnant air, which is a harbour for every corruption. The top sashes being let down or turned a few inches, in mild days, (that is, when there are not high and cutting winds), from ten or eleven o'clock to two or three, according to the intensity of the frost, will renovate the interior air of the house and harden the plants. When the weather will permit, let the front sashes be opened about one inch or more. An assiduous, experienced hand will never omit an opportunity.

With regard to fire heat, the temperature must be regulated to suit the nature of the plants in a general sense; so let the mercury, or spirits of wine, of Fahrenheit's thermometer, be from $35^\circ$ to $50^\circ$; if it begins to fall, give a little fire heat. No doubt we have seen the thermometer much lower in the green-house than the above, even as low as $24^\circ$, without any immediate injury; but it was in an extensive collection, where the most hardy of the plants were selected into one house. Many boast how little fire they give their green-house, and how cold it is kept, not observing the miserable state of their plants—inexperience causing them to think that the least fire heat will make them grow, and would rather look on naked stems than healthy plants. The above temperature will not, in exotics, cause premature vegetation, but will cause the plants to retain the foliage requisite to vegetative nature. A high temperature is not necessary for the generality of green-house plants; on the contrary, it might very much injure them.
OF WATERING.

In this month very little is requisite, and must be given with great caution. Few plants will require much, and some hardly any; but all must be attended to, and have their wants supplied. Some will need it twice, some once a week, and some in two weeks, according to their shrubby and woody nature. Herbaceous and deciduous plants will seldom need water. Perhaps, from the shedding of the foliage to the commencement of vegetation, three or four times will be sufficient. Particular attention should be paid to the state of health and of growth, in which the plants respectively are, in the application of water; otherwise much mischief may be done, and many entirely ruined.

Green-house plants being now in an absolutely inactive state, require little more water than merely to keep the earth about their roots from becoming perfectly dry, by occasionally applying a very small quantity at the root; and, if done with a watering-pot, as described under this head in the hot-house of this month, very little will be spilt in the house to increase dampness, which, if it does appear, by any of the leaves of the plants becoming musty, they must be instantly picked off; and, if it increases, give a little fire and air. Succulent plants will not need any water during this month, unless omitted in December.

CAMELLIA JAPONICA.

This magnificent and attractive flower, with all its splendid varieties, will, about this time, begin to open its beautiful flowers. But for this admired genus of plants, our green-houses, at this season, would be void of allure-ment. It is, in this country, subject to red spider, and more especially in the city, which appears to be from the nature of the air. The effects of the spider on these plants, if not prevented, would prove fatal; as, from appearance, many have died by it in several collections. If it has reached a great extent, the leaves are brownish, having the appearance of being decayed, or scorched with the sun.
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In taking hold of the leaf, it feels soft, and altogether seems to have lost its nutritive substance; and, when the young foliage expands, it becomes covered with dark brown spots, and finally very much disfigured; and, when in this state, the red spider is severe, and, ultimately, death ensues.

If any of the plants are affected as above described, take a sponge, and wash every leaf minutely with soft water, and syringe them with water three or four times a week, which will clean them. All the young foliage will be healthy, and that which has been affected will fall off. However, prevention is better than cure; and if the Camellias are properly syringed every evening during summer, and once or twice a week during winter, they will never be subject to the ravages of that destructive insect.

Tie up any of the flowers that are expanded to stakes; in case of accident; and, in syringing, observe not to let any water fall on the flowers, as it causes premature decay and change of colour.

As there will perhaps be more leisure in the green-house this month than in any other during the winter, it is presumed that there will not be a moment lost. If any of the trees are infested with insects, these, being now in their inactive state, may be more easily destroyed than at any other time. It is the brown scaly insect that generally infests them. For treatment, see Hot-house, January. The plant or tree, after being washed, before it becomes dry, will require to be syringed with water, otherwise the dust will adhere to the glutinous particles of the soap. Set the plant in an airy situation to dry, in case of damp. There are several others subject to this insect, such as Myrtles, Oleas, Oleanders, &c., which treat in the same manner. Be careful that these trees are not over-watered; if the soil is moist, it is sufficient.
OF CAPE BULBS, &c.

If there are any out of the ground, it is time that the whole were potted, such as *Lachenalia*, *Wachendorfia*, *Eucomis*, *Ixia*, *Gladiolus*, with several others. Keep them in the shade until they begin to grow; then put them on shelves near the light. Those that are growing must be kept in front of the house, to prevent them being weak. *Wachendorfia* has a beautiful large red tuberous root, and requires a pot about six or seven inches deep.

OF HYACINTHS AND OTHER BULBOUS ROOTS.

All these roots must be carefully examined. In case slugs or nails are preying upon the embryo of the flower, some of those that are farthest advanced may be put for a few weeks in the hot-house. It will greatly accelerate their flowering; but they must be brought out again before the florets expand, and carefully tied up, leaving room for the increase and extension of the flower stem. Give them plenty of water, and if saucers can be placed under them to retain it, it will be of advantage. Change the water every week on those that are in glasses, and keep all the growing bulbs near the light. *Narcissus*, *Jonquils*, &c., may be similarly treated.

FEBRUARY.

The directions given last month respecting the airing and temperature of the house may still be followed, differing only in admitting air more freely as the season advances, and according to the power the sun has on the glass, which now begins to be considerable.

If the weather is tolerably mild, air may be admitted in time of sunshine, so as to keep the mercury as low as 50°, but be cautious in cold, cloudy, frosty weather. It is a
practice with many in such weather to keep the shutters on the house night and day, for the space of a week, and sometimes more, never entering it; and, when the weather has induced them to look in, they find that the frost and damp have made many lifeless subjects; whereas, had the house and plants been attended to, in taking off the shutters, and giving a little fire when requisite, all would have been in safety, and many plants that cannot be replaced still in the collection.

When watering, strictly adhere to the directions of last month, except with Geraniums, and other soft wooded plants, which require a little more water towards the end of the month. If the days are mild and sunny about eight or nine o'clock in the morning, all the plants would be benefited by a gentle syringing, which retards the progress of insects, and accelerates vegetation.

Succulents, such as Cactus, Mesembryanthemum, Aloes, Furcraes, Crassulas, Cotyledons, &c., will very seldom need water, at the same time keep them from getting as dry as powder.

**OF ORANGES, LEMONS, &c.**

Similar treatment to that recommended last month will do for this. Where the soil in the tubs or pots requires to be enriched, take of bone-dust or shavings, and fresh sheep dung, equal quantities; put the mixture into a large tub or barrel, until one-third full; and fill it up with water. Stir it well two or three times every day till it ferments, then give each tree one good watering with the compound. Continue to mix up afresh, and let it stand another week, and so on until all the trees requiring it are watered. This watering will greatly enrich the soil and invigorate the roots.

**OF CAPE BULBS, &c.**

The bulbs of Ferraria undulata, and F. antheròsa, that were taken out of the pots in October, will now require to be planted. Five-inch pots will be large enough for good
roots. The grand criterion for planting bulbs is when there is a protuberant appearance about the bottom, or root part of the bulb, showing by a principle of nature, the true time for transplanting. When bulbous roots of any description appear above ground, they ought to be placed in an airy situation. They are very frequently placed under other plants, by the inexperienced, until they show their flowers, and then brought to the light, having weak flowers, and comparatively of momentary existence.

Hyacinths, Narcissus, Gladiolus, Ixia, &c., having flower stems, ought to have support, to prevent accident, especially the two former; keep them nigh the glass, and water freely. Change the water regularly once or twice a week in the bulb glasses, observing that their roots are never allowed to become matted with fetid water. Any of the above plants that are in flower might, if desired, be taken into the drawing-room or parlour, washing the pots clean, and putting saucers under them, keeping therein a little water. Twice a week the decayed ones can be taken out, and supplanted with those that are coming into bloom.

CAMELLIA JAPONICA

Will, in this month, show a profusion of flowers; and, where there is a variety, they have truly a magnificent appearance. From a good selection, endless varieties, by seed, of exquisite beauty, might be obtained by attention to the following rule: The best to select for bearing seed are Single white, Antoniana, Grandiflora, Waratah, Carnation Waratah, Rubricaulis, Donkelaari, and, in many instances, the pistil, or pistillum of Variegata, Pompone, Paeoniflora, Intermedia and Hosackia are perfect, with several others. When any of the above are newly expanded, (Waratah is most perfect about one day before full expansion,) take a fine camel-hair pencil, and put it gently on the farina or pollen, from the double sorts, which is a yellow substance on the anthers, and, when ripe, appears in thousands of small particles. Then, with this on the pencil, dust it lightly on the stile of those intended to carry seed. Between the hours of ten and twelve in the
forenoon is the most proper time for the operation; the seed will be ripe in September or October, which will be taken notice of, and directions given. For other particulars on cleaning and syringing, see January under this head.

OF SHIFTING, &c.

The best time to repot Camellias is in October or November, or just when they are done flowering, which will be before they begin to grow. There are, though not frequently, some flowers after the young foliage begins to appear; and probably it would be better to discriminate the time by the buds offering to push, which will answer to those that have no flowers as well as those that have. The most general time in shifting Camellias is in August and September, indiscriminately with other plants; and, if then not very gently handled, bad roots eventually are produced. Frequently very fine plants have been killed by probing, and breaking the young fibrous roots, thus causing mortification.

In the process do not, by any means, break or bruise any of the roots; and do not give large pots, with the idea of making them grow fast: it acts on most plants diametrically opposite to what is intended. A pot one or two inches wider and deeper than the one they have been in previously, is sufficient. Healthy plants, under five feet, will not require shifting oftener than once in two years; from five feet upward, in three or four years, according to the health of the plants. This treatment, in the opinion of some, will appear insufficient for their support: it will be found enough with a top-dressing every year to keep them in a healthy flowering condition, the soil being according to our description.

On turning the plant out of the pot, it may easily be observed if the soil has, in any degree, been congenial to it; for, if so, the roots will be growing all round the ball; if otherwise, no roots will appear.

Therefore, with a blunt pointed stick, probe away all the bad earth, until you come to the roots; then put the plant in a pot about one inch in diameter larger than the com-
bined roots, previously putting a few small pieces of broken pots, or clean gravel, to drain off the superabundant moisture, and give light waterings, as the roots in this case will grow but slowly.

Top-dress all that require shifting, probe out the soil down to the roots, and by the side of the pot, taking care not to break the fibres; then fill up with fresh earth, watering gently with a rose on the watering-pot to settle it.

**OF CLEANING, &c.**

If any of the plants require cleaning, either by fumigation or otherwise, let it be done before the young foliage appears, according to the directions heretofore given. Likewise tie neatly all that require it, clean and top-dress those that will not be shifted, having every plant, and all in the green-house, in perfect order before the throng of spring commences. The weather will now admit, in very fine mornings, of the plants being syringed, which may be done between seven and eight o'clock; and the path or pavement should be washed out once a week, which is a great improvement to the appearance of the whole interior.

In winter when any glass is broken, it should be immediately mended. Broken glass in cold nights causes a very destructive current of air. It should always be made watertight, for if the drops fall into the pots upon the roots, they will frequently prove fatal to the plants; therefore care ought to be taken during rain to remove those that stand in any manner exposed.

**MARCH.**

The plants in this compartment will begin to assume a different aspect, and air must be admitted every day if practicable, giving large portions in sunshine by the sashes regularly over all the house, opening those of the front a little, and likewise the doors in fine mild days. To per-
form this judiciously, give a little about eight or nine o'clock, more at ten, and the whole from eleven till twelve o'clock, shutting again by degrees.

Fire heat will now be dispensed with, but in frosty nights have the shutters on about sundown. The sun is now powerful, and the house can be early shut up in the afternoon, and will gain as much natural heat as will keep up the required temperature, viz., 36° to 45°. Perhaps there may be uncommonly cold weather: at such times be attentive to ward off danger by applying artificial heat.

OF WATERING.

Look over the pots and tubs at least every alternate day, to see where water is wanted. In watering, too much caution cannot be used, especially during winter and the commencement of spring. It was observed last month what would be the effect of too much water. It may be remarked, that if the exterior of the pot is very damp, the soil inside is too wet, and, in that state; is uncongenial to vegetation, which now begins to start, and ought, by all possible means, to be encouraged. People may be frequently observed watering all plants indiscriminately, not taking the trouble to look into or feel the state of the soil in the pots or tubs, and thus, by going over them three or four times in this manner, will be sufficient to put the plants in such a state, that they will not be recruited for some months. Hence the reason of so many sickly plants. 

Caméllias, where there are collections, will continue to flower. Treat them according to the directions given last month.

OF ORANGES, LEMONS, &c.

Be sure they are not too wet, as too much humidity as well as aridity causes their foliage to have a yellow appearance, with this difference, that in the former case the foliage is the same to the touch as when green; but in the latter, it is soft and dry. We have observed trees in tubs and half barrels, with holes all round their sides. This is a
ludicrous idea, having the appearance of keeping the water from reaching the bottom of the tub or barrel. For the best kind of tub for large trees, see August under this head. If any of the trees have stunted, straggling, or irregular heads about the end of this month or beginning of next, head or cut them down to the shape desired. The old wood will push fresh shoots. You may cut close, or shorten less or more, according as you desire young shoots to arise; at the same time observe that you do not cut below the graft or inoculation. Trees thus headed down should be kept until May, and then planted in the garden, (see May,) or, if that cannot be done, turn it out, and reduce the ball of earth by probing with a pointed stick all round the sides and bottom of the ball, cutting off any very matted roots. If any of the roots are decayed, cut them into the sound wood. By being thus reduced, it will go into the same pot or tub, if not a less one. Having a good supply of fresh earth ready, put a few inches in the bottom of the pot or tub, place the tree therein, and fill all around, at the same time pressing it down with the hand or a stick. Give very little water until there are signs of vegetation.

MYRTLES, OLEANDERS, &c.

These, with similar exotics, may be treated as above. If any of them have been infected with the scaly insect, after heading down, &c., scrub the remaining stems with a strong decoction of tobacco, heated to about 100°. Afterward clean with soap and water.

GERANIUMS.

These will be growing freely. Keep them in airy situations, so that they may not grow too weak, and flower imperfectly. To flower these plants strong and of good colour, they must not be crowded together, neither far from the light, and have plenty of air admitted to them when the weather is favourable. Keep them free from the green-fly, by fumigating frequently.
HERBACEOUS PLANTS.

Plants of this character will, by the first of the month, begin to grow. The best time to divide and fresh-pot them is when the young shoots are about one inch above ground. See under the head Shifting in this month.

OF CAPE BULBS, &c.

_Cape Bulbs_, such as _Lachenàlias, Oxalis, Ixias, Gladiolus, Watsonias, Babianas, _&c._, will, in many of the species, be showing flower. Keep all of them near the glass, to prevent them from being weak and unsightly.

_Hyacinths, Tulips, Narcissus, &c._. Those that have been kept in the green-house during winter will be in great perfection. Have all the flower stems tied up neatly to small stakes, (which, if painted green, will look much better,) and keep them from the direct rays of the sun. The front of the house, perhaps, will be the best situation. They must be freely watered while in flower. Where there is convenience, it will be essential to keep the pots in saucers containing water: it will strengthen both stems and flowers, and likewise preserve them longer in perfection. Those that are blooming should be put aside, and watered sparingly, until the foliage begins to decay, when the pots may be laid on their sides to ripen the bulbs.

REPOTTING.

We have always considered that this month is the best period for repotting the generality of Cape and New Holland plants, and more especially those that you are desirous of encouraging. Large plants of the _Citrus, Myrtus, and Oleànder_ tribes may be deferred till August: these are of a strong, robust habit, and will not be affected at that period; and they will then be out of doors, and more room can be had for the operation, but by no means defer repotting your _Acacias, Erias, Leptospermum, Epàcris, &c._; and, for the guidance of our more inexperienced friends,
we give a descriptive list of many of the finest, with a faint outline of their characters and general treatment, which will prove a desideratum for those who are inexperienced, and strangers to the beauties, pleasures, and arts of exotic flora culture. Therefore, if you have any of the following plants that you are desirous of encouraging, they should be repotted this or next month at the latest. Large plants will not require it, if they were done in August. Pots one size larger than those that they are in, are sufficient.

Acacias and Mimòsas being now united into one genus, there are above two hundred species. About one hundred and thirty belong to the green-house. Among such a beautiful family, both for elegance of flower and beauty of foliage, it will be difficult to specify the most handsome and desirable for this department. A. dealbàta, A. glaucéscens, A. verticillàta, A. florabànda, A. diffusa, A. armàta, A. decipiens, A. fragràns, A. pulchélà, A. lophàntha, A. decirrèns, A. pubèscens, A. myrtìfolia, A. conspicua, A. lineàris, &c. These will afford a great variety of foliage, and are very desirable, flowering principally in winter, or early in spring. The flowers of those belonging to the green-house are of a yellow or straw colour; the most of those that are red or purple, with the celebrated medicinal species, belong to the hot-house, for which see May. There are some of the species very subject to the white scaly insect, which must be attended to, that they may not get to any extent. (Soil No. 1.)

Agapànthus, three species. A. umbellàtus, with bright blue flowers, is very celebrated, and well known in the collections of the country. There is a variegated variety of it highly desirable, the foliage being white striped, and frequently the flower stem and the flower A. álbidus has pale white flowers, and as yet rather scarce. They have very strong roots, and require plenty of freedom. Plants are always large before they flower, and when the pots, by frequent shifting, become inconvenient, the plant should be divested of all the earth, and, if too large, divide it, cutting off the strongest of the fibres; then they will admit of being put into smaller pots. If the above operation is performed in August or September, it will not retard their flowering, which, when well grown, is very handsome, the flower stem arising about three feet, and crowned with twenty or
thirty blossoms, continuing to bloom successively. (Soil No. 12.)

Achimenes. About eight species, the type of this new genus has been long known in our collections, under the name of Trevirània coccinea, now A. coccinea, flowers bright scarlet; A. longiflora, large blue; A. grandiflora, fine rose; A. hirsuta, bright rosy purple; A. rosea, profuse flowering, and A. picta, the foliage of which is beautifully variegated and striped. They have all scaly tuberous roots requiring the pots to be kept entirely dry during winter; in this month they should be taken from the old soil and planted into fresh, giving gentle waterings till they begin to grow. They delight in a warm close moist atmosphere, and will bloom freely from July to October. (Soil No. 10.)

Aloe. Nearly a hundred species of grotesque looking succulent plants, and are principally natives of the Cape of Good Hope, and, consequently, will do well in the warmest part of the green-house, although, when convenient, they frequently get a situation in the hot-house. A. vulgàris, known as A. barbadénsis, has orange yellow flowers; A. obliqua, now called Gastèria obliqua; A. dichótoma, and A. variegàta, which is perhaps the finest of the genus: the leaves are beautifully striped, and commonly known as the partridge-breast Aloe; flowers scarlet and green. They ought to have very little water; once a month is sufficient. They would grow without it, and several of them would also grow by being suspended in the house, without earth or any substitute about their roots, by being frequently sprinkled with water. Few of them are admired for the beauty of their flowers, but the whole are considered curious. They flower from May to September. (Soil No. 9.)

Alonsòsas, five species, all soft-wooded, small, shrubby plants, with scarlet flowers. A. incisifolia is known among us under the name of Hemímeris urticífolia, and A. lineàris as H. lineàris. If well treated, they form very handsome plants, and flower freely. They will not bear strong fumigation; and, when the house is under that operation, they must be put on the floor of the green-house, where they will not be so much affected. They flower from April to August. (Soil No. 9.)
**Alôysa citriodora**, known in our collections as *verbena triphylla*. The flowers are small, in long spikes of a pale lilac colour: the celebrity of the plant is in the delightful odour of its foliage, which is linear, lanceolate, and ternate. It is of very easy culture, and has been known to survive winter in the open air in Philadelphia. Where large plants are desired, they should be planted in the ground during summer, and lifted in November, and put in a dry cellar or under the stage in the green-house. Before they begin to grow in the spring, trim the plants into a neat shape. (Soil No. 9.)

**Alstrœmèrias**, about sixteen species; all exceedingly desirable, and many of them particularly beautiful; such are —*A. aurea*, golden flowered; *A. acutifòlia*, scarlet; *A. Hookerii*, rose-coloured; *A. pelegrina*, elegantly spotted; *A. pulchélla*, red flowered, and will grow six feet high, having its shoots crowned with a profusion of flowers; *A. psittacìna*, red, yellow and green; *A. tricòlor*, black, white and yellow; very beautiful. They have, generally, tuberous roots, and should be potted into fresh soil as soon as they show symptoms of growth, and they will require repotting about every month previous to flowering, taking care never to break the ball of earth while they are in a growing state. (Soil No. 10.)

**Amaryllis.** This is a genus of splendid flowering bulbs, containing about eighty species and one hundred and forty varieties. They are natives of South America, but more than one-half of them are hybrids grown from seed by cultivators. They are generally kept in the hot-house, but in our climate will do perfectly well in the green-house; and we have no doubt that in a few years many of them will be so acclimated, as to keep as garden bulbs, planting about the end of April, and lifting them in October. As the beauty of these plants is in the flowers, it will be proper to give a small description of a few of them. *A. Johnsoni*, the flowers are a deep scarlet, with a white streak in the centre of each petal, four bloom on a stem of about two feet, each flower about six inches in diameter: a bulb well established has two stems. *A. regína*, Mexican Lily, has large scarlet pendent flowers, tube of the flower fringed-like, with three or four on the stem. *A. vittátà* is an admired species with scarlet flowers, striped with pure
white; there are two or three varieties of it; corolla cam-
panulate, three or four on the stem, about three inches in
diameter; petals a little undulate. A. fulgida, flower
scarlet, large, tube striped, petals acute, two flowers on the
stem. A. áulica is one of the most magnificent, has from
two to four flowers about seven inches in diameter, erect
on a stem about two and a half feet high; six petals,
strongly united to the capsule, bottom of the petals green,
connected with spots of dark crimson, which spread into
fine transparent red, covered with rich tints, nerves very
perceptible, anthers bold; it is called Crowned Amaryllis.
A. psittácina, Parrot Amaryllis, is scarlet striped with
green, two or more flowers on the stem, each about five
inches in diameter. There are several varieties of it; the
best that we have seen are cowbèrgia and pulverulènta.
A bulb known in our collections as A. purpùrea is now
Vallótta purpùrea, has beautiful erect scarlet flowers,
three or four on the stem, each about four inches in dia-
meter. There are three varieties of it, differing only in
habit. A. longifòlia is now Crínum capénsë, and is per-
fecdy hardy; flowers pink, inclining to white, in large
umbels, leaves long, glaucous, and is a desirable garden
bulb. A. longifòræ striáta has pure white flowers with
bright pink stripes, and each flower is about seven inches
long; it was introduced from South America by Mrs. R.
Alsop, and is a most superb flowering bulb. A. solandri-
fòra, large red; A. Augústa, buff and orange; A. elegáns,
red and green, and many other superb kinds, especially
the hybrid sorts; from Johnsoni there are above twenty
cultivated varieties; from formòsa about twelve; and from
Gríffíni about ten, all of them esteemed. Where they
have been kept in the earth in which they were grown last
year, the ball ought at this repotting to be reduced; when
the bulbs are in a growing state, they ought to have plenty
of water, and be fully exposed to the sun, so that the foliage
may have its full influence, and as the roots grow to the
outside of the earth, give them another and a larger pot.
They must have plenty of drainage, and be kept from
heavy rains. We prefer growing them in the green-house
all summer, or into frames under glass: about the end of
October the watering must be gradually withheld, and by
the middle of November put the bulbs where they will be
kept dry till February or March next, when they must be again potted (in soil No. 12).

Aotus, two species, both fine leguminose plants. A. villösа is a native of Van Dieman's Land, and A. virgátа is from New Holland. The former is preferable. Both have yellow flowers, and are small evergreen shrubs. (Soil No. 1.)

Araucária. This noble genus contains four species, which are without exception the most noble plants we are acquainted with, for the beauty of their foliage and symmetry of their growth, that belong to the green-house. A. excélsa, Norfolk Island Pine, has leaves closely imbricated as if with a coat of mail, and are imperishable. A. imbricátа, Chile Pine, is one of the grandest of trees, and is the hardiest of the genus; grows in the open air with me; the leaves are also closely imbricated. The other two species are rarely seen even in European collections. The foliage of either of the species will adhere to the wood many years after the plant is dead. They are all highly valued: the pots must be well drained; for if the plants get much water while dormant, the foliage becomes yellow, and never attains its beautiful green colour again; otherwise they are easily grown. (Soil No. 11.)

Arbutus, ten exotic species and six varieties. They are generally hardy in England; but we question if they stand out in the middle states. A. unido rúbra has the finest crimson flowers; A. serratísolía, the largest panicles; and A. andrácнhe, the finest foliage; and very profuse of bloom. They flower in nodding panicles; A. canàriensis has very neat pink flowers. They bear a pretty fruit similar to a strawberry; hence it is called strawberry tree, and the fruit will remain on the bush a long time. They are very fine evergreens, and if any of them become acclimated, they will be a great acquisition to our gardens. In the southern states they make lovely evergreen shrubs. (Soil No. 9.)

Aster argophyllus, or musk plant, has no beauty in its flowers, but is esteemed by some for its musky flavour when the leaves are gently rubbed. Leaves ovate, lanceolate, and silky beneath: the plant is of strong growth. (Soil No. 9.)

Aucuba japonica is the only species. The flowers are
small and almost insignificant, colour purple; but the foliage is a desirable object, being yellow spotted, or blotched. It is tolerably hardy, and withstands our winters. It prefers shade, and, if the situation were such when planted out, it would grow more freely. The hot rays of the sun are very prejudicial to its growth. It is an evergreen shrub, and very desirable. (Soil No. 2.)

**Azâleas.** The Chinese varieties of *Azâlea indica* are almost without an end; we might properly say that they are without end; but the finest we have seen are those we shall enumerate. The one that has been longest known in the collections of this country is *A. indica*, a most splendid shrub, with red flowers and dark spots. *A. indica alba*, the flowers of the purest white, rather larger than the former. *A. indica purpurea pleno*, double purple. This variety is not so fine as many of the others. Properly it is not purple, or, if it may be termed so, the colour is very light, and the flower irregular. *A. indica phœnicaea*, rich purple and a free grower. *A. indica smithii*, of the French, and *A. indica purpurea* of the English, are alike, pale lilac and very profuse of flower. *A. indica coccinea*, bright scarlet, a superb variety, and extremely abundant of bloom. *A. indica flore variegata* flowers beautifully variegated, pink and white. *A. lateritía*, salmon colour, fine. *A. Williamsii*, bright, rich crimson. *A. Powleii*, rosy purple. *A. Copeii*, bright rose. *A. Danielsiana*, bright red. *A. indica cárnea*, delicate flesh colour. *A. indica nova blanc*, white with a greenish yellow spot on the upper petals. *A. indica, elegâns*, bright rosy purple, a very profuse flowerer and of a neat habit. *A. indica Gillinghamia*, very large lilac, and of a strong habit. *Azâlea sinénsis* does not belong to the *indica* tribe; it is of a hard woody nature, flowers of a golden yellow, in large clusters; it no doubt will prove a hardy species. The varieties and sub-varieties of *indica* will, in a few years, be so numerous, that the greatest difficulty will be to keep clear of those that are not decidedly distinct: to obtain this object our own feeble exertions will be industriously applied. We might have named a few other varieties, but they so nearly approach some of the above, that it is better to avoid them. A choice selection of the Chinese Azalea ought to be in every green-house;
they are all easy of culture, and bloom freely from February to May. The pots must be well drained and shaded from the sun during summer, though the tops of the plants do best to have the full rays, to which we have them fully exposed, and find that by such treatment they are every year completely covered with their flowers, and grow more stiff in habit than when the whole plant is shaded. They should be repotted as soon as done flowering in soil No. 6, when they are flowering plants, and in soil No. 5, when young plants.

Banksias. There are about thirty-two species, all curious in flower, and handsome and various in foliage; flowers in large heads of cone shape, anthers mostly green, and continue a considerable time in flower; produces a cone in shape of a pine, but not imbricate. The substance is as hard as bone, and contains many seeds. A cone of B. grándis in our possession weighs one pound and twelve ounces, and contains about one hundred and seven seeds. Those most admired for the foliage are, B. dentáta, B. sénulá, B. serrúta, B. latifólia, B. grándis, which is the largest. B. speciósa has the longest foliage. B. Cunninghámíí, B. spinulóse, B. palludósa, and B. repéns, these will afford a good variety. B. verticillátá is entirely different in appearance from the others.

They must be well drained, and placed in an airy part of the greenhouse. Great care should be taken that they do not get too dry, for they seldom recover if allowed to flag for want of water. This genus is named in honour of Sir Joseph Banks, a distinguished promoter of the study of natural history. (Soil No. 6.)

Barósmas, above ten species of pretty plants, separated from Dióisma. B. serratifólia, white; B. pulchélla, purple; B. fêtidíssima, blush; B. odoráta, white; and B. dioíca, pink, are the finest. (Soil No. 8.)

Beaufortias, only two species. B. decussátà is splendid; the flowers come out of the wood with stamens in fine parcels, colour bright scarlet, foliage decussate, oval, and many-nerved, bloom persistent, and much esteemed. B. spársá, in flower similar to the other; colour light pink, foliage scattered, both of easy culture, and flower abundantly. (Soil No. 8.)

Begónias, a few species, are desirable for the green-
house especially. *B. incarnātā*, flesh colour, and blooms during winter; *B. zebrina*, zebra-like, very pretty; they are of a soft woody nature, and should be kept in the warmest part of the green-house. (Soil No. 9.)

*Benthāmía fragifēra*. This beautiful new plant will make a splendid hardy evergreen for the southern states, where it will produce its pale white flowers in July, and an abundance of fruit very much like strawberries, of a slight acid taste: but we are doubtful if it will fruit in our green-houses, unless greatly encouraged. (Soil No. 9.)

*Blētia hyacinthīna* is the only species belonging to the green-house, once known as *Cymbidium hyacinthinum*. It is herbaceous, and before it begins to grow, divide the root, putting the best into six-inch pots. The spike of flowers are hyacinth-like, and of a beautiful purple, flowering from April to July. (Soil No. 9.)

*Bouvārdias*, two species. *B. triphylla* is well known among us, has brilliant scarlet flowers, and, when well grown, will flower beautifully from May till September. To keep the plants, they should be frequently renewed; otherwise they are liable to grow straggling, and become subject to the small white scaly insect. *B. jacquinæ* we suspect has got confounded with the former, being very little different, except the foliage, which is more pointed. They flower from the young wood, and throw their foliage in winter. (Soil No. 9.)

*Borōnīa* is a beautiful genus of New Holland plants, contains about nine species; most of them have been universally admired; the flowers are star-like, rose-coloured, and some of them sweet-scented. *B. pinnātā* grows and flowers freely. *B. serrulātā*, foliage serrated and very crowded, bearing the flowers on the extremity of the shoot, and does extremely well in this country; the flowers are bright rose, and sweet-scented. *B. alātā* has a fine appearance, and grows handsomely. The foliage is winged and pinnate, strong-scented; of a hardy nature, and easy culture. They are in flower about April and May, and continue a considerable time; are subject to mildew if not frequently syringed: drain the pots well. (Soil No. 8.)

*Brachysemas*, two species, both evergreen climbers. *B. latifōlium* has the best foliage, and large purple leguminose flowers. *B. undulātum*, flowers yellow, and more
plentiful than the former, continuing in long successions. The pots require to be well drained; very few plants of either in the country. (Soil No. 6.)

*Brugmansias*, two species of strong, coarse-growing plants, requiring great nourishment to flower them well. *B. suaveolens* has very large white flowers, about five inches in diameter, and sweet-scented. *B. sanguinea* has flowers with a green thorax; the brim of the corolla is of a dark orange colour. If this plant is kept in the hot-house, it will drop its flower buds. They must have very frequent repottings, and be liberally supplied with water while growing. (Soil No. 18.)

*Brunias*, about ten species, have heath-like foliage, very fine, generally, on close observation, found to be three cornered. The flowers are white and globular, the plants, when young, are very handsome; the finest are, *B. nodiflora*, *B. lanuginosa*, *B. comosa*, *B. abrotanoides*, and *B. formosa*. They require an airy situation, and, in summer, to be protected from the powerful rays of the sun. Drain the pots well. (Soil No. 6.)

*Brunsvigias* are all large bulbs from the Cape of Good Hope, and will keep in the green-house during winter, but are better where they can obtain a situation in the hot-house. It is a splendid genus, containing about ten species. Some of the bulbs grow to an enormous size, and all of them, while growing, require a liberal supply of water; but when dormant, it must be wholly withheld, and they should have large pots, to make them grow and flower in perfection. *B. multiflora*, flowers scarlet and green; the leaves lay on the surface of the pot. *B. laticoma*, flowers pale purple. *B. Josephinae* has splendid rose-coloured flowers, and the most admired species of the genus; the foliage spreading, half erect, and glaucous; flowers numerous, and in large umbels, on a stem two feet high, blooming successively: there is a variety that has striped flowers.

Several other species have been given to different genera. *B. falcata* is now *Ammócharis falcata*; *B. marginata*, now *Imhófia*; and *B. ciliáris* is now *Buphóne ciliáris*. They all flower in umbels, on stems from six inches to two feet; flowers lily-like, with six petals. (Soil No. 12.)
Burchéllias, two species. *B. capénsis* is a beautiful dwarf evergreen shrub, with tubular orange-coloured flowers, in large terminal clusters; when well treated, grows and flowers freely, and highly deserving of attention. *B. parviflóra* differs from the above in the flowers being smaller and paler, and the foliage more pointed. (Soil No. 10.)

*Cactus*: for descriptions of, see hot-house in May.

*Calceolária*. This genus of plants has undergone a complete revolution. Within these few years hundreds of superb hybrid varieties have been brought to notice, many of them truly splendid. With us the herbaceous kinds are very delicate during summer; they are generally all cut off by our intense heat, or severe droughts. The shrubby varieties appear to withstand the vicissitudes of our climate better, though, as yet, we confess we are not even altogether successful in their summer culture. However, a few of them have done well, and are *C. angustifólia*, bright yellow, and in great profusion; *C. jupiter*, brown and yellow; *C. marjóriána supérba*, nearly scarlet; *C. smithii*, red and yellow; *C. ignea*, bright crimson; *C. météor*, dark crimson; *C. Vulcán*, dark red; *C. maculáta*, superbly marked with red or crimson. There are many others of very great merit of the shrubby kinds cultivated in Europe, such as whites of different shades, dark crimsons, with white capes, and others blending into almost every description of colour and character. Any quantity of new sorts may be obtained by cross impregnation between any two of very different colours: the seeds will ripen in July, when they may be sown on light soil, and they will flower the following season. Flowering plants require to be greatly encouraged, and must be shaded during summer from the violent noon-day sun. (Soil No. 10.)

*Calóthámnus*, four species. This genus is named in allusion to the splendid appearance of the branches, covered with scarlet flowers of curious construction, which come out of the old wood. All the species are of easy culture, and very like dwarf pines. *C. quadriffída* has the largest flowers; *C. clavátá* the most abundant. They are all evergreens, and flower from April to November, and are very desirable in a collection. (Soil No. 6.)

*Callicóma serratifólia*, the only species, and remarkable
for tufted yellow heads of flowers, which come out at the axils, and continue from May to July. The foliage is ovate, lanceolate, deeply serrated and opposite. (Soil No. 6.)

Camellias. There are about eight distinct species of this plant, known in our collections; and the varieties of japonica approach to one thousand, to which many are yearly added; but, unfortunately, their merits are not fully scrutinized before they are sent forth to the floral world, under names representing and expressing every quality that is grand or beautiful in floral imagination. Such has been the rapid increase of varieties in Europe, and even in this country, that, in many instances, three or four distinct plants have come out under the same name; consequently, a great confusion of names has been the result, which has caused much difficulty in attaining the best of the names. The collections of this country were kept comparatively pure till within the last few years, when the anxiety of our cultivators to obtain variety caused them to import from the French and German markets, which has thrown the nomenclature into an almost impenetrable chaos. But still we can unite in saying, "What species of plant is there which better merits the intelligent and vigilant care of the amateur and horticulturist?" The elegance of its form, the beautiful verdure of its foliage, and the pure and brilliant colours of the large and elegant flowers, sufficiently justify the admiration of all. In fact, we may say, there is not a green-house in which this lovely plant has not found a place, where it stands in the first rank of floral population. To give a full description of all the varieties we know would occupy this volume. However, we will give lucid details of nearly one hundred of the finest we have seen in cultivation. But, in regard to the shades and spots of colour, we must throw ourselves on the charity of our readers; for many sorts are very capricious in that particular, though styled self-coloured, may come spotted, and even those that are generally spotted sometimes show themselves of one colour.

Camellia euryoides, flowers small, single white, and a little fragrant; plant of a slender growth.

C. oleifera is cultivated principally in China for the oil
which is expressed from its seeds, which is much used in the domestic cookery of the country; flower single white.

*C. Sesánqua*, Lady Banks’s. The foliage of this species is very small, and paler, and the green not so fine as any of the others. It seeds freely, and is often used as the female parent in producing new varieties; flowers small, white, and single, with many anthers. There are a semi-double and double variety of it of the same colour.

*C. sesánqua rósea*, or *malliflóra* of some, double pink, small flowers, but in very great profusion; the plant is of a free, upright growth. The flowers are of about four weeks’ duration: it is very much esteemed.

*C. kíssii*. Small single white: the only species that is a native of Nepal.

*C. reticuláta* was brought from China by Capt. Rawes in 1822. The foliage is very characteristic, being stiff and flat, distinctly serrated, nerves deeply sunken; flowers bright rose, of a loose form, and above six inches in diameter, semi-double. From present appearance, it will never be so plenty as many of the others, being tardy of propagation; only a few eyes on the extremity of each shoot make young wood, and, if these are cut off, the plant does not seem to push afresh. *Magnificent.*

*C. japónica*, small, single, red. It is supposed that this is the type of all the garden cultivated varieties of the *Caméllia*, though some are inclined to think that it is a variegated or striped species, not yet introduced, that has been the origin of so many beautiful Chinese sorts.

The following are supposed to be its varieties:

*C. aitónia*. This variety is a beautiful specimen of a single flower, affording a development of the organ of fructification; the petals are delicately penciled, and the anthers very bold, colour pink, and the flower very large; grows freely, and, in our opinion, is surpassed by none of the single sorts for raising fine new varieties, if impregnated with the pollen from double flowers. *Good.*

*C. alba-pléna*, common double white, is admired by the most casual observer, and is generally considered a very superior flower, from the purity of its whiteness and the abundance of its large flowers, which are closely and regularly set with round petals. The foliage is large, and the plant grows freely; we have seen one shoot grow two feet
in one summer. It was imported into Europe from China, among the first of the varieties, about eighty years ago. Magnificent.

*C. semplex* *álba*, single white. It is mentioned somewhere as being very sweet-scented, though not very perceptible to us. The foliage and wood are very strong, the fine-striped sorts have been raised from it; consequently, it is particularly desirable as a stock to grow new varieties from. Its flowers are large and abundant. Good.

*C. althæflóra*, hollyhock flowered, is a great beauty, with large double dark red flowers; the veins are very prominent, petals frequently irregular; foliage large, smooth, and very dark green, and is much esteemed. Fine.

*C. anemoneflóra*, or Waratah (from the centre petals, having the appearance of the Waratah plant, *Teloplia speciosissima*). This variety is very characteristic, both in flower and foliage. The flower is dark crimson, with five regular large outside petals; those of the centre are very small and neatly plaited, with the stile (female organ) prominent; the foliage is large and oblong, nerves very smooth, and the wood strong, bark light. Had this kind not been found, we would have been deprived of many most splendid varieties which have originated from it, and we have no doubt they may become as diversified as the roses of the garden: this variety, in a collection, for that alone is invaluable. It seeds freely, and the pollen of any of the others applied to the style of this, will produce a new variety, which seldom fails of being double, provided the pollen is from a double variety. It must be applied the first day that the flower is expanded, for the bloom is only of a few days' duration. Those that are not acquainted with the buds of this *Camélia*, will take them to be dead, because, before expansion, they are very dark brown, and have a dried appearance. Superb.

*C. anemonéflóra rosea*, fine rose, the exterior petals are large and well rounded, the interior very full of small short petals, flower very persistent—foliage large, cordate, acuminate. Superb.

* We have now, 1839, in flower, a single white, very similar to this, which we have raised from the seed of *Dahliaflóra*, a good double red variety; it, therefore, appears impossible to predict their character from the parent that produced the seed.
C. amabile. This exceedingly perfect flower was raised from seed by J. B. Smith, Esq., of this city; it is regularly imbricated, the extreme petals are bright rose, shading to delicate pink, and then again shading in the centre to light red. The plant is full of foliage and of excellent habit, flower about three and a half inches in diameter. Magnificent.

C. atrorubens, Loddiges’ red, is a good variety; colour dark red, outside petals large, inside small and irregular, forming a very distinct character; foliage stiff; grows freely and flowers well; and of long duration. We have seen a flower stand fresh on the plant two months; however, that cannot be a rule, as it depends on the situation. Good.

C. aucubafolia, bright rose, perfectly double, three and a half inches in diameter, a free bloomer—foliage large, cordate, pale green, and sometimes spotted like Aucuba japonica. Good.

C. augusta, cherry red, large, finely double, centre petals rather irregular—foliage dark green. Good.

C. americana, blush, medium size, finely cupped form, generally spotted with rose, an American seedling by Mr. Dunlap, of N. Y. Magnificent.

C. Bealiana, or Leana Superba, dark crimson, very large, superbly double, cup form. Magnificent.

C. candidissima, purest white flowers, very large, four inches or more in diameter, full and most regularly imbricated, and resemble very much the old double white, though more perfect in form—leaves rather small, of an elongated form, smooth and pale green, often spotted with yellow. The plant is of vigorous growth, and a Japan variety. Magnificent.

C. carnea, frequently known as Middlemist’s blush. Double pink, one of the original varieties, and frequently produces seeds, from which many very fine varieties have been obtained; grows freely. Good.

C. chalmerii perfecta, delicate waxy rose, perfectly imbricated form, flower medium size, very persistent, foliage pale green, plant of regular pyramidal growth. Magnificent. An American seedling in the possession of Mr. Wm. Chalmers, gardener to Geo. Pepper, Esq.

C. chandlerii or versicolor, perfectly double, colour vivid red, with occasional splashes of pure white; the
flowers vary, and are often only red—they are of long, duration, from six to eight weeks; foliage large and dark glossy green. Magnificent.

C. cliveana, large, irregular, double flower, of a bright cherry red colour: plant of rather slow growth, but a profuse bloomer. Superb.

C. coccinea, deep cherry red, a double flower of about three inches in diameter; plant of a very neat growth, and a most profuse bloomer; it frequently produces seed. Good.

C. colvillea, pale blush, with rose spots and pink stripes, is partially anemone formed; but very compact and of free growth; leaves cordate. Superb.

C. concinna, deep cherry red, a very perfectly imbri-cated double flower, about three and a half inches in diameter; foliage generally a little undulated, wood slender. Superb.

C. conspicua, (Loddiges,) a shrub of strong handsome growth, with large dark green foliage; flower very double; five inches in diameter; bright orange red, hemispherical shape; petals erect, and appear as if three or four flowers were united; it is profuse of bloom and very conspicuous. Magnificent.

C. coronata, shrub of stiff growth; foliage pale green; flower large, irregular, and double, of a clear pink colour; four inches in diameter. Very good.

C. crassinervis, a good improvement on the original anemoneflôra or Waratah, and has much the same habit. Superb.

C. curvatifolia, leaves narrow and pointed; plant of good habit; flower pure white; regular and very double, petals disposed in a regular rosette, about three and a half inches in diameter. Superb.

C. decora, pale rose, flower perfectly double, four and a half inches in diameter, three rows of exterior petals, those of the centre short and thick, containing a few concealed stamens—foliage large glossy green. Magnificent.

C. Derbyana, very bright dark red, flower finely double cup-shaped, petals bold and broad spoon-shaped: a striking flower, often over four inches in diameter—foliage of a very beautiful green. Superb.

C. Donkelâri, bright red, variegated and sprinkled with 19
pure white, three rows of large petals about one inch broad and two inches long; centre full of stamens, flower fully four inches in diameter; leaves about two inches broad and four inches long; this will be an elegant variety to seed from, and is of Chinese origin. Magnificent.

*C. delectissima,* white, profusely striped with rose, exterior petals large and round; those of the interior are closely set; flower nearly four inches in diameter; leaves very large, ovate, acuminate. Superb.

*C. Duchess of Orleans,* rose white, beautifully spotted or striped with rose, perfect form, large, a free bloomer. Magnificent.

*C. dorsétia* or *parthoniàna,* of the Belgians; leaves flat and closely set, of a dark shining green, flower very large, nearly five inches in diameter, of a pale red, mixed with rose and white, petals closely imbricated, irregular, and numerous; those of the centre small. Magnificent.

*C. eclipse* or *Préssi,* of the English, or *impérialis* of the French; flower pure white, with rose stripes, four inches in diameter; irregular, full, and double, with a few stamens appearing among the petals; the whole flower forms an arched centre, almost hemispherical; leaves long and pointed, of a clear rich green: we have seen flowers of this plant entirely rose. Magnificent.

*C. elegans,* (Chandler's,) flower rosy red, fading to nearly white in the centre; three and a half inches in diameter, exterior petals large and rounded; those of the interior very numerous, and beautifully harmonize; forming, as it were, a depressed sphere; a profuse bloomer, and of a neat habit. Magnificent.

*C. eláta,* violent crimson, spotted with white, flower three and a half inches in diameter, perfectly imbricated to the very centre, and of the most perfect double, foliage dark green, plant of a good habit. Magnificent.

*C. elphingstònia,* red spotted with white, frequently four inches in diameter, exterior petals very large, regularly graduating to the centre, which cover a few hidden stamens, foliage dark green; plant of a fine habit. Magnificent.

*C. Esthèrii,* foliage nearly three inches wide and five

* Grown by J. B. Smith, Esq., of this city, who is a very success-
inches long, finely serrated—nerves prominent; flower, when well grown, is five inches in diameter; colour pure white, spotted, and striped with rose and pink, petals broad, bold, erect, and closely set; the bloom, when fully expanded, forms a perfect hemisphere, and contains a few hidden stamina; it is the finest and largest of all the striped varieties, and is a profuse bloomer. Magnificent.

C. eximia, (Chandler's,) flowers bright crimson, four inches in diameter, of a perfect double imbricated form, foliage light green and deeply serrated, nerves smooth; it is of free growth, but with us does not bloom freely. Magnificent.

C. Fairlea: foliage large, ovate, acuminate; of a smooth shining dark green; flowers nearly four inches in diameter, of a rich crimson, marked with pure white, very double. Superb.

C. Feastii, pure white, with a few spots of rose fully double, imbricated, very distinct, foliage dark green, of free growth. Magnificent. A seedling by Mr. Feast, of Baltimore.

C. fimbriata: fringed white. The size, shape and set of the flower same as alba-plena, and the white as pure, with the edges of the petals deeply serrated, or rather fringed; is equally as free in flowering, though not so strong in growth. It is universally admired, and in great demand. Magnificent.

C. flavescens, or incarnata. Lady Hume's blush, and by some called buff. It is a very double flower, beautifully regular and imbricated, and frequently hexangular, or star-like; the bottom of the petals is most delicately tinged with blush; on looking into it, it shows more like a blush vapour than nature, and is a great favourite, and deservedly so: flowers and grows freely; foliage rhomboid, elongate, nerves very visible, surface smooth and pale green, distinctly serrate, growth strong and erect. Magnificent.

C. florida. Flower clear cherry red, large, frequently above four inches in diameter; very persistent; exterior petals large and well rounded; the interior small and closely set, rising in the centre: it is a profuse bloomer; foliage ful amateur cultivator, and has raised some of the finest seedling Camellias that are at present known.
dark green. The plant is of a neat and regular habit. **Magnificent.**

*C. Flóyii*, one of the most noble of the Camellias, both in flower and foliage; leaves three inches wide, and nearly five long; smooth, dark green, plant of strong growth; flower five inches in diameter, of a perfectly double form; the extremity is cherry red, diverging to a pale rose in the centre; the exterior petals are bold, round and elegant, of a cup shape when newly opened. It is frequently sold in Europe under the imposing name of *Frederic the Great*, though grown from seed by Mr. Floy, of New York, who has been very successful in producing several other esteemed sorts. **Magnificent.**

*C. Fórdii*, a free-growing plant, with lively green foliage and graceful habit; flower dark rose, three inches and a half in diameter, perfectly double, and regularly imbricated, forming a symmetrical bloom. **Magnificent.**

*C. formósa*, foliage very dark green: flower fully four inches in diameter, of a dark rose colour, regularly double, petals large and erect; interior shortened, covering a few stamens. **Superb.**

*C. frankoförtensis*, or *Wellingtoni*, a plant of a very compact habit; flower three inches and a half in diameter, beautiful rose, occasionally spotted with white. **Magnificent.**

*C. fulgens*, flower three inches and a half in diameter, and very bright double crimson, approaching to *C. atro-rubens*, but more brilliant; petals regularly decreasing to the centre; foliage a lucid green, very smooth; young wood and wood buds have a red appearance. We have no doubt but it will occasionally seed; if so, it will be a first-rate breeder. **Superb.**

*C. Gilèsii*, or *Nancy Dawson*. The leaves are large, ovate, oblong and pointed; flowers above four inches in diameter, of a fine dark red colour, often striped with white, and is "distinguished for fragrance as well as beauty." **Magnificent.**

*C. grúrella*, foliage oval and acute, of a deep glossy green, flower white, three inches and a half; rather irregular, but perfectly double, a profuse bloomer, and of good habit. **Superb.**

*C. Hendersoni*, raised by the celebrated camellia grower, Mr. Henderson, of Woodhall, Scotland. It is a large flower,
four inches and a half in diameter, beautifully imbricated, and perfectly double, of a bright rose colour, foliage round, ovate, and distinctly serrated. Magnificent.

C. Hampsteadii, large rosy crimson, quite double, with bold petals, foliage dark green, heart-shaped, a free grower. An American seedling sent out by Messrs. Ritchie and Dick.

C. Henri Favre, a beautiful rose colour, of French origin, perfectly double, being similar to Landrethi. A free bloomer, foliage pale green. Magnificent.

C. Hosackia, large dark crimson, nearly five inches in diameter; flower rather flat, petals numerous, regularly decreasing to the centre, which has an occasional speck of white. It does seed, and will prove a first rate variety for that purpose; foliage long and pointed, rather drooping; is of a free growth and bloom. Superb.

C. imbricata, foliage very large, three inches wide and four and a half long, of a pale green, often marked with white; flowers rich crimson, almost invariably marked more or less with white; they are full four inches in diameter; the petals are round, and regularly disposed, and imbricated on each other, gradually decreasing to the centre, forming a most perfect flower. The plant grows freely, and blooms profusely; no collection can be perfect without it. Magnificent.

C. intermédia is a sport from S. pannoni/ora; it is a very large blush, beautifully suffused with rose. Magnificent.

C. invincible, or punctata, flower three inches and a half in diameter, rose ground, marked and striped with cherry red; the circumference petals are broad and convex; those of the centre small and erect. This Camellia sometimes produces flowers entirely red or rose-coloured; it is of free growth; leaves round, acuminate, and of a dark green. Superb.

C. Jeffersoni, rosy crimson, perfectly imbricated to the centre; flower of medium size; foliage shining green, three to four inches long, and two wide. A seedling by Dr. J. S. Gunnell, of Washington city. Magnificent.

C. kermosine, leaves long and narrow, strongly nerved, of a pale green, bud depressed at the extremity, flower cherry red, double, petals rather numerous, among which are a few stamens. Very good.
C. Landréthia, or Jacksonia, very beautiful pink, fading to the centre, a perfectly double and finely imbricated flower, about four inches in diameter, a free bloomer, and a plant of good habit; leaves ovate, acuminate, pale green. We have seen the flower profusely spotted with white. This elegant Camellia was grown from seed by D. and C. Landreth, and bloomed first in the spring of 1829. Magnificent.

C. latifolia, leaves three inches wide and four inches and a half long, point recurved, a fine glossy green; flower cherry red, cup form, interior petals irregular, festooned and curled, those of the exterior bold and round, about three inches and a half in diameter. Superb.

C. minuta, plant vigorous, leaves nearly orbicular, and three inches and a half long, very shining and nervèd flower three inches in diameter, of a beautiful cherry red, petals regularly imbricated, and arranged into a vase form; the centre is of a vivid red. Superb.

C. mutabilis traversii, foliage very large and almost cor- date, plant of an elegant and free growth, leaves rather reflexed and of a lively green, nerves very conspicuous, flower four inches and a half in diameter, regular, and very double: it opens a delicate rose, and soon changes to a violet purple, shaded with a faint line of white, an unique plant and flower. Magnificent.

C. myrtifolia, known in some collections as involuta. There are two varieties of it, major and minor; the former is certainly the best, and has a very handsome, large and regular red flower; the centre frequently is pink and purple; it is much the shape of double white, only the petals are more cupped. The flower is of considerable duration. The foliage, though small, is much larger than that of any of our common mystics, which might make many mistake its character; and another prominent feature is, the leaves are much recurved and shining; plant pendulous, of a pale green. Magnificent.

C. nivalis, flower large white, very pure, having three rows of large round exterior petals, the centre irregularly filled with small petals, showing a considerable quantity of stamens, foliage very dark green, plant of a good habit, and will make an excellent variety for producing new sorts. Superb.
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C. _peoniaflora_: bright pink, large flower, fully four inches in diameter, two rows of circumference petals; those of the centre numerous, very close, erect, and in the form of a sphere; plant of slender growth; leaves two inches broad and three inches long, of a delicate green. _Superb._

C. _Palmaria alba_: leaves two inches broad and three long, rather reflexed, of a very dark green—is a plant of neat habit, an \(^1\) profuse in blooming—flowers finely double, clear white, about three and a half inches in diameter; petals bold and round—regularly imbricated, though not closely set; is a very graceful flower, and has been sold in England as _C. Candidissima_, which is a superior article, and even figured in the Florist's Magazine as such. There is also another flower by this name, but very inferior, being only semi-double. _Superb._

C. _Palmer's perfection_, dark crimson, inclining to purple, very large, perfectly double, and of handsome form; a free bloomer. _Magnificent._

C. _Park'sii_, or Park's rose striped; pale rose marked with white; flower about four inches in diameter; petals large, round, and irregular; centre showing a few stamens. This flower is to some sweet-scented—leaves two and a half inches wide and three and a half inches long; roundish, ovate, and slightly acuminate—deeply separated; plant of a stiff growth. _Superb._ (There is a French _Park'sii_: _single crimson._)

C. _Philadelphica_, (Smith's,) flowers four and a half to five inches in diameter; the circumference petals large and round; those of the interior smaller, with a little convexity, perfectly double, colour changeable, bright crimson, spotted with white; dark rose, fading to the centre, or all crimson: even the same plant producing all the variety; plant of an upright branching habit; leaves ovate, acuminate, of medium size, and a very dark dull green; bloomed first in 1834, when only two years from the seed, and the flower was then four and three-quarter inches in diameter. _Magnificent._

C. _picturata_: leaves three and a half inches wide and four and a half inches long, of a bright green; flower four inches in diameter; spherical and extremely double; petals of the centre irregular and closely folded; those of the peri-
phery or circumference, round and entire, of a pure white, occasionally striped with red—a few hidden stamens—plant of an elegant habit. Magnificent.

*C. pompónia,* or Kew blush, flowers over four inches in diameter; white, with a tinge of blush at the bottom of the petals, which has a good effect in setting off the flower. They frequently bloom all blush, having one or two rows of guard or outside petals; those of the inside are short, stubby, and generally irregular, continues long in flower, yellow anthers among the short petals, and seeds when the female organ is perfect; foliage similar to *pæoniflóra,* a very fast grower, and flowers freely. Superb.

*C. Práttii,* flower bright rose, full four inches in diameter, frequently every petal having a white stripe from the apex to the base, very closely and regularly imbricated to the very centre: in every respect equally as well formed as *C. imbricata:* leaves two and a half inches wide and four inches long, of a rich smooth green—is a plant of free growth and profuse flowering; bloomed first in 1836. With pleasure we say, it is our first seedling of merit. Magnificent.

*C. Punctátà,* see Invincible.

*C. Prince Albert,* pale rose, striped with bright red, very distinct; a Chinese variety perfectly double, a large flower; petals rather short in the centre. Magnificent.

*C. Queen of England,* dark rosy crimson, with an occasional spot of white; large, imbricated and fully double. Magnificent.

*C. rosa sinénsis,* a large double flower, four inches in diameter; colour bright rosy pink, petals long and full, closely imbricated to the centre: a very distinct variety, with beautiful dark green shining foliage, two inches wide and three and a half long; grows and flowers freely. Magnificent.

*C. rósea, (China,)* petals regularly and perfectly imbricated, flower frequently star-shaped, like *Hume's blush,* about three inches in diameter; colour bright rose, changing to rosy purple; foliage pale green; leaves one and a half inches wide and three inches long; plant of slender

* In compliment to our late and esteemed patron, H. Pratt, Esq., of Lemon-Hill.
habit, though well formed, and a profuse bloomer. Magnificent.

*C. rubra-pleno*, or Greavill's double red, is a strong growing and free flowering variety. The flowers are large, irregular, and very double, and are of long duration; foliage of a yellowish green, leaves two inches wide and three inches long; plant of a stiff habit. Superb.

*C. Róssii*; buds very pointed; flower four inches in diameter; petals of the periphery large, graduating smaller to the centre, though a little irregular, perfectly double, colour red, with an occasional tinge of white; foliage dull green, ovate, acuminate, pointed, and pendent; plant of a good habit and free of bloom. Superb.

*C. Saccóii*, bright rose, imbricated form, very perfect, fading to pale rose, a free bloomer. Magnificent.

*C. Sherwoodii*, rosy crimson, frequently spotted with pure white, very double, petals reflexed when fully open, a free grower and profuse bloomer. Magnificent. A seedling by Mr. Sherwood, of Laurel Hill.

*C. sesánqua rosea*. See among the species.

*C. specíosa* is a most splendid variety, has been called Chinese striped Waratah. The guard petals are large, round, and bold; colour crimson with stripes of white; the centre is full of irregular small petals, and spotted; the foliage three inches wide and four inches long, and more heart-shaped than any of the others; grows freely, flower persistent, four inches in diameter, and highly esteemed, and considered one of the finest of the coloured Caméllias. Magnificent.

*C. spicátum*; foliage very dark shining green; leaves two and a half inches wide and four inches long, very pointed; flower bright red, nearly four inches in diameter; circumference petals large and round, gradually diminishing to the centre, and concealing a few stamens: the plant grows and flowers freely, and is of an upright branching habit. Superb.

*C. spléndens*; rosy red, flower full and bold, nearly four inches in diameter; petals few, but very large and round, lying gently over each other, showing a few stamens in the centre—is very attractive and conspicuous in a collection; foliage dark green, ovate, acuminate. Superb.

*C. spofforthiana*; foliage deep plain green, acutely ser-
rated, plant handsome and vigorous; flower three and a half inches in diameter, of a pure white, with an occasional red stripe; petals rather irregular, full and double, though showing a few stamens. **Superb.**

*C. spofforthiana cárnea;* flower larger than the former, otherwise very similar. **Superb.**

*C. swétia vera;* leaves three inches long and four inches wide, distinctly serrate, of a fine shining green, plant of an upright free-growing habit; flower nearly four inches in diameter, with three rows of circumference petals—rose white, sprinkled with bright red; those of the centre small and erect, concealing a few sterile stamens. **Magnificent.** There is a spurious plant out under this name, which is very inferior.

*C. tricolor;* foliage pale green, two inches wide and three and a half inches long, distinctly serrated, with the nerves very prominent; flower full four inches in diameter—semi-double; petals large and round—very beautifully set; colour white, shaded with various shades of red, rose, &c. A superb variety to produce seeds, having the female organ very perfect, and was introduced from China by Dr. Siebold. **Superb.**

*C. triúmphans;* foliage dark green: leaves roundish oval, slightly pointed with nerves, and serratures very distinct; flower nearly four inches in diameter, of a bright cherry red, shaded with rose; petals regular, round, and large, a little recurved at the extremity, and gracefully imbricated to the centre, which is occasionally striped with white: the plant is of a good habit and free growth. **Magnificent.**

*C. variàbilis;* this is a sportive variety of *C. pœoniflorà,* with flower and foliage of same character; frequently blooming rose-striped, or marked with pink, blush, &c. **Magnificent.**

*C. variegàta* is one of the old standard varieties, and very much esteemed. It is striped with red and white; sometimes the ground is red, with white streaks or blotches, and *vice versa;* nearly four inches in diameter, petals large and round, rather loose, centre showing a number of stamens; foliage very fine dark green, three inches wide and four inches long. We have had seed from it. Plant of a good habit and a profuse bloomer. **Superb.**
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C. Walbänkiana; foliage pale green, two inches broad and nearly four inches long; plant of rather loose habit; flower greenish white, full four inches in diameter; petals large and oval, irregularly tufted, showing a number of stamens, though very double. We are inclined to believe that this is the lutea alba of some catalogues. Superb.

C. Wārdii; very dark green foliage; leaves rather cordate and undulate, of a coriaceous texture; plant of a branching stiff habit; flower full three inches in diameter, very persistent—circumference petals large and round; those of the interior small, round, and closely set, rather flattened, colour vivid crimson. This fine variety is another by Mr. Floy, of New York. Superb.

C. Wōodsii; foliage light green; leaves two inches wide and four inches long; plant of a rapid growth and regular shape; flower four and a half inches in diameter, of a bright rose-colour; petals large and rounding in the periphery; those of the centre rather irregular—perfectly double, and blooms with difficulty. We have observed it to bloom finest when a gentle heat was applied, or when the plant flowered in March or April. Magnificent. (Soil No. 11 for the whole family.)

There is another Camellia named Wōodiana, with foliage very similar to the former, but the flower is cherry red and only semi-double. We beg to observe that, in giving descriptions of the camellia, we have invariably, as far as known, described the best variety, where there were several varieties under one name. The new varieties in this beautiful family of plants are increasing with astonishing rapidity. The seedlings of this country alone, would of themselves form a collection of every shade and colour, though many of them are almost alike, especially among the whites and reds—nearly fac-similes except in foliage. The description of such we have carefully avoided. Indeed, we boldly assert, though an extensive cultivator of over two hundred varieties, that there are not more than one hundred varieties known worthy of a passing remark, except for their deformed character.

Carmichælia australis, the only species, has very curious foliage, which the lilac leguminose flowers come out of, and continue from April to June. (Soil No. 6.)

Ceanòthus azùreus is the only species of the genus
worth cultivating; it blooms profusely from May to July, and has considerable attraction with its brilliant blue spikes of small flowers. (Soil No. 6.)

Chorizémas, about ten species, foliage very variable; flowers small and papilionaceous, often very profuse; colour red and yellow; though small, they are very neat. C. nánã and C. ilicifólia are pretty; but nothing of the kind can exceed C. ováta and C. Henchmanii, with their beautiful scarlet blossoms, which are in great profusion; if grown from seed, they will flower freely the second year; drain the pots well. (Soil No. 6.)

Cinerárias, Cape aster, about twelve belong to the greenhouse. They are herbaceous, or half shrubby, soft wooded plants. C. speciósa, C. amelíloídes, (now called Agathea cælestis,) C. purpúrea, and C. lanátã, are among the finest of the species; flowers blue or yellow; the latter is considered the handsomest of the genus. The exterior petals are bright purple, and the interior ones white, and, with A. cælestis, flowers most of the year; flowers syngenesious and star-like. The herbaceous species must be treated as previously mentioned for that kind of plant. The new hybrids of this genus are rivaling the species, both for beauty of colour and size of flower; among these are C. Kingii, C. triumphant, C. cælestis, C. ignescens, C. Hendersonia, and V. Waterhóusia. (Soil No. 12.)

Cinnamónum camphóra is the camphor tree of commerce; is an excellent evergreen, but has no beauty in its flower. The foliage, when bruised, has a camphorated odour. (Soil No. 10.)

Cístus, or Rock rose. There are above thirty species, principally natives of Europe, consequently hardy there, and form a great ornament to their gardens, being very abundant and various in flower; but with us they will not stand the rigour of winter. We have no doubt, however, but, through time, some kinds may be grown that will withstand the greatest cold of the middle states; they are low shrubby plants, of easy cultivation. C. ladaníferus, C. sálignus, C. popúlifólius, C. undútâtus, and C. formósus, are perhaps the best: the flowers are of short duration, frequently only for one day; but the quantity makes up this deficiency, being constantly in flower in May and June, and sometimes flower again in autumn. C. créticus is
most productive of the gum laudanum, which is secreted about its leaves and branches. The flowers are generally five-petaled, and some of them large and showy; centre full of stamens. (Soil No. 3.)

Citrus. This genus contains the most grand and noble of fruit-bearing trees: Loudon says, "The golden apples of the heathens, and forbidden fruit of the Jews, are supposed to allude to this family." They are all handsome evergreen shrubs or trees, bearing highly odoriferous flowers and beautiful golden fruit. In cultivation, the orange fruit is dry and more insipid than in the tropics, but the lemon is far superior in its quality. The varieties of orange are extensive, nearly eighty kinds being cultivated in Italy; but, with us, the sweet, sour, and rough-skinned are the principal sorts, and more recently we cultivate the mandarin, otahiitean, and other beautiful dwarf Chinese varieties; also, the striped-leaved varieties of Bergamotte. The lemon are nearly as numerous, though not so apparently distinct; it is very valuable as a cultivated fruit, and should be in every green-house or conservatory. The lime and the shaddock should not be overlooked, as they are very ornamental, especially the latter when it arrives at a fruit-bearing state. (Soil No. 18, when young plants, and when fruit-bearing keep from it the portion of sand.)

Clematis, Virgin's Bower. There are only six of these belonging to the green-house, all climbing plants. C. aristata and C. brachiata are the best; flowers in racemose clusters, pure white; foliage small; and natives of the Cape of Good Hope. The foliage of C. aristata is cordate and blotched. Some of the hardy species and varieties make beautiful plants for the green-house, such as C. florida, C. sieboldi and P. caerulea; they are profuse bloomers and free growers. (Soil No. 3.)

Clerodendron fragrans multiplicex, frequently known under the name of Volkaménia japonica, which is a very different plant, and not supposed to be in this country. It keeps in a good green-house, and flowers well, frequently blooming during winter, and, if planted in the garden during summer, will flower superbly. The flowers have a delicious fragrance; if the foliage is rubbed with the hand the smell is not so pleasant. The leaves are large, round,
ovate and tomentose; flowers corymbose, compact and terminal. (Soil No. 12.)

_Cléthra arbórea_ and _C. arbórea variegáta_ are both fine shrubs; the latter is preferable; leaves are oblong, acuminate and serrated, having a gold-coloured edge; flowers white, downy, in large branching racemose spikes, and sweet-scented; grows freely. (Soil No. 2.)

_Cliánthus punicens_* or Glory flower. This magnificent plant a few years ago produced great excitement among European cultivators, which consequently reached this country. The plant sold at extravagant prices, and cost the writer upwards of fifty dollars to introduce a living plant of it, which was done three years ago. The plant has been cultivated in pots, and has not yet given general satisfaction; the leaves are smooth, pinnated, of a delicate green, consisting of eight pairs and an old one; the stem is of a soft woody nature; the splendid large scarlet, leguminose, pea-like flowers grow in clusters, hanging down from the axils of the leaves on the lateral branches; each flower is about two inches long. To have it in perfection, it must be grown in large pots, or planted in the ground in the conservatory or green-house, or even a good pit would do; it is a native of New Zealand, and is tolerably hardy in the south; it makes a magnificent hardy shrub. (Soil No. 10.)

_Clivea nóbilis_, a tuberous herbaceous plant, closely allied to _Brunsvigia_. The flowers are said to be very splendid; colour scarlet and green: although it has been in the country several years, we are not aware of its ever having bloomed. (Soil No. 11.)

_Cobœa scándens_, the only species. It is a climber of very rapid growth, has been known to grow above two hundred feet in one summer; large bell-shaped flowers; when they are newly expanded, they are of a pale green colour, and change to dark purple: will grow in the garden during summer, bearing a continual profusion of flowers, but will not stand frost. When this plant becomes too large in the

---

* A plant five feet high, and only eighteen months old, now in the beautiful conservatory of Gen. R. Patterson, of this city, has upward of fifty racemes or clusters of flowers, varying from five to nine on a raceme, and will be in full bloom in a few weeks; this is the finest specimen we have heard of in this country.
house, do not cut it close to the root, except there is a young shoot arising to carry off the superabundant sap, for the old wood will not push, which will soon cause a mortification.

The best method to adopt in such a case is, to turn back a shoot, and lay it in the ground to root, when it will become a young plant, which should always be done as soon as it appears unsightly. It does best to be planted in the ground, but will not give any satisfaction as to flowering in a pot. It will flower as an annual if sown in pots this month, and placed in a warm room or hot-bed, and planted into the garden about the middle of May; it seeds freely. (Soil No. 11.)

Coronilla, a very few are fine species in the greenhouse. C. glauca is a celebrated plant among us, as a free and early flowering shrub. C. valentina and C. viminális are equally so, flower from April to June, colour yellow; papilionaceous flowers in clusters; agree best in summer with partial shade. Drain the pots well. (Soil No. 12.)

Correa, five species and several varieties, all very pretty dwarf shrubs, and flower profusely; foliage ovate, cordate, and either rusty or downy beneath. C. álba and C. rúfa have both white flowers a little tubular. C. pulchella is a very handsome, erect growing plant; flowers large and tubular, of a bright red colour, and grows freely. C. speciosa has been long admired as a splendid free-flowering plant; flowers same shape as C. pulchella, but more elongated; colour red and yellowish green. C. viréns is a very free grower, flowers same shape as the last two, colour entirely green. The last three mentioned are abundant flowerers, when the plants are well established; having a continued succession from November to June, possessing the valuable requisite of flowering through the winter, and ought to be in every collection. They require an airy situation and the pots to be well drained. The plants in summer must not be fully exposed to the sun. (Soil No. 6.)

Crassula. This genus has now no plant in it attractive in beauty. Several beautiful plants in our collections belong to Rochea and Kalosánthus. There is a strong growing succulent plant, known in our collections as C. falcata,
which is \textit{R. falcata}. It seldom flowers; the minor variety blooms profusely every year from May to August, and has showy scarlet flowers in terminal panicles. The plants known as \textit{C. coccinea} and \textit{C. versicolor} are now given to the genus \textit{Kalosánthus}. The flowers of the former are scarlet, wax-like, terminal, and sessile; those of the latter are rose and white, also wax-like, and are both desirable plants, requiring very little water during winter. (Soil No. 18.)

\textbf{Cratagus}. There are none of these belonging to the green-house; but there is a plant in the collections, known as \textit{C. glabra}, which is \textit{Photinia serrulátä}, a native of China, and is a very handsome plant, has long foliage, deeply serrated, very shining. \textit{P. arbutifólia}, a native of California, and is the finest of the genus; flowers in large dense panicles, foliage larger than the former, and not so deeply serrated; they are both comparatively hardy, and we soon expect to see them acclimated. (Soil No. 11.)

\textbf{Crinum}, several species do well in the green-house, especially \textit{C. Mexicánum}, \textit{C. capense}, and \textit{C. ascótica}; they require considerable pot room to make them do well. (Soil No. 12.)

\textbf{Crowea saligna} is among one of the finest plants of New South Wales. It flowers at the axils of the leaves, colour pink, with five petals, connected by entangled hairs; in flower from April to December, and frequently through the winter; foliage lanceolate, and a fine green. The plant grows neat, and requires an airy situation: drain the pots well. (Soil No. 1.)

\textbf{Cunónia capnésis}, the only species, and a handsome shrub, with large pinnated shining leaves, beautifully contrasted by numerous dense elongated branches of small white flowers, and twigs of a red colour, having more the habit of a tropical than of a Cape of Good Hope plant. (Soil No. 2.)

\textbf{Cupréssus} may be desired in collections, as erect and handsome growing evergreen shrubs. \textit{C. lusitánica} the famed cedar of Goa; \textit{C. péndula} and \textit{C. juniperoides} are the most desirable; the flowers are insignificant and yellowish; we have no doubt they may prove hardy. \textit{C. lusitánica} is the handsomest tree of the genus. Its abun-
dant, very long dichotomous branchlets distinguish it from all the evergreens of the conoferious tribe. (Soil No. 11.)

Cytanththus, a genus of Cape bulbs, containing nine species, and will do very well in the green-house, but we find the assistance of the hot-house a great advantage. They are closely allied to Crinum. The tubes of the flowers are long and round, with various shades of orange, yellow, red, and green. *C. odorus, C. striatus, C. obliquus,* and *C. vittatus,* are the finest. When the bulbs are dormant, which will be from October to January, they should not get any water; before they begin to grow, turn the bulbs out of the old earth, repotting it immediately. At this time they should be potted with the bulbs of earth entire, which will cause them to flower stronger. (Soil No. 12.)

Dampieras, four species. The genus is named in honour of Captain W. Dampier, a famous voyager, has Lobelia-like flowers, either blue or purple. *C. purpurea, C. undulata,* and *C. stricta,* are the finest; the former two are shrubby; the latter is herbaceous; they all flower freely. (Soil No. 6.)

Daviësias, above ten species, principally natives of New South Wales, all yellow papilionaceous flowers. *D. ulicina, D. latifolia, D. aciculâris,* and *D. incrassata,* are very fine species, flower and grow freely, and require to be well drained; bloom from April to August. (Soil No. 6.)

Dillwynias, above twelve species, and plants very little known. *D. cinerescens, D. floribunda, D. teretifolia,* and *D. phylicoides,* are desirable plants; flowers small, papilionaceous, and colour, yellow and red. They are very liable to suffer from too much wet; while dormant, therefore, the pots must be effectually drained. (Soil No. 6.)

Diósmas. This pretty genus of heath-looking plants has recently been very much divided by botanical professors. The genera that they have been given to are *Adenan dra, Acmenâdenia, Agathósmâ, and Barósmâ.* However, we incline to adhere to the original name, and recommend *D. capitata, D. oppositifolia, D. rubra, D. álba, D. fragrans, D. uniflora, D. serratifolia, D. speciosa,* and *D. pulchella.* They are all profuse blooming plants, with generally small flowers of a white lilac or pink colour. It is supposed that the dried leaves of *pulchella* are used by the Hottentots as powder to mix with the grease with which
they anoint their bodies. Some travelers assert that it gives them so rank an odour, that they sometimes could not bear the smell of those who were their guides. In fact, the foliage of all, if rubbed by the hand while on the plant, has a very strong smell, some of them very agreeable, others disagreeable. They are all evergreen small neat growing shrubs. They require, while growing luxuriantly, to have their young shoots topped to make them bushy; drain all the pots well, and keep them in airy situations, and not crowded with other plants, or they will become slender and unsightly. (Soil No. 6.)

**Diplàcus puniceus.** This shrubby (*mimulus*) plant was introduced by Mr. Nuttall from California, by seeds, in 1836, and sent by us to England in 1837. The flowers are of a scarlet orange, about one inch and a half long, and produced in pairs; from the axils of the leaves, on young wood, the plant requires considerable nourishment; for the more rapid it grows, the more profuse are its flowers, which bloom from May to September, and are rather showy. In the southern states it will prove a hardy shrub, blooming nearly the whole year. (Soil No. 12.)

**Dracena,** or Dragon tree. The *D. australis* and *D. férrea* will keep in the green-house, and are attractive plants for their foliage, especially the latter, which is of a purple crimson and very unique; the flowers are on large terminal spikes. (Soil No. 11.)

**Doryánthus excélsa,** a *Yucca* looking plant belonging to the natural order of Amaryllidea; the leaves arise from the root, and are about three inches wide and three feet long; the flowers are bright crimson, surmounted on a stem about twenty feet high. The plant does not bloom till it is of considerable size. (Soil No. 10.)

**Dryándras.** This genus is closely allied in character and habits to *Bánskia,* and contains above sixteen species. *D. nivea* has most beautiful foliage, very long and deeply indented. *D. formósá* has a scent like the fruit of an apricot. *D. nervósó,* *D. floribúnda,* *D. armátá,* *D. plu-mósá,* *D. Baxterí,* *D. nervósá,* and *D. falcátá,* are the most conspicuous, and all highly desirable plants in collections. They are very delicate of importation; flowers are straw and orange-coloured, and thistle-like. Seeds in
small cones. Treat them the same as directed for Bánksias. (Soil No. 6.)

Dyckias, two species of very curious growing plants, of
dwarf habit with bright orange flowers; they may be
cultivated with the aloe tribe, to which they have a simi-
arity. D. rariflora and D. ramotiflora; the latter is in
the country. (Soil No. 18.)

Echevería, a genus of succulent plants chiefly from
Mexico and California. E. grandiflora, flowers green and
red. E. pulverulenta, flowers red. The foliage of this
species is delicately covered with powder, which gives it a
very beautiful appearance. E. bicolor is also a pretty
species: they require to be kept very dry during winter.  
(Soil No. 10.)

Edwardsias, about four species, very beautiful foliaged
plants, and have very curious yellow flowers, but do not
flower until the plant becomes large. E. grandiflora, E.
chrysophylla, and E. micróphylla, are the best, and are
tolerably hardy, though doubtful of ever being acclimated.
The flowers are leguminose, foliage ovate, pinnate, from
eight to forty on one footstalk, and appear to be covered
with gold dust. The hardier they are grown, the more
visible it will appear. (Soil No. 11.)

Elichrysums. This genus is now extinct, and two
splendid species of it given to others. E. proliferum is
now Phaenacoma proliferá, and has beautiful purple rayed
flowers, and highly esteemed: the foliage small, round,
ovate, smooth, and closely imbricated. E. spectabile is
now Aphélexis humilis, has pine-like foliage, and large
light purple flowers; care must be taken that they are not
over-watered; drain the pots well. (Soil No. 6.)

Enkiánthus, only two species, both very fine. E. quin-
quétiflórus has large ovate, acuminate foliage, flowers pink
and pendulous; very handsome. E. reticulátus, the foli-
age is netted, and the flowers blush: they are liable, when
dormant, to suffer from wet. Be sure to drain the pots
well, and be sparing in water while in that state. (Soil
No. 11.)

Epâcrius, above twelve species, and all very ornamental.
E. grandiflóra has been celebrated ever since it was
known; the foliage is small, flat, and acuminate; flowers
tubular and pendulous, bright crimson, with a tinge of
white, and very abundant, in flower from January to June. *E. pulchella* is likewise a most beautiful plant; foliage very small and closely set, flowers pure white, and in long spikes, sweet-scented. *E. impressa*, foliage impressed, and flowers of a rose colour. *E. paludosa*, flowers white, grows and flowers very handsomely, and is very fragrant. *E. purpurascens rubra* is a variety, with good bright red flowers. *E. pallida*, rose coloured, long tubular flowers. *E. nivalis*, rosy white. *E. Townii*, beautiful rosy blush colour. These with several others are very desirable. They are mostly erect growing plants; flower from January till August, and a rough, turfy, sandy soil is found most congenial. They are natives of the mountainous districts of New South Wales. The pots must be well drained; the roots will run with avidity among the pot-shreds. (Soil No. 6.)

*Ericas*, heath. There are in cultivation in Europe above five hundred and fifty species and varieties of this magnificent genus. About sixty years ago it consisted only of a few humble British plants, with the heath of Spain, *E. Mediterranea*, which is at present most common in our collections, though in a few years we may expect to see it supplanted by others more splendid.

In their native countries they are adapted to a great many useful purposes. In the north of Britain the poorer inhabitants cover their cabins or huts with heath, and build the walls with alternate layers of it and a kind of cement made with straw and clay. They likewise brew ale and distil spirits from the tender shoots; and it has been known to be used in dying, tanning, and many other useful domestic purposes. Encomium on their beauty is not requisite; they are almost as diversified in colour as colour itself. Many are graceful and elegant; hundreds are pretty; a few noble and splendid; others grotesque, curious and odoriferous. To cultivate and propagate them is considered one of the most delicate branches of floriculture. Nevertheless, it has been said by a scientific writer, that “those who complain of the difficulty of growing the heath, are ignorant people, who have never had a heath to grow.” The most splendid collection in Europe is under the care of Mr. M’Nab, of the Royal Botanic Garden, Edinburgh, where there are two large houses devoted to their culture; and
through the whole year a continued profusion of bloom is kept up. Some of the plants are eight feet in diameter, and fourteen feet high. The soil used is a coarse sandy peat. Pots drained with potshreds, and pieces of freestone are put down the sides of the large pots and tubs; where these can be had they are essential to the culture of mountainous plants, preventing them from being saturated with moisture, or from becoming dry, thus keeping the roots in a medium state; for if once the roots are allowed to get thoroughly dried, no art of the gardener can recover them. This may be the true reason why they are said to be difficult of cultivation.

In the summer season the pots must be kept out of the violent sun, for in a few hours the pot would become heated, dry the roots, and cause death, or a brownness of foliage which would never again become natural. In winter, too, much fire heat will also hurt them. They only require to be kept free from frost, need a great deal of air, and plenty of light; consequently, should be placed near the glass, that they may have the benefit of all the air that is admitted. Their flowers are as varied in shape as variety or colour, but they all partake of a wax-like nature, and are very persistent. (Soil No. 5 for young plants: when older, No. 6 will do better.)

The finest and most select varieties that appear to withstand the severity of the summer, are the following:

**WHITE FLOWERS.**

*Arborea,*
*Bowieâna,*
*Caffra,*
*Confèrta,*
*Jesminaflòra,*
*Margaritácea,*
*Odoràta,*
*Pellúcida,*
*Phylicòides.*

**YELLOW FLOWERS.**

*Capitàta,*
*Epístóma,*
*Grandíflòra.*

**SCARLET FLOWERS.**

**RED FLOWERS.**

*Bélà,*
*Canalicùlata,*
*Curvíflòra ruþra,*
*Grácìlis,*
*Ignèscens,*
*Plûkenètii,*
*Pinèa,*
*Mediterránea.*

**WHITE FLOWERS.**

*Ardens,*
*Coccinea,*
*grandíflòra,*
*Vernix coccineà,*
*Vèstita coccineà.*

**YELLOW FLOWERS.**

**RED FLOWERS.**
Denticulata, VARIOUS CO- Cruenta supèrba.
Fascícularis,LOURS.
Hispidúla, Rubida,
Mammósa, Tubiflóra,
Pubèscens, Venticòsa supèrba.
Tenèlla.

Eriabòtrya japónica, Loquat, or Mespílus japónica, is a fine plant, with large lanceolate, distinctly serrated leaves, white underneath; small white flowers on a racemose spike, and produces a fruit about the size of a walnut, of a fine yellow blush colour, and of tartish flavour. If it flowers in the autumn, it will require the heat of a hot-house to ripen the fruit. It is of very easy culture, and its noble aspect is never passed unobserved. It is perfectly hardy in the southern states, and forms a handsome evergreen. (Soil No. 11.)

Eródiums, Heron’s bill. There are about thirty species, all of a geranium character, and there are among them some very pretty flowering, soft woodèd, shrubby, herbaceous, and annual plants. Only a few of them belong to the green-house, of which E. incarnàtum, E. crassífólium, and E. laciniàtum, are the finest; culture similar to Gerànium. The flowers of these are scarlet, pentapetalous and veiny. (Soil No. 10.)

Erythìna crístágálli, or Coral plant. If this magnificent scarlet flowering plant is desired to be kept in a pot or tub, it must have a repotting every month till September: to keep it in fine blooming condition, it is worthy of extra care, as it will bloom three times during the season, if well treated. (Soil No. 18.) For other methods, see Flower Garden for April, May and November.

Escallònia, a shrubby genus, of about ten species, of rather neat blooming plants, of a strong shrubby habit. They require great encouragement to flower them well, if kept in pots: the best mode of treatment would be to plant them in pits with other half hardy shrubs. E. rúbra, red flowering; E. glandulósa, white; and E. bifida, pink, are the finest. (Soil No. 12.) They are perfectly hardy south of Virginia, and we are not certain but they may become acclimated here.

Eucalyptus, above fifty species of them, and the tallest
March.
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growing trees of New Holland; foliage very diversified, generally of a hard glaucous texture. From their rapid growth, they soon grow higher than the loftiest house. The most conspicuous are, *E. cordàta*, *E. rostràta*, *E. radiàta*, *E. pulvigéra*, *E. glòbifera*, *E. pulverulènta*, and *E. resinefera*. In Van Dieman’s Land, a manufactory has been established, where a tannin is extracted from many of the species. The last-mentioned produces gum like that which the druggists call *Kino*. They ought not to be too much fostered, as it would in some degree retard their growth. They are of a very hardy nature. When large, the plants will flower freely, and are similar in flower to *Myrtle*; many stamina, proceeding from a hard nut-like capsule. (Soil No. 6.)

**Euonymus.** One or two of this genus have been recently introduced from China, and are found to be very ornamental, in having beautifully variegated, or rather marginated foliage. *E. japònicus àureas* has golden-edged leaves, and *E. japònicus argènteus* has silvery-edged foliage; the flowers have no beauty; the leaves are ovate, acuminate, about one inch and a half broad and two inches and a half long. (Soil No. 11.)

**Eupatòrium.** There is only one species deserving of cultivation in the green-house; flowers syngenesious, white, and in large flattened panicles; very sweet-scented. The plant, when growing freely, in the beginning of summer, should be topped, which would make it more bushy; if not, it is apt to grow straggling. Known in our collections as *E. elegàns*. (Soil No. 3.)

**Eutáxiás,** two species. *E. myrtifólia* is a most beautiful free-flowering evergreen shrub; foliage small, but very neat; flowers leguminose, small and very many; colour yellow and red; grows freely. The young plants should be frequently topped, or they will grow naked and unsightly. *E. pàngens*, similar to the other except in foliage. They flower from March to June, and ought to have a place in every green-house. Culture very easy. (Soil No. 6.)

**Ficus,** a few species, are good plants for this department,

* This plant is in some collections as a variegated leaved camellia, and is perfectly hardy with us.
especially *F. elástica*; leaves smooth, shining green, frequently six inches wide and twelve long: this is the plant that produces the gum elastic, or Indian rubber. *F. australis* is also an excellent evergreen, with elliptic dull green foliage; very rusty underneath; they grow almost too freely. (Soil No. 11.)

*Fuchsia*, or Ladies' Ear-drop. There are an endless variety of this lovely genus of deciduous small shrubs now cultivated, but there are only a few, to surpass the common and celebrated *Coccinea*: true, many have been, and are, represented as far surpassing it, but, when brought to the test, they are, in some particular, found wanting. However, among the many, *F. glóbosa*, *F. chauverii*, *F. exoniensis*, *F. elegans superba*, *Champion Britannia*, and *Stanwelliana*. These are very superb, dark varieties; some of the flowers are two and a half inches long and two inches in diameter. The following are light coloured varieties, indeed nearly white, with a purple or pink centre, forming a beautiful contrast with the deep crimson and purple sorts; *F. rosea alba*, *F. bicolor*, *F. Queen Victoria*, *F. chandlerii*, *F. venus victrix*, *Conspicua arborea*, and *Snow Ball*. To grow these in perfection, they require to be very frequently shifted, as they advance in growth till you have them in pots ten inches wide. Just now I have plants only six months from the cutting that are four feet high and sixteen feet in circumference, loaded with thousands of flowers, and are the admiration of every beholder. They require liberal supplies of water. *F. fulgens* is a distinct species; the foliage is very different from any other sort; leaves of a well-grown plant are four inches wide and five inches and a half long: the flowers are from two inches and a half to three inches long, of a pink and scarlet colour, and the plant is nearly tuberous. We would recommend our readers to grow them from seeds when obtained: it is well known they will produce variety, and it is even supposed by some that the seeds of *F. coccinea* have produced by hybridizing nearly all the varieties of the present day, which exceed one hundred: most of the flowers are a bright scarlet, the stamens are encircled with a petal of bright purple, and are of very curious construction; they bear a dark purple berry, and are of the easiest cultivation; but during summer the pots must be carefully kept from the
sun, although the plants will not be affected by it. If the plants are young and growing freely, we find that a deluge of rain, and afterward a hot day, is their instant death. Some of them do tolerably well when planted in the flower-garden early in May. (Soil No. 10.)

Fabiana, a genus of new plants that will prove entirely hardy in the southern states; they are upright growing shrubs, with delicate foliage. F. imbricata is the most popular, producing a profusion of white tubular flowers about an inch long, of easy culture in soil No. 12.

Gardojua Hookeri, a very pretty dwarf plant—native of the Floridas: it blooms profusely from June to October; flowers are about one inch and a half long, of a tubular labiate form, of a bright orange colour; it is easy of culture in soil No. 1.

Gelsemium nitidum, Carolina jasmine, a most beautiful climbing evergreen, flowering shrub. In the months of April and May it produces many large yellow trumpet-like blossoms of delicious fragrance. If much encouraged in growth, it will not flower so freely. (Soil No. 6.)

Genista: a few of these are very pretty free-flowering shrubs. G. ramosus, G. canariensis, G. tricuspidata, G. cuspidosa, and G. umbellata, are the finest green-house species. All of them have yellow leguminose flowers in great abundance; leaves small, lanceolate. (Soil No. 1.)

Gnaphalium, everlasting. There are above ten species, most of them very splendid, persistent flowers. G. eximia has brilliant red flowers. G. spiralis, G. speciosissima, G. fruticans, G. orientalum, and G. imbricatum, are all very fine; pots must be well drained. (Soil No. 8.)

Gnidias, about ten species of pretty green-house shrubs. G. simplex, G. sericea, G. imb erbis, and G. pinisolia, flower the most freely; flowers straw colour, tubular, and corymbose. G. simplex is sweet-scented, leaves small; the pots must be well drained, and care taken that they do not get either too wet or too dry, for the roots are very delicate. The plants must be kept near the glass, or they will be drawn weak. (Soil No. 6.)

Góteria personata is the only species that belongs to this genus, and is an annual. There are several plants in our collections known as Gortérias, but which properly are Gazânia, of which there are five species. G. ringens,
when the flowers are fully expanded, (which will only be while exposed to the sun, closing at night and opening again with the influence of the sun's rays,) is a great beauty. The rays of the flowers are bright orange, and the centre dark purple. *G. pavónia* has handsome foliage; flower similar to *G. ringens*, except the centre of the flower being spotted, and is thought to be the finest, but does not flower so freely. *G. heterophylla* is of the same character, except the foliage, which is variable, the colour orange and vermilion. They are dwarf-growing plants, and during the months of July, August, and September, are liable to damp off at the surface of the earth, from the action of heat and too much water. Pots must be well drained, and the plants kept partially in the shade. Their flowers are syngenesious, and about two inches in diameter. (Soil No. 9.)

*Grevilleas*, about thirty species. A few of them very handsome in flower and foliage, among which are *G. punicea*; *G. acanthifolia*,(beautiful foliage;) *G. concinna*, very pretty straw and rose-coloured flowers; *G. juniperina*, green and straw-coloured; *G. lineàris*, white flowers. The flowers of the whole are curious, though not very attractive. Some carry their flowers in racemose spikes, others on flowering branches, which are recurved; the petals are very small and rugged; the stile longer than the appendage. They grow freely, flower and ripen seeds; all evergreen dwarf shrubs. (Soil No. 1.)

*Habránthhus*, about ten species of small South American bulbs, nearly allied to *Amaryllis*. *H. Andersònii*, *H. versicolor*, *H. candida*, and *H. robusta*, are fine; they are in colour yellow, blue, white, and lilac. We have very little doubt but these bulbs will do to plant out in the garden in April, and be lifted in October. Keep them from frost. Thus treated, they are very desirable. (Soil No. 12.)

*Helichrysums*, above forty species, chiefly belonging to the green-house, all everlasting flowers. *H. grandiflorum*, *H. arboreum*, *H. fràgrans*, *H. adoratissimum*, *H. frutícans*, and *H. fulgidum*, are all very esteemed species, mostly with soft downy foliage. The pots should be well drained, and the plants kept in an airy situation, as they suffer from the least damp. If the flowers are cut off before they fade, they will retain for many years all the
splendour of their beauty; but if allowed to decay on the plant, they will soon become musty, and all their colour fade. (Soil No. 6.)

Hibbertias, about ten species. Three of them are known to be fine climbing evergreen shrubs, namely, H. glossularisfolia; H. dentata; H. volubilis, if closely approached, has a disagreeable smell; H. fasciculata, H. saligna, and H. pedunculata, are evergreen shrubs; they have pure yellow flowers of five petals, blooming from May to September. (Soil No. 12.)

Hoveas, about eight species, pretty plants of New South Wales, blue pea-flowering evergreen shrubs; the finest are H. pandusa, H. atropurpurea, H. linearis, H. rosmarinifolia, H. longisepala, and H. Celsii, which is the most superb, and flowers in abundance. They grow and flower freely; the pots should be drained. (Soil No. 6.)

Hypericums. St. John's wort, about twenty species. A few of them are very showy, and, with few exceptions, have yellow flowers. H. monogynum, H. balearicum, H. floribundum, H. canariense, H. aegyptiacum, and H. cochinchinense, which has scarlet flowers, are among the best, and all of them flower freely; five petals, filaments many in three or five parcels. They are all of very easy cultivation, and bloom generally from April to September. (Soil No. 11.)

Hydrangea hortensis is a well-known plant, and much esteemed for its great profusion of very elegant, though monstrous, flowers. They are naturally of a pink colour, but under certain circumstances of culture they become blue. If grown in brown loam with a little sand, they will preserve their original colour; but if grown in swamp earth with a little mould of decayed leaves, they will become blue.* The swamp earth and vegetable mould being more combined with aluminous salt than brown loam, is the cause of the change: and, when first found out, (which was merely by chance,) was thought a great wonder. It must have a very plentiful supply of water when in flower, which is produced on the shoots of the previous year.

* Mix the iron sparks, from the blacksmith's shop, with any kind of soil, and they will be a beautiful blue. One and a half quarts to a bushel will do.
They will neither grow nor flower well if they are not kept constantly in the shade. When kept in the sun, the foliage is very brown; and by being neglected in watering, we have seen the flowers completely scourged. *H. japonica*, a new variety with pink flowers, a little fragrant. Being tolerably hardy, when the winters are mild, by a little protection in the open air, they will flower profusely; the flowers will be very large, and in bloom from June to October. They are deciduous, soft-wooded shrubs.

*Illex*, Holly, of *I. aquifolium*. There are above one hundred of them in cultivation in Europe, differing in variegation, margin, shape, and size of the leaves; some are only prickly on the margin of the foliage, others prickly over all the surface. In Europe they are all hardy, but with us few or none of the varieties are so. If they become acclimated, they will be a great ornament to our gardens, being all low evergreen shrubs. The most common and conspicuous varieties are the *hedge-hog*, *striped hedge-hog*, *white edged*, *gold edged*, and *painted*; the flowers are white and small, berries yellow or red; they do not agree with exposure to the sun. *J. Cassine* and *J. vomitòria* have very bitter leaves, and, though natives of Carolina, we have to give them the protection of a greenhouse. It is said that at certain seasons of the year the Indians make a strong decoction of the leaves, which makes them vomit freely, and after drinking and vomiting for a few days, they consider themselves sufficiently purified. (Soil No. 15.)

*Illiciums*, Anise-seed tree, three species. *I. floridànum* has very sweet-scented, double purple flowers, and the plant grows freely and systematically if properly treated, and deserves particular attention. *I. parviflòrum* has small yellow flowers; *I. anisátem* is so very like *I. parviflòrum* in every respect, as to make us conclude they are the same, were *I. anisátem* not a native of China, and the other two natives of Florida. When the leaves and capsules of either of them are rubbed, they have a very strong smell of anise; they grow very freely. (Soil No. 1.)

*Indigófera*: Indigo tree, about twenty species, belong to the greenhouse, and are chiefly pretty free-flowering shrubs. *I. denudàta*, *I. amsèna*, *I. australis*, *I. angulàta*, *I. candicans*, and *I. filifólia*, are very fine; flowers papi-
lionaceous, in long panicles; colour various, red, blue, yellow, and pink. (Soil No. 6.)

Jacksonias, a genus consisting of five species. The foliage is varied, and all natives of New South Wales. J. scoparia, J. hörrida, and J. reticulàta, are the finest; the small flowers come out of the young shoots, are yellow and papilionaceous; the pots should be well drained. (Soil No. 6.)

Jambosa vulgaris, or Eugenia jàmbos, is a splendid evergreen tree, producing a fruit of an agreeable odour and called rose apple. J. australis has a very neat habit, and produces purple fruit; they are of the earliest culture in soil No. 12.

Jasminum, Jasmine. A few species of this genus are celebrated either for the green-house or rooms. J. odoratissimum, Azorian, has very sweet-scented yellow flowers, blooming from April to November. J. revolútum is the earliest flowering one, and of the same colour; it is apt to grow straggling, and should be close pruned as soon as done blooming, which will be in May. J. pubigérum is also yellow. J. grandiflorum is frequently called Catalonian, and should be pruned early in spring to make it bloom well, especially old plants. J. multíflorum, profuse flowering white. These plants are all perfectly hardy in the southern states. J. officinàle is a hardy climbing plant for arbours, walls, &c. There are several varieties of it. (Soil No. 3.)

Justicias. Only a few of these belong to the green-house, and are very simple-looking flowers. (The most beautiful of them belong to the hot-house.) J. nigricans, small striped flower; J. orchîoides and J. Adhátoda, Malanut, are the only ones that are worth observation, and are very easily cultivated in any soil.

Kennèdiás, about twelve species, all beautiful evergreen climbers, of the easiest culture, and flower abundantly. K. monophylla, blue-flowered, and K. rubícùnda, crimson-flowered, are common in our collections. K. prostràta, one-flowered scarlet, and K. coccinea, many-flowered scarlet, are very pretty. K. Comptoniàna has splendid purple flowers, K. nigricans, black flowers, and K. spléndens and K. marryàtta are thought the most superb. They have bright crimson flowers, and are yet rare in our collections.
The pots should be well drained; flowers are either in raceme spikes, or solitary, which is rather too much distinction for the same genus. (Soil No. 6.)

*Lambértias*, four species of very fine plants, natives of New Holland. *L. formósa* is the finest of the genus that we have seen; flowers large and of a splendid rose colour. *L. echinátá* is said to be finer, but has not flowered in cultivation. *L. uniflóra* has single red flowers, and *L. inérmis* orange-coloured. They are rare plants in the collections on this side of the Atlantic. Drain the pots well; the foliage is narrow, and of a hard dry nature. (Soil No. 1.)

*Lasiopetalums*, only two species. There were a few more, but they are now *Thomásias*, plants of no merit whatever in regard to flower; foliage three-lobed, small, rough, and rusty-like. *Thomásia solamácea* and *T. quercifólia* are the best species; foliage of the former is large, cordate, and deeply indented; they are all of the easiest culture. (Soil No. 1.)

*Laúrus*. A few species are green-house plants. This genus has been divided to *Cinnamómum*; still there are a few celebrated plants in the original. *L. nóbilis*, sweet bay, though hardy, is kept under protection. It will bear the winter with a little straw covering; notwithstanding, there should be a plant kept in the house in case of accident by frost or otherwise; there is a variegated variety of it. *L. indica*, royal bay, *L. fietens*, *L. aggregátá*, and *L. gláuca*, are favourites. There is a species known in our collections as *L. scábra*. The Camphor tree, known as *L. camphóra*, is *Cinnamómum camphóra*; the wood, leaves, and roots of this tree have a very strong odour of camphor. It is obtained by distillation from the roots and small branches, which are cut into chips, and put into a net suspended within an iron pot, the bottom of which is covered with water, having an earthen head fitted in it; heat is then applied, and the steam of the boiling water acting upon the contents of the net, elevates the camphor into the capital, where it concretes on the straws, with which this part of the apparatus is lined. They are all fine evergreens, (which the name denotes,) and easily cultivated. (Soil No. 10.)

*Lavándulas*, Lavender. About seven species belong to
the green-house, and a few of them very pretty soft-wooded, half shrubby plants, and, if touched, are highly scented. *L. dentata* has narrow serrated foliage, very neat; *L. formosa* and *L. pinnata* are desirable; blue flowers on a long spike; should be kept near to the glass: they are of the easiest culture. (Soil No. 7.)

*Lechenaultia*; four species of pretty dwarf blooming plants. *L. formosa* is almost always a picture with its bright scarlet flowers and heath-like foliage, and ought to be in every collection; *L. biloba* and *L. Drummondii* are both blue, though very rarely seen in bloom; fine plants two years old, with us have not yet shown a flower; they must have an airy situation and near the front glass; otherwise they will be weak and spindling. (Soil No. 19.)

*Leonotis*, Lion's-ear, four species. They have very fine scarlet tubular flowers, orifice-toothed. They come out in large whorls, and look elegant; but neither plant nor foliage has an agreeable appearance. They are of the easiest culture. *L. intermedia* and *L. Leonurus* are the best flowering species. (Soil No. 7.)

*Leptospermums*, about thirty species, all pretty New Holland evergreen dwarf shrubs, with small white flowers. *L. baccatum*, *L. pendulum*, *L. juniperinum*, *L. ovatum*, *L. stellatum*, *L. grandiflorum*, and *L. scoparium*, are the best of the species. The latter was used as tea by the crew of Captain Cook's ship. It is an agreeable bitter, with a pleasant flavour when fresh. When young plants are growing, they ought to be frequently topped to make them bushy, and kept in an airy situation, or they will be drawn and unsightly. They are of very easy culture. (Soil No. 1.)

*Leucadendrons*, Silver tree, above forty species, all natives of the Cape of Good Hope. They are evergreens, with handsome silvery-like foliage. *L. argentium* (once *Pròtas argentëa*) is a great beauty; foliage white, lanceolate and silky. It is a plant that has been long in cultivation, greatly admired, and much sought for, and is the finest of the genus. *L. squarrorum*, *L. stellatum*, (once *Pròtea stellàris*), *L. tòrtum*, *L. serviceum*, *L. marginàtum*, and *L. plumòsum*, (once *P. parviflòra*,) are all fine species. The pots must be well drained and the plants
never over-watered. They are very desirable in collections for their beauty of foliage. (Soil No. 9.)

*Leucospérmums*, about eighteen species of Proteaceous plants, chiefly low growing, and are mostly downy or hairy; flowers yellow, in terminal heads. *L. formósum, L. grán-dífórum, L. tomentósum*, and *L. candicans*, rose-scented. These are fine species. For treatment, see *Próteas*. (Soil No. 9.)

*Linums*, flax, two or three species are very fine, and flower freely. *L. trigynum* has large yellow flowers in clusters, and *L. ascryrifólium*, whose flowers are large, blue and white, and in long spikes. They bloom in February; the shape of them is very like the flower vulgarly called *Morning-glory*. (Soil No. 4.)

*Lipárias*, about five species, much esteemed for their beauty of foliage; leaves ovate, lanceolate, downy or woolly; flowers yellow, leguminose and capitate. *L. sphárica, L. tomentósá, L. villósá* and *L. séricéa*, are the finest. *L. vistítá* and *L. villósá* are the same, although put in many catalogues as different species. None of them ought to be much watered over the foliage, as it adheres to the down, and causes the young shoots to damp off. Drain the pots well, and keep the plants in an airy situation. (Soil No. 6.)

*Lobelias*. Several of them, when well treated, form pretty flowering plants; they are principally herbaceous. The genus consists of about eighty species; seventy of them are exotics; many of them natives of the Cape of Good Hope, with little flowers of brilliant colours. *L. car-rúlea, L. Thunbérgií, L. corymbósá, L. pyramidális, L. érines, and L. illicífolia*, are very fine species, of weak growth, but flower freely. (Soil No. 4.)

*Lonicera japónica*. There is a plant in our collections known by that name, which is now *Nintóoa longífóra*; flowers of a straw colour, but come out white. It has been known to withstand the winter, but does not flower, and is frequently killed entirely. (Soil No. 3.)

*Lophospérmum scándens*. This is a magnificent climbing soft-wooded shrub, with rosy purple, campanulate flowers, which are produced from the axils on the young wood; they bloom from May to September; leaves large, cordate,
and tomentose; grows rapidly, and flowers abundantly. (Soil No. 3.)

Lychnis coronata is an esteemed Chinese plant; flowers in abundance, pentapetalous, large, and a little indented at the edges; colour a red-like orange; flowers terminal and axillary. A good method of treatment is to divide the roots, and plant some of them in the garden; they will flower well, and could be lifted in the fall, and put under protection. If not done so, plant them in four-inch pots, and repot them into those of six-inch in May. Do not expose them while in flower to the mid-day sun, for it will deteriorate the fine orange colour. (Soil No. 9.)

Lysinemas, four species, closely allied to Epacris. In every respect treatment the same. L. pentapetalum, L. conspicum and L. roseum, are the best; the flowers of the former two are white. (Soil No. 6.)

Magnolias. There are four species that require the protection of our green-houses; all the others are hardy. M. fuscata and M. annonæfolia are very similar in foliage and flower: the young branches and leaves of M. fuscata are covered with a brown, rusty-like down; the other by some is considered merely a variety; flowers small, brown, and very sweet-scented. M. pûnilla is very dwarf-growing; leaves large and netted; flowers semi-double, white, pendant, and exceedingly fragrant. They are natives of China. We have several others from the east, but being deciduous are perfectly hardy. M. odoratissima, now Tulàuma Condòlii, is a native of the Island of Java, and considered odoriferous, but it is very rare even in Europe; said to have a straw-coloured flower. (Soil No. 9.)

Manettiæ; a genus of pretty climbing plants producing a profusion of scarlet flowers, especially C. glâbra, (of Don,) or cordifolia, (of Paxton,) which is a complete mass of flowers from July to October, and is a lovely object when turned into the borders during summer. M. bicólor, red and yellow, blooms throughout the winter, and is a charming climber in that dull period of flowers; they are of the easiest culture in soil No. 17.

Melaleuca, above thirty species, and a beautiful genus of New Holland plants, of easy culture; flowers come out of the wood-like fringes. M. elliptica, M. fulgens, scarlet, M. decussata, M. hypericifolia, M. squarroša, M. linari-
fólia, M. incána, M. tetragonia, M. thymifólia, are all very fine species, and flower freely if they have been grown from cuttings; the singularity of flower and diversity of foliage make them generally admired. (Soil No. 1.)

Melastoma nepalensis is a good green-house species, flowering freely during winter, of a pale blush colour, and is of the easiest culture. As soon as done blooming, the plant should be well cut in to keep it into shape. (Soil No. 1.)

Menziesia is a family of pretty dwarf British plants, very similar to the Erica in flower, and requiring the same mode of treatment: they bloom in July and August. (Soil No. 6.)

Mespilus. See Eryabotrya.

Metrosidéros, about fifteen species. Many have been added to Callistèmon. M. flórida, M. umbellátà, and M. angustifólia, C. salígnun, C. lanceolátum, C. semperfló- rens, C. glaúcun, once M. speciósa, and C. formósun; these are all beautiful plants, with scarlet flowers. Other two beautiful species with white flowers have been given to Angophóra. A. cordi-fólia, once M. hispída, and A. lanceolátà, once M. costáta; these genera are very easily distinguished from any other Australasian shrubs, by the peculiar character of having both sides of the leaves alike. The flowers consist of stamens, stiles, and anthers, coming in hundreds out of the young wood for the length of three or four inches, forming a dense cone crowned with a small twig, hence frequently called "bottle brush plant;" leaving capsules in the wood, which will keep their seeds perfect for a great number of years. They grow freely, and the pots should be well drained. (Soil No. 1.)

Myrsines, Cape Myrtle, dwarf cape evergreen shrubs covered with small flowers from March to May. M. retúsa has purple flowers; M. rotundifólia, flowers white and purple. They will grow in any situation, and are of easy culture. (Soil No. 1.)

Myrtus, Myrtle, is a well-known and popular shrub, especially the common varieties, and was a great favourite (even to adoration) among the ancients. It was the mark of authority for Athenian rulers, and is among the moderns an emblem of pre-eminence. They are elegant evergreen shrubs with an agreeable odour. M. commúnis multipléx,
double flowering, is a very neat shrub, and flowers abundantly. *M. communis, leucocárpa*, white-fruitid myrtle. *M. itálica variegáta*, striped leaved; *M. itálica maculáta*, blotch leaved, are very fine shrubs; and *M. tomentósa*, Chinese myrtle, is a magnificent erect growing shrub, with a white down over the foliage; the flowers are the largest of the genus. When they first expand they are purple, and afterward change to white, so that there are beautiful flowers of several shades of colour on the plant. We have not the smallest doubt but this species will become, in many instances, as plentiful as the common myrtle. It is more easily grown, but cannot stand much exposure to the sun in summer. *M. tenuifolía* is a very fine plant, and a native of New South Wales. Myrtles in general should be sprinkled with water in the evening, to keep off the red spider. (Soil No. 11.)

*Nandina doméstica*, the only species, and a popular shrub in the gardens of Japan, where it is called *Nandin*. It has supra-decompound leaves, with entire lanceolate leaflets, a kind of foliage that is very rare; the flowers are small whitish green, in panicles, succeeded by berries of the size of a pea; drain the pots well. (Soil No. 1.)

*Nérium* (Oleander) is a genus of beautiful erect growing evergreen shrubs, of the easiest culture, and abundant in flower. *N. oleánder* is the common rose-coloured single flowering species, from which many varieties have originated. At present the most popular is *N. oleánder splén- dens*, which has a double rose-coloured flower, *N. o. striáta, fl. pl.*, has double striped flowers. *N. macróphyllum* has very large double pink flowers. *N. o. raginót*, or *tangle*, has deep crimson flowers striped with white, though they are frequently of a pink colour. *N. o. purpùrea*, dark red. There is one that has got into our collections as double white, which is only semi-double. *N. oleánder elegan- tissimum*, a most beautiful plant, with deep silver-edged foliage; and the young wood is striped white and green. There are likewise single yellow, single white, and single blotched varieties of *N. oleánder*. They are subject to the small white scaly insect, and should be frequently washed, as has been directed, to keep it off. (Soil No. 12.)

*Oleas*, Olive, about twelve species and varieties. *O. Europæa longifólía* is the species that is cultivated to such
an extent in the south of France, and Italy. *O. Europsea latifolia* is chiefly cultivated in Spain. The fruit is larger than that of Italy, but the oil is not so pleasant, which is obtained by crushing the fruit to a paste, and pressing it through a woollen bag, adding hot water as long as any oil is yielded. The oil is then skimmed off the water, and put into barrels, bottles, &c., for use. The tree seldom exceeds thirty feet, and is a branchy, glaucous evergreen, and is said to be of great longevity. Some plantations at Turin, in Italy, are supposed to have existed from the time of Pliny. It frequently flowers in our collections, but seldom carries fruit; flowers white, in small racemose axillary spikes. *O. capénsis* has thick large oblongo foliage; flowers white, in large terminal panicles. *O. verrucosus*, foliage flat, lanceolate, and white beneath, branches curiously warted. *O. fragráns* blooms in winter; foliage and blossoms are both highly odoriferous; the plant is much esteemed in China, and is said to be used to adulterate and flavour teas. Leaves are elliptic, lanceolate, and a little serrated; flowers white in lateral bunches. It is subject to the small, white scaly insect, and ought to be carefully kept from them by washing. *O. rósea* has pink flowers. *O. paniculátà* is also a fine species. They are all very easily cultivated. (Soil No. 11.)

*Oxylòbiùms*, seven species, plants very similar to *Cal-lístachys*, with ovate, cordate, light-coloured, pubescent foliage, with papilionaceous flowers. *O. obtusífoliúm* has scarlet flowers; *O. retúsíum*, orange flowers; and *O. ellípticum*, yellow flowers. They grow freely, and should be well drained; flower from May to August. (Soil No. 6.)

*Passíflóra*; a celebrated genus of climbing plants, called in common "Passion Vine." Those belonging to the green-house flower during summer. Several of them are both beautiful and profuse in bloom, especially *P. Kermó-síne, P. princeps, P. hybrída, P. fragrans*, and are very distinct species; the former is of a beautiful rosy crimson colour. (Soil No. 13.)

*Pelargôniúms*, Stork’s Bill. This genus, so universally known among us as *Geràniun*, from which it was separated many years ago, is a family of great extent and variety for which we are principally indebted to the Cape of Good Hope. There are many hundred species, with upwards
of eight hundred beautiful and well-marked varieties, which have been obtained from seed. They are of every character, colour, and shade, of the most vivid description. The easy cultivation of the *Pelargonium* tribe, or *Geraniums*, as they are commonly called, has rendered them very popular; also the agreeableness of scent and fragrance, of which many of them are possessed, makes them favourites.

Their flowering season is also of considerable duration, especially the bright scarlet and crimson varieties, which bloom from March till August, rendering them quite indispensible in collections. Some growers complain of their straggling habits; but it is only those that do not know how to prune them: even some of the choice kinds of the present day could not be made to grow irregularly—such as *Perfection, King, Witch, Nymph, Sapphire*, and others; indeed, within these few years, the habits and beauties of the plant are improved a hundred-fold, and those who are only acquainted with the old sorts would be transported with a view of the dazzling and beauteous colony of the new kinds that have been procured by hybridizing those of good habit and character.

The best method to adopt in impregnating these is, to choose the female, one that has large flowers, of easy cultivation, and as nearly allied in character and other habits as possible. When a flower of the intended female is newly expanded, take a pair of very fine-pointed scissors, and cut off the anthers before the pollen expands; then, as soon as the summit of the stile divides, apply the pollen taken from the anthers of the intended male plant on a very fine camel hair-pencil, or cut out the stigma entirely, and place the anther on the summit of the stile, which, if correctly done, will have the desired effect. As soon as the seed is ripe, sow it in light sandy soil; and when it has come up, take care not to over-water the soil, which would cause them to damp off. When they are about one inch high, put them into small pots, and treat as the other varieties. Have them all distinctly marked until they flower, which will be in the second year from the time of sowing.

The tuberous and fleshy stemmed species are very interesting to the discriminating inquirer. Their habit and
constitution are so peculiar, that we have frequently wondered that they have not been separated into distinct genera. The cultivation of them is more difficult, water being very prejudicial to them when they are inactive. If they are well managed, they flower beautifully, and the colours are very superior and peculiar, having frequently bright green and purple in the same flower.

The following list comprehends the most desirable varieties that we have seen:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PURE WHITE,</th>
<th>PINK,</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>MARKED OR STRIPED WITH</strong></td>
<td><strong>MARKED OR CLOUSED WITH</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RED, PURPLE OR CRIMSON.</td>
<td>RED OR CRIMSON.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Alexandrina,                | Aglaia,                    |
| Annette,                    | Corrine,                   |
| Cecilia,                    | Eliza,                     |
| Grandis,                    | Fanny Garth,               |
| Madonna,                    | Lady Mayoress,             |
| Mrs. Clay,                  | Mrs. Peck,                 |
| Una,                        | Mrs. Stiles,               |
| Witch.                      | Ophelia,                   |
|                             | Priory Queen,              |
|                             | Sylph,                     |
|                             | Victory.                   |

| BLUSH,                      | ROSE,                      |
| **MARKED OR STRIPED WITH**  | **WITH STRIPES OR SPOTS.**  |
| RED, &c.                    |                           |

| Alba multiflora, early,     | Conqueror,                 |
| Alicia,                     | Flash, *large spot*,       |
| Bridegroom,                 | Flamingo, *large mark*,    |
| Florence,                   | Harrisonii,                |
| Lady Dillon,                | Hebe,                      |
| Miss Percival,              | Lady Douro,                |
| Nymph.                      | Madeline,                  |
|                             | Nonsuch,                   |
President, Siddonia, Triumphant, Vulcan, Vivid.

Grand Monarch, Jewess, Perfection, (Dennis,) King of Hanover, Emperor.

RED OR SCARLET, VERY DARK CRIMSON, OR PURPLE,
WITH STRIPES OR SPOTS.
MARKED WITH BLACK.

Alarm, Climax, Comte de Paris, Erectum, Grand Sultan, Gauntlet, Goliah, Henry Clay, Isadorianum, King, Lifeguardsman, Oliver Twist, Sapphire, Prince of Waterloo.

Ajax, (purple,) Black Hawk, Cassius, Lenoxii, very beautiful, Gipsey, Mulatto.

VARIOUS, CURIOUS AND FINE SORTS.

DARK RED, WITH SPOTS OR STRIPES.

Conservative, Grand Turk,

There are several others very recently introduced, which have not bloomed so as to allow us to judge of their merits; but their foreign characters are highly flattering. The repotting of the geranium tribe should be done as early in the month as possible, or even about the end of last month would be advisable in some seasons. (Soil No. 12, with a little more manure.)

*Persoonias*, about sixteen species of dwarf evergreen
shrubs; leaves oblong, or lanceolate, hairy or downy; flowers axillary and solitary; the pots should be well drained, and the plants in summer protected from the sun. *P. hirsuta*, *P. mollis*, *P. territifolia*, and *P. lucida*, are the most distinct, and grow freely. (Soil No. 6.)

*Phormium tenax*, New Zealand flax lily, the only species; foliage resembling an *Iris*, and very thready. In New Zealand and Norfolk Island the natives manufacture from this plant a kind of stuff like coarse linen, cordage, &c.; the plant is very hardy, and we would be nowise surprised to see it stand the severity of our winters. It bears exposure to the open air in Europe in the fifty-sixth degree of north latitude. The flowers are said to be yellow and lily-like; of the easiest culture. (Soil No. 7.)

*Phylicas*, above twenty-five species. Several of them are very pretty growing evergreen shrubs, and of easy culture. *P. horizontalis*, *P. squarrosa*, *P. imbricata*, *P. myritifolia*, *P. callosa*, *P. bicolor* and *P. ericoides*, are all neat growing; flowers small white, in heads: drain the pots well, and keep them in an airy situation. The foliage of several of the species is downy. (Soil No. 6.)

*Phaseolus caracalla*, or snail-flower, is a very curious blooming plant, with flowers of a greenish yellow, all spirally twisted, in great profusion when the plant is well grown. (Soil No. 12.)

*Phoenix dactylifera*, common date palm; a plant that attains a large size, and of rather a rugged appearance; its fruit is the common well-known date. (Soil No. 12.)

*Pimeleas*, about fourteen species. Most of them are highly esteemed, and are not often seen in our collections. *P. decussata* is the finest of the genus, both in foliage and flowers, which are red, and in large terminal clusters; *P. hispida*, *P. rosea*, *P. linifolia*, *P. spicata*, and *P. spectabilis*, are all fine species. The latter has very beautiful lanceolate foliage and of an elegant habit. They should be well drained. They are very small evergreen shrubs, with white, red, or pink flowers. (Soil No. 6.)

*Pistacia*, seven species of trees, principally of the south of Europe. There is nothing particular in their appearance, except their productions in their native country. *P. terebinthus* is deciduous and produces the Cyprus turpentpine. *P. lentiscus* is the true mastich tree, which is ob-
tained by cutting transverse incisions in the bark. *P. vēra* and *P. reticulāta* are good species; leaves pinnated; leaflets ovate, lanceolate; easily cultivated. (Soil No. 2.)

**Pittosporums**, about nine species, with handsome foliage, and small white flowers in clusters, which are fragrant. *P. tobrā* is a native of China, and nearly hardy; leaves lucid, obovate, obtuse and smooth; there is a beautiful variegated variety of it. *P. undulātum, P. coriāceum, P. revolūtum, P. fulvum* and *P. ferrugineum*, are very ornamental evergreens, and will grow with the most simple treatment. (Soil No. 13.)

**Platylobiums**, Flat Pea, four species of fine free-flowering plants; flowers leguminose; colour yellow. *P. formosum, P. ovātum* and *P. triangulāre*, are the best; the foliage of the former two is cordate, ovate; the latter has spiny angles. (Soil No. 6.)

**Plumbagos**, Lead-wort. There are only two species of any consequence belonging to the green-house, *P. tristis* and *P. capēnsis*. The former is a shy flowerer, but the latter flowers freely; colour beautiful light blue, and flowers in spikes; foliage oblong, entire, and a little glaucous; of very easy culture, and continues in bloom a considerable time. (Soil No. 1.)

**Podalyrias**, about fourteen species of pretty Cape shrubs; foliage oblong, obovate and silky-like; the flowers leguminose; colour blue or pink. *P. sericca, P. styracifōlia, P. corūscans, P. argēntea, P. lipariōides* and *P. subiflōra*, are the finest and most distinct species, and flower abundantly. (Soil No. 6.)

**Proteas**, about forty-four species. The foliage of this genus is very diversified; flowers very large, terminal; stamens protected by an involucrum; many-leaved and imbricated; which is very persistent. *P. cynaroides* has the largest flower, which is purple, green and red. *P. speciōsa, P. umbonālis, once P. longifōlia, P. melaleūca, P. grandiflōra, P. coccīnea, P. cenocărpā, P. pálīlens, P. formōsa, P. magnifica, P. speciōsa rubrā, and P. mellīfera*, will afford a very good variety. It is almost impossible to describe their true colour, it being so various; red, white, straw, brown, green and purple, are most predominant, and frequently to be seen in the same flower. The plants must be well drained; and during warm weather be careful that
they are not neglected in water, for if they are suffered to droop, they seldom recover. For this reason the pots ought not to stand in the strong sun; the plants can bear it, but to the roots it is injurious. (Soil No. 9.)

*Pultenæas,* about forty species, pretty little dwarf growing shrubs of New South Wales; flowers small, leguminose, all yellow, with a little red outside of the petals. *P. subumbellata, P. villösæ, P. obcordată, P. argénteæ, P. plumösæ, P. flexilis,* shining leaved, fragrant; *P. càndida,* and *P. stricta,* are all fine species, and esteemed in collections. The leaves are all small; they require an airy exposure, and the pots drained. (Soil No. 6.)

*Rhodochiton volúbile,* or *Lophospérnum rhodochiton:* this is a very fine climbing plant, with large tubular dark brown flowers, blooming from July to October; it is of rapid growth, and is an excellent plant for the flower-garden. The plant must have frequent repottings to make it grow rapidly, for the finer it grows the more profuse will it flower. (Soil No. 12.)

*Rhododéndrôns,* (Rose tree,) a magnificent genus, and contains some of the most superb and gigantic plants that adorn the green-house. At present the most admired is *R. arbôreum* with its varieties. It has deep crimson flowers, with dark spots and flakes campanulated, and in large clusters; leaves lanceolate, acute, rough and silvery beneath. *R. arbôreum albûm* is very rare. *R. arbôreum supérbum,* flowers same shape as *arbôreum,* colour bright rosy scarlet; foliage one-third larger, but not silvery beneath; grows freely, and generally thought the finest variety. *R. arbôrea álta-Clàrence* is also very superb. *R. arbôrea Russeliánun, pictum, venûstum, guttâtum, tigrínun, nobléánun, grandisflòrum, spectàbile,* are all very distinct; but there are so many other varieties from seed that they will soon be so much amalgamated, that the named sorts will not be distinguished. A green-house without some of the choice varieties of this plant, is deficient of a flower whose beauty and grandeur are beyond the highest imagination. It is a native of Nepaul, in India, and, when found by Dr. Wallach, awakened the ambition of every cultivator and connoisseur in Europe.* There

* Mr. Hogg, the eminent horticulturist of New York, raised the first plant of arboreum from seed in England.
are several other species lately brought from that country, which are highly valued: the species are *R. campanulatum*, *R. anthopogon* and *R. cinnamomum*. They are rarely seen in our collections, but a few years will make them more plentiful. Their beauty of flower is beyond description. The pots should be well drained, and if they are large, put several pieces of sandy stone or potshreds around the side, for the fine fibres delight to twine about such, being mountainous plants. When growing, give copious waterings at the root. For young plants soil No. 6. And for blooming plants use one portion of leaf mould.

*Roéllas*, pretty leafy shrubs, with blue terminal funnel-shaped flowers, lip-spreading; *R. ciliàta*, *R. spicàta* and *R. pedunculàta*, are the finest of the genus. The pots must be well drained, and care taken that they are not over-watered. (Soil No. 6.)

*Sálvia* (Sage) is an extensive genus of soft-wooded, shrubby, or herbaceous plants; very few of them do well in the green-house, and many of them are very trifling, having no other attraction than the flower; and those of the tender species, when compared with *S. fulgens*, crimson, *S. splèndens*, scarlet, *S. angustifòlia*, pale blue, *S. pàtens*, dark blue, *S. involucràta*, pink, (which in artificial climates constitute the standard of the genus,) are not worth cultivation. The best method to adopt with the summer flowering kinds is, to plant them in the garden in May: they will grow strong and flower abundantly, and in the fall they can be lifted, and preserved during winter in pots. They neither grow nor flower so well as when planted out, and even a slip planted in the ground in moist weather will root in a few days, grow, and flower in a few weeks. *S. splèndens* is the best to select for the purpose. All will grow easily with encouragement. (Soil No. 12.)

*Scòttias*, three species of valuable plants; *S. dentàta*, with rosy leguminose blossoms; leaves opposite, ovate, acuminate, serrate; *S. angustifòlia* has brown flowers; *S. trapeziformàs*, leaves ovate, acute, serrulate. We do not know the colour of its flowers; the pots must be well drained, and the plants kept in the warmest part of the green-house, and near the light. (Soil No. 6.)

*Senècíos*. Some species of this genus are pestiferous weeds all over the world. They are even found near the
limits of perpetual snow, where neither tree nor shrub is able to rear its head, and yet there are a few species that are neat little plants, and are worthy of a situation, namely — *S. grandiflorus*, *S. venustus*, and *S. cinerascens*, with the double white, purple, and red variety of *S. elegans*. The last three varieties are free flowering, but if allowed to grow several years, they become unsightly. Being very easily propagated, a few cuttings of them should be put in, in September, and in two weeks they will strike root, when they may be put in pots to keep through the winter, and then planted in the garden, continuing to renew them. The other mentioned species should be frequently done the same way. Do not keep them damp during winter, or they will rot off. Give them an airy exposure. (Soil No. 12.)

*Sollya heterophylla*: a good climbing plant with bright blue clusters of drooping flowers; it is a native of N. Holland, and will prove a hardy plant south of latitude 36°. (Soil No. 4.)

*Sparrmánnias* are strong-growing green-house shrubs. *S. africana* is a plant very common in our collections, with large three-lobed cordate leaves, hairs on both sides; flowers from March to July. *S. rugósa*. The leaves are rugged; flowers of both are white, in a kind of corymb, supported by a long footstalk; buds drooping, flowers erect. There is a plant known in our collections as the free-flowering *Sparrmannia* (which is *Entélia arborés-cens*), and is easily distinguished from *Sparrmannia* by the leaves being cordate, acuminate, and otherwise, by all its filaments being fertile, and the flowers more branching, and blooming from November to June, profusely; very easily cultivated, and desirable. (Soil No. 12.)

*Sphérolobiums*, only two species of leafless plants, with yellow and red leguminose flowers, which proceed from the young shoots. *S. vimineum* and *S. médium*. They flower freely, and are easily cultivated. The old wood should be frequently cut out where it is practicable. Drain the pots. (Soil No. 6.)

*Sprengéli incarnáta*, the only species, a very pretty plant, allied to *Epácris*; foliage acuminate, embracing the stem; flowers small pink, bearded, and in close spikes; grows freely. The pots must be well drained, and the
plants, when dormant, watered sparingly; for if they get sodden about the roots, they very seldom recover. (Soil No. 6.)

_S. regina, S. ovála, and S. húmilis_, are the most free and beautiful flowering species, and are very similar, except in habit. The flower stalk is from one to two feet long, producing about five flowers of a bright yellow, having a large blue stigma, which forms a distinct contrast. _S. juncea_ and _S. parviflóra_ are also desirable species, but are more rare than the former, which ought to be in every green-house. (Soil No. 19.)

_**Streptocarpus rhéxií**_, a free-blooming dwarf plant, of easy culture in soil No. 4.

_**Stylidium**, six species of pretty little plants, with small linear leaves, and remarkable for the singular elasticity of the style or column, which, when the flower is newly expanded, lays to one side, and, on being touched with a pin, starts with violence to the opposite side. _S. graminifólium, S. fruticósum, S. lancifólium_, and _S. adnátum_, are all free-flowering; flowers in spikes, very small; colour light and dark pink; blooms from April to July. _S. adnátum_ is half herbaceous, and should, when growing, be kept nigh the glass, or it will be drawn, and the flowers become of a pale colour. They are all of easy cultivation. (Soil No. 10.)

_**Styphélias**, seven species of very showy flowers, with mucronate leaves; corolla in long tubular form, having several bundles of hairs in it; segments reflex and bearded. _S. tubiflóra_, crimson, _S. trífóra_, crimson and green, _S. adscéndens_, and _S. longiflóra_, are beautiful species. They grow freely, and should be well drained, as too much water is very hurtful to them. In summer they ought not to be much exposed to the hot sun, or the foliage will become brown. (Soil No. 6.)

_**Sutherlandia frutéscens**, very similar to _Swainsónia_; flowers fine scarlet. (Soil No. 2.)

_**Swainsónias**, four species of free-flowering, soft-wooded shrubs, natives of New South Wales. _S. galegífolia, S. coroníllexfólia_, and _S. astragalífolia_, are red, purple, and white; leguminose flowers in spikes from the axils, are of
easy culture, and deserving of a situation; the foliage is pinnate; leaflets ovate, acute. (Soil No. 2.)

*Tecoma* is a genus of beautiful flowering plants, separated from *Bignonia*. They are of easy culture and desirable in all collections. *T. capensis* has bright orange flowers in large clusters, and very profuse on large plants. *T. australis*, known as *Bignonia pandora*, has white and pink flowers in great profusion. *T. jasminoides* is quite a new plant, producing very large clusters of white flowers with a bright pink centre; it is a charming plant for climbing, and the foliage is of a very agreeable shining green. The plants require encouragement. (Soil No. 10.)

*Telopæa speciosissimus* is the only species, and was once called *Embóthrium speciosissimus*. It is now called *Telopæa*, in allusion to the brilliant crimson flowers, which, from their large size, are seen at a great distance, and which render it one of the most conspicuous productions of New South Wales. The leaves are oblong, deeply toothed, veiny, and smooth; wood strong; flower ovate, connate, and terminal, and of considerable duration. There ought to be a specimen of it in every collection. The pots must be well drained, and the plant in the extreme heat of summer not too much exposed to the sun. Very scarce. (Soil No. 10.)

*Testudinaria*, Elephant’s foot, or Hottentot’s bread, two species, remarkable for their appearance. The root or bulb, if it may be so called, is of a conical shape, and divided into transverse sections. Those of one foot diameter are computed to be one hundred and fifty years of age. It is a climbing herbaceous plant, with entire reniform leaves of no beauty; flowers small; colour green. The pots must be well drained, for when the plant is inactive, it is in danger of suffering from moisture, and ought not to get any water. *T. elephántipes* and *T. montâna* are the species, natives of the Cape of Good Hope, and require the warmest part of the house. (Soil No. 10.)

*Thea*: a genus celebrated over the known world as furnishing the domestic drug called *Tea*. *T. viridis*, and *T. bohëa* are said to be the species which supply the tea. Some have asserted that there is only one shrub used, but by examination it may be easily perceived that there are leaves of various shape and texture, some of them similar
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to *Camellia sesanqua*. Dr. Abel gives an explicit detail of the growing and manufacturing process of tea, from which, in compliment to our fair patrons, we give a few extracts:

"The tea districts of China extend from the twenty-seventh to the thirty-first degree of north latitude. It seems to succeed best on the sides of mountains. The soils from which I collected the best specimens consisted chiefly of sand-stone, schistus, or granite. The plants are raised from seeds sown where they are to remain. Three or more are dropped into a hole four or five inches deep; these come up without farther trouble, and require little culture, except that of removing weeds, till the plants are three years old. The more careful stir the soil, and some manure it, but the latter practice is seldom adopted. The third year the leaves are gathered, at three successive gatherings, in February, April, and June, and so on until the bushes become stunted or slow in their growth, which generally happens in from six to ten years. They are then cut in to encourage the production of fresh roots.

"The gathering of the leaves is performed with care and selection. The leaves are plucked off one by one: at the first gathering only the unexpanded and tender are taken; at the second those that are full growth; and at the third the coarsest. The first forms what is called in Europe imperial tea; but, as to the other names by which tea is known, the Chinese know nothing; and the compounds and names are supposed to be made and given by the merchants at Canton, who, from the great number of varieties brought to them, have an ample opportunity of doing so. Formerly it was thought that green tea was gathered exclusively from *T. viridis*; but that now is doubtful, though it is certain that there is what is called the green tea district and black tea district; and the varieties grown in the one district differ from those of the other. I was told by competent persons that either of the two plants will afford the black or green tea of the shops, but that the broad thin leaved plant (*T. viridis*) is preferred for making the green tea.

"The tea leaves being gathered, are cured in houses which contain from five to twenty small furnaces, about three feet high each, having at top a large flat iron pan. There is also a long low table covered with mats, on which
the leaves are laid, and rolled by workmen, who sit round it: the iron pan being heated to a certain degree, by a little fire made in the furnace underneath, a few pounds of the fresh-gathered leaves are put upon the pan; the fresh and juicy leaves crack when they touch the pan, and it is the business of the operator to shift them as quickly as possible, with his bare hands, till they cannot be easily endured. At this instant he takes off the leaves with a kind of shovel resembling a fan, and pours them on the mats before the rollers, who, taking small quantities at a time, roll them in the palm of their hands in one direction, while others are fanning them, that they may cool the more speedily, and retain their curl the longer. This process is repeated two or three times, or oftener, before the tea is put into the stores, in order that all the moisture of the leaves may be thoroughly dissipated, and their curl more completely preserved. On every repetition the pan is less heated, and the operation performed more closely and cautiously. The tea is then separated into the different kinds, and deposited in the store for domestic use or exportation.

"The different sorts of black and green arise not merely from soil, situation, or the age of the leaf; but after winnowing the tea, the leaves are taken up in succession as they fall; those nearest the machine, being the heaviest, are the gunpowder tea; the light dust the worst, being chiefly used by the lower classes. That which is brought down to Canton then undergoes a second roasting, winnowing, packing, &c., and many hundred women are employed for these purposes." Kämpfer asserts that a species of Caméliia as well as Olea Frúgrans is used to give it a high flavour.

Tacsònia pinnatistipula, a plant much resembling a Passiflora, both in flower and habits. When planted into the ground, and trained up the rafters of the green-house, it makes a pretty appearance with its profusion of rosy blush-coloured flowers. (Soil No. 13.)

Tropæolum, a genus of generally delicate growing plants, principally from South America. They require nicety of treatment to bloom them well, unless a large bulb can be procured, when it may be planted in a seven-inch pot, and will then flower without farther care by training their delicate shoots on a wire trellis, or small twigs of
branches stuck in the pots. *T. tricolorum, T. tricolorum superbum,* and *T. pentaphyllum,* have beautiful scarlet flowers marked with yellow and black, and are superb and lovely when in bloom. *T. brachyseras* and *T. tuberosum* have yellow flowers; the roots of the latter are considered a good vegetable. (Soil No. 10.)

**Verbena.** The beauty of the green-house in spring, and the flower-garden in summer, is greatly augmented by the late introduction of this lovely family of perpetual flowering plants. There are among them every shade of colour, from the richest scarlet to the purest white, and, in addition to the beauty and profusion of their flowers, several of them are exquisitely scented. *V. chamaedry-folia,* or *melindres,* was the first scarlet species introduced, and it is yet pretty. *V. bicolor grandiflora,* scarlet, crimson eye. *V. blue jay,* fine blue; *V. elegans,* rose; *V. Feastii,* large white fading to lilac; *V. Julia,* beautiful large rose; *V. Mestonii,* bright scarlet; *V. queen,* pure white; *V. gazelle,* very dark purple crimson; *V. perfection,* purple; *V. Wilsonii,* bluish purple; *V. Vesta,* beautiful pink; *V. Yarnellii,* very dark crimson.

These are principally new varieties of perfect formation, the flowers in many are as large as a dime, far outvieing those cultivated a few years ago. It is only seven years since I grew the first white, pink and crimson verbena, from seed received from Buenos Ayres. They created a very great excitement in the Floral world, both in this country and Europe. Now there are thousands produced from seed annually. In England, they bear the titled name of Ladies, Marquesses and Queens, commanding a very high price; but with all their titles, none of them excel a few of those named above. They require very little water during winter, and should be kept on a dry airy shelf till February, when the pots may be enlarged, except those intended for the garden, which can be planted out about the middle of April. Cuttings of the young shoots, placed in sandy soil and covered with a glass, will root in a few weeks. The whole family should be industriously collected and cultivated; for truly we are not acquainted with a tribe of plants that will give as much satisfaction with as little cost and trouble: they naturally grow on hills and elevated plains, so that they must not be kept wet. (Soil No. 9.)
Verónica, an extensive genus of plants that are cultivated largely as ornaments for the Flower Garden. Within these few years some very beautiful species have been discovered in New Zealand. Among them is V. speciosa, a picture of a plant with foliage equal to a Camellia, producing spikes about three inches long, of bright purple flowers, fading to a pale blush. It is of the simplest culture—growing freely and symmetrically in soil No. 9.

Viminària denudàta, the only species. This plant is remarkable for its twiggy appearance, but it has no foliage, except when growing from seed. It has at the extremity of the twigs or shoots an ovate, lanceolate leaf, disappearing when the plant grows old; the flowers are small, yellow, coming out of the young shoots, to the astonishment of the beholder. It grows freely. (Soil No. 6.)

Vibúrnums. A few of these are very ornamental evergreen shrubs, and almost hardy. V. tinus is the well-known Laurestine, (or what is commonly called Laurestinus,) is of the easiest culture; flowers small white, and in large flattened panicles; blooming from February to May, and universally esteemed. It will stand the winter by a little protection, but the flower buds being formed in the fall, the intense frost destroys them; consequently, it will not flower finely, except it be protected from severe frost. V. lúcidum is a good species, and superior in flower and foliage to the former, but does not flower so freely when the plants are small. When they grow large, they flower profusely. There is a desirable variegated variety. V. odoratissimum has smooth, evergreen, oblong, elliptic, distinctly toothed leaves, and frequently a stripe in them, is sweet-scented, but not a free flowerer. V. hirsútum has flowers similar to the above; foliage ovate, with rough brown hairs on both sides, and very characteristic. V. strictum variegàtum is a very fine variety, and upright growing. These plants are all very desirable, blooming early in spring, and continuing for several months; all easily cultivated. (Soil No. 17.)

Westringias, a genus of four species, very like the common Rosemary. W. rosmariníformis, leaves lanceolate, and silvery beneath; W. longifólia is similar; both have small silvery white flowers, and are easily cultivated. (Soil No. 2.)
Witsènìas, four species. \textit{W. còrymbòsa} is a plant that has stood in high estimation ever since it was known, but, unfortunately, there is a very inferior plant. \textit{Aristèa cyanea} got into our collections under that name. The panicles of \textit{W. corymbòsa} are quite smooth; those of \textit{Aristèa} are hairy, which is itself sufficient to detect them; but otherwise the appearance of \textit{W. corymbòsa} is much stronger and more erect growing, not inclining to push at the roots so much as \textit{Aristèa}. The foliage is lanceolate and amplexicaule, the leaves having much the nature and appearance of \textit{Iris}. The plant is of easy culture, and blooms from July to November; colour fine blue. \textit{W. ramòsa} is a very fine species, similar to the above; flowers yellow and blue; plant branching. (Soil No. 8.)

\textit{Yúcca aloefòlia} and its beautiful variety \textit{variegàta} are desirable plants. They do not bloom till they have grown to considerable size; but still they make a decided contrast among other plants; the flowers are white and produced on terminal spikes. (Soil No. 11.)

\textit{Zàmias}, about twenty species, eight of which belong to this compartment. The foliage is greatly admired, and is in large fronds, with oblique, lanceolate leaflets. Several of them glaucous. They bear heads of flowers of a brown colour in the centre of the plants, very like large pine cones. \textit{Z. hòrrida}, the finest, \textit{Z. pùngens}, \textit{Z. spíralis}, and \textit{Z. latifòlia}, are the most conspicuous. They must be kept in the warmest part of the greenhouse; and give them large well-drained pots, watering sparingly during winter. They are imported from the Cape of Good Hope. (Soil No. 11.) All the plants herein named requiring to be drained, in preparing the pots, place first a piece of broken pot, oyster-shell, or any similar substitute, with the convex side on the hole of the pot, and then put in a few, or a handful, (according to the size of the pot,) of shivers of broken pots, or round gravel about the size of garden beans. Those that we have mentioned in this \textit{Repotting}, as to be done in this or beginning of next month, is not intended to apply to plants in general, large and small, but to those that are young, and require encouragement, or to those that were not shifted last autumn. The roots must not be disturbed, but the ball turned out entire; and put as much earth as will raise the ball within about half an inch of the rim of
the pot. Press the earth down around it with a thin narrow piece of wood, called a potting stick, frequently shaking it that no vacancy may be left. If the roots are rotten, or otherwise injured, take all such off. If this be the case, the plant will be sickly. Give it a new pot of a smaller size, administering water moderately until there are visible signs of fresh growth. The plants must not be disturbed while flowering; let the repotting be done afterward. Plants are, at certain stages, if in good health, in a state that no one can err in shifting them when desirous to hasten their growth. Those plants that make two or more growths during the summer may be repotted in the interim of any of these growths, and all others just before they begin to push in the spring; that is, when the wood buds are perceptibly swelled. Never saturate with water fresh-potted plants. There are many kinds that, without injury, can be repotted when growing. When done potting, tie all up neatly with stakes rather higher than the plant, that the new shoots may be tied thereto during the summer, to prevent them from being destroyed by the wind. There may be many that do not require repotting, but would be benefited by a top-dressing. This should be done by probing off all the surface earth down to the roots, replacing it with fresh compost, suitable to the nature of the plant.

When the above is done, arrange all the plants in proper order, and syringe them clean; but if there are any of the green-fly, they must be fumigated previous to syringing. The pavement of the house should be cleanly and neatly swept every day, and washed at least once a week. Thus, every part of the house will be in order before the hurry of the garden commences.

OF ENARCHING OR GRAFTING BY APPROACH.

In this method of grafting the scion is not separated from the parent plant until it is firmly united with the stock; consequently, they must stand contiguously. We intend the following method to apply directly to Camélías, as they are the principal plants in the green-house that are thus worked. The criterion for the operation is about the
first of March or June. Place the stock contiguous to the plant where the graft or enarch is to be taken from. If the branches, where the intended union is to take place, do not grow at equal heights, a slight stage may be erected to elevate the lower pot. Take the branch that is to be enarched, (the wood of last year is the most proper,) and bring it in contact with the stock; mark the parts where they are to unite, so as to form a pointed arch. In that part of the branch which is to rest against the stock, pare off the bark and part of the wood to about two or three inches in length, and in the side of the stock which is to receive the graft do the same, that the inside rind of each may be exactly opposite, which is the first part where a union will take place. Bind them firmly and neatly together with strands of Russia matting, and protect the joint from the air by a coat of close composition; clay of the consistency of thick paint, turpentine, or wax, will equally answer. Finish by fastening the grafted branch to the head of the stock or a rod. Many practitioners make a slit or tongue into the enarch and stock, but we find it unnecessary, more tedious, and likewise more danger in breaking. Caméllias are also grafted and budded, but these two operations require great experience and continued attention, and seldom prove so successful as enarching. When they have perfectly taken, which will be in from three to four months, begin to separate them by cutting the scion a little at three different periods, about a week apart, separating it at the third time. If the head is intended to be taken off the stock, do it in like manner. By the above method, many kinds can be grown on the same stock. The same plan applies to all evergreens.
APRIL.

Regarding the shifting or repotting of plants, the directions given last month may be followed. If the plants that require it are not shifted, get them done as soon as possible. Those that were repotted last month will have taken fresh root in the new soil, and the advantage will soon be perceptible. In order to strengthen the plants, and keep them from becoming drawn and spindly, admit large portions of air every mild day. Indeed there will be very few days in this month that a little air may not be given, always observing to divide the quantity regularly over the house, in cool nights closing in time. About the end of the month an abundance of air is indispensable, leaving the sashes and doors open every mild night, that the plants may be inured to the open exposure they will have in a few weeks.

WATERING.

As the season advances and vegetation increases, the waterings will require to be more copious and more frequent. Look over all plants minutely every day, and with judicious care supply their wants. Those that are of a soft shrubby nature, and in a free-growing state, will require a larger portion at one time than those of a hard texture, which may only want it every two or three days. The weather and situation, in some instances, may require a modification of these directions. Plants in general will not suffer so soon from being a little dry as from being over-watered. The health and beauty of the foliage of the plants may be much improved by syringing them freely three evenings in the week, except in moist weather, when it ought not to be done. The ravages of many insects also will be retarded, especially mildew and red spider, which will be entirely destroyed. If the red spider is on any of the plants particularly, take them aside evening and morning, and give them a good dashing with water through the syringe. Where there is mildew, after syringing the plant,
dust it on the affected parts with flower of sulphur, and set them for a few days where they will be sheltered from the wind, after which wash off the sulphur. If the cure is not complete, renew the dose. Always sweep out and dry up the water in the house when any is spilt. The succulent plants will be in want of a little water about once a week, but do not over-water them, as there is not heat enough to absorb much moisture. If the soil is damp, it is quite sufficient.

ORANGES, LEMONS, &c.,

Will, in many instances, about the end of this month, be showing flowers or flower buds. They must, under these circumstances, have plenty of air to prevent them from falling off when entirely exposed. The reason that we see so much fine blossom falling to the ground where the trees are brought out of the house in May, is from the confinement they have had. Where there is a convenience of giving air from the back of the green-house, it should always be given in mild days, especially in those houses that have a recess back from the top of the sashes, for even if the sashes are let down every day, still the house will not be properly ventilated. Any plants that are sickly and intended to be planted in the garden next month to renovate their growth, may be cut back (if not already done) as far as is required to give the tree a handsome form, taking care not to cut below the graft or inoculation. Let the operation be done with a fine saw and sharp knife, smoothing the amputations that are made by the saw; and if they are large, put a little well-made clay over the wound, to prevent the air from injuring it. Bees' wax and turpentine are preferable to clay, not being subject to crack or fall off by the weather.

If there are any Lagerstrœmias, Pomegranate or Hydræneas in the cellar, they should be brought out about the first of the month, and planted in their respective situations. Give the Hydrænea a very shady spot. It does not require much sun, provided it has plenty of air, and do not plant it into soil that has been lately manured. A large plant must have great supplies of water in dry wea-
ther. If the plant is very thick, the oldest branches may be thinned out, but do not cut out any of the young shoots, as they contain the embryo of the flower. *Lagerstroemia* will flower abundantly without pruning, but, to have fine large spikes of flowers, cut in the wood of last year to about three eyes from the wood of the preceding year: by this they will be much finer. *Pomegranates* will only require a little of the superfluous wood cut out. Perhaps some of them may be desired to flower in pot or tubs during summer: the balls will admit of being much reduced, and by this a pot or tub very little larger will do for them. Do not give much water until they begin to grow.

**MYRTLES AND OLEANDERS.**

If any of these have grown irregularly, and are not headed down or otherwise pruned, as directed last month, it should now be done. Oleanders are very subject to the white scaly insect, and, before the heat of summer begins, they should be completely cleansed. This insect is likewise found on *Myrtles*, which are worse to clean, and ought to be minutely examined twice every year. We have observed the red spider on these shrubs, which makes the foliage brown and unsightly. If it is detected in time, syringing is an effectual remedy.

**GERANIUMS.**

These will now begin to flower, and the sun will greatly deteriorate their rich colours where they are near the glass with a southern aspect. The glass should be white-washed, or covered with thin muslin, which will cast a light shade over them, and prolong the duration of the bloom; but if they are above five feet from the glass, shading is not requisite. The strong kinds will be growing very luxuriantly, and require liberal supplies of water. When syringing, do not sprinkle the flowers, as it would make the colours intermingle with each other, and cause them to decay prematurely. If they have been properly attended to in that
respective, it may be dispensed with after they have come in flower.

Cape Bulbs. Those that flowered late in autumn, as soon as the foliage begins to decay, may be set aside, and the water withheld by degrees. When the foliage is entirely gone, and the roots dry, clear them from the earth, and after laying exposed in the shade for a few days to dry, pack them up in dry moss, with their respective names attached, until August, when they may be again potted. Treat those that are in flower the same as directed in last month.

Dutch Roots. All the species and varieties of these that have been kept in the green-house during the winter, will now be done flowering; the water should be withdrawn gradually from them; and then the pots turned on their sides to ripen the bulbs. Or, a superior method is, where there is the convenience of a garden, to select a bed not much exposed. Turn the balls out of the pots and plant them; the roots will ripen better this way than any other. Have them correctly marked, that no error may take place. They can be lifted with the other garden bulbs.

FLOWERING PLANTS.

The best situation for most plants while in flower is, where they are shaded from the sun and fully exposed to the air. Primroses, both European and Chinese, flower best, and the colours are finest, when the plants are in the front of the house, and entirely shaded. The Chinese Azaleas and Rhododendrons require, while in flower, a similar situation. Have all the shoots tied naturally to neat rods, and keep them clear from others by elevating them on empty pots, or any other substitute. See that there are no insects upon them; for they make a miserable contrast with flowers. The Cálía sethiopica should stand in water when in bloom, and even before flowering they will be much strengthened by it.
INSECTS.

Insects will, on some plants, be very perplexing. The weather may admit of those that are infected to be taken out of doors, and put into a frame in any way that is most convenient. Fumigating them about fifteen minutes, if the day is calm, will be sufficient; but if windy, they will take half an hour. When done, syringe them well, and put them in their respective situations. By the above method, the house will not be made disagreeable with the fumes of tobacco.

Tie up neatly all the climbing plants. Keep those that are running up the rafters of the house close to the longitudinal wires. As previously observed, running plants should not be taken across the house, except in some instances where it can be done over the pathway, otherwise it shades the house too much. Clear off all decayed leaves and all contracted foulness, that the house and plants may in this month have an enlivening aspect, as it is undoubtedly one of the most interesting seasons of the year in the green-house.

FLOWERING STOCKS.

Those that have been kept in the green-house, or in frames, should be planted into beds or the borders, where they will seed better than if kept in the pots. The method generally adopted is, to select the plants that are intended for seed; plant the different kinds distinctly and separately; then take a few double flowering plants of each kind, which plant round their respective single varieties that are to be kept for seed. Whenever any of the colours sport, that is, become spotted or striped with other colours, plant such by themselves, for they will soon degenerate the whole, and ought never to be seen in collections that have any pretensions to purity. Many have been the plans recommended as the best for saving and growing from seed the double varieties of German stock. In every method we have tried we have been successful and unsuccessful; although we generally practise planting the double kinds beside the
single, where they are intended for seed. We have no scientific reason for it; not seeing what influence these monsters of flowers can have over a flower where the male and female organs are perfect; which in these are wanting. Some say that the semi-double sorts are best: we have likewise found them both abortive and fruitful in the desired results.

MAY.

About the first of the month all the small half hardy plants may be taken out of the green-house, and those that are left will be more benefited by a freer circulation of air, which will inure them to exposure. The Geraniums ought to stand perfectly clear of other plants, while in flower and growing, or they will be much drawn and spindly.

WATERING.

We have advanced so much on this subject, another observation is not necessary; except as to succulents, which are frequently over-watered about this period. Before they begin to grow, once a week is sufficient.

OF BRINGING OUT THE GREEN-HOUSE PLANTS.

Those trees or plants of Orange, Lemon, Myrtle, Nerium, &c., that were headed down with the intention of planting them into the garden, to renovate their growth, should be brought out and planted in the situations intended for them. A good light rich soil will do for either, and the balls of earth might be a little reduced, that, when they are lifted, they might go into the same pot or tub, or perhaps a less one. This being done, the plants, generally in a calm day from the 12th to the 18th of the month, should be taken out,
carrying them directly to a situation partially shaded from the sun, and protected from the wind. In regard to a situation best adapted for them during summer, see hot-house this month, which will equally apply to green-house plants. All Primroses and Polyanthus delight in shade. The reason of so many plants of the *D. odóra* dying, is from the effects of the sun and water. We keep them always in the green-house.

The large trees may be fancifully set either in a spot for the purpose, or through the garden. Put bricks or pieces of wood under the tubs to prevent them from rotting, and strew a little litter of any description over the surface of the soil to prevent evaporation, or about one inch of well decayed manure, which will, from the waterings, help to enrich the soil. A liberal supply of water twice or three times a week is sufficient. A large tree will take at one time from two to four gallons. We make this observation, for many trees evidently have too limited a supply. Continue to syringe the plants through the dry season every evening, or at least three times per week. All the tall plants must be tied to some firm support, because the squalls of wind frequently overturn them, and do much harm by breaking, &c. Keep those that are in flower as much in shade as will preserve them from the direct influence of the sun.

**REPOTTING PLANTS.**

After the following-mentioned plants, or any assimilated to them, are brought out of the house, and before they are put in their respective stations, repot them where they are required to grow well. *Aloes.* These plants, so varied in

* On examining these plants, when the first appearance of decay affected them, the decayed part was without exception at the surface of the soil, which was completely mortified, while the top and roots were apparently fresh. This led us to conclude that the cause was the effect of sun and water on the stem. We have since kept the earth in a conical form round the stem, thereby throwing the water to the sides of the pot, and kept them in the shade. Previously to doing this, great numbers perished every year, and now no plants thus treated die with us.
character, have been divided into several genera. These are, Gasteria, Pachidendron, Rhipidodendron, Howarthia, and Apicra: of these there are about two hundred species and varieties; to enter into any specific detail would be beyond our limits, especially with a tribe of plants that as yet have but a few patrons. (Soil No. 10.)

Chamærops. There are about seven species of these palms: four of them belong to this department, and are the finest of those that will keep in the green-house. They all have large palmated fronds, and require large pots or tubs to make them grow freely, and are tenacious of life if kept from frost.

Gardénia. This is an esteemed genus of plants, especially for the double flowering varieties, which are highly odoriferous, and have an evergreen shining foliage. G. flòrida flòre pléno, Cape Jasmine, is a plant universally known in our collections, and trees of it are frequently seen above seven feet high, and five feet in diameter, blooming from June to October. G. ràdicans, dwarf Cape Jasmine, G. longifòlia, G. multifòra, and G. latifòlia, are also in several collections, but not so generally known; the flowers are double, and all equally fragrant. We are inclined to think they are only varieties of G. flòrida, of which multifòra is one of the finest. Any of the above will keep in the coldest part of the green-house, and even under the front of the stage is a good situation for them, where the house is otherwise crowded during winter. They must be sparingly watered from November to March. Much water, while they are dormant, gives the foliage a sickly tinge, a state in which they are too frequently seen. G. rothmànnia and G. Thumbèrgia are fine plants, but seldom flower; the flowers of the former are spotted, and are most fragrant during night. (Soil No. 10.)

Mesembryánthemum, a very extensive genus, containing upward of four hundred and fifty species and varieties, with few exceptions, natives of the Cape of Good Hope. They are all singular, many of them beautiful, and some splendid; yet they have never been popular plants in our collections. The leaves are almost of every shape and form; their habits vary in appearance. Some of them are straggling, others are insignificant, and a few grotesque. When they are well grown, they flower in great profusion;
the colours are brilliant and of every shade; yellow and white are most prevalent. Each species continues a considerable time in flower. The flowers are either solitary, axillary, extra-axillary, but most frequently terminal; leaves mostly opposite, thick, or succulent, and of various forms. They are sometimes kept in the hot-house, but undoubt-edly the green-house is the best situation for them. They must not get water above twice a month during winter, but while they are in flower, and through the summer, they require a more liberal supply, and they seldom need to be repotted; once a year is sufficient. (Soil No. 18.)

CAMELLIAS.

These plants, when they are brought from the green-house, (which should be about the end of June,) ought to be set in a situation by themselves, that they may be the more strictly attended to in watering and syringing. An airy situation, where the sun has little effect upon them, is the best. They should be syringed every evening when there has been no rain through the day. After heavy rains examine the pots, and where water is found, turn the plant on its side for a few hours to let the water pass off, and then examine the draining in the bottom of the pots, which must be defective.

CAPE BULBS.

As soon as these are done flowering, and the foliage begins to decay, cease watering, and turn the pots on their sides, until the soil is perfectly dry; then take out the bulbs, and preserve them dry until the time of planting, which will be about the end of August or first of September.
JUNE AND JULY.

The plants being out of the house, there need be little added under this head. Their treatment is in the general, and the required attention is in giving water according to their different constitutions and habits. Where there is no rain nor river water, it should stand at least one day in butts or cisterns, to take the chilly air from it, and become softened by the surrounding atmosphere. This is more essential to the health of the plants than is generally supposed. The small plants in dry weather will need water evening and morning. Continue regular syringings as directed last month. There are frequently rains continuing for several days, which will materially injure many plants if they are not turned on their sides, or defended by sash or shutters, until the rain is over, especially small plants. The syringings should never be done till after the waterings at the roots, and they should never be more seldom than every alternate evening. Turn all the plants frequently, to prevent them from being drawn to one side by the sun or light. Carefully look over them at these turnings, to detect any insects; and observe that the tuberose-rooted or deciduous geraniums, such as _Ardéns_, _Bicolóir_, _Comptònia_, _Echinàtum_, _Tristum_, &c., are not getting too much water, they being now dormant.
AUGUST.

Any of the Myrtles, Oranges, Lemons, Oleanders, &c., that were headed down in April or May, will be pushing many young shoots. The plant must be carefully examined, to observe which of the shoots ought to be left to form the tree. Having determined on this, cut out all the others close to the stem with a small sharp knife; and if the remaining shoots are above one foot long, pinch off the tops to make them branch out.

The trees that were entirely headed down should not have above six shoots left, which will, by being topped, make a sufficient quantity to form the bush or tree.

GERANIUMS.

These plants, about the first of the month, require a complete dressing. In the first place collect them all together, and, with a sharp knife, cut off the wood of this year to within a few eyes of the wood of last year. Citriodórum and its varieties do not need pruning. The plants grown from cuttings during the season, that have flowered, cut them to about three inches from the pot. This being done, have the earth all prepared, and potsherds or fine gravel at hand, for draining the delicate kinds. Choose a cloudy day for the operation, and turn the plants progressively out of the pots they are in, reducing the balls of earth so that the same pots may contain them again, and allow from half an inch to two inches, according to the size of the pot, of fresh soil around the ball, carefully pressing it with the potting-stick. Finish by leveling all neatly with the hand. Give very gentle waterings from a pot with a rose mouth, for a few weeks, until they have begun to grow. The tuberous-rooted and deciduous species must be very moderately supplied. Be careful, when watering, that the new soil does not become saturated with water, for, though allowed to dry again, it will not be so pure. When they grow afresh, expose them fully to the sun, turn
them regularly every two weeks, to prevent them growing to one side.

ORANGES, LEMONS, &c.

As it is frequently very inconvenient to shift these trees into larger tubs in the months of March and April, this month is a period that is suitable, both from the growth of the trees and their being in the open air. It would be improper to state the day or the week, that depending entirely on the season. The criterion is easily observed, which is when the first growth is over, these trees making another growth in autumn. When they are large, they require great exertion, and are frequently attended with inconvenience to get them shifted. Where there is a quantity of them, the best plan that we have tried or seen adopted is as follows: Have a strong double and a single block trimmed with a sufficiency of rope; make it fast to the limb of a large tree, or any thing that projects and will bear the weight, and as high as will admit of the plant being raised a few feet under it. Take a soft bandage and put around the stem, to prevent the bark from being bruised; make a rope fast to it, in which hook the single block. Raise the plant the height of the tub, put a spar across the tub, and strike on the spar with a mallet, which will separate the tub from the ball. Then with a strong pointed stick probe a little of the earth from among the roots, observing to cut away any that are affected by dry rot, damp, or mildew, with any very matted roots. Having all dressed, place a potsherds over the hole or holes in the bottom of the tub; measure exactly the depth of the ball that remains around the plant, and fill up with earth, pressing it well with the hand, until it will hold the ball one inch under the edge of the tub. If there is from two to four inches of earth under it, it is quite enough. Fill all around the ball, and press it down with a stick, finishing neatly off with the hand. Observe that the stem of the tree is exactly in the centre. This being done, carry the tree to where it is intended to stand, and give it water with a rose on the pot. The earth will subside about two inches, thus leaving three inches, which will, at any time, hold
enough of water for the tree. Trees thus treated will not require to be shifted again within four or five years, having in the interim got a few rich top-dressings.

Frequently, in attempting to take out of the tubs those that are in a sickly state, all the soil falls from their roots, having no fibres attached. When there are any such, after replanting, put them in the green-house, and shut it almost close up, there give shade to the tree, and frequent sprinklings of water, until it begins to grow, when admit more air gradually until it becomes hardened. Sickly trees should be put in very small tubs, and a little sand added to the soil. Give very moderate supplies of water, merely keeping the soil moist. Tubs generally give way at the bottom when they begin to decay, and in the usual method of coopering after this failure they are useless, the ledging being rotten, and will not admit of another bottom. The staves should be made without any groove, and have four brackets nailed on the inside, having the bottom in a piece by itself, that it can be placed on these brackets, and there is no necessity of it being water tight. Then when it fails, it can be replaced again at a trifling expense. A tub made in this way will last out three or four bottoms, and is in every respect the cheapest, and should be more wide than deep. When made in this manner they are easier shifted; you have only to set the tub on a high block of wood, and drive the tub off with a mallet, when the tree can be easily replaced into another tub. Large Myrtles and Oleanders may be treated in the same manner as directed for the above.

OF PRUNING ORANGES, LEMONS, &c.

These trees will grow very irregularly, especially the Lemon, if not frequently dressed or pruned. Any time this month look over them all minutely, and cut away any of the small naked wood where it is too crowded, and cut all young strong straggling shoots to the bounds of the tree, giving it a round regular head. It is sometimes necessary to cut out a small limb, but large amputations should be avoided. Cover all large wounds with clay, turpentine, or bees'-wax, to prevent the bad effects of the air.
OF REPOTTING PLANTS.

Any of the plants enumerated in March under this head may be now done according to directions therein given, and which apply to all sizes. This is the proper period for repotting the following:

*Calla*, a genus of four species. None of them in our collections, and in fact not worth cultivation, except *C. æthiopica*, Ethiopian Lily, which is admired for the purity and singularity of its large white flowers, or rather spatha, which is cucullate, leaves sagittate. It is now called *Richardia æthiopica*. The roots, which are tubers, should be entirely divested of the soil they have been grown in, breaking off any small off-sets, and potting them wholly in fresh earth. When growing they cannot get too much water. The plant will grow in a pond of water, and withstand our severest winters, provided the roots are kept at the bottom of the water.

*Cyclamen*. There are eight species and six varieties of this genus, which consists of humble plants with very beautiful flowers. The bulbs are round, flattened and solid, and are peculiarly adapted for pots and the decorating of rooms. *C. cœum*, leaves almost round; flowers light red; in bloom from January to April. *C. pérsicum*, with its four varieties, flower from January to April; colour white, and some white and purple. *C. hedersfólium*, Ivy-leaved; colour lilac; there is a white variety; flowers from September to December. *O. Europæum*, colour lilac, in bloom from August to October. *C. neapolitanum*, flowers red, in bloom from July to September. These are all desirable plants. When the foliage begins to decay, withhold the accustomed supplies of water, keeping them in a half dry state; and, when growing, they must not be over-watered, as they are apt to rot from moisture. Keep them during the summer months in partial shade. The best time for potting either of the sorts is when the crown of the bulb begins to protrude. If the pots are becoming large, every alternate year they may be cleared from the old soil, and put in smaller pots with the crown entirely above the ground. When the flowers fade, the pedicles twist up like a screw, enclosing the germ in the centre, lying close to
the ground until the seeds ripen, from which plants can be grown, and will flower the third year.

*Lachenàlia*, a genus of about forty species of bulbs, all natives of the Cape of Good Hope, and grow well in our collections. The most common is *L. tricolor*. *L. quadrícolor* and its varieties, are all fine; the colours yellow, scarlet, orange and green, very pure and distinct; *L. rìbida*, *L. punctàta*, *L. orchoides* and *L. nervòsa*, are all fine species. The flowers are on a stem from a half to one foot high, and much in the character of a hyacinth. The end of the month is about the time of planting. Five-inch pots are large enough, and they must get very little water till they begin to grow.

*Oxalis*, above one hundred species of Cape bulbs, and, like all other bulbs of that country, they do exceedingly well in our collections, in which there are only comparatively a few species, not exceeding twenty. *O. hírta*, branching, of a vermilion colour; *O. flabifòlia*, yellow; *O. elongàta*, striped; and *amèna*, are those that require potting this month. The first of September is the most proper period for the others. (Soil No. 11.) This genus of plants is so varied in the construction of its roots, that the same treatment will not do for all. The root is commonly bulbous, and these will keep a few weeks or months out of the soil, according to their size. Several are only thick and fleshy; these ought not to be taken out of the pots, but kept in them, while dormant; and about the end of this month give them gentle waterings. When they begin to grow, take the earth from the roots, and put them in fresh soil. In a few months the bulbs are curiously produced, the original bulb near the surface striking a radical fibre downright from its base, at the extremity of which is produced a new bulb for the next year's plant, the old one perishing.

*Ornithògaíum*, Star of Bethlehem, about sixty species of bulbs, principally from the Cape of Good Hope. Many of them have but little attraction. The most beautiful that we have seen are, *O. lactéum* which has a spike about one foot long, of fine white flowers; *O. peruviana*, blue flowered, and *O. aùreum*, flowers of a golden colour, in contracted racemose corymbes. These three are magnificent. *O. maritimum* is the officinal squill. The bulb is fre-
quently as large as a human head, pear-shaped, and tunicated like the onion. From the centre of the root arise several shining glaucous leaves a foot long, two inches broad at base, and narrowing to a point. They are green during winter, and decay in the spring; then the flower-stalk comes out, rising two feet, naked half-way, and terminated by a pyramidal thyrse of white bowers. The bulb ought to be kept dry from the end of June till now, or it will not flower freely.

GENERAL OBSERVATIONS.

Watering, and other practical care of the plants, to be done as heretofore described. Frequently the weather at the end of this month becomes cool and heavy. Dew falling through the night, will, in part, supply the syringing operation, but it must not be suspended altogether. Once or twice a week will suffice. Any of the plants that are plunged should be turned every week. In wet weather observe that none are suffering from moisture.

SEPTEMBER.

During this month every part of the green-house should have a thorough cleansing, which is too frequently neglected, and many hundreds of insects left unmolested. To preserve the wood-work in good order, give it one coat of paint every year. Repair all broken glass, white-wash the whole interior, giving the flues two or three coats, and cover the stages with hot lime, white-wash, or oil-paint; examine ropes, pulleys, and weights, finishing by washing the pavement perfectly clean. If there have been any plants in the house during summer, be sure after this cleansing that they are clean also, before they are returned to their respective situations.
OF WATERING.

The intensity of the heat being over for the season, the heavy dews during night will prevent so much absorption among the plants. They will, in general, especially by the end of the month, require limited supplies of water comparatively to their wants in the summer months. Be careful among the Geraniums that were repotted in August, not to water them until the new soil about their roots is becoming dry. Syringing in this month may be suspended in time of heavy dews, but in dry nights resort to it again.

The herbaceous plants and those of a succulent nature must be sparingly supplied. The large trees that were put in new earth will require a supply only once a week, but in such quantity as will go to the bottom of the tubs.

PREPARING FOR TAKING IN THE PLANTS.

About the end of the month all the plants should be examined and cleaned in like manner as directed for those of the hot-house last month, which see. From the first to the eighth of October is the most proper time to take them into the green-house, except those of a half hardy nature, which may stand out till the appearance of frost. Always endeavour to have Geranium plants short and bushy, for they are unsightly otherwise, except where a few very large specimens are desired for show. All Myrtles and Oleanders that were headed down, if the young shoots are too crowded, continue to thin them out, and give regular turnings, that all the heads may grow regularly.

STOCKS AND WALL-FLOWERS,

That are wanted to flower in the green-house, (where they do remarkably well,) and are in the ground, have them carefully lifted before the end of the month, and planted in six or seven inch pots, with light loamy soil. Place them in the shade till they take fresh root, and give them frequent sprinklings of water. As soon as the foliage
becomes erect, expose them to the full sun, and treat as green-house plants.

CHRYSANTHEMUMS.

These very ornamental plants blooming so late, and at a period when there are few others in flower, one of each variety (or two of some of the finest) should be lifted and put in eight-inch pots, in light loamy soil, and treated as above directed for stocks, &c. These will flower beautifully from October to December; and, when done blooming, the pots may be plunged in the garden, or covered with any kind of litter until spring, when they can be divided, and planted out.

CAPE AND HOLLAND BULBS.

About the end of this month is the period for all of these that are intended for the green-house to be potted. We specified some of the former last month, and will here enumerate a few others.

_Babiana_, a genus of small bulbs, with pretty blue, white, red, and yellow flowers. _B. distica_, pale blue flowers in two ranks. _B. stricta_, flowers blue and white. _B. tubiflora_, beautiful bright blue. _B. plicata_ has sweet-scented pale blue flowers. _B. villosa_, red; _B. sulphurea_, sulphur colour; _B. rubro-cyanea_, dark purple with crimson centre. There are about twenty species of them, and they grow from six to twelve inches high. Five inch pots are sufficient for them. (Soil No. 11.)

_Gladiolus_, Corn-flag, a genus of above fifty species. There are several very showy plants among them, and a few very superb. _G. floribundus_, large pink and white flowers. _G. cardináliis_, flowers superb scarlet, spotted with white. _G. byzantinus_, purple. _G. blándus_, flowers of a blush rose colour, and handsome. _G. cuspidátus_, flowers white and purple. _G. racemósus_, flowers beautiful rose and white. _G. psittácinus_; the flowers are striped with green, yellow, and scarlet, about four inches in diameter, in great profusion, on a stem about two feet high,
G. formosissimus, beautiful bright scarlet, the three upper petals having a spot of white, a very profuse bloomer. G. Queen Victoria, G. Lafayette, and several others are of very similar character. They all do perfectly when kept dry all winter, and planted in the open ground early in March. The beauty of this genus is all centered in the flowers. (Soil No. 10.)

Ixia, a genus containing about twenty-five species of very free-flowering bulbs. I. monadelpha, flowers blush and green. I. leucantha, flowers large white. I. capitata, flowers in heads, of a white and almost black colour. I. cónica, flowers orange and velvet. I. columeláris is a beautiful shaded rosy purple. I. kermosina, a fine vermilion colour. I. squallida, shaded rosy lilac; I. viridisflóra, green; I. longiflóra, buff. The flower stems are from six to twenty-four inches high. (Soil No. 11.)

Lilium. The Chinese species of this emblem of purity is everywhere esteemed, and the fine Chinese sorts are very splendid, such as L. longiflóra, L. longiflóra suaveolens, and L. japonicum, are all pure white; L. lancifólium, white, petals reflexed; L. lancifólium punctatum, white spotted with rose; L. lancifólium speciosum, rose, spotted with crimson. L. lancifólium and its varieties, are all delightfully scented with the odour of vanilla; noble specimens of the family from Japan, growing from four to six feet high; a full grown bulb producing from ten to twenty flowers, and perfectly hardy south of Philadelphia. They should be potted in seven or eight-inch pots, and kept in a cool part of the green-house; give the pots at least one inch of drainage. (Soil No. 11.)

Oxális. All the varieties and species may now be potted; the whole are pretty spring flowers, requiring to be kept near the glass: among the many the following are very deserving of attention: O. laxúlus, or rosècea, bright rose. O. Bowii, bright rose red, a large and profuse bloomer, and one of the finest. O. florabúnda, pink; a pretty free-flowering tuberous species. O. luxula alba, blush white; O. multiflóra, profuse flowering white. O. versicolor, striped. O. dippii, lilac, which blooms in summer. O. caparina, yellow; there is also a double yellow variety, though not pretty; for a few others see last month. There should be three or four bulbs planted in a
five-inch pot, giving very little water till they begin to grow. They will all keep in good pits, as well as in the green-house. (Soil No. 11.)

*Sparaxis.* We are enraptured with this beautiful genus of small bulbs, closely allied to *Ixia*, but more varied in colour. *S. grandiflora striata* is striped with purple and white. *S. versicolor*, colours crimson, dark purple, and yellow. *S. tricolor*, yellow, black, and scarlet. *S. albida*, large white, with black spots. *S. caelestis*, bluish purple. *S. sulphurea*, yellow. *S. purpureascens*, purple. Treat as *Oxalis*. (Soil No. 11.)

*Tritonia*, a genus of about twenty-five species. Few of them deserve culture in regard to their beauty. *T. crocata* is in our collections as *I. crocata*, which is among the finest, and *T. zanthospila* has white flowers, curiously spotted with yellow. (Soil No. 11.)

*Watsonia*, a genus containing several species of showy flowers, several of which are in our collections under the genus *Gladiolus*, but the most of the species may be distinguished from it by their flat shell-formed bulbs. *W. iridifolia* is the largest of the genus, and has flowers of a flesh colour. *W. rosea* is large growing, the flowers are pink, and on the stem in a pyramidal form. *W. humilis* is a pretty red flowering species. *W. fulgida*, once *Antholyza fulgens*, has fine bright scarlet flowers. *W. rubens* is an esteemed red flowering species, but scarce. (Soil No. 11.)

These genera of bulbous plants are in general cultivation. There are, no doubt, some splendid species that have not come under our observation, and others which may be obtained from the Cape of Good Hope and China that are not known in any collection, all of which would be perfectly hardy in our southern states. Bulbs generally require very little water until they begin to grow; then supply moderately, and keep them near the light. Of the Holland or Dutch bulbs, the *Hyacinth* is the favourite to bloom in the green-house. A few of the *Tulip*, *Narcissus*, *Iris* and *Crocus*, may, for variety, be also planted with any other that curiosity may dictate. When these are grown in pots, the soil should be four-eighths loam, two-eighths leaf mould, one-eighth decomposed manure, one-eighth sand, well compounded; plant in pots from five to seven inches, keep the crown of the bulb above the surface of the soil,
except of the tulip, which should be covered two inches. When these roots are potted, plunge them in the garden about three inches under ground; mark out a space sufficient to contain them; throw out the earth about four inches deep, place the pots therein, covering them with earth to the above depth, making it in the form of a bed. Leave a trench all round to carry off the rain. By so doing, the bulbs will root strongly, the soil will be kept in a congenial state about them, and they will prove far superior than if done in the common method. Lift them from this bed on the approach of frost, or not later than the second week of December; wash the pots and take them into the green-house.

---

OCTOBER.

OF TAKING IN AND ARRANGING THE PLANTS.

As observed in the previous month, let the housing of green-house plants now be attended to. Have all in before the eighth of the month, except a few of the half hardy sorts, which may stand until convenient. Begin by taking in all the tallest first, such as Oranges, Lemons, Myrtles, Oleanders, &c. Limes ought to be kept in the warmest part of the house, otherwise they will throw their foliage. In arrangement, order is necessary to have a good effect; and in small houses it ought to be neat and regular, placing the tallest behind, and according to their size graduating the others down to the lowest in front. Dispose the different sorts in varied order over the house, making the contrast as striking as possible. Having the surface of the whole as even as practicable, with a few of the most conspicuous for shape and beauty protruding above the mass, which will much improve the general appearance, and greatly add to the effect. All succulents should be put together. In winter they will do in a dark part of the house, where other plants will not grow, studying to have
the most tender kinds in the warmest part, and giving gentle waterings every three or four weeks. When all are arranged give them a proper syringing, after which wipe clean all the stages, benches, &c., sweeping out all litter, and wash clean the pavement, which will give to all a neat and becoming appearance.

Let the waterings now be done in the mornings, as often and in such quantities as will supply their respective wants, examining the plants every day.

During the continuance of mild weather, the circulation of air must be as free as possible, opening the doors and front and top sashes regularly over the house. But observe in frosty nights to keep all close shut. Be attentive in clearing off decayed leaves and insects.

Any plants of Lagerstræmia, Stercûlia, Hydrângæa, Pomegranate, and others equally hardy, that are deciduous, may be kept perfectly in a dry, light, airy cellar: give frequent admissions of air, and one or two waterings during winter.

**OF REPPOTTING.**

_Anemônes_. Where _A. nemorôsa flôre plêno_ and _A. thalictrôides flôre plêno_ are kept in pots in the greenhouse, they should be turned out of the old earth, and planted in fresh soil. They are both pretty, low growing, double white flowering plants, and require a shaded situation. The latter is now called _Thalictrum anemonoides._ (Soil No. 11.)

_Dâphne_ is a genus of diminutive shrubs, mostly evergreens, of great beauty and fragrance. Very few species of them are in our collections. _D. odôra_, frequently called _D. indica_, is an esteemed plant for the delightful odour of its flowers, and valuable for the period of its flowering, being from December to March, according to the situation; leaves scattered, oblong, lanceolate and smooth; flowers small white in many flowered terminal heads: there is a variety equally as fine with marginated foliage. _D. odora rubra_, the buds are red, and the flowers rose white, of a delightful spicy fragrance. _D. hybrida_ is a species in high estimation at present in Europe, but little known here,
being only in a few collections, flowers rosy purple, in
terminal heads, and lateral bunches in great profusion;
blooms from January to May, and is of a peculiar fra-
grance. *D. oleoides* is what may be termed "ever-bloom-
ing:" flowers of a lilac colour; leaves elliptic, lanceolate,
smooth. *D. lauréola*, Spurge laurel; *D. póntica*, *D. al-
pína*, and *D. Cneórum*, are all fine species, and in Europe
are esteemed ornaments in the shrubbery, but they are not
hardy in our vicinity. (Soil No. 15.)

**Primula.** There are a few fine species and varieties
in this genus, adapted either for the green-house or rooms.
All the species and varieties will keep perfectly well in a
frame, except the China sorts. Having previously ob-
served a few of the other species and varieties, we will
observe the treatment of these. *P. sinénsis*, now *premi-
tens*, known commonly as China Primrose; flowers pink,
and in largeproliferous umbels, flowering almost through
the whole year, but most profusely from January to May
—there is a double variety of it. Keep them in the shade,
and be careful that they are not over-watered during sum-
mer. As the stems of the plant become naked, at this re-
potting a few inches should be taken off the bottom of the
ball, and placing them in a larger pot, will allow the stems
to be covered up to the leaves. *P. p. albiflóra*, colour
pure white and beautiful. *P. p. dentiflóra*. There is
also a white variety of this, both similar to the former two,
only the flower indented or fringed. All these require the
same treatment. As they live only a few years, many
individuals, to propagate them, divide the stems, which in
most cases will utterly destroy them. The best, and we
may say the only method to increase them is, from seed,
which they produce every year. (Soil No. 2.)

**Pæonia móután**; this magnificent plant and its varieties
are quite hardy with us, but most of them require the green-
house in northern latitudes. These are *P. moután*, Tree
Pæony; the flower is about five inches in diameter, of a
blush colour, and semi-double. *P. M. Bánksii* is the com-
mon Tree Pæony, and called in our collection *P. moután*;
it has a very large double blush flower, and is much ad-
mired. *P. M. papaverácea* is a most magnificent variety;
has large single white flowers, with purple centres. *P.
M. rósea* is a splendid rose-coloured double variety, and is
scarce; there are also in China several other varieties, such as purple, scarlet and crimson, which we have not seen in cultivation, and within these few years, many varieties have originated in Europe, said to be very magnificent. These plants ought not to be exposed to the sun while in flower, as the colours become degenerated, and premature decay follows.

If the Dutch bulbs intended for flowering during winter are not potted, have them all done as soon as possible, according to directions given last month.

CAMELLIAS.

These plants ought to have a thorough examination, and those that were omitted in repotting before they commenced growing, may be done in the early part of this month; but it is not advisable, except the roots are all round the ball of earth, which should be turned out entire. Examine all the pots, stir up the surface of the earth, and take it out to the roots, supplying its place with fresh soil. Destroy any worms that may be in the pots, as they are very destructive to the fibres. Look over the foliage, and, with a sponge and water, clear it of all dust, &c. Frequently the buds are too crowded on these plants, especially the Double white and Variegated. In such case pick off the weakest, and where there are two together, be careful in cutting, so that the remaining bud may not be injured.

This is the best period of the year to make selections of these, as they now can be transported hundreds of miles without any material injury, if they are judiciously packed in close boxes. In making a choice of these, keep in view to have distinctly marked varieties, including a few of those that are esteemed as stocks for producing new kinds, which are undoubtedly indispensable, and will reward the cultivator in a few years with new sorts. Besides, it will afford unbounded gratification to behold any of these universally admired ornaments of the green-house improving by our assistance and under our immediate observation. There is nothing to prevent any individual from producing splendid varieties in a few years. Mr. Hogg correctly observes, "It is very probable in a few years we shall have
as great a variety of Camellias as there are of Tulips, Hyacinths, Carnations, Auriculas, &c. This shrewd remark is likely to be verified much earlier than we anticipated.

It has been often said that these plants are difficult of cultivation. This is unfounded; indeed they are the reverse if put in a soil congenial to their nature. When highly manured soils are given, which are poisonous to the plants, sickness or death will inevitably ensue; but this cannot be attributed to the delicacy of their nature. We can unhesitatingly say, there is no green-house plant more hardy or easier of cultivation, provided they are kept at an even temperature, say from 40° to 45° during night, and 45° to 50° during day, and they are equally so in the parlour, if not kept confined in a room where there is a continuance of drying fire heat, their constitution not agreeing with an arid atmosphere.

SOWING CAMELLIA SEED.

These seeds ripen generally during September and October, and must be sown as soon as ripe; plant them about one inch under ground into pots filled with leaf mould, loam, and white sand, in equal portions; if the pots after sowing can be placed in a hot-house, they will vegetate in about six weeks, and be ready to pot into single pots in February. Many of them will bloom in the second year; but if heat is not accessible, keep the pots in the warmest part of the green-house, and give an occasional watering, and the plants will appear some time in May and June: they will be ready to pot into single pots in September, and after doing so put them into a close frame, and shade from the sun for a few weeks; use at this potting only about one-fifth of sand.
NOVEMBER.

OF AIR AND WATER.

Airing the house should be strictly attended to. Every day that there is no frost it may be admitted largely, and in time of slight frosts in smaller portions, never keeping it altogether close when the sun has any effect on the interior temperature of the house, which should not be allowed to be higher than fifty degrees.

Water must be given in a very sparing manner. None of the plants are in an active state of vegetation, consequently it will be found that looking over them thrice a week and supplying their wants will be sufficient. Succulents will need a little once in three weeks or a month. Give very moderate supplies to the Amaryllis that are dormant, and keep all these bulbs in the warmest part of the house.

OF TENDER BULBS.

Where there are tropical bulbs in the collection, and there is not the convenience of a hot-house, they may be very well preserved by shaking them clear of the soil. Dry them properly, and place them in a box of very dry sand or moss, and put them in a situation near the furnace, where they will be free from damp. These can be potted about the first of April. Give no water till they begin to grow, then plant them in the garden about the middle of May, where they will flower during the summer season, if they are mature.

GENERAL OBSERVATIONS.

If there are any of the half hardy plants exposed, have them taken into the house, or under the requisite protection, in frames, pits, cellars, &c. The autumn flowering
GREEN-HOUSE—OBSERVATIONS.  [Dec.

Cape bulbs should be placed near the glass, and free from the shade of other plants. Cleanliness through the whole house and among the plants ought at all times to be attended to.

DECEMBER.

The weather may probably be now severe, and it is at all times advisable to keep the temperature as steady and regular as possible. The thermometer should be kept in the centre of the house, and free from the effects of reflection. As noticed last month, sun heat may be as high as 50° in the house, and would not be hurtful, but it should not continue so for any considerable time without admission of air. The fire heat should not exceed 45°, and never below 35°. It ought not to continue at that point—36° is the lowest for a continuation that with safety can be practised, and where a collection of Cactii are kept, 40° should be the lowest. So that no error may occur, the temperature ought to be known in the coolest and warmest parts of the house, and the variation remembered; then whatever part of the house the thermometer is placed, a true calculation of the heat of the whole interior can be made. We would recommend to the inexperienced to keep the thermometer in the coldest part of the house. A greenhouse compactly and closely built, and the lowest row of top sash all covered with shutters, (which no house ought to be constructed without,) will seldom require artificial heat; but by being long kept close, the damp will increase. In such case give a little fire heat, and admit air to purify the house. In fresh mild weather give liberal portions of air all over the house; and though there is a little frost, while mild, and the sun shining, the plants will be benefited by a small portion of air for the space of an hour, or even for half of that time.

Whatever state the weather may be through the winter, never keep the house long shut up. Thirty-six hours
should be the longest time at once; rather give a little fire heat.

We are no advocates for keeping plants in the dark, and never think that our plants are receiving justice if kept longer in darkness than one night.

BULBOUS ROOTS.

Those that were plunged in the garden, if not lifted and brought under cover, this should now be done without delay. Clean the pots, and stir up the surface of the soil. Hyacinths grow neatest by being kept very close to the top glass; the flower stems are thereby stronger and shorter. Water moderately until they begin to grow freely.
To treat on the proper management of plants in windows is a subject of considerable difficulty: every genus requiring some variation both in soil, water and general treatment. However, a great part of the labour will be abridged by referring to these subjects in the green-house culture, which is quite applicable to the parlour, green-room, or veranda. If the room where the plants are kept is dark and close, but few will ever thrive; if, on the contrary, it is light and airy, with the windows in a suitable aspect to receive the sun, plants will do nearly as well, and, in some instances, better, than in a green-house. This is a well-known fact, and may be observed every day. We have seen as fine plants of Cactus, Daphne, Roses, Geraniums, Callas, Laurestinus, Carnations, Azaleas and Myrtles, grown in a window from year to year, as ever could be grown in a green-house. Indeed, when there is a failure, it can be traced to one of the following three causes:

1st. Want of proper light and pure air is, perhaps, the most essential point of any to be considered; for, however well all other requisites are attended to, a deficiency in either of these will cause the plants to grow weak, yellow, and sickly. Therefore, have them always placed as near the light as possible, and receive as much air as can be
admitted, when the weather will allow, and occasionally, in fine days, carry them out of doors, and give them a sprinkling of water all over.

2d. Injurious watering does more injury to plants in rooms than many persons imagine; and it is very often to be observed, that some individuals destroy all with too much, and others kill all with too little of that nourisher of health. To prevent the soil ever having a dry appearance, is an object of great importance in the estimation of many: they, therefore, water to such an excess, that the soil becomes sodden, and the roots consequently perish. Others, as we have said, run to the opposite extreme, and do not give sufficient to sustain life, and this is a more common practice than that of too much. The best plan is, always to allow the mould in the pot to have the appearance of dryness, but never sufficient to make the plant droop before a supply of water is given, which should then be copious and thoroughly going to the bottom of the pot; but always empty it out of the saucer or pan in which the pot stands: the water used should always be of about the same temperature as that in which the plants grow; avoid using it fresh from the pump.

3d. Being over-potted in unsuitable soil. This is also a crying evil, and large pots invariably given to weak plants, with the view of causing them to grow; but such practitioners are like the unskilful physician who gluts the weakly stomach of his patient, only hastening on what they are trying to prevent. With weak plants the very reverse should be practised, giving small pots to encourage their roots outward: whereas, the earth in a large pot to a small plant, with frequent waterings, soon becomes sour and stagnated, and utterly obnoxious to the roots of even the strongest growing plants. If the directions and table of soils, in this work, are properly followed up, unsuitable soils will rarely occur, especially when each genus is separately treated.

In fact, we have yet to be convinced why all plants, with the exception of a few tropical, and those belonging to Ericæ and Epacridææ, will not grow and bloom well in rooms and windows. With the following monthly instructions, and executing them properly, failure will seldom occur; but where failure should occur, we would call par-
ticular attention to the tribe of Cactii, which are varied, beautiful and truly interesting, and grow admirably in dry rooms, with or without full exposure to the sun, and in any temperature from $45^\circ$ to $85^\circ$, requiring only small portions of water once a week in winter, and twice or thrice a week during summer: they also only require fresh soil once a year, or even once in two years, for large plants will be found sufficient. The variety now cultivated is truly astonishing, and we doubt not, but in a few years, large horticultural buildings will be erected for their express culture; and, to the inexperienced amateur, there is not a family of plants that will give more satisfaction, or, when properly studied, will afford greater interest and amusement.

**JANUARY.**

**Plants** that are kept in rooms generally are such as require a medium temperature, say from $40^\circ$ to $60^\circ$. Sitting rooms or parlours, about this season, are, for the most part, heated from $60^\circ$ to $70^\circ$, and very seldom has the air any admittance into these apartments; thus keeping the temperature from $10^\circ$ to $15^\circ$ higher than the nature of the plants requires, and excluding that fresh air which is requisite to support a vegetative principle. Therefore, as far as practicable, let the plants be kept in a room adjoining to one where there is fire heat, and the intervening door can be opened when desirable. They will admit sometimes of being as low as $38^\circ$.

If they be constantly kept where there is fire, let the window be open some inches, once a day, for a few minutes, thereby making the air of the apartment more congenial, both for animal and vegetable nature.

**WATERING, &c.**

All that is necessary is merely to keep the soil in a moist state, that is, do not let it get so dry that you can divide the
particles of earth, nor so wet that they could be beat to clay. The frequency of watering can be best regulated by the person doing it, as it depends entirely upon the size of the pot or jar in proportion to the plant, whether it is too small or too large, and the situation it stands in, whether moist or arid. Never allow any quantity of water to stand in the flats or saucers. This is too frequently practised with plants in general. Such as Cálla Ḗthiòpica, or African Lily, will do well, as water is its element; (like Sagittària in this country;) the Hydrângea and Hyacinths, when in a growing state, will do admirably under such treatment. Many plants may do well for some time, but it being so contrary to their nature, causes premature decay; a fetid stagnation takes place at the root, the foliage becomes yellow, the plant stunted, and death follows.

OF CAMELLIA JAPONICA.

In rooms, the buds of Camellias will be well swelled, and on the double white and double variegated sorts perhaps they will be full-blown. While in that state the temperature should not be below 40°; if lower, they will not expand so well, and the expanded petals will soon become yellow and decay. If they are where there is fire heat, they must have plenty of air admitted to them every favourable opportunity, and water freely given, or the consequence will be, that all the buds will turn dark brown, and fall off. It is generally the case, in the treatment of these beautiful plants in rooms, that, through too much intended care, they are entirely destroyed. They do not agree with confined air, and to sponge frequently will greatly promote the health of the plants and add to the beauty of their foliage, as it prevents the attacks of the red spider.

When the flowers are expanded, and droop, tie them up neatly, so that the flower may be shown to every advantage.

OF INSECTS, &c.

Insects of various kinds will be appearing on your plants. For method of destruction, see Hot-house, Janu-
ary. It will not be agreeable to fumigate the room or rooms, or even to have the smell of tobacco near the house from this cause.

Take a tub of soft water, (if the day is frosty, it had better be done in the house,) invert the plant, holding the hand, or tying a piece of cloth, or any thing of the kind, over the soil in the pot, put all the branches in the water, keeping the pot in the hand, drawing it to and fro a few times; take it out and shake it. If any insects remain, take a small fine brush, and brush them off, giving another dip, which will clean them for the present. As soon as they appear again, repeat the process—for nothing that we have found out, or heard of, can totally extirpate them.

OF BULBOUS ROOTS IN GENERAL.

If you have retained any of the Cape bulbs from the last planting, let them be put in, in the early part of the month. For method, see September. Those that are growing must be kept very near the light, that is, close to the window, or they will not flourish to your satisfaction. The fall-flowering oxalis may be kept on the stage, or any other place, to give room to those that are to flower. Hyacinths, Jonquils, Narcissus, Tulips, &c., will keep very well in a room where fire heat is constantly kept, provided that they are close to the window. A succession of these, as before observed, may beautify the drawing-room from February to April, by having a reserved stock, in a cold situation, and taking a few of them every week into the warmest apartment.

Wherever any of the bulbs are growing, and in the interior of the room, remove them close to the light, observing to turn the pots or glasses frequently to prevent them from growing to one side, and giving them support as soon as the stems droop, or the head becomes pendent. The saucers under the Hyacinth and Narcissus may stand with water, and observe to change the water in the glasses once or twice a week.

Every one that has any taste or refinement in their floral undertakings, will delight in seeing the plants in perfection: to have them so, they must be divested of every leaf
that has the appearance of decaying—let this always be attended to.

FEBRUARY.

At this season the plants call for the most assiduous attention. If the stage has been made according to our description in September, in very cold nights it should be drawn to the centre of the room, or at least withdrawn from the window, observing every nights to close the window tight by shutters, or some substitute equally as good. And, if the temperature begins to fall below 40°, means should be adopted to prevent it from lowering, either by putting a fire in the room, or opening any adjoining apartment where fire is constantly kept. This latter method is the best where it is practicable, and ought to be studied to be made so.

Some very injudiciously, in extreme frosts, put into the room, where there is no chimney, among the plants, a furnace of charcoal, in order to heat the room. The effect is, that the foliage becomes dark brown and hardened like, and many of the plants die, the rest not recovering until summer.

Watering may be attended to according to the directions of January, only observing that those that begin to grow will absorb a little more than those that are dormant.

Roses, especially the daily, if kept in the house, will begin to show flower. Use means to kill the green-fly that may attack them.

Hyacinths and other bulbs must have regular attendance in tying up, &c. Take care not to tie them too tightly, leaving sufficiency of space for the stem to expand. Give those in the glasses their necessary supplies, and keep them all near the light. Never keep bulbous roots, while growing, under the shade of any other plant.

Camellias, with all their varied beauties, will, in this month, make a splendid show. Adhere to the directions given in the previous month, and so that new varieties
may be obtained, (see green-house, February, under the head of Camellia,) which directions are equally applicable here. When the flowers are full-blown, and kept in a temperature between 40° and 50°, they will be perfect for the space of four, five, and frequently six weeks, and a good selection of healthy plants will continue to flower from December to April.

Be sure that there is a little air admitted at all favourable opportunities.

MARCH.

If the plants in these situations have been properly attended to by admitting air at all favourable times, and when the apartment was below 40°, a little fire heat applied to counteract the cold, keeping the heat above that degree, your attention will be rewarded by the healthy appearance of your plants. The weather by this time has generally become milder, so that air may be more freely admitted, especially from ten to three o'clock. They will require a more liberal supply of water, but always avoid keeping them wet. Pick off all decayed leaves, and tie up any straggling shoots; give the pots a top-dressing with fresh soil, which will greatly invigorate the plants, and will allow the fresh air to act upon the roots, which is one of the principal assistants in vegetation. For those that require shifting or repotting, see green-house, March; the plants enumerated there equally apply here, if they are in the collection, with this difference, that well-kept rooms are about two or three weeks earlier than the green-house. After the end of this month, where there is a convenience, plants will do better in windows that look to the east, in which the direct rays of a hot sun are prevented from falling upon them, and the morning sun is more congenial for plants in this country than the afternoon sun. Where there is any dust on the leaves of any of them, take a sponge and water, and make the whole clean; likewise divest them of all insects. The green-fly is perhaps on the roses; if there are
no conveniences for fumigating, wash them off as previously directed. Where there are only a few plants, these pests could be very easily kept off by examining the plants every day. For the scaly insect, see January. If they have not been cleared off, get it done directly; for by the heat of the weather they will increase tenfold.

FLOWERING PLANTS.

Hyacinths, Tulips, Narcissus, Jonquils and Crocus, will be generally in flower. The former require plenty of water, and the saucers under the pots should be constantly full until they are done blooming. The others need only be liberally supplied at the surface of the pot. Give them neat green painted rods to support their flower stems, and keep them all near the light. The spring flowering Oxalis will not open except it is exposed to the full rays of the sun. The Lachenalia is greatly improved in colour with exposure to the sun, though when in flower, its beauties are preserved by keeping it a little in the shade.

Primulas, or Primrose, both Chinese and European, delight in an airy exposure; but the sun destroys the beauty of their flowers, by making the colours fade.

Caméllias. Many of them will be in perfection. See green-house this month for a description of the finest varieties. Do not let the sun shine upon the blooms. Those that are done flowering will, in small pots, require to be repotted.

The Hyacinths that are in glasses must be regularly supplied with water. The roots will be very much reduced by this method; therefore, when the bloom is over, if possible, plant them in the garden, or bury them in pots of earth, to ripen and strengthen the bulbs. They cannot satisfactorily be again flowered in glasses, and, properly, they ought not to be allowed to bloom in the garden next year. Those that are done flowering in pots can be set aside, and the usual waterings gradually withdrawn. Treat all other Dutch bulbs in a similar manner.
APRIL.

We remarked last month, that, about this season, where it is convenient, an eastern window is more congenial to plants than a southern. The sun becomes too powerful, and the morning sun is preferable to that of the afternoon. West is also preferable to south. Some keep their flowering plants in excellent order at a north window. But the weather is so mild after this, that there is no difficulty in protecting and growing plants in rooms. They generally suffer most from want of air and water; the window must be up a few inches, or altogether, according to the mildness of the day. And as plants are liable to get covered with dust in these apartments, and not so convenient to be syringed or otherwise cleaned, take the first opportunity of a mild day to carry them to a shady situation, and syringe well with water such as are not in flower; or, for want of a syringe, take a watering-pot with a rose upon it; allowing them to stand until they drip, when they may be put into their respective situations; or expose them to a shower of rain, but avoid allowing them to be deluged, which would be very injurious.

DIRECTIONS FOR PLANTS BROUGHT FROM THE GREEN-HOUSE.

Any plants that are brought from the green-house during the spring months ought to be as little exposed to the direct rays of the sun as possible. Keep them in airy situations, with plenty of light, giving frequent and liberal supplies of water. Plants may be often observed through our city during this month fully exposed in the outside of a south window, with the blaze of a mid-day sun upon them, and these, too, just come from the temperate and damp atmosphere of a well-regulated green-house. Being thus placed in an arid situation, scorched between the glass and the sun, whose heat is too powerful for them to withstand, the transition is so sudden, that, however great their beauties may have appeared, they in a few days become brown, the
flowers tarnish or decay, and the failure is generally attributed to individuals not at all concerned. From this and similar causes many have drawn the unjust conclusion, viz., that "plants from green-houses are of too delicate a nature to be exposed in rooms or windows at this early season." But every year gives more and more proof to the contrary. There are ladies in Philadelphia, and those not a few, whose rooms and windows at this period vie with the finest of our green-houses, with respect to the health, beauty and order of their plants, and we might almost say in variety. Some of them have got above twenty kinds of Camellias in their collections, which afford a continual beauty through the winter, with many other desirable and equally valuable plants. The plants generally are now growing pretty freely, and are not so liable to suffer from liberal supplies of water, observing never to give it until the soil in the pot is inclining to become dry, and administering it in the evenings or mornings.

FLOWERING PLANTS.

Our directions last month under this head will equally apply now. The Chinese roses and geraniums that are now coming plentifully into flower should be kept near the light, and in airy exposures, to brighten their colours, otherwise they will be very pale and sickly.

BRINGING PLANTS OUT OF THE CELLAR, &c.

All or most of the plants that have been in the cellar during winter, such as Pomegranates, Lagerstræmiæs, Hydrægeæs, Oleanders, Sweet-bay, &c., may be brought out to the open air any time about the middle of the month. If any of them stand in need of larger pots or tubs, have them turned out, the balls reduced, and put them in others a little larger, or where convenient, they may be planted in the ground. Be sure to keep the Hydrægeæs in shady situations. It will not be advisable to expose entirely the orange and lemon trees until the end of this or first of next month. Where there is any scale or foulness of any
kind collected on the foliage or wood, have it cleaned directly before the heat increases the one, and to get clear of the disagreeable appearance of the other.

---

MAY.

All the plants will be able to withstand exposure, in the general state of the seasons, about the tenth of the month. Begin about the first, to take out the hardiest, such as Laurestinus, Hydrangeas, Roses, Primroses, Polyanthus, &c., and thus allow the others to stand more free and become hardened to exposure. The reason that plants are so often seen brown, stunted, and almost half dead during summer, is from the exposed situation they are placed in, with the direct sun upon them, and too frequently from being so sparingly watered. There are no shrubby plants cultivated in pots that are benefited by full exposure to the hot sun from this period to September. A north-eastern aspect is the best for every plant except Cactus, Aloe, Mesembryanthemum, and such as go under the name of succulents, which may be fully exposed to the sun, but not to long and continued rains. Where there only a few plants, they should be conveniently placed, to allow water from a pot with a rose mouth to be poured frequently over them, which is the best substitute for the syringe. Daphne, Coronilla, Fuchsia, Camellia, Primrose and Polyanthus, do not agree with bright sun through the summer. There has been a general question what is the cause of the death of so many of the Daphne odora. It may be observed, that the first place that shows symptoms of decay is at the surface of the soil, and this takes place a few weeks before there are evident effects of it. The cause is from the effect of heat or sun and water, acting on the stem at least. If the soil is drawn in the form of a cone round the stem, to throw off the water to the edges of the pot, that the stem may be dry above the roots, mortification does not take place, neither do they die prematurely when thus treated. For farther remarks, see green-house this month.
CAPE BULBS.

Any of these that are done flowering, such as *Ixia, Oxa-lis, Lachenalia*, &c., as soon as the foliage begins to decay, turn the pots on their sides, which will ripen the roots, and, when perfectly dry, clear them from the soil, wrap them up in paper, with their names attached, and put them carefully aside until the time of planting.

REPOTTING.

Where it is required, repot *Cactus, Aloe, Mesembryán-themums*, and all other succulents, with any of the *Ama-ryllis* that are required to be kept in pots; also, Cape Jas-mines. For description of the above, see hot-house and green-house of this month, under the same head.

JUNE AND JULY.

The only attention requisite to these plants is, in giving water, keeping them from being much exposed to either sun or high winds, and preventing the attack of insects. Water must be regularly given every evening, when there has not been rain during the day. Where they are in a growing state, they are not liable at this season of the year to suffer from too much water, except in a few instances, such as the Lemon-scented Geranium, and those kinds that are tuberose-rooted, as *Ardéns, Bicólor, Tristúm*, &c., which should have moderate supplies.

All the plants ought to be turned round every few weeks to prevent them from growing to one side, by the one being more dark than the other, and keep those of a straggling growth tied neatly to rods. Wherever insects of any description appear, wash them off directly. Give regular syringings or sprinklings from the rose of a watering-pot.
Be particularly attentive in this respect to the Camélias, which will keep the foliage in a healthy state.

If the foliage of Lilium longiflorum or Japonicum, has decayed, do not water them while dormant, as they are easily injured by such treatment.

AUGUST.

For the kinds of plants that require potting, we refer to the green-house for this month. All that are therein specified are peculiarly adapted for rooms, and we would call attention to the genus Cyclamen, which has not been generally introduced into the collections of our ladies; as, from the character and beauty of the flowers, they are very attracting and highly deserving of culture. Attend to the Geraniums as there directed, and be particular in having them cut down and repotted, as there fully described. The Oranges, Lemons, Oleanders and Myrtles, that are kept in cellars or rooms, should have the same attention in this month as directed in the green-house, which to repeat here, would be occupying space unnecessarily.

Résceda odóra, or Mignonette, is one of the most fragrant annuals. To have it in perfection during winter, the seed should be sown about the end of this month, or the beginning of next, into pots of fine light earth, and sprinkled with water frequently. When it comes up, the plants must be thinned out or transplanted: the former method is preferable. Keep them from frost during winter, and always near the light.

This will equally apply to the green-house.

Cape bulbs, such as Sparaxis, Ixia, Oxalis and La-chénália, should now be planted. For method and sorts, see green-house in August and September.
SEPTEMBER.

Where there is a quantity of plants to be kept in these apartments, they should be disposed of to the best effect, and, at the same time, in such a manner as will be most effectual to their preservation. A stage of some description is better than a table, and, of whatever shape or form, it ought to be on castors, that it may, in severe nights of frost, be drawn to the centre of the room. The shape may be either concave, a half circle, or one square side. The bottom step or table should be six inches wide and five inches deep, keeping each successive step one inch farther apart, to the desired height, which may be about six feet. Allowing the first step to be about two feet from the floor, there will be five or six steps, which will hold about fifty pots of a common size. A stage in the form of half a circle will hold more, look the handsomest, and be most convenient. We have seen them circular, and, when filled, appeared like a pyramid. These do very well, but they must be turned every day, or the plants will not grow regularly. With this attention it is decidedly the best.

Green is the most suitable colour to paint them.

GENERAL OBSERVATIONS.

The directions given for the green-house this month are equally applicable here. The late blooming Chrysanthemums are particularly adapted for rooms. The colours are so varied, and many of them are dwarf-growing, and even neat in their habit, especially the new hybrid sorts.
OCTOBER.

Have a stage or stages, as described last month, in the situations where they are intended to remain all winter; place the plants on them from the first to the eighth of this month, beginning with the tallest on the top, graduating to the bottom. It is desirable to place flats or saucers under each, to prevent the water from falling to the floor, and the water should be emptied from the flats of all except those of Càlla and Hydràngea. The latter, while dormant, should be kept only a little moist.

Previous to taking in the plants, they should be divested of every decayed leaf, insects, and all contracted dust, having their shoots neatly tied up, and every one in correct order. Every leaf of the Caméllias ought to be sponged, and the plants placed in an airy exposure, and from this period till they begin to grow, have them exposed to the sun. If the flower buds are too crowded, picking off the weakest will preserve the remainder in greater perfection, and prevent them, in part, from falling off. Do not on any occasion, keep them in a room where there is much fluctuating fire heat, as the flower buds will not expand, except they are kept in an even temperature. See green-house, this month, more largely on this subject.

OF BULBOUS ROOTS.

Those that are intended to flower in glasses should be placed therein this month, and kept in a cool room. After the fibres begin to push a few shoots, the glasses may be taken to the warmest apartments to cause them to flower early. Bring a few from the coldest to the warmest every two weeks, and thus a succession of bloom may be kept up from January to March. Hyacinths and other Dutch bulbs should now be planted in pots. See green-house for full directions.

Cape Bulbs. All that are unplanted and offering to grow, should be put in pots forthwith. Ample directions
are given for the planting of these in the two preceding months.

Repot. *Rubus rosæfölìus*, or Bramble-rose. They should have pots one size larger than those they are now in. To make them flower profusely, when done blooming in May, divide them and put only a few stems in one pot, and repot them in this month, as above directed.

**GENERAL OBSERVATIONS.**

Any herbaceous plants in the collection ought to be set aside, and the water in part withheld. When the stems and foliage are decayed, the plants may be put in a cool cellar, where they will not be in danger of frost, and be permitted to remain there until they begin to grow; then bring them to the light, and treat as directed for these kinds of plants. Deciduous plants may be treated in a similar manner.

**NOVEMBER.**

**GENERAL OBSERVATIONS.**

The remarks and instructions that are given last month for these apartments will equally answer here. Where the Dutch bulbs were omitted to be placed in glasses, they ought not to be longer delayed.

*Oxàlis.* The autumn-flowering species will now be in bloom, and must be kept in the sun to make them expand freely. The neglect of this is the principal reason that these do not flower perfectly in rooms.

*Caméllias.* These plants, where there is a collection, flower from this period till April; and the general desire to be fully acquainted with the method of their culture has induced us to be liberal in our observations on every point and period through the various stages of their growth and
flowering. We will here only remind the inquirer, that a pure air and plenty of water, giving the plants frequent sprinklings, are the present necessities, which only are conducive to their perfection.

Attend to the turning of Geraniums and other rapidly growing plants, that all sides of them may have an equal share of light.

DECEMBER.

As the trying season is now approaching for all plants that are kept in rooms, especially those that are desired to have a flourishing aspect through the winter, a few general instructions (although they may have been previously advanced) will, perhaps, be desirable to all those who are engaged in this interesting occupation, which forms a luxury through the retired hours of a winter season, and with very little attention many are the beauties of vegetative nature that will be developed to the gratification of every reflecting mind. The following is a routine of every-day culture:

Do not, at any time, admit air (except for a few moments) while the thermometer is below 35°, exposed in the shade.

In time of very severe frosts the plants ought to be withdrawn from the window to the centre of the room during night.

Never give water until the soil in the pots is inclining to become dry, except for Hyacinths and other Dutch bulbs that are in a growing state, which must be liberally supplied.

Destroy all insects as soon as they appear: for the means of destruction, see next month.

Give a little air every favourable opportunity, (that is, when the thermometer is above 35°, exposed in the shade,) by putting up the window one, two, or three inches, according to the state of the weather.

Clean the foliage with sponge, and water frequently
to remove all dust, &c. The water thus used must not exceed 80°, but 60° is preferable.

Turn the plants frequently, to prevent them growing to one side.

Roses of the daily sort may be obtained early by having them in a warm room, that has a south window, and as soon as they begin to grow, admit air in small portions about noon every day that the sun has any effect. Such must be well supplied with water.

Bulbs in glasses must be supplied with fresh water at least once a week, in which period they will inhale all the nutritive gas that they derive from that element, if they are in a growing state.

Camellias, when in bud and flower, should never be allowed to become the least dry, neither confined from fresh air. The effects would be, that the buds would become stinted, dry, and drop off. Therefore, to have these in perfection, attend strictly to watering. Give frequent airings, and wash the leaves occasionally with water. Never keep them in a room where there is a strong coal fire. The most of Camellias will bear 3° of frost without the smallest injury, so that they are easier kept than Geraniums, except when they are in bloom. In that state frost will destroy the flowers. The air of a close cellar is also destructive to the buds.

The reason that the Camellia does not bloom perfectly in parlours or other heated rooms, is owing to their being too warm and arid, destroying the vital vegetative principle of the plant, and it soon perishes. There is one way in which these plants can be kept perfect even in such dry places when the recess in the windows is of sufficient depth as to allow plants to stand within it, enclosing them from the apartment by another sash: in such a situation, water could be placed, which would keep the atmosphere between the windows perfectly moist. The verdure would be rich and the flowers brilliant; and they would be completely protected from dust—the whole would have a very pleasing effect. Attention will be requisite to give them air during the mild part of the day. There are several Camellias not proper for room culture; those which have dry brown scaly buds, are to be avoided, such as anemone-flora, egertonia, cleviana, fulgens, atrorubens; also avoid
woodsii, chandlerii and dorsetia, as being difficult of expanding—they are so very full of petals. Those most proper for room culture, are double white, conchiflora, eclipse, fimbriata, florida, imbricata, maliflora, paeoniflora, punctata, Colvillii, rossii, speciosa, variegata and incarnata. Such will be found to bloom freely and fully: many others might be added, but these will give an idea of those sorts that agree best with room culture. We cannot conclude our subject without giving our readers some hints on the effect of plants in household apartments. It has been proved that the leaves of plants absorb carbonic acid gas by their upper surfaces, and give out oxygen by their under ones, thereby tending to purify the air in as far as animal life is concerned, because carbonic acid gas is pernicious to animals, and oxygen is what that life requires. It is in the light, however, that these operations are carried on, for in the dark, plants give out carbonic. It does not appear that any of the scentless products given out by plants are injurious to human beings, because those who live among accumulated plants are not less healthy than others, but rather enjoy more uninterrupted health, which, of itself, is a sufficient recommendation for all to spend their leisure moments in so healthful and rational an employment.
ON THE CULTURE OF THE GRAPE.

We are not aware of any vegetable production that is more conducive to the luxurious gratifications and pleasures of man than the vine. In fact, there is no fruit so delicious, applicable to so many purposes, nor any that is so agreeable to all palates: from the remotest ages the vine has been celebrated as the emblem of plenty and the "symbol of happiness." Its quickness of growth, its great fertility, and astonishing vegetative powers, with its unknown age, has rendered it one of the most fruitful blessings bestowed by Providence; a blessing which almost every inhabitant of this union may enjoy, and we see no occasion to doubt but that thousands of acres of our fertile uplands will be converted into vineyards, producing the finest fruits and richest wines in the world. Indeed, with very little care and attention, our unsightly post and rail fences may be converted into grape espaliers, and fine wines produced at as little cost as spruce beer; every square foot of surface might be made to produce a pound of grapes, and every post, at least, round our gardens afford ample space for one vine, which would yearly produce from three to nine pounds of fruit, fit either for the table or the wine-press. But the small space allotted in this volume will not allow us to dilate on this fruitful subject. Our object is to give a few hints on the aspect, soil, propagation, and culture of the vine, so as to produce an extra
crop in the smallest given space. We will then consider, first, the

ASPECT.

As our climate gives us plenty of heat for the matura-
tion of the vine, we have, therefore, more scope in aspect
than any other country. However, the most preferable is
one from south to east, or west. Shelter from high and
often recurring winds is a prime consideration. Our
western and south-western gusts of wind are very de-
structive to the vine when it is in the full vigour of
growth: it dissipates all the accumulated secretions of the
foliage, and closes its pores, thereby totally deranging the
vital functions of the plant, which (although in the height
of the growing season) has been known to be suspended
for weeks. There are frequently many local circum-
stances affecting the shelter of walls and other buildings,
which, where they exist, must determine the best aspect
for training the vine. But if there be no such local cir-
cumstances, we have no hesitation in stating that an east-
ern aspect is the best. On such the sun shines with full
force during the morning, at which time there is something
highly favourable to vegetation in his rays, which seems to
stimulate the energies of plants in an extraordinary degree,
and to excite them to a vigorous exertion of all the func-
tions appertaining to vegetable life.

ON SOIL.

The soil most congenial to the growth of the vine and
the maturity of its fruit is a rich, sandy, turfy loam, about
two feet deep, on a dry, gravelly, rocky, or sandy bottom;
the roots run with avidity into such sub-soils, lying secure
from the excess of moisture, which always accumulates in
clayey or compact soils. The excrementitious matter dis-
charged from the roots of a vine is very great, and if this
be given out in close and retentive soils, they quickly
become deleterious, and a languid and diseased vegetation
ensues: this is the great reason that so many failures exist.
It may hence be inferred that vines will not thrive in a cold wet soil, nor composed of stiff clay, which is easily accounted for from the fact that they delight only in soils easily rendered dry by evaporation, and free from excess of moisture, and are always more warm, which is so genial to the growth of this plant. To elucidate this, we can record an instance that occurred a few years ago in this vicinity:—A vine border was dug out to the depth of three feet and a half, in a cold retentive clay soil; twenty inches of stone, brick, and lime rubbish were put in the bottom, and the remainder filled up with good compost for the vines, in which they were planted, and grew well for two years, and produced some fruit; finally, they languished, and almost died, and it was at once pronounced that fine foreign grapes would not do in this country. But, on examining the roots of the plants, it was discovered that they were rotten from the excess of moisture which was retained in this pit; for though it had been partially filled with a dry bottom, no provision was made to carry off the water, therefore it proved to be a complete water pail: a drain was necessarily dug to the full depth to carry off the water, and the soil generally renewed; the vines were cut to within two feet of the ground; they now (four years after the operation) grow luxuriantly, and produce abundant crops every year. Therefore, if the sub-soil is not naturally dry, it must be made so by draining, which is the basis of the work, filling up the bottom with a sufficient quantity of dry materials, such as stones broken moderately small, brick-bats, lumps of lime rubbish, oyster-shells, &c., which will keep them dry and warm by the free admission of air and solar heat, and to admit of heavy rains passing quickly through without being retained sufficiently long to saturate the roots or injure the tender extremities; having thus furnished a dry bottom, cover to the desired height with turf taken about three inches deep from a rich pasture; and to every four loads of turf add one load of thoroughly decomposed manure, at least one year old, interspersing it with bones of any description, oyster-shells, or any other enriching material that undergoes slow decomposition: the whole must be repeatedly turned, and allowed to settle before the vines are planted. Extreme caution has to be exercised in administering bone-dust,
slaughter-house offal, and other over-rich manures, especially if the vines are to be planted the same or even the following season. Soils glutted with instant enriching manures are destructive to the vine. The surface of the border should have a gentle descent from the wall or fence: never crop your vine borders, and be careful of treading much upon them; a board trellis should be laid for walking upon when the operation of pruning, tying, &c., takes place, which is almost daily during summer. The border, after it has been once made, ought never to be stirred, except at intervals, to keep it from becoming hard and impervious to heat or moisture; and, when necessary, it should only be forked up about two inches deep, at all times taking care not to injure the roots.

In dry sandy soils all that is wanted for the full perfection of the grape is, to take out about one foot of the poorest of the ground, and replace it by turf from a meadow, adding thereto a portion of well-decomposed manure. Sweepings from turnpike roads, where there is much travel, is an excellent article for incorporating with such soils; it is of an enriching quality, its component parts consisting chiefly of sand, pulverized stones, dung, and urine, which is of a more lasting nature than can be found in almost any other compost; it ought to be thoroughly incorporated with the other soil soon after it has been collected from the road, as all its valuable qualities will then be entirely preserved. The foregoing remarks in the preparation of soil, if followed, will ensure the luxuriant growth of vines and the yearly production of fine crops of grapes, and, when circumstances will permit, should be practically adopted at all times. But it must not be supposed that vines will not grow and mature fine crops unless thus encouraged in extra prepared soils. Such is not the fact, for vines will do well in any soil that is not adhesive, and has a dry bottom; but they grow finer and bear greater crops of fruit within a given space of time, when planted in ground that has been properly prepared for their reception. For instance, if two cuttings be planted, the one in a soil fully prepared, and the other in that of the latter description, it will be found at the end of three years that the vine in the former soil is double the size of the latter; consequently, the strong vine will produce two-thirds more fruit, and of
a better quality, than the weak vine. This difference occurring every year, and even greater as the age increases, is sufficient to amply repay for all the trouble and expense incurred in making a suitable compost. However, the disadvantage of a poor soil may in part be compensated for by planting the vines closer together. If, indeed, vines could not be planted with any prospect of success, except in borders purposely prepared, only a very small quantity of grapes would be grown, compared with what this rich and fertile country is capable of producing.

Many instances occur in towns and cities, around dwellings and other descriptions of brick and stone erections, which present very favourable situations for the training of vines, but which, nevertheless, are so situated as to admit of little or no soil being placed at their roots. In such cases, if an opening can be made, twenty inches deep, and as many wide, it will be sufficient to admit of the roots of a young vine, which will support it till its rambling roots have found their way under the pavement, or along the walls to some more distant nourishment; if a wider space can be made, it will, of course, be better: loosen the sides and bottom as much as possible, and fill up with compost, as previously directed, and therein plant the vine. The surface covering, whether of brick or stone, may be replaced after the soil has fully settled, leaving a hole about six inches square to allow the stem of the plant to swell in its future growth. The roots soon find their way under the paving or along the foundation walls, and, indeed, in every direction in search after food, and will extract nourishment from sources apparently barren. The fact is, that the roots of the vine possess an astonishing power of adapting themselves to any situation in which they may be planted, provided it be a dry one.

Vines are generally propagated in the open ground by cuttings and layers.

By cuttings. At the general pruning provide cuttings or the preceding summer's growth; choose such as are of a medium size, well ripened, and short-jointed, cut them
into lengths of about eighteen inches each, leaving at the ends not less than two inches of wood to protect the eye, place these temporary cuttings about three-fourths of their length in the ground, in a warm and sheltered situation, where they can be protected with a little litter from the severity of frost during winter. The best time for planting them is about the 25th of March in this latitude, earlier or later if more south or north: if intended to plant the cutting where the plant is to remain, which is the most preferable method, prepare them in the following manner:

By cutting them into lengths of tree buds each, and letting the uppermost bud have an inch of blank wood remaining to protect it, the extremity of which must be cut in a slanting manner, and the slanting side opposite to the buds, to throw off the moisture: the end that is to be inserted in the ground cut transversely just under the bud, and the cutting will be complete; the cuttings being thus prepared, plant them forthwith; if intended to remain, place two in each space, inserting them in the ground so as the second eye may be about half an inch under the soil, which must be pressed close, when it will, most frequently, be found that the eye thus placed will grow first and strongest, when the upper eye can be displaced; if both the cuttings grow, cut off the weakest. During May, June, and July, care must be taken to keep the cuttings constantly moist; soap-suds or drainings of the dung-hill can be used for the purpose once a week, but not oftener, using rain or river water for general waterings. If the soil should sink down and leave the buds higher than above mentioned, more must be added to keep them as directed. To prevent the ground from becoming hard by repeated waterings, and also to retain a regular moisture about the cutting, cover the soil with shells, litter, or any such substitute, which will greatly promote the vegetating powers of the scion. As soon as they have made shoots six inches long, water may be more sparingly applied, and the shoots must be carefully tied to some support, and their tendrils and lateral shoots should be cut off, the latter to within one eye of the main stem: about the first of November cut every plant down to within two eyes of the cutting. But if the plants are intended to be removed, they should be planted in such a situation as to be shaded from the mid-day sun; from four to six hours
a day of sun is quite sufficient. A spot sheltered from severe winds is also most desirable. When transplanted, be careful of their small roots, and choose a mild day, (about the first of April, or earlier, is a good season,) for the operation.

**By layers.** This is a very expeditious mode of growing young vines, provided the shoots be laid in pots; but vines raised from shoots, laid down in the open ground, should be avoided as the worst of all plants: they make but few roots, and, when removed, these nearly all die off from being cut at the extremities in lifting, and the second year of such a plant is not much in advance of a good cutting. To grow vines by laying the shoots in pots, the following directions, if followed, will ensure success: For each intended layer procure a seven-inch pot, or a small box of a similar, or even larger size, prepare some fine rich sandy mould, containing a great portion of decayed leaves, then take the shoot and run it through the hole in the bottom of the pot till you come to the last three buds; close up the aperture round the shoot with moss, cotton, or any elastic substance, and then fill up the pot or box to within half an inch of the top with the prepared soil, having previously secured it in a safe and level position; and, where it can be conveniently watered during the season, this must be attended to at least once a day. When there is not time for this attendance, the pot or box should be plunged under ground, and the layer placed thereon, and firmly secured, so that its own force will not raise it up, then cover up the shoots at least three inches, leaving space for occasionally holding some liquid nourishment. Shoots may be thus laid any time from the first of March to the first of April. It must be clearly understood that the success of the operation depends entirely on keeping the mould in the pots moist, treating it as directed for watering cuttings. The plant may be separated from the vine about the first of September, and instantly planted into its desired locality, or put into a larger vessel, and there remain till planting season; the following year displace the tendrils and laterals as directed for cuttings, and in pruning cut it down to within three eyes of the ground. We may safely assert, that it is a species of strangling to a vine in the first three years of its growth, to be sparing of the knife, allowing, at once,
small weak shoots to be laid in to form in a day (comparatively) a plant that is expected to withstand the vicissitude of ages, and produce yearly its quantum of fruit; but more of this when treating of pruning.

By eyes. This is our most favourite method of propagating plants of this most valuable fruit. Early in the month of March we cut the shoots into eyes, leaving about an inch of wood on each extremity, and plant those with their eyes uppermost into pots, and place them in a hot or cold frame, prepared for the purpose; plants from a single eye may easily be made to grow twelve feet in one season, by constant repotting and nourishing. The plants thus growing are decidedly the best rooted, forming more capillary fibres; consequently more nutritious support to the vine is absorbed in the same given period of time; they also form shorter joints, and are capable of producing more fruit on a plant of the same size. We are aware that some start at this idea, and say that in a few years it is not observed. It reminds us very much of the son of the “Isle of the Ocean,” when asked how old his brother was, replied, he was so much, but in two years he would be “the same age.” Nevertheless, this method of propagating may not be generally accessible, the former two plans being at the command of every one.

ON ERECTIONS FOR THE SUPPORT AND PROTECTION OF THE VINE IN OUT-DOOR CULTURE.

To limit the proper height for training grapes would be a preposterous idea, for they can be perfectly cultivated in this country on any height from four to forty feet: indeed, on a wall of the former, we have thirty sorts of grapes growing luxuriantly, and fruiting in the most profuse manner. Some of the vines, four years old, which have produced from six to nine bunches of fine fruit, which only occupy, after pruning, a space of about eighteen inches square.

Walls of brick are decidedly the most preferable for the perfection of the grape; and if they be built for the express purpose, the most judicious distribution of materials would be in the erection of several low walls, not more than seven
feet high. For the purpose of pruning, training, &c., walls of this height are far preferable to those of a greater, and if built to run directly south or north, the entire surface of both sides may be judiciously covered. The eastern aspect would render a sure and abundant early crop: those on the western side would not be so productive, and more liable to be affected by our frequent severe westerly gales. When in bloom, or when the fruit is ripening, would be the period that they would be most liable to suffer. However, as they would frequently produce a full crop, an astonishing quantity of fruit may be produced on a very small space of ground by erecting walls of this description, built parallel to, and not far distant from, each other—say, at the nearest, from twenty to twenty-five feet. If from local causes bricks cannot be had, a good substitute will be found in strong ranges of plank fencing made of well-seasoned wood, and closely jointed, having three or four good coats of oil paint: grapes raised in this way will be nowise inferior to those produced on walls: indeed we would prefer such to any wall of stone that could be erected, it being of a more even surface and more convenient for training, and not giving harbour for insects, &c. A very great advantage will be derived by having a coping on the wall or fence, projecting eight or ten inches, turning on a pivot, so as it can be used in time of heavy dashing rains while the vines are in bloom, or when the fruit is ripening, which are the only periods that it will be of actual service, for all dews and light rains are indispensable to the health and maturity of the vine; and if the fence is north and south, the light and heat excluded by it would be a serious drawback on the ripening of the fruit. We say, therefore, if it is not on a pivot, the plants will be better without it, unless it have only one or two inches of a projection, the dripping from the coping will fall on the foliage, and that will carry it entirely free from the fruit; but we urge the great utility and even necessity for movable coping. Espaliers or trellises are in common use for the training of the vine, also arbours: the former suit admirably in small gardens where it is not desirable to go to expense, but the latter should be avoided as the worst possible construction for growing grapes; the interior is always filled with a current of cold air highly prejudicial to the maturity of fine fruits; but for coarse
ON TRANSPLANTING THE VINE.

The best period of the year for transplanting is during the months of October or March. The longer its removal is postponed after these periods, the more injurious will be the effects of transplanting. Admitting the ground has been prepared according to directions formerly given, dig a hole about twenty inches deep, and as wide as will admit of the roots, if possible, to their full extension, without crippling in any manner. If any of them are injured in lifting, they must be cut back to soundness: fill up the hole to within twelve inches of the top, set the vine in the hole thus made, with its stem about six inches from the wall or fence, and let the plant be cut even with the ground, or, where there is plenty of space, and the plant two or more feet long, plant the root at a distance from where the stem of the vine is desired, and then disbud the young shoot, except the uppermost three, lay it down its full length, bringing the terminal buds to where the plant is wanted; by this method the whole extent of the shoot will make roots, and be of infinite service for the farther growth and
support of the plant. When the eyes thus left grow, displace the weakest two, leaving the strongest for the permanent plant. We have seen old vines laid down in this manner for the distance of thirty feet, and, in two years, formed plants of most astonishing vigour and production. If the vine has been grown in a pot, shake the ball of earth from the roots, among which place, with care, new and fresh soil, taking the plant and giving it several shakes to settle it well about the roots, which will encourage the plant to put forth new roots for its farther support. Transplanting should always be done in dry and mild weather, and when the soil is mellow and free. During the removal the roots must be carefully kept from exposure; the atmosphere would dry up their tender extremities, and cause much injury; and, when vines are brought from a distance, this precaution ought to be carefully put in practice. Its first season’s growth should be confined to one stem only, carefully cutting off all lateral shoots within one eye of the main shoot, as directed on the subject of propagation.

ON PRUNING.

The first year’s growth of a transplanted vine should, in November, be cut down within four inches of the ground, and, on the appearance, cover the plant with about three inches of stable litter, allowing it to remain in this state till the middle of March. The plant will now push strongly, and two of the best shoots should be trained their full length during summer, carefully nipping off tendrils and laterals, and, at all times, securing the shoots from the effects of high winds. If walls are used for training, there should be slats fixed about one inch from the wall to tie the shoots thereto, using soft material for the purpose of tying: if the vines should show fruit, cut it off.

Having the previous season retained two well-grown shoots from near the surface of the ground, you will now, in November, tie these in a horizontal position, about six or eight inches above the surface, cutting them at nearly two feet distance from the main stem. In the following month, February, when the weather is mild, displace
every alternate bud, observing that it is those on the under side of the shoot. If every thing has been attended to in soil, planting, and pruning that we have advanced, there may be expected to arise four shoots from each of these horizontal branches, which, if any show fruit, it must be cut off: these young shoots must be trained upright during summer, being careful to displace every other as they appear. Some approve of training these young upright shoots in a serpentine form, which, in our opinion at present, is of little consequence; but top them about the end of August, or earlier if they are to the desired height. In November of the third summer's growth, you may now prune for fruit as above stated. Your horizontal branches will have fully matured four luxuriant upright shoots. Cut two of these alternately within one eye of the horizontal shoot, which will produce wood to be fruited the following year, and lay in the other two, in a serpentine form for fruit, to about three feet in length. The vine has now assumed the form in which it is permanently to remain, and it may be considered as the foundation of a system of alternately fruiting four shoots, and training four out their full length every year, which method may be continued every year without any alteration. After several years, if it is thought proper, the arms may be lengthened by the training in of a shoot at their extremities, and managing it in the same manner as when the arms were first formed; but it is not advisable that the branches should be far extended, which would ultimately prove injurious to those branches arising from the bosom of the vine. This system of pruning and training the vine we do not advocate as something new or original, but one which we have seen in full and successful practice twenty years ago. By procuring well-grown plants in pots, one year may be gained on the above calculation; for you can prune, and at once take two shoots to prepare for laying the foundation of your future plant; but more than this cannot be accomplished. We are aware that many of our readers are already startled at this tedious method of fruiting vines, and have almost concluded to have fruit the first year or none. Such are too frequently the conclusions of many; but, as sure as they practice it, they as invariably meet with a failure, and that in a very few years. The practice
of training vines to get them up to the top of arbours, &c., cannot be done with fine vines without risk. As we have already said, it may and will do with our native kinds, but no other. The general system of spur-pruning has many advantages in in-door culture, but does not at all agree with growing grapes in the open air. Our limits do not admit of giving in detail our reasons for so saying, but those who doubt may go on in the old way, giving the system herein advised a trial, with one plant only, and we guarantee that in less than five years their old vines are headed down to the stump, to begin on a system that yearly renews itself, and can be perpetuated for ages on the same vine, which may be said to "renew its youth every year." In fact, it recommends itself by simplicity—by the small number of wounds annually made—by the clear and handsome appearance of the vine, and by the great ease with which it is managed—its occupying but a small space. We therefore conclude this subject with the following few general rules: Use a knife of the best description, and let it be perfectly sharp; cut always upward and in a sloping direction, always leave about an inch of blank wood beyond a terminal bud, and let the cut be on the opposite side of the bud. In pruning out an old branch, cut it even with the parent limb, that the wound may quickly heal. Never prune in frosty weather, nor in the months of March, April, or May. Let the general fall pruning take place about the end of October or first of November; after which, stir up the ground, and let a good coating of fresh stable manure be laid thereon, which will both protect the roots that are near the surface, and also enrich the soil; but if stable manure cannot be procured, leaves from the woods are an excellent substitute, which, after decomposition, form a vegetable manure very enriching, and one very congenial to the vine; this being done, nothing more is required till the first of March, when the roughest must be removed, and the decomposed particles forked into the borders. It may be proper to state, that in more northern latitudes and greater altitudes than Philadelphia, it will be necessary to lay down the vines after pruning, during winter, and give them a light covering of litter, straw, leaves, or mats, which will completely protect them from the severest frost; although it is not altogether the severity
that destroys, but the alternate frost and sun acting on the plant every twenty-four hours, which overcomes the vitality of the plant; and another fell-destroyer is, when we have a mild February and a severe March. When such occurs, which is but rarely, the vines must all be protected by mats while there is danger.

ON MANURE.

This subject has been very recently indulged in to a destructive extent. We could record instances of soils strongly impregnated with very enriching manures, being almost death to the plant; very rich soils are adhesive and retentive of moisture, which is destruction to the roots of the vine. The celebrated Brassin, conductor of the royal vinery of France, used to practise enriching his vine borders with exciting manures: he now finds that cleansing of ditches, grass-turf, and road sweepings, mixed well together and allowed to ferment for a year, is far preferable. He now uses it entirely as an annual dressing; but, in our opinion, this cannot be continued for any length of time, unless the border is also yearly reduced; consequently, manures that are of slow decomposition are preferable, and nothing that we are acquainted with excels bones of every description; but these are not always at hand in quantity. When to be obtained, they should always be put to a good purpose—an annual winter top-dressing of manure of a few inches, and the roughest removed in the spring, digging in the remainder not over four inches deep, which will encourage the roots to the surface, where they will be greatly benefited by solar heat and air. Liquid manures are highly valuable where immediate effect is required: they contain all the soluble parts of manure in such a state as to admit of being taken up by the plant as soon as applied. These are urine, which may be used pure any time from the first of November to February when the ground is not frozen; but if used at any other period, must be diluted with its equal quantity of water. Drainings of manure-heaps and soap-suds can be used at all times, but not too frequently. Soot dissolved in water, in the proportion of one to twelve, is an exceed-
DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE, &c.

ingly strong manure, and very stimulating; *Guano* dissolved in water at the rate of 20 lbs. to 100 gallons is a first rate manure; where great growth is required, they may be safely watered once a week, during the growing season, with the enriched liquid; but all these exciting manures must be cautiously applied, as excess is very injurious to the fertility of the vine; and although one of the grossest feeders in nature, even possessing the appetite of a glutton, it can be satiated and destroyed.

DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE OF GRAPES MOST SUITABLE FOR OPEN AIR CULTURE.

*Golden Chasselas, Chasselas de Fontainbleau, D'Arboye, or Royal Muscadine.* Bunches medium size, with very small shoulders, berries of a moderate size, round when ripe, turning to a bright amber colour, having a thin skin, a soft flesh, and a rich juice. This is an exceedingly fine grape, a free bearer, is very hardy, and ripens early; it may be considered one of the best white grapes for outdoor culture.

*White Chasselas or White Muscadine.* Bunches medium size, shouldered, and well formed. Berries round and of a good size, juicy, rich, and well flavoured; it ripens about the middle or toward the end of September, and is an excellent hardy grape, and fully equal to the former. We consider this grape the same as the *Malmsey Muscadine.*

*White Sweet Water, (early.)* Bunches rather large; berries of a good size, round, of a white colour, and, when perfectly ripe, especially when exposed, they are shaded with a light russet colour; they grow close on the bunches, and when desired to have large berries, the bunches must be well thinned, the juice very saccharine and luscious. We consider this the very best white grape for walls; it is an excellent bearer, makes good short-jointed wood, and is very early. We have had it perfectly ripe on a south wall the first day of September.

*White Muscat of Alexandria, Jerusalem Muscat, Malaga.* Bunches large, but short and well shouldered; berries large, oval, and, when perfectly ripe, (which will not be till October), are of a pale amber colour, often without
stones, skin rather thick, the flesh firm, juice not plentiful, but of a sweet, highly musky, delicious and peculiar flavour. It is an extra fine grape, and requires a warm situation. It does not bear so freely as the former two.

**White Frontignac or Frontignan.** Bunches long and narrow, without shoulders, rather closely set, of a dull white or greenish yellow, and covered with a powdering bloom, juice very sugary and rich, with a delightful spicy flavour. It ripens in September, and delights in a dry soil.

**White Hamburg, White Lisbon, White Portugal.** Bunches very large, short, and loosely formed: berries large and oval, skin thick, of a greenish white colour, flesh firm, juice sweet, slightly mixed with acid, one of our latest white grapes. The plant is of a strong robust habit, and an excellent bearer.

**Austrian Muscat.** Bunches large and tapering: berries round, of a russet white colour, skin thin, juice rich and musky, and of excellent flavour. It ripens about the second week of September, and is an excellent bearer.

**Black Frontignac, Violet Frontignac, Muscat Noir.** Bunches small and short: berries round, and grow close in bunches, skin black, covered with a fine light bloom, flesh tender and juicy, of a rich vinous spicy flavour.

**Black Hamburg.** Bunches tolerably large, with short compact shoulders, tapering to a point: berries large, of an oval form, skin rather thick, very nearly black, and covered with a blue bloom; flesh tender, sweet, and of a rich vinous flavour: ripens about the first of October, but will hang on the vine till frost. This is, in every respect, one of the finest black grapes that can be grown in the open air: it is also a constant bearer. The leaves in the fall are mottled with green and yellow.

**Black Prince.** Bunches rather long and generally shouldered: berries oval, and of a good size, skin rather thick, of a dark purple, and covered with a thick bloom; flesh white, sweet, juicy and well flavoured: ripe about the first of October.

**Black Lombardy, West’s St. Peter’s.** Bunches long and well shouldered: berries large, round, and of a regular size; skin thin and very black, juice plentiful and of a
very high flavour; is perfectly ripe about the middle of October, and will keep on the vines till frost.

*Black Muscadine, Black Chasselas, Violet Chasselas.* Bunches about the size and shape of the *Golden Chasselas*: berries perfectly round and covered with a blue bloom: flesh juicy and of a very rich flavour: ripens about the first of October.

*Frankendale.* Bunches large, with small shoulders, and rather longer than the Black Hamburg: berries round and closely set; skin deep purple, approaching to black, covered with a thin blue bloom; flesh tender, sweet, rich, and of a luscious flavour: it is a great bearer, and fully ripe about the end of September or first of October.

*Grizzly Frontignac, Muscat Gris.* Bunches of a medium size, with small shoulders: berries round, of a light brown colour, intermixed with red and yellow; the juice is exceedingly rich, and possesses a high spicy flavour: it ripens about the middle of September.

*Hansteretto.* Bunches large and well formed: berries also large and perfectly round, of a jet black colour when perfectly ripe; flesh rather juicy and of a rich flavour; leaves deeply lobed and a little downy underneath. An excellent hardy grape, but inferior in quality to the Black Hamburg: ripe about the first of October.
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<td>Gazânia, 241.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geissomêria, 164.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gelsêmium, 241.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gentiana, 40.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gentsta, 19, 241.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geràrdia, 35.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gesnêria, 146, 148.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gêum, 41.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gilia, 31.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gladiolus, 95, 195, 287.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Class-roof, angle of, 136.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gloriôsa, 146.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glory flower, 230.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glôxônia, 146, 148.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glycine, 85.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gnaphálium, 241.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gongôra, 188.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gomphréna, 27.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gortêria, 241.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grafting, 59.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Note:** The entries are listed with their respective pages, and the table is structured to reflect the natural reading order of the index entries.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>Page Numbers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Grape vine, culture of</td>
<td>317</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>———— pruning</td>
<td>327</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>———— manure</td>
<td>330</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>———— list of</td>
<td>331</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Green-house, on erecting</td>
<td>191</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>———— temperature of</td>
<td>192</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grevílea</td>
<td>242</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grove love</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gum elastic tree</td>
<td>240</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guano</td>
<td>56, 331</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Habránthus</td>
<td>242</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hawkweed</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hawórrthia</td>
<td>277</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heart's-case</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>———— culture of</td>
<td>93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>———— character of</td>
<td>95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hédera</td>
<td>85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hedý'sarum;</td>
<td>35*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hedý'chium</td>
<td>145</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Helíanthus</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Helicóния</td>
<td>164</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Helichry'sum</td>
<td>27, 242</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heliophiála</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heliotrópium</td>
<td>164</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hemerocálilis</td>
<td>40, 41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hemímeris</td>
<td>204</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hemlock spruce</td>
<td>98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heritiéra</td>
<td>164</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heron's bill</td>
<td>238</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hibbéria</td>
<td>243</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hibiscus</td>
<td>27, 41, 164</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hieráciwm</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Holly</td>
<td>244</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hollyhock</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Honeysuckle</td>
<td>86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hottentot's bread</td>
<td>262</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hóvea</td>
<td>243</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hóya, 161, 165</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Húmea, 35</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hyacinth</td>
<td>122</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>———— character of</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>———— and other bulbs</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hybrid Roses, list of</td>
<td>62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hy'drângea</td>
<td>243</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hypércicum</td>
<td>243</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ibéria</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ice Plant</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ilex</td>
<td>244</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Illicium</td>
<td>244</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indigófera</td>
<td>244</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indigo tree</td>
<td>244</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Insects, destruction of</td>
<td>139</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Imhósa</td>
<td>211</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ipomóía'a</td>
<td>31, 165</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ipomóipsis</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iris, 41, 111, 122</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Irish Ivy</td>
<td>85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ismêne</td>
<td>165</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ixia, 195, 288</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ixóra</td>
<td>166</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jacksónia</td>
<td>245</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jacobéna Lily</td>
<td>96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jambósa</td>
<td>166, 245</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Japan day lily</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jasmine</td>
<td>86, 167</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jasminum, 86, 167, 245</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Játrópha</td>
<td>167</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jonquéil</td>
<td>111, 122</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Juniperus</td>
<td>198</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Justiciá, 168, 245</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kémpfériá</td>
<td>145</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kalosánthés</td>
<td>231</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kennêdia</td>
<td>245</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lachenália</td>
<td>195, 284</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ladies' slipper</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lagerstremia</td>
<td>271</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lambértia</td>
<td>246</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lantána</td>
<td>168</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lasiópetálum</td>
<td>246</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lathyrus</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Latânia</td>
<td>168</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Láurus, 169, 246</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laurestinus</td>
<td>266</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lavándula</td>
<td>246</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lavender</td>
<td>246</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lechenaúltia</td>
<td>247</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leadwort</td>
<td>257</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leonódis</td>
<td>247</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leptospérmum</td>
<td>247</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leptosíphon</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leucáéndron</td>
<td>247</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leucospérmum</td>
<td>248</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liâtris</td>
<td>42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lilium, 122, 288</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lily, 288</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Linum, 248</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lions' ear</td>
<td>247</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lipâria</td>
<td>248</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Loasa, 28, 31</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lobélia</td>
<td>248</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>London Pride</td>
<td>45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Looking-glass plant</td>
<td>164</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lonícera, 86, 248</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lophospérmum</td>
<td>27, 248</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Love lies bleeding</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Loquat, 238.
Lupinus, 31.
Lychnis, 42, 249.
Lunaria, 35.
Lysinèm, 249.
Ly'thrum, 42.
Mangifèra, 169.
Magnòlia, 249.
Mahogany tree, 175.
Maldòpe, 28, 31.
Malplògia, 169.
Mammillària, 155.
Mandevilla, 170.
Manéttia, 249.
Mango tree, 169.
Marvel of Peru, 31.
Márica, 170.
Mauràudia, 28.
Mastic tree, 256.
Mathiòla, 28, 43.
Maxillària, 188.
Melaleùca, 249.
Melàstoma, 170, 250.
Meloçàctus, 155.
Menzisìa, 250.
Mesembrýántheum, 28, 277.
Mésplòs, 238.
Metrosidèros, 250.
Mexican Lily, 205.
Mignonètta, 32.
Mímòsa, 28.
Mirabilísa, 31.
M'imulus, 28, 42.
Monárdà, 42.
Monkey flower, 28, 42.
Másà, 148, 171.
Musk scabious, 35.
M'ýrsine, 250.
My'rtus, 171, 250.
My'rte, 250.

Oenàka, 251.
Oleà, 251.
Oleànder, 251.

Olive, 251.
Oncédium, 188.
Opántia, 157.
Orchidaceous plants, 187.
Ornithògalum, 284.
O'xalis, 284, 288.
Oxylòbiurn, 252.

Pachidéndron, 277.
Pàònia, 292.
Pàony, list of, 122.
Pancrátiurn, 172.
Pandànus, 172.
Pansy, 32.
Papaver, 32, 35.
Passifòra, 56, 172, 252.
Passion vine, 172, 252.
Pelorónium, 252, 254.
Pentéstémon, 17.
Pereskìa, 157.
Periplòca, 85.
Periwinkle, 29.
Persónia, 255.
Petunìa, 28.
Phaseolus, 256.
Phlóx, 32, 43.
Phôtínia, 232.
Phylíca, 256.
Physic nut, 167.
Phe'mix, 173, 256.
Phórnium, 256.
Phyr'níum, 145.
Pimelèa, 256.
Pimpernel, 27.
Pinks, 17, 112.
Pinus, 98.
Pistacia, 256.
Pitcher plant, 171.
Pitòsporum, 257.
Plantain tree, 171.
Platylòbiurn, 257.
Plumbàgo, 173, 257.
Plumìèria, 173.
Podaý'ria, 257.
Poinsettìa, 173.
Poivrea, 159.
Polyànthus, 17, 92.
Poly'spora, 174.
Potentìlìa, 45.
Portulaça, 28.
Primrose, 44, 49.
Prince's Feather, 30.
Primula, 44, 292.
Pròthea, 257.
Pruning, 18, 19.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pterospermum, 174.</th>
<th>Saxifraga, 45.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pulten&quot;a, 258.</td>
<td>Scabiosa, 35.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Queen Margaret, 27.</th>
<th>Schizanthus, 28.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>———— plant, 261.</td>
<td>Scótia, 259.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ragged Robin, 42.</td>
<td>Screw Pine, 172.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ranúnculus, 18, 111.</td>
<td>Senêcio, 259.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>———— character of a, 91.</td>
<td>Sensitive Plant, 28.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Red cedar, 98.</td>
<td>Shrubs, of planting, 21.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>——— spider, 140.</td>
<td>Shortia, 28.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Renanþhèra, 188.</td>
<td>Shutters, of planting, 186.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reseda, 32.</td>
<td>Siîène, 35, 45.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rhapis, 174.</td>
<td>Silk vine, 85.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rhododéndron, 258.</td>
<td>Silver tree, 247.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rhodochiton, 258.</td>
<td>Snail flower, 256.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rhúas, 19.</td>
<td>Snapdragon, 34, 35.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Richârdia, 283.</td>
<td>Solîlya, 260.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rhipidodéndron, 277.</td>
<td>Solândra, 175.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rôchea, 231.</td>
<td>Sparâxis, 289.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rock rose, 228.</td>
<td>Sphèroloibium, 260.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roélla, 259.</td>
<td>Spiderwort, 177.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rondeletîa, 174.</td>
<td>Spirîëa, 46.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rooms, treatment of plants in, 298.</td>
<td>Spurge Laurel, 292.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rose campion, 34.</td>
<td>Spreikèlia, 96.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rosemary, 266.</td>
<td>Sprengèlia, 260.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rose tree, 258.</td>
<td>Stanhópea, 188.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roses, budding, 114.</td>
<td>Star of Bethlehem, 284.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>——— of grafting, 66.</td>
<td>Stâtice, 46.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>——— hardy garden list of, 51.</td>
<td>Sterculia, 291.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>——— hybrid, list of, 62.</td>
<td>Sternbèrgia, 111.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>——— Pîle de Bourbon, 67.</td>
<td>Stephanotus, 175.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>——— microphylla, 82.</td>
<td>Stock Gilly, 17, 28, 43.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>——— musk-scented, 71.</td>
<td>Stork’s bill, 252.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>——— noisette, 75.</td>
<td>Streîftzia, 175, 261.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>——— odorata, or tea, 72.</td>
<td>Streptocárpus, 261.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>——— perpetual, 65.</td>
<td>Strawberry tree, 207.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>——— striped, list of, 63.</td>
<td>Styllidium, 261.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ràbus, 313.</td>
<td>Styphélia, 261.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ruélîa, 175.</td>
<td>Summer Heliotrope, 32.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Russéliea, 175.</td>
<td>Sutherlândia, 261.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sage, 259.</td>
<td>Swainsônia, 261.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sàgus, 175.</td>
<td>———— Sultan, 27, 30.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sálvìa, 259.</td>
<td>———— Pea, 31.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Salpiglossis, 28.</td>
<td>Swietènia, 175.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saponària, 45.</td>
<td>Sword Lily, 95.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sashes, of, 136.</td>
<td>Tabernâmontâna, 176.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Tacsonìa, 264.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Tagetes, 28.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Tea Plant, 262.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Tecóma, 85, 176, 262.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Telopea, 262.
Testudinaria, 262.
Thèa, 262.
Thomasia, 246.
Thrift, 46.
Thrinax, 176.
Thunjia, 98.
Thunbergia, 29, 176.
Tiger flower, 96.
Tigrézia, 96.
Tournefortia, 32.
Tradescántia, 177.
Tree Primrose, 32.
- Paonèa, 292.
Tritònia, 289.
Trôllius, 46.
Trophe'olum, 28, 29, 266.
Tuberose, 92.
Tulip, of planting the, 124.

Valeriàna, 47.
Variegated Euphorbia, 31.
Vánda, 188.
Venus' Paint Brush, 27.
Venus' Fly-trap, 145.
Verbèna, 29, 265.
Verónica, 46, 266.
Vibûrnum, 19, 266.
Viminària, 266.
Vinca, 29.
Viola, 32, 47.
Virgin's Bower, 38, 83, 84, 229.
Volkamèria, 229.

Wachendórfia, 195.
Wall flower, 34.
Wax plant, 161, 165.
Westringia, 266.
Wind flower, 35.
Wistària, 85.
Witsènia, 267.
Wolfs-bane, 36.

Xeranthemum, 27.
Yucca, 49, 267.

Zamia, 267.
Zebra plant, 154.
Zingiber, 145.
Zinnia, 29.
Zygope'talum, 188.
LIST OF HARDY SHRUBS.

SEE PAGE 56.

Those marked thus*, require protection in winter, and those marked thus†, shade during summer.

Amorpha, bastard indigo. fruticosa, shrubby.
Amygdalus, almond. nana, dwarf.
Pumila, Double-flowering. Aescica, peach-leaved.
Andromeda, all the species.
Azalea, American honeysuckle. all the hardy species.
Aucuba, Gold tree. Japan.
† japonica, Japan.
Berberis, all the species.
Busxus, Box tree. two species.
Calycanthus, Sweet-scented shrub.
Floridus, purple-flowered.
Precox, early.
Var. var. Castanea, Chestnut-tree. Pumila, dwarf.
Cercis, Judas tree.
Canadensis, var. virginica.
Chionanthus, Fringe tree.
Virignica, common.
Clethra, all the hardy species.
Corylus, Dogwood.
Florida, large flowering.
Sanguinea, bloody.
Crataegus, several species.
Cotonesteer, all are fine.
Cyttisus, all the species.
Daphne, mezerium, red.
Var. var. white flowering, fine.
Dutzia scabra, red, white and purple.
Euonymus, Japan Burning Bush. japonica, silver edged.
Argentea, Franklina. Pubescens, downy.
Halesia, snow flake.
Diptera, winged do.
Hibiscus, Althaea.
Syriacus, Althaea frutax.
Var. var.
Hydrangea, all the varieties.
† Hortensis, garden.
Hypericum, profuse flowering.
Kalmianum, St. Johnswort.
Ilex, Holly.
Var. var.
Jasminum, shrubby.
Fruticans, climbing white.
Officinal, Juniper.
Sudica, Swedish.
Virginicus, Virginian.
Kalmia, American laurel.
Glauca, glaucous.
Latifolia, broad-leaved.
Koetregeria, yellow-flowered.
Paniculata, Laurel.
Lauros, sweet-bay.
Nobilis, var. var.
Lavendula, Lavender.
Spica, spike-flowered.
Magnolia, purple.
Purpurea, slender.
Kobus, grandes.
Gracilis, large-flowered.
Grandiflora, var. var.
Thomsoniana, hybrid.
LIST OF HARDY SHRUBS.

conspicua, zoulan.
soulangeana, hybrid.
PHILODELPHUS, mock-orange.
grandiflora, large-flowered.
miniat, dwarf.
variegatus, variegated.
PINUS, Pine or Fir tree.
Balsamea, balm of Gilead.
PINNIFOLIA, Georgia bark tree.
pubes, downy.
PRUNUS, Cherry.
* lusitanica, Portuguese laurel.
* laurocerasus, English laurel.
PYRUS, all are very fine.
RHODODENDRON, Rose-bay.
catawbiense, Catawba.
dauricum, daurian.
var. var.
ponticum, pink.
var. var.
maximum, common.
Rhus, Sumach.
cotinus, mist tree.
RUBUS, fragrant.
auriculatum, bloody.
sanguineum, bloody.
ROBINA, Locust tree.
hispida, rose-acacia.
SHEPHERDIA, buffalo-berry.
SORBUS, large white.

h'hybrida, mountain ash—a beautiful shrub.
SPIR'EA, toment'osa, tomentose.
tomento, red-flowered.
frutes, &c.
SYMPH'ORA, Snow-berry.
racemosa, white-berried.
glomerata, red-berried.
SYRINGA, Lilac.
all the species.
TA'MARIX, Tamarisk tree.
Germanica, Yew.
Taxus, a handsome erect, growing ever-green.
baccata, arboretum.
hibernica, Chinese.
THUJA, American.
ocidentalis, Norway arboretum.
orientalis, lime or Linden tree.
THUJA, small-leaved.
plicata, scarlet.
THILLIA, guelder-rose.
parvifolia, Viburnum.
coccinea, opulus.
viburnum, var.
rosea, rosco-coloured.
rósea.

LIST OF VERONICAS.

SEE PAGE 46.

VERÓNICA, Sweed-well.
officinalis, officinal.
chamædrys, Germander.
média, long-spiked.
incana, hoary.
elegans, elegant.
spicata, spiked.
grándis, large white.

incarnata, flesh-coloured.
cárnea, pale red.
leucanthemum, white flowered.
bellidioides, daisy-leaved.
vérona, vernal.
ain'mana, fine-blue.
pulchella, neat.
TABLE OF SOILS.

The following compound of soils are adapted to the nature of the Plants contained in this work:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number</th>
<th>Savanna</th>
<th>Loam</th>
<th>Leaf</th>
<th>Sand</th>
<th>Manure</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>½</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>all</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>½</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>½</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

REMARKS ON THE NATURE OF SOILS USED IN THE ABOVE TABLE.

Peat or Savanna soil—is of a dark colour, with a large portion of white sand incorporated with it, and is found frequently in New Jersey. A mixture of two-thirds black earth from the woods and one-third of pure white sand will be similar to it, and may be used as a substitute, but is not exactly of the same nature.

Loam—is of a light brown colour, and is that from the top of old pastures or commons, which should lie one year, and be frequently turned before using. It ought not to be from a clay bottom, and merely three inches of the turf taken.

Leaf mould—is that which is to be found on the surface of the ground in woods, and is the decomposed leaves. It may be termed nearly of first rate importance in vegetation.

Sand—is a substance that is generally known, and that which is found on the surface is decidedly the best. If it is from a pit, it must be spread out, and frequently turned, that it may assimilate with the atmosphere before using; four months will be sufficient.

Manure—before using, must be decomposed to very fine particles. It will require two years, during which time it must be often turned, and the longer it lays it will be the finer and more congenial.

T H E  E N D.
ERRATA.

Page 31 line 19, for "meutabilis" read mutabilis.
" 85 " 35, for "Periplaca," " Periploca.
" 136 " 6, for "Park," " Bark.
" 169 " 25, for "Magnifera," " Mangifera.
ROBERT BUIST,
NURSERYMAN, SEEDSMAN, AND FLORIST,
NO. 140 SOUTH TWELFTH STREET, PHILADELPHIA,

Cultivates and has for Sale, on the very lowest cash terms, an extensive assortment of the Rose, Camellia, Pelargonium and other foreign Plants, and is constantly introducing those new sorts worthy of the attention of either amateur or cultivator. He also has a select assortment of all the choice Fruits, with several thousand fruiting plants of foreign Grape Vines in pots. He invites personal inspection to his stock, which is not excelled by any in the United States. His green-house department occupies 18,000 square feet of glass, which enables him to fulfil the most extensive demands. Flowers and Vegetable Seeds, Hyacinths, Tulips and other Dutch bulbs.

All orders must be accompanied with cash or responsibility. Every article carefully packed and forwarded at the risk of the purchaser.

Priced catalogues mailed to order.

BUIST'S PRIZE SEEDLING STRAWBERRY.

This new American Seedling Strawberry is offered to the public as one of the very best in cultivation. The fructifying organs of the plants are all perfect, thereby ensuring a full crop. It is of very high flavour and rich crimson colour, large size and great bearer, and, when brought before a Committee of the Pennsylvania Horticultural Society, in comparison with others, was pronounced “decidedly the best.”
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